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INTRODUCTION 

Kenneth W. Heathington, Transportation Center, University of Tennessee 

During the 1960s, air passenger travel experienced substantial 
growth-as much as 8 to 20 percent annually at some airports. 
Based on this past trend, estimates are that U.S. airports will 
handle more than 250 million passengers by 1980. To meet this 
travel demand, some urban areas constructed large and complex 
airport facilities. 

Since 1970, however, air passenger travel growth has slowed 
considerably, and many of the past forecasts may be too high. 
Some think that in the near future air passenger travel will in
crease only by 2 or 3 percent annually, and some even argue that 
air travel has stabilized and will increase only minimally if at all 
during the next 10 to 20 years. 

Thus, questions are raised whether further new facilities are 
really needed or whether it is sufficient to direct more attention 
to the better use of existing facilities. Efficient use of airport 
landside facilities is related to many variables, all of which inter
act and many of which are institutional rather than technical. And, 
in general, institutional problems have proved to be more difficult 
to solve. 

Although airports are still primarily modal interchange points, 
they have become much more. Some airports are major employ
ment centers, and most are surrounded by intensely developed 
areas. Within the airport perimeter are restaurants, hotels, 
parking facilities, administrative centers, and other services. 
Though these facilities take space, they also generate much
needed revenue. 

In previous years, a great deal of attention was directed to
ward the airside portion of the airport since it was here that most 
delays occurred. Now it appears that the landside portion may 
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have as critical an impact on the level of service and capacity as the airside. Since 
either the airside or the landside can be the limiter to an airport's capacity and level 
of service, appropriate criteria and measures of capacity and level of service are 
needed to ensure that programs to improve the capacity of either the airside or the 
landside are not negated by lack of facilities on the other side of the airport. 

As a first step in the exploration of needed research and development in this vital 
area, this Conference on Airport Landside Capacity was convened by the Transporta
tion Research Board at the request of the U.S. Department of Transportation. Partic
ipants were informed of airport landside issues by resource papers prepared, and they 
discussed these issues: 

1. Identification and measurement of levels of service and capacity of airport land-
side elements, 

2. Providing and managing airport landside capacity, 
3. Constraints and their impacts on airport landside capacity, 
4. Influence of air side and off-airport factors on landside capacity, and 
5. Alternative methods for providing landside capacity at existing sites. 

Reports by the workshop chairmen, the general and workshop resource papers, the 
research recommendations, and the conference findings and summary are included in 
this Special Report . 
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involved in airport landside operations: airport managers, consumer advocates , con
cessionaires, environmentalists, transportation disadvantaged, automobile rental 
agency officials, architects, engineers, economists, airline company officials, ground 
transportation operators, labor and finance specialists, attorneys, regulators, energy 
specialists, federal, state, and local government officials, planners, and university 
researchers. 

A variety of opinions were expressed during the conference sessions. And although 
agreement was r eached on some matters, on most ther e wer e strong minority views. 
The conference could not produce a carefully developed plan for providing the optimum 
amount of airport landside capacity in the years ahead. Nor could it recommend a 
well-organized research program to undergird such a plan. The complexity of the 
problems and the limitation of time did not allow for this. But the conference did 
bring together those who are knowledgeable about and responsible for airport landside 
operations and who identified those issues that need attention and those that will likely 
be the most difficult to resolve. 



Advisory Committee 

CONFERENCE FINDINGS 

1. The passenger should be the principal consideration in all 
policies and programs related to the airport landside. 

The purpose of the airport landside is to serve air travelers, who 
are most directly affected by level of service. Therefore, level 
of service must be considered in all capacity decisions. 

2. The role of the federal government in landside development 
should be increased. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation and the Federal Aviation 
Agency have been actively involved in airside development and 
should now extend that involvement to the landside as well so that 
both develop appropriately and compatibly. 

3. ADAP funds should be made available for airport landside 
projects. 

Airport airside funding through the Airport Development Aid Pro
gram has contributed to an imbalance in capacity and level of ser
vice between the airside and the landside. The Federal Aviation 
Administration should use ADAP funds on both the airside and the 
landside to the degree necessary to eliminate this imbalance. 

4. In near-term efforts related to the airport landside, primary 
emphasis should be placed on "soft" research and development. 
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Sufficient technology and hardware have been developed for use in airport landside op
erations. Now needed are studies of landside system-design, operation, and man
agement-so that optimum use can be made of the hardware. 

5. Capacity and level-of-service ratings should be developed for airports. 

Quantitative and qualitative measures should be determined for each landside compo
nent. The ratings will thus indicate where improvements are needed and what priori
ties should be given to each. 

6. Long- and short-term forecasts are needed to support landside development. 

Forecasting techniques need to be improved and the factors influencing forecasts better 
understood. Short-term forecasts can help airport management adjust resources to 
meet demand, and long-term forecasts can aid in planning major facility improvements. 
Economic and financial analyses should be a part of all forecasting activities. Because 
of the inherent uncertainty of forecasts, improved or new landside facilities should 
have maximum flexibility to accommodate changing levels of demand with minimum 
financial burden. 

7. Data for analyzing landside functions need to be developed. 

Data are needed to describe capacity, level of service, and other airport landside 
functions. These data, combined with proper analytical tools, will increase the effec
tiveness of airport management. 

8. The capacity of the landside is a function of the terminal design. 

The location and configuration of the terminal complex have a major effect on the land
side capacity of an airport and a lesser effect on airside operations. Flexibility must 
be maintained in the design of all facilities, for the fairly rapid changes in aircraft 
capacity can quickly outdate an inflexible facility. 

9. The increase in congestion and the provision of additional capacity at airports 
are different phenomena. 

Congestion growth is curvilinear, but capacity growth is a stair-step process. For 
example, a new access road adds a single major increase in capacity, but the gradual 
addition in demand on the road increases congestion. 

10. Airport landside operations are labor intensive. 

Automation offers possibilities for increasing capacity and improving levels of service 
while at the same time reducing labor costs. Automated passenger- and baggage
handling systems may have greater service potential and lower life-cycle costs than 
those of manual systems. It may also be possible to improve the customs function 
through automation. 

11. The airport should be adequately served by all modes in the local transporta
tion system. 
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Providing adequate access to the airport requires coordination among different govern
mental jurisdictions that provide transportation facilities and services, arrangement 
of complex and varied funding alternatives, and an understanding of the travel patterns 
of air passengers and other airport users. 



CONFERENCE SUMMARY 

Aaron Gellman, Gellman Research Associates, Inc. 

This summary of the conference proceedings attempts to reflect 
as objectively as possible what each workshop considered or de
cided. Included also are positions taken in the general papers 
and the workshop resource papers. The views presented, there
fore, are not necessarily those of the author or those of any one 
of the conference participants. On no issue was there a unanimous 
opinion, and on several issues there were strong minority views. 

The many points developed by the conference participants are 
here summarized and organized under 9 headings: definition of 
landside, capacity and the aviation system, capacity and level of 
service, peaking, multiple jurisdiction, balance, forecasting, fi
nancing, and federal aid. A final section comments on the con
ference research recommendations, which are included as the 
last chapter in this report. 

DEFINITION OF AIRPORT LANDSIDE 

Historically, airports have been modal interchange points for air 
travelers and service points for aircraft. The landside has come 
to be thought of as a distinct entity and can properly be defined as 
the area bounded by the point at which the passenger enters the 
airpor t pr oper, whether by transit modes, private automobile, or 
other means, to the point on the apron at which the passenger ac
tually enters the aircraft. The landside, therefore, includes the 
access roads and ramps, parking facilities, terminal curbside, 
terminal facilities, and that part of the apron around the airplane 
used to service the passengers. 

6 
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LANDSIDE CAPACITY AND THE AVIATION SYSTEM 

The demand for air transportation has increased dramatically since World War II. To 
accommodate the rapidly rising numbers of intercity passengers and quantities of goods, 
new technologies and concentrated amounts of capital have been employed to provide 
airport facilities. However, both the level of the efforts expended and the resources 
used to satisfy user demand for air transport have been unevenly applied to airport 
development. In many cases, more attention and resources have been given to air-
side facilities than to landside facilities. 

The matching of facilities with requirements has progressed independently within 
each division to the extent that allocation of resources and forecasts of future activity 
are separate functions for the landside and the airside of an airport. Separation of 
the airside and the landside has permitted-and even promoted-different rates of 
growth in capacity in response to demand for air transportation. Because of the nature 
of its activities, airside capacity has developed in a unified, coordinated, and control
led manner. Landside capacity, however, has developed in a less coordinated manner. 
Individual expansion projects undertaken in response to actual or anticipated capacity 
demands have often resulted in landside facilities that are disjointed and do not permit 
the streamlined flow of passengers from one element to the next. Many participants 
felt that landside facilities, particularly the terminal buildings, have received low 
priority within the aviation system. Continuation of an approach that views aviation, 
airport, and airport access as distinct systems can seriously impede the future of air 
transportation within the United States. 

CAPACITY AND LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Landside capacity and level of service must be considered in terms of aircraft passen
gers, and all improvements should revolve around their needs for space and service. 
Passengers are concerned more with the level of service than with capacity, but be
cause each is a function of the other they must be considered together. 

Capacity may be defined as the physical facilities required to meet a given demand 
at a specified level of service. It is measured by the number of passengers that can 
be processed through the landside facilities of an airport under given conditions of 
time and service level. 

Although capacity and level of service will have different dimensions (i.e., time, 
distance, space) depending on the elements under consideration, ratings for each 
should be assigned to each individual element within the airside complex. The sum 
of each of these individual ratings would then form a composite capacity and level-of
service rating for the airport. This single weighted rating can be used as a tool in 
comparing airports. Several participants disagreed with this view, feeling that some 
elements of the landside are more critical than others in terms of level of service and 
to aggregate ratings for each element would not be useful. 

The agency that has the financial and administrative responsibility for implementing 
level-of-service standards should be given the responsibility for promulgating (or es
tablishing), publishing, and enforcing them. Some participants ·thought that the stan
dards should be used to highlight system deficiencies that could then be improved at 
the discretion of the airport manager. Others thought that they should be used to force 
mandatory improvements by the manager as a prerequisite to obtaining funding. 

PEAKING 

Landside capacity and level-of-service issues come into conflict most dramatically in 
the context of peaking-the periods of highest demand for airline trips. To an even 
greater extent during the peaking phenomenon than during the remainder of the opera
ting day, the capacity of landside facilities constrains the ability of many metropolitan 
airports to meet air traffic demands. During peak periods, shifts might be made in 
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operations and procedures to ma.in.ta.in service level while keeping operating expenses 
and capital investment at reasonable levels. Any capacity change decision, however, 
must define the length of the peak period involved. 

One way to adapt the level of service provided during periods of peaking is to change 
the pattern of aircraft parking. In off-peak periods, all aircraft are parked adjacent 
to the terminal building, and a loading bridge is used to move passengers between the 
aircraft and the terminal complex. Under peak demand conditions, additional service 
could be provided by employing remote aircraft parking and using a vehicle bridge to 
transport passengers and their luggage between remotely parked aircraft and the ter
minal complex. In this way, capacity could be increased and service level maintained 
without major capital investment. 

More efficient use of terminal gates is another example. The cost of additional 
gates is high and the space for them is limited. An airport might more efficiently use 
existing gates by making them available to all carriers rather than by continuing the 
present practice of commitment or assignment of certain gates to each airline. 

Additional operational and procedural shifts during periods of maximum demand in
clude joint or preferential use or both of certain landside facilities including holding 
rooms, ground handling equipment, automation of baggage handling and distribution 
systems, and specialized facilities with appropriate level-of-service differentials for 
processing charter and nonscheduled flights. Remote off-airport and downtown pro
cessing terminals also hold potential for providing additional landside capacity at large 
airports to alleviate problems caused by peaking. 

Airport landside operations are highly labor intensive, and raising the level of ser
vice intensifies the labor requirements. Automated handling equipment may, there
fore, improve baggage handling and result in cost reductions since the cost of using the 
equipment over its life cycle may be significantly less than the cost of the labor it re
places. Automation of passport controls, public health check-in procedures, and im
migration functions might contribute to the level of service desired at high-demand in
ternational terminals. 

Because the airline travel peak demand usually coincides with the urban travel peak 
demand, inadequate airport access tends to adversely affect both urban transportation 
and airport operators. Roadway traffic management techniques can be applied to major 
thoroughfares and corridors surrounding or near an airport and to the links between 
the airport and major corridors. Ramp metering systems, incident clearing systems, 
stranded motorist clearing systems, and motorist information systems could have a 
positive influence on airport access. 

Peak-load pricing was suggested as a way to shift air-carrier demand for airport 
services, influence air-carrier scheduling, and thus smooth peak demand for airport 
services. Because the cost of providing peak-load capacity exceeds that associated 
with providing service and capacity during off-peak periods, peak-load pricing will in
duce airport users, airlines, and others to reorient their demand for airport services 
to reduce the resources required. 

However, the reasons air-carrier services peak in the first place is that people 
want to fly at certain times and the airlines are responsive to those desires. To ask 
carriers to dramatically change their patterns of supply is to ask them to ignore reality. 
This is particularly true in most city-pair markets, where the airlines are exceedingly 
competitive. No single carrier in such a market will jeopardize its market share by 
scheduling the bulk of its capacity at a time when the demand is less than in the peak 
periods. Therefore, short of the existence of capacity-limiting agreements and pooling 
arrangements between competitive air carriers, which are matters of federal policy, 
peak-load pricing will not likely result in much shifting or smoothing of the demand. 

In addition, airlines already incur substantial cost penalties when they operate dur
ing periods of congestion. Aircraft ground times are greater, and fuel consumption is 
greater both on the ground and in the air. Labor costs are also higher because opera
ting airport-related functions by airlines is geared to meet the peak demand, which 
means there is substantial excess capacity of both labor and capital during off-peak 
periods. Consequently, air carriers already have substantial inducements to try to 
spread their activities throughout the day. 
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MULTIPLE JURISDICTIONS 

The influence of multiple jurisdictions over airports through control of ground access 
routes, land impacted by airport noise, taxing powers, police control, and other fac
tors adds to and sometimes helps to create negative community attitudes toward the 
airport. Part of the solution will involve better coordination of multijurisdictional 
responsibilities for airports and their environs. The institutional procedures used by 
federal, state, and local governments involved in airport affairs should be examined 
to determine whether they can be streamlined to improve airport capacity. 

The air carriers, airport authorities, and the federal government are primarily 
responsible for implementing programs to increase landside capacity through 3 basic 
categories of improvements. 

1. Technological improvements in the physical facilities and equipment that are 
currently available or under research and development. Such innovations require 
capital-intensive investments for demonstration and subsequent implementation. 

2. Operational and procedural improvements that consist of methods and sequences 
of operations, controls, or prescribed procedures that are currently in wide practice, 
under experimentation, or as yet to be implemented. These tend to be non-capital
intensive improvements. 

3. Amendment of institutional, regulatory, and legal policies that affect procedures 
and operations or sources of funds for implementation of technological improvements. 
For example, jurisdiction of airport access is split between local and airport author
ities, and questions arise as to who is responsible for providing improvements in these 
facilities and what basis should be used for sharing the cost. 

BALANCE 

The current criteria of the Federal Aviation Administration for airside level of ser
vice can lead to an imbalance with landside capacity and level of service. Its current 
Airport Development Aid Program (ADAP) favors funding airside over landside ele
ments. The FAA should consider requiring a uniform accounting system so that it can 
evaluate the need and cost effectiveness of proposed programs eligible for ADAP fund
ing. A policy permitting the FAA to withhold funds for airside projects to balance air
side and landside capacity should be investigated. The financing of improvements in 
landside level of service to achieve balance by federal funding and without federal funds 
should be studied. 

Attention must also be directed to balance among airports. Some airports are re
gionally unbalanced, others lack balance because of differences in demand for air 
travel, and others suffer from inadequate design. The federal government has a vital 
role to play in ensuring that appropriate balance exists between airside and landside 
capacity in the nationwide airport system. 

Imbalance also occurs because the economic life of transport aircraft is less than 
the physical life of airport facilities. Thus, a mismatch results between technologi
cally dynamic aircraft, which must interface with landside facilities, and the facilities 
themselves. The character of capacity demand is affected by aircraft technology be
cause the technology has changed more rapidly than has been anticipated by airport 
landside planners. These mismatches must be reduced by ensuring flexibility in land
side facilities. 

FORECASTING 

The airport manager's greatest need for effective decision-making in capacity problems 
is for reliable near- and long-term forecasts. FAA, airport, and airline participation 
is required to determine how reliable forecasting schedules can be derived. Valid ac
tivity indicators are also required in order to convert the schedule into demand 
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requirements for each component and subsystem of the landside complex (i.e., curb
side, baggage, gates). Forecasts are recommended for activity indicators such as 
local point of passenger origin and destination, trip origin and destination, ratio of 
meeters and greeters, average bags per passenger, oversize bag mix and dimensions, 
group travel size, arrival times at airport prior to departure, modes of arrival and 
departure at airport, trip purpose, and behavior patterns. 

Capacity demands emanate from a combination of time-related and aircraft-related 
factors that cannot be accurately predicted over the depreciation period and physical 
life of the asset. Therefore, the character of investment should be as flexible as pos
sible, consistent with providing for expected peak demands. For instance, demand for 
landside capacity can decrease as the demand for air-carrier services becomes more 
dependent on discretionary travel than on business travel. Therefore, flexibility of the 
landside configuration to permit reductions in r esource commitments must be included 
in the forecast design. 

A forecast of the level and character of the demand for services in planning the es 
tablishment or expansion of airport landside capacity is also used in the financing of 
the facility. Information required includes changes in level and character of the de
mand for airport landside capacity, the effect that inflation of wages and prices will 
have, and the manner in which technological change will influence future landside re 
quirements. 

Forecasting techniques need to be improved both for short- range forecasting for 
2- to n-yP.::ir pP.rion1' ::inn f<:ir 10ne;-r:rne;P. f<:irP.('::i5t ine; for 10- t o 20-ye;i_:r periods . To 
improve forecasting accuracy, a 4-step approach is suggested: (a) Develop data series 
on factors at major airports; (b) undertake selected cause and effect research; (c) ap
ply state-of-the-art econometric techniques; and (d) prepare multiple forecasts cover
ing the 15- to 20-year period to permit design flexibility. 

Many participants thought that the uncertainty of long-range forecasts mandated the 
building of flexibility into airport landside facilities. That is, the dangers caused by 
reliance on long-range forecasts can be minimized only by providing airport landside 
facilities that are functionally related to one another and to airport users in a manner 
that permits greater flexibility in their use. 

FINANCING 

Financing concerns those issues related to the raising of capital to support any given 
quantitative and qualitative changes in airport landside capacity. The choice of the 
financial instrument for raising expansion capital is made by airport management. 
Historically, airport landside capacity has been financed without the aid of the federal 
government. Debt instruments such as long-term bonds have been used to raise the 
required capital for new facilities or expansion of existing ones. One type of long
term bond, the revenue bond, specifies in detail how the funds are to be used and is 
eventually retired out of the income generated by operation of the specific facility being 
financed. 

A dramatic change in airport financing \Vill occur with the anticipated passage of the 
ADAP bill, which will for the first time make federal funds available for the creation 
and expansion of landside facilities and will thus relieve both airport operators and air 
carriers of some of the pressures of providing capital. 

Growth and technological change have pronounced effects on airport landside facili
ties that have long service lives. The mix of aircraft serviced by an airport has 
changed radically every 8 to 12 years since World War II. In contrast, the primary 
investments in the landside are durable assets that have physical and depreciable lives 
of more than 25 years. However, because landside structures cannot accommodate 
successive generations of aircraft, economic and financial problems grow out of the 
mismatch between the useful and depreciable life of the airport landside facilities. A 
significant amount of landside capacity needs costly revision faster than the facilities 
being replaced are written off or become physically uneconomic or unsound. To pre
vent the financial burden of replacing facilities from becoming so great that increased 
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charges to lessees discourage the use of air transportation and airport services, fa
cilities must be planned and developed with physical flexibility so as to minimize the 
probability that the life of the investment will be less than that of its financing. A con
sistent failure to match asset life with the length of its debt financing will cause air
port costs to rise precipitously with unhappy consequences for all landside tenants and 
users, including the air carriers. 

To reduce landside financing requirements, new institutional arrangements for ac
quiring services and materials should be explored. For example, determination of 
architectural fees based on the cost of the overall project should be reviewed. Th.is 
practice has contributed in some instances to landside facilities that are more expen
sive than they need to be. Changing the method by which architects are compensated 
might well be an effective means of economizing on the resources required and of re
ducing the financing necessary to support landside development. Obviously the prob
lem goes far beyond the architectural and engineering fee structure, which merely 
represents one dimension of the problem. 

Institutions that supply capital for the creation and expansion of landside capacity 
are obligated to ensure that the capital provided is used efficiently and that the airport 
remains responsive to the needs of present and potential users so that financial obliga
tions can be met. Influence exerted over the management of airport facilities by 
private-sector financiers provides assurance that payback schedules will be met. When 
financing is provided through the public sector, such as the proposed ADAP legislation, 
the federal government should ensure that the capital is used efficiently and proper ac
counting is kept. Some participants thought that all federal programs designed to pro
vide capacity should set standards of economic performance that must be met before 
the facilities are eligible to receive funds. 

Air carriers may also have an interest in seeing that the financial obligations are 
met. Airlines using the facility are jointly and severally liable for repayment of debt 
capital and interest on special-purpose revenue bonds. Partly because airlines have 
not been generally required to show these liabilities on their balance sheets, airline 
managements have often permitted extravagances in the landside facilities. In the 
future, however, air-carrier managements will be much more critical of facility costs 
because of the uncertain future of the airline industry itself, the contingent liability that 
is rapidly increasing as additional airport development is undertaken, and the deepen
ing concern by accountants that potential liabilities arising from the debt guarantees 
are not recognized. 

The method of financing and the size of the financial commitment associated with 
providing landside capacity have significant effects on airport users, including the air
lines themselves. For instance, airlines are now subjected to increasing contingent 
liabilities when they most require financial strength to support their own operations. 
As the airline growth rate decreases, airlines will not be able to cope with situations 
in which the life of the landside assets being financed does not match or exceed the 
life of the debt associated with them. 

If air carriers become less able to finance the growth of airport landside capacity, 
concessionaires must provide greater revenues. Concessionaires would then raise 
prices, and demand would decrease causing the concessions to become uneconomic. 
The burden of financing would then revert to other tenants and airport users such as 
airline passengers and visitors. For example, the proposed ADAP legislation per
mits airports to impose head taxes on passengers. Airline passengers represent a 
highly disaggregated market with relatively inelastic demand. To the extent that re
sponsibility for providing or supporting the financing associated with airport capacity 
creation and expansion falls directly on the passenger, decisions associated with fee 
planning and creation of capacity will not be optimal. This method of financing will 
result in higher-than-necessary costs for any given level and quantity of landside 
throughput capacity. 
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FEDERAL AID 

The proposed ADAP bill expands the way in which federal funds can be used to include 
terminal areas and delegates greater decision-making responsibility to airport opera
tors in using the money. The proposed legislation contains transit development fund
ing recommendations and permits use of trust Iw1ds for facilities within airport bound
al'iei:i that connect with transit systems to the airport. 'fhis measure presents an op
portunity to facilitate the flow of passengers through the airport with the least interrup
tions in their transition from ground-to-air or air - to-ground transportation. 

Federal funds for airport landside development now come from various sources. 
The ADAP provides money for parking and terminal facilities. Federal highway funds 
are available for road projects within airport boundaries if the road is part of a federal 
highway system, fringe and corridor par king area, links connecting parking with m odal 
or intermodal terminals, bus shelters or terminals, and exclusive truck lanes. The 
Urban Mass Transportation Administration capital grant program provides for the con
struction of bus, rapid, and other t r ansit ter minals and for the links connecting park
ing or other intermodal facilities with transit accommodations. 

RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

The research statements submitted by confP.rP.nr.P. p:1rtir.ip:1nt« rPpr"'""'rrt :1_ s~1rrthe!: i!: 

of a wide range of attitudes and disciplines that were represented at the conference. 
The statements reflect the heavy emphasis that the participants placed on "soft" re
search, i.e., policy, planning, forecasting , management, economics, and regulation. 
This does not imply that "hard" research, i.e., improvements in technology, was over
looked. However, the consensus was that a great deal of technical knowledge already 
exists but that its application is impeded by constraints that are difficult to identify and 
to overcome. The constraints relate to planning, management, and policy and involve 
both public and private sectors, governmental jurisdictions at many levels, regulations 
and regulatory agencies, management and labor unions, air travelers, and the general 
public. Therefore, although many airport landside problems may appear to have simple 
solutions, the complexity that arises from the many interests involved requires care
ful research and well-managed, coordinated implementation. 

In no way are these statements intended to be a comprehensive plan of action of re
search on airport landside capacity. They are intended to be a first step in a continual 
process of identifying research needs and requirements to improve airport landside 
capacity and communicating that information to all groups involved so that effective 
action can be taken. The statements clearly indicate the directions for an initial re
search program, one in which appropriate governmental agencies and private organi
zations can participate. 

A comprehensive research and development program in airport landside capacity 
should build on the experience and knowledge gained in this initial effort and must in
volve all affected groups not only in the transfer of state-of-the-art information but 
also in the est~blishment of appropriate mechanisms for monitoring and evaluatin.g on
going activities related to research and development. Many private and public organi
zations can assist in ensuring that such efforts are undertaken. For example, cur
rently under discussion is the formation within the Transportation Research Board of 
a permanent standing committee on airport landside capacity. The functions of the 
new committee would be to (a) define research needs, (b) stimulate the sponsorship 
and conduct of research, and (c) serve as a focal point for discussion and transfer of 
information on current and proposed research and development. This and other ef
forts will be needed to carry out a long-term and integrated research program for im
proving landside capacity at airports. 



General Papers 

IMPORTANCE OF AIRPORT 
LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

John W. Barnum, U. S. Department of Transportation 

The problem of improving landside capacity of airports is an elu
sive one. At present, we do not even have a standard against 
which to measure existing levels of airport service or by which 
to outline desirable levels of service. Such a standard will be 
hard to come by because of the widely varying circumstances at 
different airports and because evaluations of the landside prob
lems are largely subjective. Yet the large hub airports and many 
of the medium ones do share one trait: terminals and roadway and 
parking systems that have reached or are rapidly approaching the 
critical stages of congestion. What do we need to do to alleviate 
that situation ? 

1. We need to quantify airport landside capacity, at least to the 
point of defining reasonable levels of service. 

2. We need to produce some analytical tools that will prove 
helpful in overcoming airport landside congestion through better 
planning. 

3. We need to identify areas in which engineering and research 
and development efforts can be applied to cope with the congestion 
problem. 

4. We need legislation that is now in Congress to extend and 
broaden the Airport Development Aid Program (ADAP), which will 
make federal funds available for construction or improvement of 
terminal facilities, including passenger flow and baggage proces
sing. 

Our common objectiv€, and the goal of our collective efforts, 
should be the achievement of a balance between airside and land
side capacity, consistent with the demand for service. One function 
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should not constrain the other. How to attain that ideal is, of course, the crux of the 
challenge before us. Let us consider what we are up against and what we have to work 
with. 

SIZE OF THE PROBLEM 

Our findings indicate that landside congestion is a serious concern at 15 of the country's 
top 20 airports; 5 of the most active hub airports are experiencing near-critical land
side congestion, and 6 leading airports-including New York (Kennedy), Chicago 
(O'Hare), and Los Angeles-may reach a landside limit within the next 10 years. This 
situation could be eased somewhat if traffic growth continues to fall short of previously 
predicted levels, as is currently the case, but even modest increases during the next 
decade may be disastrous for some airports. 

Putting a price tag on the airport developments needed through 1985 is difficult. If 
we narrow the focus to the next 5 years, the period covered by our ADAP -extension 
proposal, we believe a federal commitment of $350 million a year, supplemented by 
a potential $400 million from head taxes and the additional millions generated by local
state-airline investments, will fund airfield developments adequately, though not ex
travagantly. 

Our National Airport System Plan pegs airfield development needs at about $6.4 bil-
lion thrrnwh lQRO 'T'h::it i~ hPlow thP !RlO f\f\ hillinn nrniPrtPn in thP rPrPnt ~nrvPv hv 
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the Airport Operators Council International (AOC!) and the American Association of 
Airport Executives (AAAE). Although the survey is a comprehensive one, we feel it 
is also something of a shopping list containing a number of items that will not in fact 
produce requests for funds. Therefore, we do not consider the federal contribution as 
proposed to be undersized in relation to the need. 

We do agree with the AOCI-AAAE report in 2 important respects: (a) The present 
law, under which neither landside nor landbanking needs are eligible for federal grants, 
should be changed; and (b) the bulk of the needs at large hub airports falls in the land
side rather than the airside category of capital development projects. 

In the ADAP bill before the Congress, we are recommending a higher level of funding 
for air carrier airports in order to help meet those needs and to stimulate commerce. 
We also propose to give local authorities more say in how federal funds are used. In 
other words, we are expanding the way funds can be used to include terminal areas, 
and we are delegating more decision-making responsibility to airport operators in 
putting the money to work. The sponsor's share of development costs, which now 
ranges from 18 to 50 percent, will be stabilized at 25 percent. 

SHAPE OF THE PROBLEM 

Why is airport landside capacity overloaded? Not many years ago our major concern 
centered on airway capacity and the feared saturation of the airspace over our largest 
cities. Through increased automation, better traffic control procedures, added run
way capacity, and the influx of wide-body jets into the air carrier fleet, the problems 
of airside operational capacities have been largely overcome. As the airside problems 
have been sifted out of the system, the landside needs-which were there all the time
have come to the surface. Consideration of these needs can no longer be put aside and 
the inefficiencies that have built up can no longer be tolerated. 

For one thing, the commercial aviation industry badly needs to find new ways to im
prove productivity. As airline industry people frequently remind us, air fares were 
held down for many years because of the tremendous productivity gains stemming ini
tially from the changeover to jets and their lower maintenance costs and then from the 
introduction of progressively larger aircraft types with their lower seat-mile costs. 
But in the last 16 months, there has been approximately a 20 percent increase in do
mestic air fares. This increase in part reflects the higher fuel prices and the effects 
they have had on airline operating costs, but it also signals an abrupt drop if not an 
actual halt in productivity improvements. 
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During the near term, prospects for any further economic gains to the airlines from 
changes in aircraft technologies and sizes or in average trip lengths are microscopic. 
That is why we see the airlines engaged today in aggressive and extremely competitive 
marketing efforts, including a return to discount fare options. Their goal, of course, 
is to make more intensive use of the system. That primarily means raising the load 
factor, but it could also mean getting greater productivity from sales, ticketing, 
baggage-handling, and maintenance operations. 

One possibility is the joint use of ticketing and baggage operations by two or even 
several carriers. At some locations-at Washington, D.C. (National), for example
airlines share terminal and gate facilities. Carrying that concept one step further is 
not unreasonable and would be promising from the productivity viewpoint. A study or 
pilot project dealing with the possibilities in this area might be instructive to airport 
planners, operators, and airlines alike. 

The landside problem is shaped, too, by the role of the motor vehicle as virtually 
the only means of getting people to and from the airport. Except for Boston and Cleve
land, where rail transit facilities are available, and the few cities with passenger heli
copter service, people drive or are driven to the airport by private automobile, taxi, 
bus, or limousine. The roadway problem is both external and internal. Most major 
airports have only one real access point, and once within the airport area there are 
problems of cars double parking and of drivers circulating, waiting either to park or 
to pick up passengers. 

Until now, the priority on airside development has caused solutions to the airport 
traffic problem, like the traffic itself, to back up or "orbit" until new resources open 
up. In examining ways to increase landside capacity, we should not overlook the pos
sibilities for augmenting airport access or facilitating passenger movement within the 
airport through the use of transit technologies and facilities. 

Although the transit development funding provisions contained in our proposed legis
lation probably will not bring overwhelming or even immediate relief to vehicle traffic 
problems at airports, the legislation does permit the use of money from the Highway 
Trust Fund within the airport boundaries for facilities that connect with transit systems 
to the airport. This at least presents an opportunity to facilitate the flow of passengers 
through the airport with as little interruption as possible in their transition from 
ground-to-air or air-to-ground transportation. This also fits with our overall need 
to conserve energy and our national commitment to environmental interests. A wider 
use of public transportation systems, both on the airport itself and in getting passen
gers and employees to and from the airport, would reduce landside congestion and 
would save fuel as well. 

DIRECTIONS FOR CORRECTIVE EFFORTS 

First, we must cultivate a more effective interface among the multijurisdictional 
agencies that influence the airport-urban relation. 

When airports consisted of a dirt strip, sheet metal hangars, and a wind sock lo
cated at the outskirts of the city, the urban interface was simple. All that was needed 
was a connecting road with a sign: TO THE AIRPORT. Today, when modern airports 
are cities within themselves and magnets for commerce, the urban interface must be 
comprehensive and intermodal, and federal resources for urban and intercity transpor
tation must be used compatibly. 

At this point, new sources of federal financial assistance are probably less impor
tant than an awareness of, and a willingness to use, the resources at hand. We need 
to grasp the opportunities for applying existing resources and planning mechanisms 
more effectively. 

For example, although parking facilities and terminals are excluded from capital 
construction funding under present ADAP law, land acquisition costs for such facilities 
are allowable. Similarly, federal-aid highway funds are available for road projects 
within an airport's boundaries if the road is part of a federal highway system. Other 
airport facilities-fringe and corridor parking areas, links connecting parking with 
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modal or intermodal terminals, bus shelters or terminals, and exclusive truck lanes
are also eligible for Federal Highway Administration funding assistance. And, under 
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration's capital grant program, grants are 
available for the construction of bus, rapid rail, and new system terminals and for the 
links connecting parking or other intermodal facilities with transit accommodations. 

Airport authorities concerned about landside developments and the prohlP.mR of fi
nancing them should be made fully aware of the federal help already available. The 
Intermodal Planning Groups in each of our 10 regions provide an effective mechanism 
for drawing airport and other urban interests together to consider intermodal needs 
and the options available for meeting those needs. 

Second, if we are to solve the airport landside problem, we must conceive of better 
ways to divert or absorb automobile traffic. 

Traditionally, the response to this problem has been to build more and better high
ways to the airport and to expand road and parking facilities at the airport. For the 
most part, these tactics have not kept ahead of the growing demand, and the rapidly 
diminishing supply of real estate on and adjacent to airport properties suggests that 
new strategies will have to be developed. In fact, all the available land at the busiest 
airports will be consumed by improvements that have already been planned for the 
next 10 years. Unless new approaches to airport access-egress problems are adopted 
(or most of the short-haul air traffic diverted to reliever airports), the only recourse 
may be the development of costly new regional airports. 

The c~~pcrt::; Vv"ill hU."v"C to deteriiliilt -w-ha.t .iit:W d.!J!J.l OaL;hei:::> ai·e iuu~L J.Jl"aclical u1· eco
nomically feasible. There is no shortage of possibilities-rail transit facilities, buses 
with exclusive or preferential right-of-way, satellite airports or terminals, people 
movers, demand-responsive transportation service-all are candidates. And we must 
find ways not only to get passengers to and from the airport more effectively but also 
to reduce the congestion caused by employees and greeters-visitors-each of which 
accounts for about a third of airport trips. 

Third, we must look more closely at airport activity forecasts in our efforts to 
achieve an effective balance between airside and landside capacity. 

We must reexamine not only the level but also the type of activity forecast. The 
St. Louis studies, for example, tell us that a new airport is not needed within the time 
frame originally projected. Airport traffic projections are now down from the 10 to 
15 percent annual growth levels prevalent a few years ago to rates more in line with 
the GNP. The increased use of wide-body aircraft results in fewer flight operations 
but often requires airports to cope with greater influxes of passengers at peak hours. 

CONCLUSION 

With these and other changes, we may soon find landside needs competing almost 
equally with airside needs for public attention and funding. At the large hub airports, 
such is now the case. 

I have tried to indicate some of the tools we need. We believe the ADAP bill now 
before the Congress reflects the administration's awareness of iandside developments 
and their increasing importance to the vitality as well as the utility of America's air
ports. For energy conservation and environmental reasons, for the stimulation oI 
commerce, and for the convenience of those who travel, the landside components of 
our nation's airports merit intelligent, timely, and innovative planning and develop
ment. 
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PRIMER FOR ANALYSIS 
OF AIR.PORT 
LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

Philip H. Beinhaker, /Bl Group, Toronto 

At major airports in several countries, the use of high-capacity aircraft and improved 
air traffic control systems has emphasized the constraints imposed on providing in
creased landside capacity. In some cases, adjacent development has prevented further 
expansion of passenger terminal facilities and contributed to the decision to build an 
additional airport to serve the same metropolitan area . This paper analyzes the airport 
landside functions and their relations and argues the need to assign priorities to each 
airport function in terms of access to the runway system. Lower priority uses should 
be assigned to remote areas of the airfield so that higher priority uses might expand 
into the vacated land close to the runways. Thus, land area is the fundamental factor 
in determining landside capacity. Where land is constrained, as in many metropolitan 
airports, effective expansion and more efficient use of the airport land area could be 
achieved through the use of remote and off-site land for certain functions that do not 
recuire access to the runway system. 

The capacity of landside facilities constrains the ability of many 
metropolitan airports to meet air traffic demands. In many cases, 
there is little or no room for landside expansion, and airport au
thorities are faced with the problem of either finding a new airport 
site or adapting their operations to maximize landside capacity. 

This problem of landside capacity is relatively new in terms of 
the evolution of major world airports. For many years after 
World War II, the principal constraints on airport capacity were 
to be found on the airside. Now, with larger aircraft, improved 
air traffic control procedures, and improved aircraft control sys
tems, airside capacity is becoming less critical than the con
straints imposed on the landside. 

The importance of landside capacity has been demonstrated at 
a number of major world airports, including London (Heathrow) 
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and New York (Kennedy). It has also been a constraint at Toronto International Airport 
at Malton, where the development of the passenger terminals in the existing landside 
area has been constrained by major highways and air cargo and maintenance facilities. 
The latter example illustr ates the need for independent expansion in each area of a 
major airport. 

In Canada, we have had to deal with the need for additional airport ~apacity by de
veloping new airport sites at Mirabel for Montreal and at Pickering for Toronto. Ill 
the case of Mirabel, we were able to acquire some 324 km2 in 1969 for the airpol't as 
well as all the adjacent land that could be exposed to noise from flight operations. This 
ensured that future developments would be compatible with the effects of operations. 
There was some public debate at that time regarding the new airport, but this debate 
centered primarily on the choice of location rather than on the need for the new airport. 

More recently, in Toronto, wc arc assembling some 72.9 km2 of land for a new in
ternational airport. In this case, provincial and local government zoning regulations 
will be employed to protect the airport and adjacent future developments. However, 
we have encountered considerable public debate over the new airport, particularly con
cerning the need for a second airport. In the past year an airport inquiry commission 
has examined this issue of need and, following strict judicial procedures, has concluded 
that a second airport is needed for Toronto and that its most appropriate role would be 
for international traffic. On February 20, 1975, the Government of Canada announced 
its decision to proceed with the design and construction of international facilities at the 
TI ! ..-. 1 ... .--...!- ~ ~.:L-
.1. .u ... n.t:i .Ulb ou.t:. 

The sites in both Montreal and Toronto are within 48 km of the urban center and can 
be well connected to all parts of the region. Not all metropolitan areas are in the for
tunate position of being able to find sites for new airports to so conveniently serve the 
traffic. In both London and New York, there have been considerable public debate and 
opposition to the development of new airport facilities. Given an increasingly sophis
ticated public and the concerns with the social and environmental impact of growth, the 
development of new airports in metropolitan areas will become more difficult and time
consuming, demanding the application of new ways and means for increasing the capac
ity of existing airports. It is clear that we are most unlikely to ever build third major 
airports in Montreal and Toronto, and it is interesting to note that the Paris Airport 
Authority changed its policy from seeking another airport site to provide capacity once 
De Gaulle Airport becomes saturated to finding other solutions. 

Thus, the constraints on airport ca.pa.city will be found more and more on the la.nd
side in major metropolitan airports rather than on the airside. I believe that the prob
lems of landside capacity are manageable to a significant extent and that our search for 
solutions may lead us to find better ways of serving air travelers. The landside capac
ity problem could indeed be an opportunity. This is the challenge that we are addres
sing in the design of airports in Canada and overseas. 

SIX LEVELS OF CONSIDERATION 

The airport system should be examined in terms of 6 levels of consideration: 

1. System of airports serving the metropolitan area; 
2. Each airport and its environs, including access and servicing systems; 
3. The airport and its basic elements, such as passenger terminal area; 
4. Individual functions included in each basic airport element; 
5. Layout of the processing facilities associated with each !unction; and 
6. Individual processing facilities. 

Metropolitan Airport System 

Level 1 covers all airports in the vicinity of the metropolitan area including military 
and civil aviation facilities, airports serving international, continental, and domestic 
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traffic, STOL-ports, and general aviation and industrial airports. Level 1 is con
cerned with the roles of each of the airports in the system and the associated air space 
system. Important aspects of the airport system include the capacity of airports in the 
system, their convenience, their social and environmental impact, and their develop
ment and operating costs. Of particular interest for the subject matter of this paper 
is the total landside capacity of the airports in the system. 

Each Airport and Its Environs 

Level 2 is concerned with the traffic assigned to a given airport, the associated airport 
access and passenger-handling system, other supporting infrastructures such as water 
and sewer services, and the environment and development in the vicinity of the airport. 
In the context of this paper, the essential level 2 considerations focus on the ability of 
the airport access and servicing systems to meet landside demands generated by the 
airport operations. For example, commuter traffic loads on airport access roads may 
be more of a limiting factor in terms of road access capacity than the roads within the 
airport itself. 

The Airport and Its Elements 

The considerations at level 3 center around the allocation of land to the basic airport 
elements including the runway-taxi system, the connections to the airport access sys
tem, the location of access corridors on the airport site, the location of air cargo and 
aircraft maintenance facilities, the location of other elements such as airport support 
facilities, and the location and area of land for the development of passenger terminal 
facilities. From the standpoint of landside capacity, the principal elements of interest 
at this level are the passenger terminal area, the air catgo area, and airport-oriented 
industries including their associated connections to the airport access system by rail, 
road, and marine modes of transport. 

Function of Each Airport Element 

Each of the elements identified at level 3 comprises a number of basic functions. For 
example, the connections to the airport access system include airport roads, parking 
facilities, rapid transit and railway routes and stations, parking, and servicing facil
ities for buses, taxis, and rental cars. Similarly, the passenger terminal area com
prises a number of functional areas including the terminal apron, the terminal building, 
the apron service road, curb and parking facilities, transit stops, and terminal utilities 
and services. In terms of landside capacity, the main functions of interest are the 
landside functions of the passenger terminal (including the aircraft apron), air cargo, 
airport-oriented industries, and other airport elements that generate significant land
side demands. It could be argued that the apron is part of the airside taxiway and run
way system. Although the apron does affect taxiway patterns and sometimes capacity, 
I believe it to be fundamentally related to aircraft turnaround and passenger, baggage, 
and cargo handling and therefore primarily a landside function. 

Processing Facilities for Each Function 

Level 5 is concerned with the internal layout of each functional area. For example, 
the passenger terminal structure comprises several types of processing facilities in
cluding enplaning and deplaning curbs; short-term and long-term parking facilities; 
enplaning and deplaning transit platforms; ticketing facilities; baggage check-in; pre
clearance inspections (immigration, customs); security check; hold rooms; aircraft 
loading bridges and vehicles; deplaning inspection lines (immigration, customs, health, 
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agriculture); baggage claim; baggage security check (to minimize theft); and passenger 
services including concessions, information systems, telephones, waiting areas, and 
nurseries. 

The provision and interrelations of these basic processing areas establish the land
side capacity of each functional area. For example, because of the terminal layout, 
certain processing facilities may not be capable of expansion because of the juxta
position of other processing facilities. This type of constraint could inhibit landside 
operations at an airport terminal. 

Each Processing Facility 

In turn, the capacity of each processing .facility h; dependent on the layout of the indi
vidual processors in that facility. For example, the layout or use of curb facilities 
may not be compatible with the types of demands that are placed on that facility. For 
instance, conflicts may occur between the different types of traffic using the curb and 
the storage of rent-a-cars at the curb and thus reduce curbside capacity for serving 
other types of traffic. 

EVOLVING ISSUES AT EACH LEVEL OF CONSIDERATION 

There are obviously direct relations among the 6 levels of consideration. Clearly, the 
requirements of the airport access system (a level 2 consideration) should form part 
of the considerations supporting decisions on the assignment of traffic to the airports 
(a level 1 consideration). In turn, the landside capacity of each airport is dependent 
on the arrangement of the basic airport elements, a level 3 consideration. 

As shown in Figure 1, landside demands are created by decisions that are made in 
descending order from level 1 through level 6; decisions at level 1 affect demands at 
level 2, and similarly level 2 decisions affect demands at level 3 and so on. 

In terms of the supply side of the equation, the reverse order applies. For example, 
the layout of the individual processors in each processing facility affects the capacity 
of each functional area. Thus, the layout of each baggage claim device (a level 6 con
sideration) determines the capacity of the baggage claim area (a level 5 consideration). 

Figure 1. Demand-capacity relations at 6 levels of 
consideration. 
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Similarly, the landside capacity of the metropolitan airport system is determined by 
the landside capacity of each individual airport and its environs; level 1 capacity is 
established by the sum of the level 2 parts. This demand-supply relation is funda
mental to an understanding of the evolving issues in terms of landside capacity at each 
level of consideration as discussed below. 

Metropolitan Airport System 

The principal issues at this level of consideration are as follows: 

1. How many airports are required to serve the diverse aviation needs of the met
ropolitan area and its hinterland? 

2. What types of civil aviation facilities and operations are appropriate to the air
port system, given the range of existing and potential needs? 

3. Can some of the requirements for these facilities be reduced by promoting other 
modes of transportation, e.g., high-speed rail services, or by allowing certain air 
traffic sectors to be served by other metropolitan areas? (Basically this issue centers 
around the validity of existing and anticipated demands.) 

4. How can the overall impact of the airport system in the metropolitan area be 
best managed? How can aircraft noise be controlled and made compatible with existing 
and potential future land uses? 

A number of approaches can be considered. In Los Angeles, for example, satellite 
airports have been developed to divert some traffic sectors away from the international 
airport. Alternatively, a new airport facility is being developed in Toronto to divert 
some international traffic from the existing international airport. Consideration was 
also given to the possible future role of Metroports or STOL-ports in Toronto, and the 
plans have flexibility to accommodate such developments. In particular, plans for a 
possible STOL-port near downtown Toronto have received some consideration, and a 
system of smaller airports is being designed to serve the centers of southwestern 
Ontario. 

The issues at level 1 are fundamental to any aviation program in large metropolitan 
areas. Citizen groups are becoming more and more aware of these types of issues, 
and it was necessary in Toronto to develop comprehensive and accurate technical in
formation regarding the alternatives at the metropolitan scale. Such information should 
be required in any case, but the degree of sophisticated public involvement now requires 
that all alternatives be well examined and the work well documented. 

Each Airport and Its Environs 

The issues at level 2 are of major concern to airport managers around the world. 
These issues relate to the problems of aircraft noise on the approaches to runways, 
airport curfews, congestion on the major highway routes to airports, and the encroach
ment of various types of land use in the areas surrounding the airport. 

Many metropolitan airports were established in the 1930s and 1940s. These air
ports were often located at some distance from built-up areas, and the land areas that 
were acquired for these airports appeared at that time to be quite generous, in the 
order of 4.05 to 12.15 km2

• Today, low-density growth in meh·opolitan areas has sur
rounded these airports, thus creating the noise and access problems referred to earlier. 
Moreover, the size of the airport cannot be expanded significantly because of the value 
of and development on the adjacent lands and the social relocation that land acquisition 
would involve. These land values and developments impose constraints on the location 
of certain airport and airport access facilities. For instance, runway locations are 
constrained by noise considerations, and access routes on the periphery of the airport 
are constrained by local development and traffic demands. 
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The Airport and Its Elements 

The issues that are emerging at level 2, in turn, affect the basic arrangement of land 
use within the airport itself. For example, the growth of air traffic and the introduc
tion of wide-bodied aircraft have created a need to expand passenger terminal facilities. 
At many airports, however, the area for terminal development has been confined by 
runways, air cargo and aircraft maintenance facilities, and major highways. It has 
been necessary at some airports, such as at London (Heathrow), to relocate some air
port land uses to other parts of the airport to provide space for terminal expansion. 
A similar situation also developed at New York (Kennedy) Airport where the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey investigated the feasibility of developing Ja
maica Bay in order to expand the capacity of Kennedy Airport. 

The problems of passenger terminal area expansion will become common in the 
near future as the capacity of existing runway systems is increased through the use 
of larger aircraft and better control systems and the corresponding demands on the 
landside intensify. To relocate certain elements to provide space for terminal expan
sion requires that priorities be assigned among the competing airport land uses in 
terms of accessibility to the runway system. This assignment of priorities has major 
implications in relation to the level of service that is offered to travelers, the costs 
that are incurred by the airlines and other operators, the airport authorities, and the 
associated impacts on access and servicing systems. 
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mit simultaneous, independent, instrument flight rule operations on each runway. In 
the future, it is possible that this minimum separation may be reduced to 1060 m. How
ever, the advantages of this potential future development may be offset entirely by the 
land requirements for access roads to the passenger terminals. For example, a com
mon airport layout would feature a road corridor feeding traffic to the terminals from 
2 major freeway approaches. The merging of these traffic flows and the sorting of the 
combined flows by terminal, enplaning and deplaning levels, involve space-consuming 
roadway configurations. We are all familiar with the complex road systems on the 
approaches to most major metropolitan airport terminals; in fact, the distance require
ments for merging and diverging traffic flows are in evidence in the approach road con
figuration to Tampa Airport. Thus, plans for new airports, such as Dallas-Fort Worth, 
Paris (De Gaulle), and Montreal (Mirabel), all show separation of the runways wider 
than the minimum of 1515 m and certainly more than 1060 m to accommodate landside 
facilities. But even in these major airports, all ground facilities are located optimally 
not for their own individual operations but for the entire airport operation. Priorities 
are thus assigned. 

In summary, the emerging problems at level 3 have major implications in terms of 
the land allocation to the basic functions at airports. Accordingly, each land use must 
be assigned priority in terms of the importance of its accessibility to the runway sys
tem and the adjacent access systems. As high priority items require land for expan
sion, certain uses must be relocated to airport areas that are less accessible to the 
runway system and that may have irregular shapes because of their location around the 
periphery of the airport. 

The natural outgrowth of this type of approach, which is now beginning to be con
sidered, is then to assign priorities in terms of which elements should be located on
site and which can be located off-site. For example, linking off-site passenger ter
minals by rapid transit on a separate right-of-way to the airport terminal could reduce 
land areas required for car parking and buildings and thus increase the landside capac
ity of the passenger terminal area. Similarly, cargo warehousing and pickup from 
the groundside could be located off-site with delivery to a cargo-processing terminal 
or loading dock at the airport. Both of these examples have the effect of adding to the 
supply of airport land by the use of other land areas in the metropolitan region. 
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Fnnction of Each Airport Element 

The major level 4 issue relates to the functional plans for each airport area, such as 
the passenger terminal area and the areas for air cargo, airport support, aircraft 
maintenance, and other land uses. The dimensions that must be accommodated by 
these functional plans are determined by the decisions that are made at levels 1, 2, 
and 3, in particular, the assignment of priority in terms of accessibility to the run
way and accessibility to the airport itself (off-site locations versus on-site locations). 
The ability of the functional plan to meet these established demands is dependent on the 
capacities that can be provided at level 5 and, in turn, at level 6. 

To examine the functional planning for passenger terminal facilities in terms of the 
interaction of off-site and on-site facilities is of interest at this point. Figure 2 shows 
4 basic options with respect to the types of processes that could be located at off-site 
passenger terminals. It is assumed that a separate transitway, such as a busway or 
rapid transit line, would provide nonstop service between the airport terminal and the 
off-site terminals in this example. If the off-site terminal is used only for assembly 
and distribution of passengers, the facilities off-site would be quite modest in scale 
and the major facilities would still be provided at the airport terminal. The major im
pact nnder this type of approach is on the road and parking facilities at the airport, al
though these may have already been developed to their maximum capacity. The use of 
off-site terminals for assembly of passengers would then add to the landside capacity 
by the use of a rapid transit service to add to the airport access capacity. 

At the other extreme, a comprehensive range of passenger processes could be pro
vided off-site including baggage check-in and claim, ticketing, and seat selection. This 
type of service could require some technological advances, but computer reservation 
technology has made seat selection quite feasible in off-site locations. Not nntil a few 
years ago could seat selection be accomplished at the hold room. In the case with com
prehensive processing off-site, the facility requirements at the airport could be mini
mized and major terminal facilities would be required at the off-site locations. A 
major advantage of this type of strategy is that well-wisher and greeter facilities could 
be located almost entirely off-site. This approach has major implications in terms of 
well-wisher and greeter time (Figure 3) and system costs (Figure 4), but could have 
limited impact in terms of passenger time (Figure 5). 

These graphs were developed during the off-site terminal research that we under
took for the Toronto Area Airports Project to determine whether off-site terminals 
would present any advantages in terms of overall system costs and levels of service 
for different assumed levels of airport transit usage. The fundamental conclusions 
were that off-site processing could make transit access to the airport attractive; that 
the level of service for many passengers could be equal to or better than access by 
road; and that, if greeters and well-wishers would stay at the off-site terminals, con
siderable time and cost could be saved. The fnnctional division of elements has been 
said to have a fundamental effect on the ability of the facility to expand to accommodate 
technological change and differential growth of its elements. Just as independent ex
pansion is required at level 3, so is it necessary at level 4. 

Figure 6 shows the evolution of passenger terminal concepts from the first genera
tion of small terminals through the larger walking access terminals of the second gen
eration to the major terminals with airside transit systems for access to the aircraft 
from the terminal building of the third generation. Table 1 indicates the suitability of 
each approach (centralized and decentralized terminals and the first, second, or third 
generation) to given airport situations and traffic levels. 

Processing Facilities for Each Function 

The main issues of level 5 relate to changing operational requirements that are emerg
ing with the growth of air traffic. During the past 5 years we have noted 2 major re
quirements in terms of passenger processing: the enplaning se:::urity check as a result 
of hijacking incidents and the deplaning baggage claim check as a result of baggage 



Figure 2. Basic options 
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Figure 4. Airport system 
costs with off-site 
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Figure 6. Evolution of terminals. 
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thefts. In some cases, the layout of facilities has enabled these new processes to be 
accommodated without difficulty as, for example, at Chicago (O'Hare) Airport, where 
security procedures were quite feasible because of the centralized design of the pas
senger terminal. The decentralized facilities at Dallas-Fort Worth Airport were less 
compatible for accommodating enplaning security checks. Similarly, at Washington 
(Dulles) Airport it has been necessary to introduce the security check at the entrance 
to the mobile lounges and, in fact, to use these lounges as hold rooms. 

Again, the possible introduction of off-site terminals will affect the layout of indi
vidual processing systems. In particular, the baggage-handling systems will be af
fected should baggage check and claim be offered at the off-site terminals. 

Each Processing Facility 

As indicated earlier, the ability to provide capacity begins with the layout of each in
dividual processor, and landside capacity is established from this process at level 6 
through to level 1. The basic issue at level 6 is how to best meet the demand that is 
imposed by the decisions at the other levels. A knowledge of the operating experience 
with different layouts of a processor is essential to ensure effective use of available 
space to meet demands. A few years ago, we worked with the management of Toronto 
International Airport to identify ways of increasing capacity by means of operational 
measures in order to meet the Christmas peak-period demands. This was prior to the 
opening of the second passenger terminal at the airport. As a result of this work we 
were able to create a major increase in curb capacity by changing curb layout with the 
introduction of a second parallel curb. 

Another example of the interrelation of operations and processor layout is the 
streamlining of inspection services, which has been achieved in Canada, the United 
States, France, and other countries. In Canada, the inspection of arriving passengers 
was expedited by establishing a primary inspection line, at which all passengers were 
quickly screened, and the use of a secondary inspection line, at which some passengers 
were given more detailed inspection and received declaration form3. This approach 
has greatly improved the level of service experienced by arriving passengers while 
meeting the cost-effectiveness objectives of the federal departments involved. This 
reorganization of inspection services, which cuts across 4 federal departments (health, 
agriculture, immigration, and national revenue), has had a direct effect on the layout 
of the associated facilities in the airport terminal buildings. 

LAND IS FUNDAMENTAL FACTOR 

We have discussed the implications of requirements for additional landside capacity on 
the roles of individual airports in the metropolitan airport system, the assignment of 
priorities to basic airport land uses in terms of their accessibility to the runway sys
tem, and the potential role of off-site facilities in increasing landside capacity by in
creasing the supply of land for airport purposes. 

Clearly, landside capacity of an airport is directly related to the supply of land. 
Additional landside capacity can be provided if the land is available. In Toronto and 
Montreal we have been able to add to the total airport system capacity by adding more 
land in the form of new airports. This course of action may be less feasible in other 
metropolitan areas, such as London and New York, where land is constrained. In
creased demands lead first to the reallocation of airport lands and second to the de
velopment of off-site facilities in order to realize additional landside capacity. 

Recognizing that land is the fundamental factor that establishes landside capacity, 
we can make 2 corollary statements: 

1. The planning of new airports should provide for the acquisition of more land 
than is estimated to be required based on forecasts for the foreseeable future; and 

2. The planning for all airports should be aimed at making maximum use of the 
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land available at each site and, to the extent possible, the use of remote and off-site 
land to meet future requirements. 

Given this context, the planning of landside facilities can proceed as follows: 

1. Priorities must be assigned to airport land uses in terms of their relative prox
imity to the runways; 

2. The airport land should be allocated on the basis of these priorities including 
provision of space for logical expansion of higher priority areas, such as the passenger 
terminal area; 

3. The development of each area in the airport should be planned to make efficient 
use of land, and, in turn, the efficiency of use should be monitored on a continuing 
basis; and 

4. If the supply of airport land is then exhausted as demands increase, the land
side capacity could be increased by borrowing or acquiring off-site land for the lower 
priority uses, e.g., passenger processing facilities, warehouses, and parking. 

This fourth step in the evolution of metropolitan airport facilities could indeed lead 
us to identify new and more effective types of integrated airport access and landside 
operations for serving the public. 

MEASURING CAPACITY 

Landside capacity begins with the capacity of the individual processing unit. Theoret
ically, the annual capacity of each processing unit could be expressed as its hourly 
throughput rate multiplied by the number of hours in the year. Obviously, this type 
of measure is meaningless because it bears no relation to the demand. Thus, an im
portant distinction must be made between nominal (or rated) capacity and the practical 
flow rate that can be achieved. 

The nominal capacity is the amount of demand (traffic) the facility can handle if 
there is a continual flow. Thus, for example, a highway lane that can handle a maxi
mum of 2000 cars/h has a nominal capacity of 24 times 2000 or 48 000 cars/day. 

Traffic during the night, however, is light. Thus, if the peak evening traffic is 
2000 cars/h, the night traffic may perhaps be only 200 cars/h and the total number of 
cars passing through the lane per day may not be more than 30 000. 

To move 48 000 cars through the lane in a 24-hour day is, of course, theoretically 
possible. This would mean that some cars would have to wait in a queue from the 
evening rush hour to the small hours of the morning. This is not practical, for the 
level of service is far too low to be acceptable. 

This example indicates the derivation of the practical flow rate. It is quite obvious 
from the example that, whereas nominal capacity can be measured and expressed in 
simple technical terms (2000 cars/h), the practical flow rate is a function of the de
mand pattern and the service level. 

With a service level of many hours of queuing for a substantial percentage of the 
traffic, the highway lane can handle 48 000 cars/day. If queuing is limited to, say, 
1/2 h for not more than 10 percent of the cars, the practical flow rate would be reduced 
to perhaps 1300 cars/hand 35 000/day. If a higher service level is chosen, the prac
tical flow rate would be even lower. 

If we take this line of reasoning one step farther, we can, in turn, define achievable 
flow rates for individual processors. This achievable flow rate depends on the nominal 
(or rated) capacity, the pattern of demand, and the service level that is to be provided, 
taking into account the benefits and costs. 

The service level must be expressed in terms of percentage of demand subject to 
more than a specific amount of delay or in some other similar manner. This percent
age will primarily depend on the variation of momentary demand from one hour to an -
other or from one day to another (weekday-weekend effect) or from one season to an
other. 
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The practical fl.ow rate is often substantially lower than the nominal capacity because 
of the low demand during certain periods when the facility must be underused. The 
same road, baggage claim device, check-in scale, or other feature has a substantially 
different practical flow rate at different airports depending on the demand pattern. 
Thus, at New York (La Guardia) Airport, where the demand is almost even throughout 
the day, the practical fl.ow rate of the same items is much greater than at Washington 
(Dulles) Airport, where the traffic pattern peaks. This means that the same item can 
handle many more people, cars, and so on during the day at La Guardia than at Dulles. 

Similarly, the definition of achievable flow rate (the practical flow rate modified to 
the extent that acceptable levels of service can be provided to users) adds one more 
dimension to the measurement of landside capacity. Given these factors, the measure
ment of capacity involves constant monitoring and experimentation with respect to (a) 
the levels of service that are acceptable and economically justifiable and (b) the extent 
to which demand profiles can be altered to make greater use of the facilities during off
peak periods. 

In addition to achievable flow rate, the holding capacity of facilities is also relevant 
to the measurement of landside capacity. For example, a short-term parking facility 
has a vastly higher capacity than a long-term parking facility, even though the achiev
able fl.ow rate at the exits and entrances to the facility may be coincidentally the same. 
Thus, the accumulation of people, bags, vehicles, and packages becomes an important 
aspect in the measurement and definition of landside capacity. 

A number of measures, such as differential pricing and the introduction of new ser
vices, can be considered for increasing the achievable flow rate of facilities. For ex
ample, the volumes of automobile traffic to and from an airport could be influenced by 
introducing high parking rates. A complementary measure would be to introduce high
quality bus services for passengers or employees or both to compete with the automo
bile modes of access to the airport. The combination of both of these measures could 
increase the achievable flow rate of the airport access system measured in terms of 
passengers. 

Another approach would be to encourage employers at the airport to promote stag
gered work hours. Although certain types of employees are tied to airline schedules, 
some employee commuting trips could be diverted to off-peak hours by introducing 
flexible or staggered hours. This change in the profile of demand will also result in 
an increase in achievable flow rate. 

METHODOLOGIES FOR MEASURING CAPACITY 

The measurement of landside capacity for an airport requires that we determine levels 
of demand for the essential movements of deplaning and enplaning, superimpose a de
mand profile on the nominal capacity at each level of consideration, and thus develop 
achievable flow rates at various ranges in level of service. This capacity determina
tion, which represents the supply side of the equation, is applied in ascending order to 
each of the levels of consideration, commencing with the basic constraint at level 6-the 
aircraft door. Several methodologies have been developed to perform a number of 
functions in the estimation of airport landside capacity, and the detailed planning of 
passenger areas as well as the entire terminal complex. These are demand profile 
forecast, runway-taxiway simulation, accumulation models, and airport access model. 

Demand Profile 

One of the basic factors in defining achievable fl.ow rates is the demand profile, which 
indicates the expected variation in demand for airport facilities by time of day as well 
as day of year. 

The key factor in identifying the demand profile is the schedule of aircraft move
ments. The pattern of aircraft movement is directly related to the role of the airport 
and the type of traffic that is served. For example, the new airports at Toronto and 
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Montreal will exhibit relatively high peaks because aircraft schedules must be related 
to time zones, flight times, and curfews at European airports. By comparison, a 
purely domestic airport or an airport serving international traffic oriented in a north
south direction (e.g., Miami) would exhibit less peaking and potentially greater unifor
mity of demand throughout the day. 

The subject of demand forecasting could be the topic of a special conference in itself. 
However, for the purposes of this paper, I would like to confine my remarks to identi
fying 4 basic approaches to developing the demand profile: simple judgment, trend pro
jections, econometric or mathematical models, and market method. This listing is in 
the order of increasing complexity. Usually each of these basic methods includes some 
element of the other methods above it. Thus, for example, the market method will 
contain elements of judgment, trend projections, and mathematical models. 

1. Simple judgment is not really a method, but in many cases it produces surpris
ingly good results. 

2. Trend projections are based on a simple continuation of past experience in the 
quantity that has to be forecast. Thus, if we wish to forecast the number of domestic 
air trips, we would look at the number of domestic air trips during the past, say, 10 
years, plot them on graph paper, observe their trend, and continue it into the future. 
The most convenient method of preparing trend projections is to choose a special scale 
on which the past trend is close to a straight line. In that case, the straight line can 
::;imply be continued. 

The main advantage of trend projections is that they are relatively simple and can 
be carried out fairly quickly. However, their disadvantage lies in their inability to 
offer any explanation for the growth, and therefore the uncertainty that past trends will 
continue is relatively high. In the absence of any insight into the reasons for the growth, 
to make an intelligent judgment regarding the possible future is difficult. Nevertheless, 
trend projections are useful for short-term forecasting (in the order of 5 to 10 years), 
since, in general, human behavior does not change suddenly and, even if trends might 
change as a result of the changing environment, this would take a substantial amount of 
time. 

3. Econometric or mathematical models relate the change of the quantity that has 
to be forecast to a change_ in some other quantity. A model may relate, for example, 
the change in the number of international air travelers to a change in average personal 
income. It is, of course, still necessary to forecast the other variable, in this case, 
personal income. However, the reliability is greater of forecasting certain quantities 
than of forecasting others; it is, therefore, better to forecast the more reliable quantity 
first and then derive the desired quantity from that through a model. 

Mathematical models are superior to simple trend projections, especially for longer 
range forecasting. Their disadvantage lies in the limitation imposed by computational 
techniques: The form of the equation must be of such a nature that can be handled by 
mathematical methods. However, real life does not always produce such forms of 
equations, and it is necessary to compromise and accept a somewhat larger margin 
of error in the interest of being able to compute the relation. Another disadvantage 
is that all the quantities have to be expressed numerically in the mathematical equa
tions. Important characteristics such as place of birth or education cannot normally 
be expressed in the form of numbers. For this reason, models are usually restricted 
to economic variables, such as income, gross national product, transportation costs, 
population, and distance. Because they deal mostly with numeric economic quantities, 
these forecasting models are often termed econometric models. 

4. The market method provides the most insight into the behavior of people and 
their reasons for traveling. (It is also used widely for predicting purchasing habits 
and thus sales volumes of goods; hence, its name, market method). This method does 
not use complex mathematical equations. The population is divided into specific groups, 
according to characteristics such as income, place of birth, general area of residence, 
age, education, and occupation. It is then observed that, according to the group in 
which a person belongs (as defined by these characteristics), that person will, on the 
average, make a certain number of trips, buy a certain amount of a certain merchandise, 
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and so on. The assumption is made that, once a person belongs to a particular group 
as described by those characteristics, he or she will behave like other people who be
long to that group. As time goes on, people will move from one group to the other 
(reflecting their changes in age, education, income). As they move from one group 
to another, so their habits will change; and, once they move into a new group, they will 
take up the habits of others in that group. 

The market method thus transforms the forecasting of air travel into the forecasting 
of the number of people in the various socioeconomic groups. The forecasting of the 
number of people in these groups is quite reliable since, for example, the age of air 
travelers can be predicted with a high degree of accuracy; most travelers are adults 
and most of those traveling in the next 25 years are already alive. Similar reliability 
can be attached to other socioeconomic variables, such as income, for instance. 

The disadvantage of the market method is that it requires a thorough survey of the 
population in order to determine the habits of the various socioeconomic groups. The 
greater the number is of characteristics considered, the greater the number will be of 
groups. And since every group in a surveyed sample of the population must contain a 
fair number of people to provide an acceptable level of reliability, the size of the re
quired survey sample could become large. 

As a result, the costs of the market method and the time required to apply it are 
considerably greater than those of the other methods. On the other hand, however, the 
market method is probably the most reliable forecasting method for long-range planning. 
It provides the greatest insight into the reasons for the growth of the quantity to be fore
cast, for it relates the forecast to human behavior and habits that are easily understood 
and to which judgment may be easily applied. 

Because of the implications associated with the acquisition of a new airport site and 
the need to provide accurate information to the public, the market method was selected 
as appropriate for the long-range planning of the Toronto area airport system. The air 
traffic in Toronto is fairly significant, exceeding 10 million enplaning and deplaning 
passengers; according to the latest statistics, Toronto is the thirteenth air traffic hub 
of the world. 

The use of the market method provided a reasonably reliable indication of the types 
of passengers who would use each airport in the system and the characteristics asso
ciated with these types of passengers, e.g., number of bags, access mode, and num
ber of well-wishers and greeters. These types of characteristics are fundamental to 
the measurement and estimation of landside capacity. 

Rnnway-Taxiway Capacity 

A number of methodologies have been developed for simulating runway and taxiway ca
pacities. This paper addresses landside capacity, but it is worthwhile noting that com
panion methodologies are available for examining airside capacities. 

Gate-Processor Models 

If there is a steady flow of traffic, a simple comparison of the ideal or nominal capac
ities with the traffic demand is usually sufficient to determine the number of processors 
that are required. If, however, there are significant gaps between successive uses of 
a facility (such as an aircraft parking position or baggage claim device), more sophis
ticated methods must be used since any idle time during which the processor cannot 
function because of a temporary lack of demand decreases its capacity. The decreased 
capacity determines the practical flow rate that the element can handle. As discussed 
earlier, the achievable flow rate is the practical flow rate associated with the level of 
service that will be accepted by the user of the facility. These flow rates can be de
termined by various methods; simulation models are particularly suited for the pur
pose. 

We have developed such a simulation model and used it widely in airport planning 
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projects. The model simulates many days of traffic and varies arrival or departure of 
aircraft randomly within certain limits aronnd a specified average 6-hour schedule. 
For each day, it calculates the percentage of passengers who would be delayed given 
a certain number of gates and processors as well as the average amonnt of delay in 
minutes experienced by delayed passengers. 

This model makes it possible to determine delays in the system for a range of al
ternatives. If a social or economic cost can be associated with the delays of air trav
elers, trade-offs can be established between the cost of facilities in the various alter
natives and the cost of delays. Thus, an optimum can be fonnd. 

The assignment of a cost to people's time is usually a vague task. Fortnnately, in 
most instances, the results of an optimization process of the kind described are not sen
sitive to the cost of time and will indicate the same optimum for a fairly wide range of 
costs. 

Figures 7 and 8 show the optimization of the number of aircraft gate positions for 
the new Montreal international airport. Given a forecast aircraft schedule, aircraft 
and passenger delays were computed with the simulation for 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 
24 gates and for the length of the delay. Figure 7 shows the actual annual cost of de
lays to the airlines, the assumed trade-off cost to the passenger, and the annual cost 
of providing more gates. As the cost of gates increases, the delays in their associated 
costs decrease. The minimum total cost is at 20 gates in this example. Figure 8 is 
similar to Figure 7 except that the trade-off value of a passenger delay was assumed 
to be $15 rather than $2 . Tn this r-.asP thfl minimnm tofal rol"t ii" Rt?.?. e;;:itel:'. 

Accumulation Models 

Since the landside capacity of an airport is a fnnction of both achievable flow rates by 
processor and the holding capacities of these processors, the dwell times of people, 
vehicles, and baggage are basic parameters in establishing the capacity of a facility. 
For this reason, we developed a peak flow model for Toronto area airports in order 
to estimate the accumulation of people, vehicles, and bags through the enplaning and 
deplaning processing sequences. 

Airport Access Model 

In terms of estimating airport access travel demands and modal split, a number of 
conventional urban transportation models are available. Although these models can 
be adopted to estimate demands for gronnd transportation, they are heavily oriented 
toward travel habits based on past observations and, hence, tend to reflect historic 
propensities for automobile travel. 

Given the possibility of assigning some airport fnnctions, such as passenger pro
cessing, to off-site locations, the use of conventional transportation modeling techniques 
is open to question, particularly if there is a constraint on available road capacity. In 
such cases, behavorial models such as LOGIT could be more relevant. Also, more 
up-to-date empirical evidence is necessary to assess the effects and public reaction 
to different types of off-site services. A series of carefully planned demonstration 
projects could be an ideal way to obtain empirical evidence for estimating possible re
quirements and demand for gronnd transportation facilities. Indeed, constant testing, 
monitoring, and experimentation are appropriate to improving the capacities of existing 
facilities and to nnderstanding the achievable capacities of new facilities in the future. 

SUMMARY 

We identified 6 basic levels of consideration: metropolitan airport system, each air
port and its environs, airport and its basic elements, fnnctions of each airport element, 
processing facilities for each fWlction, and each processing facility. We noted that 



Figure 7. Annual cost of gates and ramp delays for passenger delay value 
of $2. 
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Figure 8. Annual cost of gates and ramp delays for passenger delay value 
of $15. 
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demands are established by the decisions that are taken from level 1 down through 
level 6 but that the supply or capacity of facilities is established in the reverse order. 

Landside capacity is becoming more critical than airside capacity since individual 
runway capacities increase with larger aircraft and improved airside control systems, 
creating corresponding increases in landside demand. 

Effective use of land, particularly land with access to the runways, is a prime ob
jective at most mature airports. As the landside constraints begin to operate at exist
ing airports, the need arises to assign priorities to each airport function in terms of 
access to runways. Lower priority uses are assigned to remote sections of the air
field and higher priority uses expand into the vacated land areas near the runways. 

A natural evolution is for some uses to be located outside the airport in off-site 
locations. In fact, this approach provides a means of expanding the airport land area. 

Land is the fundamental factor in establishing the landside capacity and, indeed, 
the total capacity of the airport. In the planning of new airports, more land should 
be acquired than is estimated to be required during the foreseeable future. At all air
ports, the planning should focus on the efficient use of land and the potential for using 
off-site lands for certain functions that do not require access to the runways. 

The key factors in assessing capacity include the achievable flow rate, defined as 
the practical flow rate of a system associated with a level of service that is acceptable 
to the user and is economically justifiable, and dwell times that reflect the holding ca
pacities required at each processor. 

Fil'lall.y, 1.ve described a number of methodologies for estimating dema..'tld profiles, 
optimizing facilities requirements, estimating accumulations, particularly during peak 
periods, and estimating airport access demands. A continuing program for monitoring 
the performance of facilities and for obtaining empirical evidence on public acceptance 
of various types of service is necessary, particularly in relation to ground access and 
the potential future role of off-site airport facilities. 

The application of these principles in planning for new airports or in evaluating 
land use at existing airport sites enables meaningful comparisons to be made among 
airports since we are able to determine a cost to achieve a flow rate within certain 
levels of service by category of passenger expected to use the airport facility. 



General Papers 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL 
ASPECTS OF AIRPORT 
LANDSIDE DEVELOPMENT 
AND OPERATION 

Aaron J. Gellman, Gellman Research Associates, Inc. 

The consideration of airport landside capacity and operations relies on 2 points: (a) 
the identification of the key economic and financial issues related to airport landside 
investment and operations and (b) the analysis of these issues as they concern both 
long-term and short-term decision making. Although the principles and issues iden
tified and analyzed are broad and have general applicability, this discussion will be 
stated in terms that are most relevant for U.S. airport development. In the United 
States, almost all carrier-served facilities are operated by public authorities of one 
sort or another, and no single airport operator controls any great proportion of total 
national airport capacity. The economic and financial issues to be considered relate 
to both the establishment of new airport landside facilities and the expansion or mod
ification of the capacity of existing airport landside installations. 

ECONOMIC ISSUES 

The economic issues are those that relate to the allocation, con
sumption, and management of resources that are devoted to the 
creation, expansion, and operation of airport landside capacity. 
Airports represent substantial public investments and private in
vestments as well. Therefore, any and all issues relating to the 
establishment and expansion of airports are closely bound up in 
public policy determinations. For example, many of the resources 
required to provide and expand airport landside capacity are di
rected to the quality of the ''product'' being provided by the air
port to its users, whoever they may be. The level or standard of 
service provided is determined through either the implicit or the 
explicit workings of the public policy and political mechanisms. 
Other studies in these proceedings deal specifically with the levels 
and standards of service found at airports; consequently, those are 
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not a primary issue here. Nevertheless, both the amount and the character of the re
sources as well as the timing of the commitment of those resources grow directlv out 
of political and public policy decisions that may well fly in the face of economic con
siderations even though to do so is to waste some measure of those resources. 

The 6 categories of issues to be considered in this discussion of the economic as
pects of providing and expanding airport landside capacities are as follows: investment, 
demand, cost structure, opportunity costs, externalities, and pricing. 

Investment 

The overriding issues in the area of investment are the amount and character of the 
resources lhat are required to achieve any given objectives for airport landside quality 
and capacity. The timing of the commitment is also of importance, for the quantum of 
resources required is only meaningful when some factor, such as a discount rate, is 
used to introduce the concept of time into the calculus. 

The size of the investment, its character, and the time pattern of investment are 
all related to a number of other issues, the most prominent of which may well be fi
nancing. Investment decisions are made with either an explicit or an implicit notion 
of the quantity and time pattern of demand that will face airport landside facilities and 
of the character and quantity of resources that will be required to operate the airport 
iandside; these are in turn a function of the size and character of capital investment in 
landside capacity. For example, if aircraft are to be parked remotely from the central 
terminal buildings, then both the size and character of the investment necessary to 
provide any given throughput capacity in the landside will be different from that re
quired if the aircraft are to be parked adjacent to the terminal structures. In addition, 
the stream of expenses incurred in these 2 techniques may be different, in part because 
of differences in capital intensity between the 2 configurations. 

In investment decisions, inflation rates for construction must be traded off against 
expectations relative to wage rates. For any given level and time pattern, substantial 
trade-offs can be made between the quantity of capital to be invested and the amount of 
labor required. The outcome of such comparisons is influenced not only by inflation 
and wage expectations but also by public policy and the character and quality of the ser
vices that either capital-intensive or labor-intensive landside systems will produce. 

The level and character of investment are also substantially affected by the peaking 
characteristics of the airport and by the extent to which high levels of service are to 
be maintained even under conditions of stress in the peak periods. The form of the 
landside and the amount of capital to be uwested are substantially greater if the air
port is characterized by substantial peaking, whether on a daily, weekly, seasonal, 
or annual basis, and if standards of service to airport users are to be maintained at 
a high level during the peaks than if compromises in service quality are made. Again, 
public policy and politics will play a part in determining the level and character of in
vestment. 

Demand 

A substantial number of issues are associated with the demand for airport landside 
capacity. For example, peaking has just been cited in the context of investment, but 
peaking is obviously a function of the demand level associated with the airport and the 
landside. Certainly the demand is derived from the airline trip demand, which is sub
ject to substantial peaking at most airports. To the extent airport management wishes 
to handle all traffic with a consistently high level of service, the airport will be far 
more expensive to operate, probably in terms both of the capital invested and the ex
penses incurred, unless compromises are permissible that allow some airport users 
to be handled in different manners during peak and off-peak periods. Consider a case 
in which during off-peak periods all aircraft are parked adjacent to buildings, and some 
sort of loading bridge system is used to move passengers between the aircraft and the 
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terminal complex. But during peak periods some aircraft are parked in positions re
mote from the terminal building, and some sort of a vehicle bridge is used between 
those aircraft and the terminal complex. Whether or not the standard of service af
forded passengers is lowered, the capital invested at the airport is reduced. The 
stream of expenses may or may not be raised, depending on the trade-offs between 
servicing the additional debt and maintaining the larger terminal complex that would 
be required to handle all planes next to the buildings, and the labor, maintenance, and 
carrying charges associated with the vehicles that arc used between the remotely 
parked aircraft and the terminal. 

The most profound effects of demand-related issues on the economics of the airport 
landside flow from (a) the extent to which such demand is peaked or smooth, (b) the 
mix among the type of travelers using the facility, i.e., business or tourist, (c) the 
mix between domestic and international traffic at the airport, and ( d) the split between 
regularly scheduled services by air carriers and casual or charter operations. For 
example, whether airport activities flow primarily from scheduled or from charter 
operations will determine the character of the demand for airport landside capacity, 
which must then influence the facilities provided. For a further example, if signifi
cant charter or casual traffic is involved, the airport will likely find it most attractive, 
from both an investment and ongoing expense standpoint, to place a premium on flex
ibility in design so as to be able to accommodate, on the shortest possible notice, both 
large and small quantities of traffic through the landside. Certainly such an airport 
will be more labor intensive than it would be were the anticipated demand to emanate 
primarily from scheduled carrier operations, which, though peaked, are substantially 
smooth and more predictable. 

The investment in landside capacity will be different depending on whether the air
port is strictly a domestic airline facility or primarily an international one. In the 
former case, the space requirement per unit of passenger throughput capacity, how
ever measured, will be substantially less, if only because customs and immigration 
services will be unnecessary. Moreover, a domestic operation will likely have sig
nificantly fewer checked bags per passenger than will an international operation. The 
international facility also requires currency exchange services and multilingual signs. 
The point is that the character of the demand is an important determinant of the level 
and character of resources required to produce a satisfactory airport landside system. 

One of the more interesting demand issues is the effect of technological change on 
the demand for capacity. Certainly the most profound of these technological changes 
relates to the aircraft that will serve the airport throughout the life of the investment. 
It is well established from the history of commercial aviation that the economic life of 
transport aircraft has generally been less than the physical life of most airport facili
ties. That is, the manner in which they have traditionally been supplied has led to a 
mismatch between the technologically dynamic aircraft, which must interface with the 
landside facilities, and the facilities themselves. The character of the demand for ca
pacity is greatly affected by aircraft technology because such technology is changing 
more rapidly than is anticipated in virtually all cases in which structures, which com
prise the bulk of airport landside investment, are planned and constructed. These mis
matches should be reduced, and doing so probably requires that the scheme for pro
viding capacity, especially as it relates to the interface between landside structures 
and aircraft, be as flexible as possible. Failure to provide for such "capital flexibil
ity" cannot but lead to the periodic wholesale destruction of airport landside invest
ment long before the time when it becomes economically obsolete. Such waste has 
been observed at many airports in the United States and abroad, especially since the 
introduction of high-capacity aircraft. 

Forecasting is an extremely important activity in airport landside capacity planning 
and implementation. Forecasting is at least as much an art as a science, especially if 
the time horizons are in years, as is usually the case when capital investment decisions 
are being made. Therefore, the character of the investment should be as flexible as 
possible, consistent with providing for the peak demands that can reasonably be ex
pected. These demands emanate from a combination of time-related and aircraft
related factors that cannot be predicted with accuracy through the long period of 
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depreciation and physical durability of the assets. 
The demand for airport landside capacity can decrease as well as increase or level 

off; and, as the demand for air carrier services becomes more dependent on discre
tionary travel than on business travel, the likelihood of downturns increases. Flexi
bility in the landside configuration is, therefore, essential so that substantial reduc
tions can be made in the resource commitment if the requirements for landside capac
ity should decrease either on a short-term or secular basis. 

The observation that demand for landside capacity emanates increasingly from dis
cretionary travel that, in turn, heightens the vulnerability of the airport and the air 
carriers to reduce demand (or at least slackened rates of growth of demand) stems 
from the higher price and income elasticity of the demand for discretionary travel 
than for business travel, which has been the mainstay of both airport and airline de
mand in most cases. These elasticities are important in determining the level and 
character of investment in airport landside capacity. 

The elasticity concept must also apply to the various services provided as part of 
the airport landside. For example, the demand for products or services of airport 
concessions may be much more price elastic than the demand for air travel itself. 
On the one hand, high prices in the concessions might discourage patronage even if 
they did not significantly affect airport passenger throughput and the demand for basic 
capacity. On the other hand, to the extent that concessions have relatively inelastic 
demands, airport management might derive higher revenues from such services and 
thus provide the airport operator with excellent fmancial results in relation to capital 
invested and expenses incurred. (Only such inelastic demand can explain the extent to 
which restroom facilities produce so large an amount of revenue for airport operators!) 
The automobile parking facilities at many airports also command abnormally high 
prices, particularly if no alternative airport perimeter parking is available at signif
icantly lower charges. Whether the airport operator wants to take advantage of these 
special cases of inelastic demand is often a matter of public policy, given the public 
involvement in financing, providing, and operating airport activities. 

Cost Structure 

The structure of costs associated with the landside of the airport is complex. The lack 
of knowledge about airport cost structures in general and landside service cost struc
tures in particular is attributable not to the complexity of such cost functions but to the 
fact that they are rarely calculated for ''public enterprises.'' The decisions on allo
cating resources to provide the services of such public enterprises are made more on 
the basis of public policy and politics than of economics. Despite a general lack of 
data about airport costs, airside capacity is typically provided with a high proportion 
of fixed costs and a relatively low proportion of variable costs. Such a cost structure 
has been adopted not because it represents the most efficient allocation of resources 
but rather because, by and large, those engaged in making investment and policy de
cisions about airport landside capacity have deliberately chosen capital-intensive means 
of providing such capacity. 

A further observation deals with the fact that, although the cost structures for U.S. 
airports of any given capacity and character have probably been similar, substantial 
possibilities exist for airports to produce any given level and quality of landside ser
vices with different cost structures. For example, the traditional U.S. airport con
cept that all or virtually all aircraft must be handled adjacent to the terminal complex 
guarantees capital intensity in the cost structure. In contrast, parking of aircraft away 
from the terminal complex ensures less capital and probably provides greater planning 
and operating flexibility as well. 

If only one airport altered the cost structure in such a way as to produce landside 
services of a given quality in a more economic manner, the effect on the cost structure 
of the air carriers of the country would be slight. On the other hand, if a substantial 
proportion of major U.S. airports adopted such a cost structure, the cost structure of 
airlines would also be favorably altered, and that would have myriad implications for 
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economic regulation and public policy in air transport. 

Opportunity Costs 

A significant element of cost associated with providing and expanding airport capacity 
is the foregone income or returns because a quantity of resources is devoted to one 
activity rather than another. For example, if the land on which some facility is being 
established could produce a higher return if used in some alternative way, then one 
cost element associated with committing it to the lower return use is the difference 
between that lower return and the higher return that could alternatively be realized. 
More specifically, if terminal space that could be devoted to revenue-producing con
cession activities is required for passenger-security purposes, then one element of 
the cost of providing such security services in the terminal relates to the income that 
cannot be realized. All too often, opportunity costs are not calculated and factored into 
the decision-making mechanism when decisions are made, and a misallocation of re
sources necessarily results. In many cases opportunity costs are substantial, and to 
ignore them is to ensure an uneconomical result in the planning or revision of a land
side facility. 

Externalities 

The concept embodied in the word "externality" has taken on more practical signifi
cance in the last several decades. The concept describes the manner in which parties 
or institutions external to an investment or operating decision are affected by such a 
decision, either positively or negatively. For example, the decision to establish an 
airport at a given location provides external benefits to persons gaining employment 
at the airport, to individuals whose travel demands are better accommodated thereby, 
and to the holders of real property in the vicinity of the airport to the extent that the 
property value is enhanced as a result of the establishment of the airport. External 
costs will also be generated for some members of the community. For instance, there 
will be noise from aircraft and other vehicles using the airport, and increased highway 
congestion in the surrounding areas. 

Welfare economics theory indicates that external costs and benefits, although indi
rectly incurred or received, are nonetheless real costs and benefits and should be taken 
into account in calculations in support of investment and pricing decisions. On the one 
hand, to the extent that an airport generates external benefits that are enjoyed by the 
community at large, a community can properly be "taxed" up to the point that it trans
fers to the airport funds that are commensurate with such external benefits. On the 
other hand, to the extent that it is adversely affected by the airport creation and opera
tion, the community is entitled to compensation in an amount consistent with the cost 
burden that it bears. Of course, the notion of externalities has led directly to the jus
tification both of public funds being devoted to the development and expansion of airports 
and of an assessment of special taxes on airport operations to cover the external costs 
that the airport generates. 

Both in public-sector and private-sector economic activities, it is generally con
sidered sound public policy to try to internalize any external costs that are generated. 
Under economic theory, a charge can be imposed on the airport and on the airport 
users that adversely affect a community, for example, by highway congestion directly 
associated with airport activity, and the proceeds can be distributed to the community 
as compensation for the costs it bears. Such internalization of external costs is en
tirely rational and has the virtue of forcefully bringing to the attention of private 
decision makers the impact of their actions on parties external to the decision-making 
process. In this manner, internalizing external costs induces private decision makers 
to allocate resources in a more efficient manner. In any event, not only is the concept 
of the externality a valid one in relation to both investment and operating decisions, but 
certainly political pressures are mounting to ensure that external factors, particularly 
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costs, be taken into account in reaching decisions, particularly if high-visibility, 
public-sector facilities such as airports are involved. 

Pricing 

Most of the economic issues associated with any resource-consuming activity come 
together most pointedly in the pricing of the services (or products) that such an activ
ity generates. Literally all the factors that have previously been presented converge 
as policies are established and detailed prices are set for the multitude of services 
provided on the landside of the airport. 

Certainly pricing policies and pricing decisions of public facilities are related to 
the overall objectives of the managements of such facilities. This is then reflected in 
the relation between net revenues and net costs. Where a complex of services are to 
be ''marketed,'' as is the case in the airport landside, a general revenue objective for 
the facility is usually first established. Is the facility to be self-sustaining? Is it to 
cover only investment costs or fixed costs or all costs, including those that vary with 
the output of services? Is the facility to generate a profit, i.e., produce revenues in 
excess of both short-run and long-run costs? Once the revenue, profit, or rate-of
return objectives have been established as a matter of policy, then it is necessary to 
establish a structure of prices designed to produce revenue at the prescribed level. 

Creating a pricing structure at an airport is far from a simple matter. A great 
many services are produced, and each has its own cost characteristics and is mar
keted in the face of different demand functions and different elasticities of demand. 
The demand for high-quality restaurant food at an airport is substantially more price 
elastic than is the demand, say, for a daily newspaper. The proportion of the food 
demand that would be eliminated by increasing its price will likely be greater than the 
proportion of the newspaper demand were its price increased. For this reason, space 
rentals for the concessions that face the least elastic demand can be raised more than 
those for concessions that face greater price elasticity. The differing elasticities give 
rise to the possibility of charging different rates for the rental of spaces to be used for 
different landside purposes. In the situation just described, for example, the news
stand can pay more per square foot of space occupied than can the restaurant without 
suffering decreased demand when the higher rate is passed on in the form of higher 
prices. The implications are clear: The pricing of airport services, whether space 
rentals or otherwise, can reflect only the costs associated with producing those ser
vices or the value of such services and the elasticity of demand for the ultimate output 
of the concessionaire. The choice is largely one of policy. 

It is particularly interesting to contemplate the nature of the demand for airport ser
vices emanating from the air carriers. Clearly, the airline that wishes to serve a 
given community has a relatively inelastic price demand with regard to airport ser
vices. Landing fees may influence the quantity of service a carrier offers at a given 
airport, but can unlikely be charged at such a level as to discourage service by such 
a carrier completely. Similarly, all or most of the space that the carrier rents from 
the airport operator is acquired under conditions of low price elasticity. Again, the 
inelasticity gives rise to the possibility that airport management can charge abnor
mally high fees to airlines given that they have few alternatives to serving the airport. 
To the extent that an airline has an alternative (and this is a very rare case indeed), 
then the airline can shift its service from one facility to another. 

Since the demand of air carriers for space and services at airports is inelastic, 
air carriers in the aggregate might be expected to pay a substantial proportion of total 
revenues that the airports generate. But such is not the case for most airports in the 
United States. Eckert points out in a recent study (1) that only some 2 percent of total 
airline costs are incurred through the landing fees paid by such airlines, and landing 
fees represent only 22 percent of total airport revenues, notwithstanding the fact that 
the raison d'etre of an airport is the aircraft that interface with the market of air trans
port services only through the airport. Among other things, this implies that airport 
managers take advantage of the inelastic demand for airport concession services that 
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are displayed by airport users other than airlines. These users are at the airport only 
because of the airline activity taking place there and are usually subject to substantial 
prices for concession services, in part because the concessionaires themselves are 
charged high fees by airport management. This income is often, though not always, 
used to cross subsidize the air carriers. This is something of a paradox for several 
reasons. First, the cross subsidy runs in the direction of the airline "customer" with 
the least elastic demand function of all. Second, air services are the basic reasons for 
the airport, not the services or products marketed by the concessionaires. The latter 
are strictly by-products of the airport's operation, yet they are charged as though their 
services were the primary products of the airport. 

It is not difficult to understand why airport managements generally choose to charge 
concessionaires high fees even though elasticity of demand for the services they pro
vide is often greater than the elasticity of demand of the airport's air-carrier tenants. 
First, the air-carrier tenants are much better organized than the body of concession
aires and certainly better organized than the customers of the concessions. Moreover, 
the position of the concessionaires in bargaining with the airport is more competitive 
than that of the airlines. This is because the air carriers are certificated by federal 
(or state) authority to serve the community, but the concessionaires must compete with 
each other for space at the airport. There is a substantially greater community of in
terest between the airport management and the air carriers than between the airport 
management and the concessionaires. Concessionaires can be replaced if they fail to 
perform. To replace an air carrier is virtually impossible, given the basis on which 
they provide service at the airport, i.e., pursuant to some sort of licensing action by 
a governmental authority. In addition, and of substantial importance, air carriers and 
airport managements need to get along well in both a personal and commercial sense 
if the airport is to be operated harmoniously. 

Both the airline community, which is typically organized through the mechanism of 
airline operations or finance committees, and airport management bargain to achieve 
results acceptable to both parties. Of course, compromises and accommodations are 
made, but in most cases, differences are composed and an airport landside complex 
substantially meets the "requirements" of both sides. 

Airline needs and expectations must be taken into account early in the planning pro
cess for providing or expanding landside capacity. In part, this grows out of the fact 
that for most U.S. airports the long-term financing device employed is the revenue 
bond, by which the debt is guaranteed jointly and severally by the airlines serving the 
facility. This once more gives a far greater bargaining lever at all stages of negoti
ations to the air carrier than to the concessionaire or other customer of the airport. 

One result of the relation between airport and air carrier is that in many cases the 
airline tenants pay gross rentals, which are consonant with the investment necessary 
to accommodate their needs. The rental rate for space may well be the same for both 
air carriers and concessionaires, but, in fact, these rates are applied only to those 
spaces that the air carriers use directly and exclusively, such as ticket counter areas, 
administrative offices, and gate hold rooms. The vast amounts of concourse space, 
waiting rooms, and other common areas of the airport are not charged directly to the 
airline tenants even though most space of this sort is required only because of airline 
operations and most often only because of the method by which the airside-landside in
terface is achieved. This means that concessionaires, who usually do not create the 
need for such vast amounts of space, in fact pay substantially more for what they get 
than does the airline community at the airport. 

Although this may not be either a conventional or a popular view of the economics of 
the airport, it is nonetheless an accurate one and points out many implications for air
port decision making. For example, to the extent that the air-carrier activities at air
ports are cross subsidized by revenues from other sources (such as concessions), there 
is relatively little economic pressure to cause airlines to calculate more carefully the 
true economic costs of reaching one type of decision for handling aircraft and passen
gers as opposed to another. It is also true that, as long as the concessionaires face 
demand functions that are sufficiently inelastic to keep them in business even if they 
incur abnormally high costs, the most powerful of all incentives is providing any given 
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quantum of landside capacity while maintaining an acceptable level of service. 
Given that (a) airports have represented a significant and reliable public works pro

gram in the community, with all that this implies in terms of politics and patronage, 
(b) the likelihood that the psychic income of both airport managements and city officials 
is bound up in the size and physical character of the empires over which they preside, 
and (c) for the most part, the airline executive who deals with airport landside matters 
is also oriented toward capital-intensive, highly visible landside facilities, then the 
stage is thus set for reaching decisions that produce airport landside facilities on the 
grandest of scales. And supporting this solution to providing airport landside capacity 
is the ability of airport operators to price landside services in such a way as to cross 
subsidize such facilities and their operations in favor of the air carriers and at the ex
pense of other users and tenants. 

Several remaining aspects of airport pricing need to be considered explicitly. Nearly 
every airport that has a substantial amount of airline traffic also has periods of high 
peak demand. The cost of providing peak-load capacity is substantially more than the 
cost of providing service and capacity at other times. This gives rise to the concept 
of peak-load pricing of airport services to induce airport users, airlines, and others 
to reorient their demand for airport services in such a way as to reduce the resources 
required. The theory of peak-load pricing is extremely persuasive, but the concept 
has neither been easily placed into practice nor met with much success when it has 
been attempted. 

The nect::i:;i:;ary 1.1ri.J.1i.;i1.1al "largel" uI veak-luau vricing i:;d1eme::; ii:; ll1e air-cau ie1 
tenant whose activities clearly regulate the ebb and flow of traffic to and through the 
landside of the airport. If peak-load pricing of airport services can influence air
carrier scheduling, then the peak. demand for airport services can be smoothed; but if 
peak-load pricing has little or no effect on air-carrier demand for airport services, 
then the pattern of demand will not change. It is doubtful that even a substantial in
crease in charges during peak periods can have any measurable influence on what air
lines do with respect to flight schedules given the level of charges levied against air
lines by airport authorities at present. 

The reason air-carrier services are peaked in the first place relates to air-carrier 
perceptions about when people want to fly. The peaking results from each airline's 
being responsive to the nature of the market demand. To ask carriers to change their 
pattern of supply dramatically is to ask them to ignore reality. This is particularly so 
given the fact that, in most city-pair markets, the airlines are competitive and that no 
single carrier in such a market is going to jeopardize its market share by scheduling 
capacity at a time when the demand is less than in the peak periods. Therefore, short 
of the existence of capacity-limiting agreements and pooling arrangements between com
petitive air carriers, which are matters of federal policy, peak-load pricing will not 
likely result in much shifting or smoothing of the demand. 

Another reason for advancing the above hypothesis is that the airlines already incur 
substantial cost penalties when operating during periods of congestion: Aircraft ground 
times are greater, fuel consumption is greater both on the ground and in the air, and 
labor costs are higher because labor productivity declines and because the manning of 
airport-related functions by airlines is geared to meet the peak demand, which means 
substantial excess capacity of both labor and capital exists during off-peak periods. 
Consequently, there are already substantial inducements for air carriers to try to 
spread their activities throughout the day. Once again, in view of this, it is doubtful 
that any peak-load pricing scheme applied by airports can have any measurable influ
ence on how airlines schedule their operations. 

Peak-load pricing of airport services as applied to general aviation is successful 
in several locations in the United States. Specific airports have raised their landing 
fees as much as 10 times for general aviation operations in peak periods, and this has 
served to discourage quite dramatically the operation of general aviation aircraft at 
such airports during such periods. To the extent that such practices reduce airway, 
approach, departure, and airside congestion, they may represent a valid use of peak
load pricing techniques. But, once more, the airlines still incur higher costs, given 
the peaked nature of their operations; and it is doubtful that any increase in fees 
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Another area related directly to pricing that needs to be considered concerns the in
ternalization of external costs associated with airport operations. External costs are 
those imposed on individuals not party to the transaction that generates the costs. 
Street congestion in areas adjacent to the airport that results from the peaking of de
mand for airport services is an excellent case in point. If airport operations are the 
source of cost-producing congestion for residents or industrial activities located near 
the airport, airport managements can reasonably consider impui:iing some time-related 
charges on vehicles that enter or leave the airport during such peak periods of highway 
congestion. The proceeds of such extra charges should be somehow returned to com
pensate the parties who bear the indirect cost associated with the nature and level of 
airport activity. Although in no situations today are such transfer payments being 
made, recognition of externalities in the form of public policy is relatively new, and 
transfer payments for such external costs may well be required before many more 
years have passed. Many airport operators are already under legal constraints to 
compensate surrounding neighborhoods as a result of aircraft landing or takeoff noise 
generated in excess of that which the courts have held to be reasonable. Such concepts 
will certainly spread to other matters that affect airport activities including, perhaps, 
the area of highway congestion. Airport operators and others concerned with the avia
tion system in the United States would do well to recognize the drift toward forcing even 
public enterprises to internalize external costs and to distribute the revenues derived 
to the affected external parties. Only by recognizing such trends well in advance can 
decision makers allocate the proper resources and apply them in a manner consistent 
with the nature and pattern of the demands to be anticipated. This is certainly true if 
capacity is being created or expanded. 

FINANCIAL ISSUES 

Financial issues are those related to raising or generating capital to support any given 
quantitative and qualitative changes in airport landside capacity. Although many eco
nomic issues previously considered are also important in the context of financing air
port landside capacity, several financial issues will be considered: financial instru
ments, future requirements, management, and implications for airport users. 

Financial Instruments 

One of the basic decisions faced by the managers of airport facilities concerns the 
means to be employed in raising the capital necessary to provide the capacity called 
for in the airport plan. For the most part, until the proposed ADAP legislation is 
passed, airport landside capacity in the United States must be financed without the di
rect aid of the federal government. However, Washington (Dulles and National) air
ports are obvious exceptions. 

Debt instruments are usually employed to raise the substantial capital required to 
implement any airport project whether it be building a wholly new facility or expanding 
an existing one. Since such projects are usually carried out under the sponsorship of 
a state, regional, or local governmental entity, long-term bonds of some sort are the 
basic instruments of finance. Such bonds are generally issued in such a manner as to 
take advantage of the federal income tax exemption for municipal securities. These 
tax-free municipals generally fall into 1 of 3 categories: revenue bonds, general obli
gation bonds, or development corporation bonds. The tax-free, special-purpose rev
enue bond is by far the most popular debt instrument for creation and expansion of 
either the airside or the landside of the airport. 

Revenue bonds are specifically related to one or more airport projects such as 
paving taxiways, providing parking facilities, or expanding terminal buildings. Such 
detailed specification of the purpose to which the funds being raised will be put is 
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necessary because they are revenue bonds that are to be retired out of the income 
stream generated by operation of the specific facility being financed. With such se
curities, the investor also receives the assurance that either the operator of the air
port or certain tenants of the airport place their general credit behind the issue such 
that, if the revenues are insufficient to meet the indenture obllgations, either the air
port authority or the guarantor tenants, almost always airlines, are looked to for pay
ment of interest and repayment of capital. The m01·e secure the investor can be made 
to feel the lower the rate of interest associated with raising capital can be, and this 
simple relation underlies the creation of the revenue bond in its present form. 

Airport revenue bonds have been exceptionally well received in financial markets. 
This in part stems from the fact that airports have been g1·owing continually and have 
become an indispensable part of both the business and the cultural life of the United 
States. In short, airports have come to be treated much like public utilities by pur
chasers of their securities. Because the airport, more than any other facility or in
stitution in almost every community, is a growing enterprise, the means of raising 
capital for airport expansion has generally been the revenue bond rather than the gen
eral obligation bond which is more widely used for most other governmental purposes. 

General obligation bonds are debt issues of municipalities or regional authorities 
and look to the general credit of the issuing entity. For example, the Philadelphia In
ternational Airport is one of the few that is financed primarily through general obliga
tion bonds; and these debt instruments are guaranteed by the city and are not specifi
cally tied to any given proiect on the airport . Neither is their repayment guaranteed 
by the air carriers or other tenants of the airport. Since the credit standing of Phil
adelphia is reasonably good, these bonds have been sold at relatively low rates of in
terest, but the1·e is much politics involved in issuing such bonds . Far inore time is 
generally spent in raising capital in this fashion than is the case if special-purpose 
revenue bonds are used. 

A variation of the general obligation bond is the debt that can be issued by public 
development corporations, which are generally created to supply debt capital for busi
nesses interested in locating or expanding within the politir.a.1 jurisdictions that created 
them. The corporation's capital is raised by relying on the ci-editworthiness of the 
sponsoring city, county, or state. The tax-exempt feature is usually retained by having 
the government float the bond and by making the proceeds available to the development 
corporation, which then constructs buildings or acquires other facilities and leases 
them to the ultimate user . In the case of an airport development corporations might 
well construct all or part of the airport landside building complex and lease the space 
provided directly to the airlines and airport concessionaires. Under such an arrange
ment, the lease obligations of airport tenants are used to secure the bonds. One sig
nificant advantage of employing development corporation capital rather than general 
obligation bonds is that the authorization to issue debt is often less complicated if the 
development corporation does it than if a governmental entity does it dfrectly. Al
though development corporation financing is not commonly used for expanding airport 
landside capacity, it is an alternative that should be considered. 

In addition to the 3 classes of debt instruments just discussed, general tax revenues 
can also be used to finance landside development. In Philadelphia, some capital im
provements are financed in this fashion while others are financed by general obligation 
bonds. In any event, the use of general tax revenues is an expensive way to provide 
funds, especially for capital investments in a facility having a service life as long as 
25 or 30 years. Certainly, for most governmental entities, the financing of long-term 
investments from cash on hand is too expensive a proposition for it to be considered a 
major source of financing. 

To the extent that bonds of one sort or another are employed to finance airport land
side capacity, 3 basic methods of repayment can be employed. Term bonds of a single 
issue are those that mature at a single point in time. Such bonds usually require the 
establ"ishment of a sinking fund that grows and ensures the repayment of the bonds at 
the maturity date . Serial bonds are issued in groups, but each bond matures at a dif
ferent time during the period over which the financing is being undertaken. For the 
most part, serial bonds are preferred by borrowers to term bonds since the former 
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take advantage of lower interest rates that generally prevail for shorter term maturi
ties. The third type of repayment schedule involves placing an equal annual burden 
obligation on the issuer of the debt in order to maintain a constant cash flow in each 
year in which the debt is outstanding. The equal annual burden arrangement operates 
precisely as a mortgage in terms of its repayment. 

Most expansions in the United States have for some years involved the use of special
purpose revenue bonds guaranteed as to principal and interest by the airlines serving 
the airport; the airlines are obligated both jointly and severally. Most of these bonds 
are to be paid on a serial basis, which reduces the cost of the issuing organization and 
also serves the needs of the large institutional investors that are the principal market 
for such securities . Since there has never been a default on an obligation of this sort, 
these bonds are well received in the marketplace; and, as long as air transportation 
continues to grow and airports continue to be established or expanded, the airport rev
enue bond represents an attractive means of raising the capital required. 

With the passage of the ADAP bill by Congress, it will be possible, for the first 
time, to raise capital from federal sources to create or expand airport landside facil
ities. To the extent that such capital is received in the form of an unrestricted grant, 
its cost to the airport operator is effectively zero. On the other hand, there is a real 
question as to whether the federal government will allow ADAP funds to be applied to 
terminal projects without requiring that at least some calculations be made to demon
strate that the capital is being put to use in an efficient manner. Moreover, many hid
den costs are associated with the acceptance of federal grants, including substantial 
delays between the application for such funds and the receipt of them, the probability 
that federal standards of one sort or another will have to be met to qualify for the funds, 
and the adherence to other federal requirements such as environmental standards. It 
remains to be seen what the true cost of such federal funds will be. 

Nevertheless, the availability of federal funds for terminal and other landside im
provements will take some of the pressure off both airport operators and air carriers 
to provide capital or guarantee debt for the same purposes. Certainly it is to be hoped 
that the availability of federal funds for landside development will minimize the likeli
hood that significant imbalances in capacity will arise between the airside and the land
side and reduce the relocations and inconvenience that inevitably arise under such con
ditions. 

Future Requirements 

Planning the establishment or the expansion of airport landside capacity requires fore
casting either implicitly or explicitly the level and character of the demand for the ser
vices of the facility for which financing is to be arranged. The terms in which such 
future conditions must be couched include changes in both the level and character of 
the demand for airport landside capacity, the effect that inflation of prices and wages 
will have, and the manner in which technological change will influence future landside 
requirements. 

With respect to the level and character of demand for landside capacity, certainly 
in the last 30 years air transportation has developed from an infant industry into a 
major and mature , though still expanding, component of the American economic sys
tem. Because it has enjoyed dramatic growth rates and gone through impressive 
changes of all sorts, the general tendency has been for those who are considering air
port facilities to think only in terms of more and bigger. But this is no assurance that 
"more and bigger" must continue to characterize forever the demand for landside ca
pacity. Certainly future requirements should be projected with recognition of the pos
sibility that leveling off and even downturns may become common in areas of economic 
activity associated with aviation. 

Changes in the level of demand can certainly have a profound effect on the financial 
requirements for providing capacity. Obviously, other things being equal, the greater 
the capacity required and the higher the level of service which is to be provided, as a 
matter of policy, the greater will be the financing necessary to support the requirement. 
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But the amount of capacity to be provided must be expressed in terms relevant for 
planning and financing airport landside capacity. For example, financial requirements 
will be far lower if the demand for landside capacity is spread evenly throughout the 
day and year than if the capacity is highly peaked. Again, the type of facility and the 
financing requirements should be different if the landside capacity is geared to serving 
many batches of relatively small numbers of people moving through the airport than if 
it serves fewer, but larger, batches of people. Also, the effect of increases in charter 
activities or of the introduction of significant numbers of international operations, where 
none previously was found, changes the configuration and capital requirements alike. 
All these projections are required if the landside capacity is to match the needs of both 
quantity and quality of service. 

In all financial planning, the extent to which inflation is anticipated must be consid
ered. Widespread inflation not only affects the cost of future construction and wages 
but also can determine the extent to which airport landside excess capacity should be 
inventoried in the near term to avoid higher costs in future periods. The trade-off 
analysis required is a special one, and the outcome depends on many factors, including 
the operational flexibility of landside facilities and the capital and labor intensity asso
ciated with providing additional increments of capacity. It is true that, if inflation is 
anticipated, the dollar investment required to provide capacity will be lower the sooner 
the investment can be made. On the other hand, the cost of carrying excess capacity 
is extremely great, particularly when both the capital and interest charges are calcu
lated as well as the maintenance and operating costs aEwociatcd with such excess ca
pacity. Rarely is building warranted very much ahead of demand. In fact, there is 
reason to expect that inflationary cost increases will be met by airline fare increases, 
which, in turn, give the possibility of raising airport charges to the airlines and other 
users. Such possibilities for increasing revenues would indicate that it is more ra
tional to match capacity with needs in the typical airport situation in which revenues 
are designed to cover costs rather than to generate maximum returns or profits. 

One of the most difficult areas to forecast is that related to technology and techno
logical change. The configuration and extent of the airport landside are largely deter
mined by the technology embodied in the aircraft used by the air carriers. Indeed, ex
cept for requirements to meet growing secular demand for air travel, no other factor 
has been more important in requiring continued investment in airport landside capacity 
than that associated with technological change in the transport aircraft field. Although 
it is expected that technological change in such aircraft will not be so dramatic in the 
next several decades as it has been in the past several, new and larger aircraft will 
likely be introduced during this period, and some of them will have features that will 
make provision of new and different landside facilities necessary, especially if there 
are to be direct physical connections between the airport landside and the aircraft as 
at present. Specifically, the double-decking of passenger air transports would create 
significant problems at many landside facilities just as did the transition from the rel
atively low-level operations associated with the 707, DC-8, DC-9, and 737 aircraft to 
the higher and wider 747, DC-10, and L-1011 aircraft. 

Of course, where airport landside facilities are concerned, the effects from both 
growth and technological change are most pronounced for those assets with long ser
vice lives. In the post-World War II period, the mix of aircraft has changed radically 
every 8 to 12 years. In contrast, the primary outlets for airport landside investment 
have been bricks and mortar and other durable assets with physical and depreciable 
lives well in excess of 25 years. Many landside structures, however, do not "fit" 
successive generations of aircraft, and the result is that serious economic and finan
cial problems of facilities grow out of the mismatch between the useful and depreciable 
life of these facilities. 

Much airport capacity needs dramatic revision at great expense faster than the fa
cilities being replaced can be written off or become physically uneconomic or unsound. 
Two potentially critical problems arise out of this situation. First, the cost of replac
ing still useful assets is a much greater burden on airport management and tenants in 
an era anticipated to be characterized by inflation than in an era without such inflation
ary pressures. This places a premium on planning and constructing facilities in such a 
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the same conclusion. To the extent that asset lives are significantly less than the life 
of the financing underlying them, the new financing required to provide the replacement 
or expanded capacity will be forced to carry in one form or another the financial bur
den that still remains from the continued depreciation of the earlier asset that no longer 
exists . 

A recent study indicated that many airport landside facilities have physical lives on 
the order of one-half the length of the financing that supported their creation. In the 
typical airport being analyzed, the length of the revenue bond financing was 25 years , 
and the average physical life of the structures was about 13 years. For these assets 
this necessarily means that, from the fourteenth year onward, the debt that needed to 
be serviced included that associated with the original investment as well as that related 
to the replacement investment. If the relation between life of the indebtedness and life 
of the assets were to continue at a ratio of 2 to 1, the financial burden would grow pre
cipitously and reach a point at which the burden on airlines and, in turn, on their pas
sengers and the burden on concessionaires would become so great as to discourage 
both the use of air transportation and of airport services. This analysis leads to the 
same conclusion as before: Facilities must be planned and developed with physical 
flexibility in mind so as to minimize the probability that the life of the investment will 
be less than that of its financing. 

Dramatic rates of growth will tend to mask the problems associated with both infla
tion and technological mismatches, but the ability of growth to cover such difficulties 
is limited. Rates of growth for air transportation demand will probably decline sub
stantially during the next several decades, not because air transportation fails to per
form satisfactorily, but because the airlines have already captured a substantial pro
portion of the intercity passenger transportation market and the demand that remains 
to be tapped is highly price sensitive. 

If the mismatch continues between the physical character of airport landside facili
ties and the technology associated with airside or off-airport interfaces with the land
side, airport operators will have little choice but to surcharge one or more classes of 
lessees of landside space or facilities to cover the unretired principal associated with 
the replaced asset. The unacceptable alternative is to require one or more classes of 
lessees to meet such capital losses through a capital levy . In any case, increasing the 
charges to lessees is the logical technique for dealing with an incorrect estimate of 
asset life. But to avoid too sudden increases in use charges or space rental fees, air
port managements have typically chosen to recapitalize the unretired principal and pass 
the increased depreciation and interest charges through to the lessees as part of their 
rental charges or fees. This leads to a more gradual increase of the burden on such 
airport customers. The important point is that, without growth and with a consistent 
failure to match asset life and length of its debt financing, airport costs will rise pre
cipitously with unhappy consequences for all landside tenants and users, including the 
air carriers . 

Management 

The management side of the financial question is an important one. In fact, the quality 
of the management applied to the airport landside, from conception to operation, is 
probably the most important single determinant of the financial performance of the 
system. 

Management of an airport, as management of any complex activity, covers a broad 
range of issues. Among the more important are those related to structuring airport 
landside in such a way as to retain its flexibility and economic viability over the longest 
possible period of time. As noted, every effort should be made to ensure that asset 
life at least equals the term of the debt that typically underlies the provision of airport 
landside capacity. Management must recognize the relation between factors such as 
inflation and the cost of capital in both financial and operating decisions. Management 
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that produces satisfactory financial and operating results must be sensitive to all 
cause-and-effect relations. If one airport user's policies or activities cause the air
port to incur exceptional investment or operating costs in order to accommodate them, 
then the user should bear all those costs. A well-managed facility should have a mini
mum of cross subsidy. 

The procurement side of airport activities should also be of continuing concern to 
airport management. Skilled purchasing of materials and services that go into land
side capacity development and maintenance can substantially reduce the financing re
quired to support any given landside program. Reliable and efficient consultants and 
contractors should be employed with as little concern for local political factors as pos
sible. New institutional arrangements for acquiring services and materials should be 
explored. For example, there remain few reasons why architectural services should 
be paid for on the basis of the cost of the overall project. This can logically lead only 
to landside facilities that are larger than they need to be. Putting architects on air
port projects on a different compensation basis might be one of the most effective 
means of economizing on the resources required and of reducing the financing nec
essary to support development. Airport managers should be fully aware of their ob
ligations to meet the debt service and interest payments and should recognize that the 
historic record of undiminished growth in dema11d and extensive landside development 
may not continue. They should make contingency plans to reduce the fillancial burdens 
when downtur ns occur, but should also plan and execute facilities and capacity in such 
a way as to retain maximum flexibility. 

At still another level, management issues have significant implications for financillg 
airport landside capacity. Institutions that supply capital for the creation and expan
sion of airport capacity have the ability to influence all aspects of the managelUent of 
such facilities, particularly if they do so prior to making the financing available. Spe
cifically, all who furnish capital for airport expansion and development are obligated 
to ensure that the capital provided is e(ficiently used and that the airport remains re
sponsive to the needs of present and potential users so that the financial obligations 
can be met. Such behavior on the part of those who supply fillancing is entirely raliunal, 
particularly where private sector capital is concerned, because it provides the greatest 
assurance that payback schedules will be met. 

Where public financing is concerned, such as through the revised ADAP legislation, 
the federal government ought to ensure that the capital is used efficiently and that 
proper accounting is kept, even though there is no payback issue. Neither interest 
nor capital recovery is a condition of making such funds available. As part of any 
federal pl'ogram designed to provide capacity, standards of economic performance 
should be adopted that must be met before such facilities are eligible to receive funds. 

Under the most common method of financing landside capacity now employed, the 
special-purpose revenue bond, the airlines using the facility are jointly and severally 
liable for the repayment of the debt capital and interest. Heretofore, except in special 
cases, the airlines have not been required to show such contingent liabilities on their 
balance sheets, and airline managements have been tolerant of a substantial measure 
of "gold-plating" in such facilities. Air-carrier managements will soon be looking 
with a critical eye at airport facility projects that are more expensive than absolutely 
necessary because of 3 important considerations. The first is the less-than-certain 
future facing the airline industry. The second is the contingent liability that is rapidly 
mounting as further airport development takes place. The third is the increasing con
cern among the accounting profession regarding the lack of recognition of the potential 
liability represented by such debt guarantees. 

Implications for Landside Users 

Myriad implications for the various users of airport landside capacity flow from every 
possible decision relating to financing. Many of these implications have been noted in 
the course of the preceding discussion. The method of financing, as well as the size 
of the financial commitment associated with providing airport capacity, has the most 
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profonnd effect on the most significant users. First among these are the airlines them
selves. The implications for airlines grow out of the fact that they are being increas
ingly subjected to ever larger contingent liabilities at precisely the point in their history 
when they require all the financial strength they can muster to support their own opera
tions. The day has passed when the airlines can anticipate continued growth at the high 
rates. As growth slackens and perhaps disappears entirely, the airlines will no longer 
be able to tolerate mistakes such as inappropriate financing decisions. Particularly 
dangerous will be cases where the life of the landside assets being financed does not 
match or exceed the life of the debt associated with them. As noted earlier, the car
riers' financial positions, both individually and collectively, can be seriously nnder
mined if inappropriate decisions are made in financing airport landside capacity. 

Concessionaires are also influenced by financial considerations. Certainly it is 
important that they not be asked to shoulder nndue burdens as a result of financial de
cisions that are not appropriate to the task at hand. If the air carriers become less 
able to bear the financial burden of the growth of airport landside capacity, conces
sionaires may well have to provide greater revenues than ever before. This would re
quire concessionaires to raise prices with the possible effect of decreasing demand to 
the point at which many concession activities become nneconomic. In such circum
stances the financing burden would be shifted back to other tenants and airport users. 

Among such users, of course, are airline passengers and visitors, who may be 
called upon to shoulder such burdens to an increasing extent, especially if the ADAP 
legislation proposed by the present administration is passed in its present form. In
deed, it is certain that many airports will impose head taxes on passengers immedi
ately after such legislation makes it possible to do so. There are many reasons to 
believe that such a method of financing is not appropriate if only because airline pas
sengers represent a highly disaggregated market with quite inelastic demand and there
fore cannot possibly ensure that the resources devoted to airport developments are put 
to the best possible use. To the extent that the responsibility for providing or support
ing the financing associated with airport capacity creation and expansion falls directly 
on the passenger, the decisions associated with the planning and creation of capacity 
will probably not be optimal. An obvious result is that the financing required to pro
vide any given level and quantity of landside throughput capacity will be substantially 
greater than is necessary. Once more, whatever method is employed to raise revenues 
sufficiently to cover the financial obligations of the airport operator, checks and bal
ances must ensure that the resources employed to provide landside capacity are the 
least required to do so. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In light of the foregoing considerations, several recommendations would seem to be in 
order. These recommendations fall into several categories. Some relate to the de
velopment of means for anticipating landside capacity requirements with greater pre
cision than before; others are concerned with creating tools to support the more effec
tive and efficient use of the resources devoted to meeting landside capacity needs; still 
others go to the problem of determining how efficiently resources are being employed 
to provide landside capacity and to develop it in such a way as to promote efficiency in 
all other areas of air transportation. Taken together, these recommendations consti
tute a modest program of economic research designed to increase the knowledge avail
able to those responsible for planning, financing, providing, and managing airport land
side capacity. 

With respect to the development of means for anticipating airport landside capacity 
requirements, it is recommended that 

1. To support airport landside development a forecasting format be developed that 
incorporates all relevant parameters including those associated with social and tech
nological change, inflation rates, and air-travel and shipment demand; and 

2. A monitoring system be devised that will provide early warning of an impending 
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mismatch between airport airside and landside capacity either on a national scale or at 
the level of a single airport and that will likely be based on identifying and tracking 
leading indicators from among the myriad statistics on air traffic and air transport 
activity that can be gathered. 

Analytical tools are required to support the more effective and efficient use of the re
sources devoted to meeting landside capacity needs. To meet this requirement, it is 
recommended that 

1. Measures be developed for expressing the capacity of the airport airside and 
landside in such a manner as to facilitate comparison between the two in order to min
imize the chance that capacity imbalance will develop between them; 

2. Precise measures be developed for the cost of capital available from alternative 
sources and for landside capacity development; 

3. Criteria be established concerning airport landside economic and financial per
formance that must be met prior to the receipt of ADAP funds or to the imposition of 
airport head taxes to support landside expansion or revision; 

4. A uniform code of accounts be developed for airport financial and managerial 
accounting and that its use be required as a condition precedent to the receipt of addi
tional federal aid for airport development or expansion; and 

5. A cash-flow model of the airport be developed to permit the financial effects of 
any policy, investment, or operating decision to be analyzed before the decision is 
implemented. 

To determine the efficiency with which resources are being used to provide airport 
landside capacity and to ensure that the efficient operation of other components of the 
U.S. air transportation system are not jeopardized, it is recommended that 

1. A study be made of all significant input markets related to airport landside de
velopment to determine the degree to which competition sets input prices and to ensure 
that such input prices are kept to a minimum through appropriate purchasing practices 
on the part of airport operators; 

2. All barriers to the efficient allocation of resources to landside development be 
identified and the most effective means of dismantling or overcoming these barriers 
be developed (this should be accomplished in such a way as not to impair unduly the 
ability of carriers and concessionaires to compete effectively in their respective mar
kets); and 

3. A study be undertaken to quantify as precisely as possible the burden on inter
state commerce imposed through the misallocation of resources to airport landside 
development and operation. 
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DISCUSSION 

Leo F. Duggan, Airport Operators Council International, Inc. 

Although Gellman 's presentation is most useful in illuminating important theoretical 
issues, airport operators disagree with some of the recommendations he makes. The 
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following comments provide other viewpoints on some of the specific issues related to 
the management of airport landside development and operation. For ease of analysis 
and comparison, the issues are discussed in the general framework of the categories 
presented in Gellman 's paper. 

INVESTMENT 

There is little doubt that public policy and politics will play an important part in deter
mining the level and character of investment in airport landside capacity. Capital and 
labor trade-offs, the extent to which inflation and wage rate expectations are taken into 
the calculus, the quality of service to be provided, and the extent to which the peaks 
are accommodated are all matters that not only require rigid quantitative analysis but 
also are ultimately determined in the forums where public policy is decided. Further
more, public policy should be determined primarily by the commwiities served by the 
local or regional airports. It is at this level that the community needs, concerns, and 
objectives must be defined and satisfied. This is not to denigrate the role of the federal 
government in setting standards for air traffic control, environmental impact, and air 
route and air fare regulations. However, matters such as location and size, land use, 
and operating and financial management should be left to the local decision-making pro
cess. In this manner, airports can best meet the needs and objectives of the commu
nities which they serve. 

DEMAND 

We do not believe that any prudent airport operator could disagree with Gellman's con
tentions that the character of airport demand is an important determinant of the char
acter of the resources that are required to provide the airport landside system or that 
it has become increasingly important to minimize the extent to which mismatches occur 
between aircraft and landside capabilities. A prime objective in providing the interface 
between landside and aircraft should certainly be physical and operational flexibility. 

However, with respect to Gellman 's discussion of elasticity in concession pricing, 
we would argue with the statement that automobile parking facilities can command ab
normally high prices. We are not aware that current rates are abnormal by compari
son with rates charged, for example, in the central business districts of the cities 
served by the respective airports. Even if prices were higher, airports that are con
gested are faced with the need to allocate their available land and capital resources in 
the most efficient manner. This is why some airports have relatively high short-term 
parking rates so that the areas in front of the terminal can be most efficiently used by 
the most people. Many congested airports are also limited with regard to the amount 
of long-term storage they can provide. Most travelers, we believe, have the option of 
being driven to the airport or of using taxis or public transportation. The available 
resources, both land and capital, have to be determined by local needs and local policy 
objectives. Airport operators do not, as Gellman puts it, "take advantage" of special 
cases of inelastic demand. They must, however, understand these elasticities and 
take them into consideration to provide landside capacity efficiently. 

COST STRUCTURE 

Gellman makes several statements that detailed cost functions are calculated for few 
public enterprises and that decisions are "made more on the basis of public policy and 
politics than of economics." This, he notes, has resulted in a deliberate selection of 
capital-intensive means for providing additional capacity. 

These are general contentions that could probably only be supported by a most de
tailed, case history review of an adequate sample of past decisions, and hindsight can 
inevitably put things into sharper focus than foresight. Given air travel forecasts that 
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have been followed (for better or worse), given the inadequate projections for aircraft 
equipment, given, indeed, the euphoria of the late 1960s, one can understand why many 
capital-intensive approaches were taken. This is not to say that less capital-intensive 
programs were not evaluated and considered. In some cases, such as cargo handling, 
decisions on large capital expenditures for automated equipment were made in the hope 
of lowering unit costs. This was certainly in the interest of "classical economic effi
ciency." But automation in this area did not prove to be the panacea for the great cargo 
breakthrough for which we were all looking. 

OPPORTUNITY COSTS 

Gellman states, "All too often opportunity costs are not calculated and factored into 
the decision-making mechanism .... " We would generally disagree . Although oppor
tunity costs as specific, quantifiable factors are frequently not used in formal economic 
evaluations, there is an awareness of their pertinence in most important decisions. 
The airport operator is quite aware of the differentials in return that can be received 
from various sectors of the terminal and land resources; and, more often than not, 
these differentials are considered in making the final decisions as to which revenue or 
nonrevenue generating activities are to take place in a particular area. 

EXTERNALITIES 

It is far easier to generalize about externalities than it is to do something about them. 
We can all probably agree that injured parties are entitled to compensation in an amount 
consistent with the cost burden that they bear. The problem comes in justly determin
ing the cost burden and the allocation of the compensation. If we look at New York 
(Kennedy) Airport, for example, there is no question that airport activity contributes 
substantially to local highway congestion during peak periods, but so does Aqueduct 
Racetrack, so does the air cargo industry off the airport, and so do the people who 
go to and from Jones Beach and the Rockaways. The sum total of all of these uses 
impacts the local community in terms of highway and street congestion, air pollution, 
and so forth. The same can be said for most major airport areas. From a practical 
standpoint, these costs cannot easily be disaggregated; and, in the identification of 
benefits, the community becomes larger and larger geographically as the usage of 
each highway is considered. 

The quantification of external costs, we believe, was properly and comprehensively 
followed in the site comparisons made by the Commission on the Third London Airport. 
Such comparisons are most useful for the planners and decision makers in helping to 
arrive at a rational selection for a major capital undertaking such as a new airport, 
and the commission was able to identify some external costs that should actually be 
paid. However, as Gellman points out in his discussion of pricing, it is probably not 
feasible, for example , for airport management to internalize the costs of airside con
gestion through peak load pricing: ''It is doubtful that even a substantial increase in 
charges during peak periods can have any measurable influence on what airlines do 
with respect to flight schedules .... " 

PRICING 

We are in complete agreement that "pricing policies and pricing decisions for public 
facilities are related to the overall objectives of the managements of such facili
ties .... " Once the revenue, profit, or rate-of-return objectives have been estab
lished as a matter of policy, then it is necessary to establish a structure of prices 
designed to produce revenue at the prescribed level. The managements of airports 
are, in fact, the operating units of government or authorities mandated by local govern
ment to operate within the framework of broad policies established by these same 
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governments. In other words, there can be no national, uniform objective on produc
ing revenues or covering costs. The needs of one region are usually substantially dif
ferent from the needs of another. These differences are, more often than not, re
flected in differences in the institutional and organizational framework of the operating 
entity. 

In Gellman 's discussion of pricing he refers to the inelasticities of the demand for 
concession services and indicates that the income from concessionaires is often, though 
not always, used to cross subsidize the air carriers. Reference is made to Eckert's 
study (1) that indicates that airline fees represent only 22 percent of total airport rev
enues, this being an indication that the airlines somehow are not paying their way. We 
cannot substantiate Eckert's fig·ures. Airport data show that landing fees account for 
about 33 percent of total revenues and airline leased areas account for another 9 per
cent so that the airlines are, in fact, contributing more than 40 percent of total rev
enues. Eckert does make the case that "larger facilities are more impressive to air
lines, concessionaires, colleagues in the industry, and the general public alike." 
"This," he says, "may partially explain the subsidization of airfield activities by con
cession rentals .... Airlines gain from paying below-cost fees for the single airport 
activity that is essential to their operation: the right to land and take off." Air line 
and general aviation groups have sought to retain these fees and shunt most airfield 
costs onto concessionaires, customers, and the general taxpayer. No justification can 
be found in Eckert's study or in any other material to support these contentions. 

The large hub airports in the United States are generally structured so that the air
lines pay their costs for the airfield and terminal facilities that they use. This is not 
to say that concessionaires, in some cases, do not pay a higher rental on a square foot 
basis than do airline users. We do not believe that this is necessarily cross subsidiza
tion. The airline terminal represents a mix of enterprises, and the argument over 
whether the airline operation is the primary or secondary product is beside the point. 
Passengers, apart from their need for airline service, require a range of terminal 
services, and they are free to select or reject a variety of consumer goods and ser
vices. To the extent that there is inelasticity of concession demand, we do not believe 
that this inelasticity necessarily means that the prices charged are abnormal. Neither 
do we believe that a prudent operator should allow price gouging, and the operators are 
most concerned about this issue and enforce appropriate controls. If, as Gellman con
tends, airport revenue bonds have been exceptionally well received in financial mar
kets, it is partially because of the demand that exists and has grown for goods and ser
vices in the terminal complex. If a community or authority operating for that commu
nity elects to provide its basic transportation areas at a lower rent level than for con
cessionaire areas and that community or authority believes that this is in the interest 
of providing essential intercity transportation, then there should be no theoretical ob
jections. Even though there is little cross subsidization, we do not see that cross 
subsidy is necessarily objectionable or not economically justified. In a similar man
ner, we have a present concern with the increasing short-haul rates of the Civil Aero
nautics Board, an attempt presumably to do away with cross subsidy from the long
haul routes. If some amount of cross subsidy can maintain a viable short-haul intercity 
system in the United States, that amount of cross subsidy should be permitted. 

Gellman points out that "there is substantially greater community of interest between 
the airport management and the carriers than between the airport management and the 
concessionaires." We are uncertain what the real point is. There is a public utility 
consciousness on the part of the airport operator to provide the best transportation 
facilities possible and to cover total costs. The concessionaires are not victims of 
monopoly. If anything, they are the beneficiaries. If there is inelasticity for their 
goods and services, they also benefit in terms of profitability. It seems that the only 
real measurement of whether the concessionaires are in fact paying substantially more 
for what they are getting is the demand for concessionaire space and the profitability 
of concessions in the use of that space. 

Operators support Gellman 's contention that "the theory of peak load pricing is ex
tremely persuasive, but the concept has neither been easily placed into practice nor 
met with much success when it has been attempted." It again raises the issue of public 
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policy with regard to keeping the doors open to the smaller communities and their car
riers, which cannot compete on a fully allocated marginal (delay) cost basis with the 
service from large communities. Again, we have the practical and political problems 
of internalizing congestion costs. The questions are, How do you measure? How do 
you desegregate the delays caused by different users? How do you distribute the rev
enues that would be derived to the affected external parties assuming they can also be 
properly identified? The theory, like the theory of peak load pricing, is extremely 
persuasive, but it lacks utility and may even break down conceptually in an attempt to 
identify all costs and benefits to the community at large. 

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

Gellman's review of the present financial instruments is found to be comprehensive 
and authoritative. However, we disagree with his contention that "there is a real 
qucstic:n as tc vvhcthcr the fcdcru.1 government "vVill n.llc-.,v ... A~ol.A~P ft.L11ds tc be applied to 
terminal projects without requiring that at least some calculations be made to demon
strate that the capital is being used in an efficient manner." In his recommendations, 
he further suggests that "criteria be established concerning airport landside economic 
and financial performance that must be met prior to the receipt of ADAP funds or to 
the imposition of airport head taxes to support landside expansion or revision," and 
that "a uniform code of accounts be developed for airport financial and managerial ac
counting and that its use be required as a condition precedent to the receipt of addi
tional federal aid for airport development or expansion." 

These proposals seem to be in opposition to the intent of the proposed administra
tion legislation that would give ADAP funds back to the municipalities and authorities 
to use at their discretion for airport development. The proposed law, therefore, rec
ognizes the desirability of local control and conversely the undesirability of too much 
control at the federal level. 

These recommendations would also seem to be in opposition to his own contention 
that "pricing policies and pricing decisions of public facilities are related to the over
all objectives of the managements of such facilities." If communities and their airport 
authorities have different needs and different objectives in meeting their responsibili
ties to serve the public and if the institutional makeup of these authorities and opera
ting units can vary widely, then standard economic criteria and uniform accounting 
practices are probably impossible to achieve. In addition, the benefits would not be 
worth the colossal effort that it would take to try to approach conformity. And, in the 
final analysis, to what purpose? 

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS 

Support is given to Gellman 's general conclusion that airport landside "facilities must 
be planned and developed with physical flexibility in mind so as to minimize the prob
ability that the life of the investment will be less than that of its financing." His words 
of caution on the uncertainty of future levels of growth are also well taken. Full cog
nizance should be given to "the possibility that leveling off and even downturns may 
become common in areas of economic activity associated with aviation." 

MANAGEMENT 

Gellman states that "a well-managed facility should have a minimum of cross subsidy." 
Perhaps, but local needs and objectives should, in the final analysis, determine the 
need and desirability of cross subsidy. 

He continues, "All who furnish capital for airport expansion and development are 
obligated to ensure that the capital provided is used in a most efficient manner and that 
the airport remains responsive to the needs of present and potential users .... " Agreed, 



but local government, in the final analysis, has to determine what is most efficient, 
what can be afforded, and what is responsive to the needs of the user. 

AUTHOR'S CLOSURE 
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I am pleased to have the opportunity to respond to Duggan's cogent and well-expressed 
commentary. 

Before considering his points in turn, I believe a brief introductory statement is 
warranted to set the stage. The paper I prepared was deliberately couched in theoret
ical terms to assist in establishing a common intellectual base for the discussions to 
be held during the conference (the paper was presented at the plenary session before 
the workshop sessions began). Nevertheless, I tried to use as many practical ex
amples as possible in order to give life to the theory. Apparently this met with some 
measure of success given the general reaction to the paper and the ease with which 
Duggan is able to identify areas to which he objects on behalf of the Airport Operators 
Council International. 

It should be understood at the outset that, although the paper was designed to lay a 
theoretical basis for ensuing discussions, the conference convened with the knowledge 
that the federal government would likely soon make funds available for the first time 
to support the development of airport landside capacity. This would mark a sharp 
break with past practice and in some respects underlay sponsorship of the conference 
in the first place. 

A basic thesis advanced in the paper is that the entity providing funds for airport 
landside facilities should reasonably have something to say about how those funds are 
employed in creating or expanding airport landside capacity. Organizations, whether 
they are public or private, that furnish capital for any purpose should, and virtually 
always do, exercise some oversight concerning the applications of the funds provided. 
Why should the situation be different for the federal government, which is about to em
bark on a substantial program to provide capital to airport operators throughout the 
country explicitly to be used in the creation or expansion of airport landside capabil
ities? Indeed, it is only good economics and good public policy that the federal govern
ment should become involved in the investment and operating decisions if only to ensure 
that the marginal utility of the last dollar it provides to each project is, within the 
limits of practicality, the same. If this observation implies criticism of the present 
administration-sponsored ADAP legislation, then so be it. But it is neither good eco
nomics nor good public policy either to provide the same number of dollars or to pro
vide dollars on a formula basis to all airports regardless of the extent to which their 
present operations meet or fail to meet market demand or to achieve given level-of
service criteria, whether they be implicit or explicit. 

To place it in the context of the Tampa Airport or the new Dallas-Fort Worth Air
port, it is ludicrous to provide federal dollars for landside development while there 
are such great needs manifest relative to the landsides of so many other airports in 
the United States. Of course, if additional capital were to be furnished to Tampa or 
Dallas-Fort Worth for landside development by local or airport user sources, within 
some constraints discussed in the paper and to be discussed further below, that is a 
different matter. But if federal money is involved, the entire spectrum of airport fa
cilities in the United States should be surveyed to ensure that the resources of the fed
eral government for landside development are efficiently and economically allocated 
and used. 

There is yet one other general point to be made, one considered neither in my paper 
nor in the course of any of the workshop sessions. Specifically, I suggest we begin to 
keep in mind that the Constitution of the United States prohibits any unreasonable bur
dens being placed on interstate commerce. Such a prohibition, it seems to me, is 
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violated whenever the expenditures made to provide any given amount of landside ca
pacity produce facilities more elaborate or more expensive either to acquire or to op
erate than they need to be. Just as the economist's basic tenet that "there ain't no 
such thing as free lunch'' is an accurate reflection of the real world, so it is clear that 
airport facilities are going to have to be paid for by someone. For the most part, that 
"someone" is either the airlines or other users of the airport (i.e., passengers, ship
pers, visitors, employees) and, in most instances, the parties who have to pay for any 
excesses are certainly "in" interstate commerce. Therefore, simply in terms of the 
Constitution, the federal government has not only a duty but an obligation to ensure 
that the burdens placed on those so engaged are minimized. 

INVESTMENT 

My disagreement with Duggan relative to the "investment" section of his comments 
concerns the notion tJ1at "public policy should be determL11ed primarily by the commu
nities served by the local or regional airports." Were it not for my two introductory 
points, I might agree with Duggan; but since we are now facing a situation in which 
massive federal funds are to be made available for airport landside development and 
since excessive investment and inappropriate and expensive operating policies serve 
as major burdens on interstate commerce, then I believe the federal government should 
have considerable say about what public policy ought to be toward airport landside de
velopment and has an obligation to ensure that landside development is reasonable in 
concept and quantity a.'1d economical in execution a.11d operation. Again I would say that 
the federal government should be concerned if only because the Constitution mandates 
that it be. But it is even more imperative, and reasonable, that the federal govern
ment be involved in establishing public policy in this regard as we enter an era when 
federal funds are to be used to provide capital for airport landside facilities, if not 
operations. 

For reasons already given, it is not clear that all matters related to location and 
size of airports should be left to "the local decision-making process" as Duggan sug
gests. I am certain that, in the interests of the efficient allocation of resources, the 
operating and financial management of airports should not entirely be left in the hands 
of local entities-perhaps not even if all the funds generated to establish and operate 
these facilities come from other than federal sources. Once more I cite the constitu
tional prohibition referred to above. 

DEMAND 

It is difficult to believe that Duggan does not accept per se that "automobile parking 
facilities can command abnormally high prices" at airports. Surely the comparison 
with the parking rates in the central business district of cities is a red herring. If 
he insists on making a comparison, it might better be with a point of land located equi
distant from the CBD as the airport is but in some other direction; but this, too, 
would be essentially meaningless in the present context. As a matter of fact, Duggan 
undercuts his own argument when he notes, correctly, that "some airports have rela
tively high short-term parking rates.'' Certainly many people find it necessary to 
park their automobiles when they visit an airport for one reason or another, and this 
necessity, of course, gives rise to the relative inelasticity of the demand for parking 
facilities at airports. 

Let it be clear that I did not suggest that the demand for automobile parking space 
at airports (or for any other product or service) is perfectly inelastic over all possible 
price ranges. Obviously the demand curve has some downward-to-the-right slope to 
it and, moreover, the slope changes. (That is, the demand function is not likely to be 
a straight line.) Indeed, for some ranges of price, the curve may even be price elastic 
as I believe was demonstrated in the case of the Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey, which changed the parking lot pricing structure to go to very high rates for 
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short-term close-in parking. (It is my understanding that the Port Authority realized 
less revenue after the pricing structure change than before but the service to the public 
was judged substantially better. The Port Authority, in such an instance, was appar
ently defining its mission not only in terms of revenues or return on investment but 
also in terms of the level of service provided to the public. Would that all airport 
managements took this enlightened view of their mandate!) 

In general, I believe that, with regard to concessions, including parking, airport 
operators do in fact ''take advantage'' of special cases of inelastic demand with the 
principal exception possibly being, in numerous but not all instances, the space rentals 
and other charges levied by airports on air carriers. To a limited extent such prac
tices are reasonable, but the bounds of reasonableness must be defined in terms of 
resources consumed in providing the services of the airport. The simplest way to 
see the extent to which airport operators do take advantage of the relatively inelastic 
demand for goods and services sold at the airport is to look at the prices attached to 
services or products sold at airports and compare them with the same services and 
products offered elsewhere in the community. For example, it is well documented 
that automobiles can be rented in most large metropolitan areas at far lower rates off 
the airport than on the airport, even from the same company. This is a reflection of 
the high concession fees, commissions, or space rental charges that automobile rental 
concessionaires are willing to pay to have an airport location since the demand emanat
ing from the airport is far less elastic in terms of price than is the case elsewhere in 
the community. Again, in what is probably a substantial majority of airports, all but 
local newspapers command a price in excess of that charged for an identical paper in 
most other places in the community. A recent comparison of the price of the New York 
Times at airport newsstands and hotels in the same communities (outside New York) 
showed this clearly. Once more, the price increases are a reflection of the relatively 
inelastic demand faced by the news dealers on the airport which, in turn, accounts not 
only for their ability to charge a premium for some of their wares but also for the 
ability of the airport management to obtain substantial revenues for granting such con
cessions. Once more, I certainly do not object that these revenues are substantial. 
What is unreasonable is that these revenues should be used to finance inefficient air
port landside configurations and operating practices on the one hand and be used, in 
some cases, to charge certain tenants less than even the marginal cost associated with 
the use of the facilities provided at the airport. 

COST STRUCTURE 

Once more I am surprised that Duggan would challenge the notion that under certain 
conditions capital-intensive solutions are (politically) more attractive to public enter
prise managers than are alternative means of providing the same quantity and quality 
of service. Let us note in passing that to suggest that a facility is capital-intensive 
does not necessarily mean that it cannot be operated with relatively great use of labor 
if such a practice serves the political interests of the public enterprise managers as 
well. Unfortunately, the labor and capital intensities are not mutually exclusive as 
has been demonstrated at numerous airports, more in Europe even than in the United 
States. 

With respect to the value of case histories, I agree with Duggan. Fortunately, there 
are enough informally produced case studies to support the hypothesis advanced in my 
paper relative to capital intensity, overinvestment, and inflexibility of airport terminal 
complexes. But what is most galling, perhaps, is that those who ought to be aware of 
such mistakes in judgment all too often seem oblivious to them. This is reflected in 
some airport planning, investment, and operating decisions being made currently in a 
period in which the past excesses Duggan admits are being totally ignored. One of the 
points that ought to be made here is that all too often the managers of public enterprises 
(such as airports) and of regulated industries that are protected from competition (such 
as most air carriers) generally do not have to pay the price directly when they use in
appropriate demand forecasts, when they act through "euphoria" to commit massive 
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resources, public and private, to projects such as airports. 
Certainly Duggan is correct that one can "understand why many capital-intensive 

approaches were taken" during the last 20 years or so. But he carui.ot excuse the ex
tent to which such practices continue unabated with, perhaps, the present construction 
program at Philadelphia International Airport being the most obvious single case in 
point in North America at the moment. (I cannot forebear observing that the Dallas
Fort Worth Airport probably represents the worst single case of misallocation of re
sources with respect to airports, and it was completed-to its present state-in the 
face of clear evidence that the forecasts of the past were far too optimistic, that the 
relevant physical characteristics of aircraft were changing and would continue to change, 
and that the likelihood of establishing direct intercontinental routes based on the Dallas
Fort Worth region was far less than had been anticipated earlier.) In any case, it is 
reasonably clear that the projects that create or expand airports all too frequently pro
ceed without sufficient regard for the cost levels and cost structures associated with 
the airport concept and design ultimately chosen. 

I regret to :oay thai I wuuld i.reat Duggan's conunents concen1ing cai'go hand.ling as 
an attempt to draw attention away from my central points. No one can make perfect 
judgments, and certainly the decisions relative to the acquisition of automated cargo
handling equipment proved to be wrong-headed ones. For the most part, by the way, 
these decisions were taken in the private sector and not by airport management, and 
the financial "baths" that resulted were taken by air carriers and not by airports. In 
a sense, then, the comments about air cargo, tied as they are to the automated-handling 
equipment, are outside the context of my paper. 

OPPORTUNITY COSTS 

It is difficult to reconcile Duggan's position that airport management considers oppor
tunity costs when it reaches investment and operating decisions with his remark in the 
next sentence that ''opportunity costs ... are frequently not used in formal economic 
evaluations." Either opportunity costs are entered into the calendars or they are not. 
It cannot be both ways, and since the opportunity costs can only be considered through 
the medium of a monetary value, such considerations need to be explicit in order to be 
considered. Opportunity costs are probably most ignored when they relate to perhaps 
the scarcest airport resource of all: the land on which they are situated. Indeed, if 
opportunity costs were given their proper consideration relative to land values and 
land use, the configuration of the landside at a considerable number of hub airports in 
the United States would undoubtedly be substantially different from what it is. 

EXTERNALITIES 

Duggan seems to endorse my comments concerning externalities, and no response is 
required. 

PRICING 

Duggan and I start out together with respect to pricing policies and pricing decisions, 
but our views soon diverge. Specifically, I do not agree that, because "pricing policies 
and pricing decisions for public facilities are related to the overall objectives of the 
managements of such facilities,'' there can be ''no national, uniform objective on pro
ducing revenues or covering costs." The two are not mutually exclusive. Once more 
I would point out that, especially where federally supplied funds are to be used, it is 
essential for the sake of good resource allocation that what economists call the ''mar
ginal efficiency of capital" be as nearly identical as possible across the entire national 
airport spectrum. This can only be achieved through the promulgation of some uniform, 
even if general, objectives on such things as rates of return on investment and levels 
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of service. This is true whether or not one grants Duggan's point to the effect that 
"the needs of one region are usually substantially different from the needs of another" 
because the needs that ought to be of concern are those related to transportation rather 
than those relating to political and other extraneous needs in the community. Certainly 
federal funding should not be used to support monument-building to the greater glory 
of a political organization in a given community (whether or not some other community 
is deprived of such funds to elevate the quality of transportation service provided at 
another location). Again, a poorly conceived airport plan should not gain federal sup
port to the same extent as the better conceived, efficiently executed plan. 

With respect to the study by Eckert as it relates to airline landing fees, I am con
cerned about Duggan's inability to "substantiate Eckert's figures"; but, from experi
ence, I know Eckert to be a careful workman and suggest that the problem of statistical 
reconciliation can best be solved through communications between Duggan and Eckert. 
In any event, it seems to me that Duggan' s comments ignore the principal point I was 
attempting to make tlu·ough Eckert's data and that is that, since landing fees tend to 
fluctuate from airport to airport and from year to year at the same airport, this would 
seem to constitute prima facie evidence that landing fees, if not space rental charges, 
are something of a residual in this airport pricing sb.•ucture and a.re scaled deliberately 
to bring airport income up to the mark and ensure coverage of the debt and expenses of 
the airport. Such treatment of the airlines cannot but make them proponents of pricing 
schemes and pricing structures that result in cross subsidization in their favor, and 
Eckert (and others) hold this is precisely what has happened in many cases. Eckert's 
general contention, as reflected in the quote from his report (1), is well supported by 
data developed concerning· the construction and operation of airports throughout the 
United States. Certainly Duggan cannot support his contention that "the la1.'ge hub air
ports of the United States are generally structured so that the airlines pay their costs 
for the airfield and terminal facilities that they use." Even if Duggan's estimate is 
accurate that airlines as a whole provide some 40 percent of the total revenues gen
erated at airports, it is difficult to support the contention that airlines, in the general 
case, do pay their full costs. In fact, if Duggan does not believe that it is not cross 
subsidization when concessionaires "pay a higher rental on a square foot basis than 
do airline users," where the "value" of the space is identical as determined by oppor
tunity costs, then, of course, his contention that airlines pay their fair share of costs 
is probably supportable. But that system of economics is clearly not one that most of 
us would accept. I must also remark, in passing, that his comment that "the argument 
over whether the airline operation is the primary or secondary product (of an airport) 
is beside the point'' entirely loses the point. To determine primary and secondary 
products in many fields is difficult but not in the case of an airport. If you take away 
the airline-related activities of an airport, you have the sound of one hand clapping. 
Therefore, it should be clear what the primary "product" is in terms of airports and 
the facilities related to them. 

I agree with Duggan that ''a prudent (airport) operator should (not) allow price 
gouging,' ' but it is not enough to advance this notion as a wish; there must be some 
enforcement of the principle, especially where public funds are employed to create the 
conditions under which price gouging becomes a realistic possibility as can clearly be 
observed at many airports through analysis of the prices charged for products and ser
vices dispensed by concessionaires located in airport terminal buildings or adjacent to 
them. Incidentally, Duggan makes an excellent point to the effect that airport revenue 
bonds have been well received in financial markets precisely because investors know 
full well that there is suificient demand inelasticity to ensure that prices can be es
tablished at levels that ensure the necessary generation of funds to meet the bond ob
ligations. The object of public policy should be, in part, to ensure that airport opera
tors exercise restraint in establishing price levels and price structures, and this in 
turn requires that their investment and operating decisions be taken with the efficient 
use of resources now and in the future as the primary objective. All too often this is 
the consideraµon with which public policy, particularly at the local level, has not been 
much concerned. In this connection, by the way, I think Duggan does little to advance 
his cause when he states that "we do not see that cross subsidy is necessarily 
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objectionable or not economically justified." Particularly where cross subsidy is 
perpetual, as in the case of airports employing cross subsidy to any significant extent, 
such a policy of cross subsidy is per se objectionable, for it ensures wieconomic use 
of resouTces certainly within the context of the airport and probably on a much bl'oader 
basis within tl1e entire air transportation system. The objections axe not only theoret
ical, they are practical as, it is to be hoped, the airport user community and the tax
payers may some day come to realize. 

Once more Duggan is col'l'ect in pointing out that the concessionaires at airports 
are not 11ecessarily the "victims of monopoly." Though on occasion the concession
aires may be, the real victims of monopoly are the more-or-less captive customers 
of such concessionaires. Where price levels are high and demand is quite inelastic, 
the concessionaires can very well benefit substantially by being located on an airport. 
To be located in such circumstances is, of course, the reason they a.re willing to pay 
high fees. What is desired is some balance, which all too often is lacking with the 
i·esult that, as mentioned in my paper and acknowledged in Duggan' s comments, sub
stantial cross ~mbsldy comes into play . Let me put it this way; The lemaml .J:or the 
products and services offered by concessionaires at airports is largely derived from 
the demand of persons for air travel. In turn, tlle demand for concessionaire space 
at airports is de1·ivecl from the demand of persons for the goods and services they pro
vide. We have a chain of derived demands, and what is critical is to assume the ulti
mate beneficiaries of the inelasticities to be the public, whicJ1, at base , provides the 
greatest proportion of the resources associated with the provision of airport facilities. 

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

It should be cleaxly understood that at the time my paper was written it was not entirely 
clear that the federal government would allow ADAP fw1ds to be used in la.ndside proj
ects without requiring that at least some calculations be made to demonstrate that the 
capital would be deployed in an efficient manner and to promote efficient allocation of 
resources. Given the ADAP legislation now emerging, Duggan is entirely correct in 
observing that my suggestions that "criteria be established concerning airport land
side economic and financial performance that must be met prior to the receipt of ADAP 
funds or to the imposition of airport head taxes to support landside expansion or i·e
vision (and) a wiiform code of acconnts ... for airport financial and managerial acc ount
ing ... be required as a condition precedent to the receipt of additional federal aid for 
airport development or expansion" are not consonant with the present ADAP bill . This 
does not make the Administration's proposal "right" or consistent with good economics 
and good public policy, which l believe should support optimum allocation of resources 
in the economy. But then, there was never any intention that either my paper (or the 
conference itself) should strive to support any given legislation or legislative proposal. 
In fact, this could not possibly have been the case when the terms of neither wel'e !mown 
when the conference was being planned and the papers related to it were in preparation. 

The notion that my strong recommendations relative to the creation of a uniform 
code of accounts and to the establishment of criteria concerning airport landside eco
nomic and financial performance are inconsistent witlt my contention that '' pricing 
policies and pricing decisions for public facilities (should be) related to the overall 
objectives of the managements of such facilities" misses the c1·itical point that the 
latter is true only where the overall objectives are, in fact, consonant with effective 
and efficient resource allocation and good public policy. Where the overall objectives 
a1·e not consistent willi the efficient use of resources and sound public policy, then 
pricing policies and pricing decisions should not be employed to support them, espe
cially where public funds are involved in providing facilities. 

I do not agree with Duggan that, simply because the ''institutional makeup of (air
port) authorities and operating w1its can vary widely," generalized and uniform eco
nomic or efficiency criteria a1·e impossible to establish and a uniform code for financial 
and managerial accow1ting is difficult to develop and introduce. Many businesses and 
industries, both public and private, have much more complex production functions than 
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airports; not only do many of them have standards of performance that are recognized 
widely as having validity for comparison purposes, but also a significant proportion of 
them have more or less uniform accounting systems that enable investors and the public 
in general to make general comparisons among enterprises in terms of their efficiency 
even if the units are of disparate size and even if they have somewhat different product 
mixes. The establishment of efficiency criteria and the development of uniform codes 
for financial and managerial accounts for airports, therefore, would be neither a costly 
nor a difficult undertaking and would support the development of public policies and 
both public and private decisions that lead to making the most of the resources devoted 
to the establishment and operation of airport landside facilities. Therefore, I would 
hope that the Airport Operators Council International would soon come to support such 
activities. 



General Papers 

THIRD GENERATION 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM 

David R. Israel, Federal Aviation Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation 

The public acceptance and the continuing growth of aviation and 
air transportation are facts we cannot deny. Projections of future 
traffic growth, of course, are subject to many uncertainties, but 
some long-term trends are clear. 

The annual growth in revenue passenger miles (kilometers) 
during the last 2 decades has at times been more than 10 to 15 
percent, but appears to be settling down to perhaps 8 or 9 per
cent a year. The production of general aviation aircraft has gone 
above 10,000 per year. We export almost a third of this, but we 
are adding about 10,000 aircraft a year to our large general avia
tion fleet. 

When these numbers and projections are translated into the 
various measures of air traffic activity-aircraft flying along the 
nation's airways or operations at airports-optimistic projections 
indicate a growth in most of these measures at a rate of 6 or 7 
percent a year, and pessimistic projections indicate a growth of 
3 to 4 percent a year. A good number for discussion is a growth 
of 5 percent a year. 

Five percent a year means that the air traffic activity that the 
nation must handle will double by 1995. This is the starting point 
for looking at the future air traffic control system. How will we 
handle a doubling of air traffic activity by the end of the century? 

Airport owners and operators look at this growth from one per
spective, based on their experience, outlook, and constraints. I 
will try to give the perspective of the Federal Aviation Administra
tion-the operators and designers of our air traffic control system. 
This, then, is the airside view of this growth. It has some unique 
problems, objectives, 'lllld constraints. 

We are engaged at this time in a major engineering and 
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development effort to provide the basis for an improved air traffic system to meet the 
requirements of the 1980s and 1990s. We call this the Upgraded Third Generation Sys
tem (UTGS), and this signifies, first, that it is an evolutionary upgrading and, second, 
that it starts from the base of the current air traffic control system, which is now in 
its third generation of growth from a small start in the late 1930s. 

Let me give some idea of the extent of the present air traffic control system. The 
FAA operates some 20 en route centers that are fed by 91 long-range radars. We 
operate 386 towers, of which 130 have short-range airport surveillance radar (ASR). 
We operate more than 700 very high frequency omnirange stations with distance mea
suring equipment (VOR DME), 416 instrument landing systems (ILS), 652 microwave 
links, and more than 400 ground-air radio sites. It is a large and complex system. 

The personnel in the FAA number just over 55,000. Of these, 10,000 are control
ling traffic at centers, another 10,000 are controlling traffic at towers and terminals, 
another 5,000 are providing flight service station assistance, and another 10 ,000 are 
installing and maintaining all of this equipment. Thus, some 35,000 people are directly 
related with the operations and maintenance of this large system. 

This all translates into a budget of just under $2 billion a year. As we look ahead, 
then, the question is, What happens when we double the traffic? Unfortunately there 
is a tendency for all of the numbers that I mentioned to almost go up in direct pro
portion to this traffic. So we must double the capacity while we try to restrain the 
costs and yet maintain safety. And we must do this in 15 years. 

Fifteen years is not a long time. We can measure time from when someone has an 
idea of what generally can be done, that is, a concept. We put it into design. We do 
the engineering and development. We buy the "breadboards" and then preproduction 
prototypes and test them. We then go back to Congress, get the money for the major 
production procurement, let the contracts, accept the equipment, install it, check it 
out, and start to use it operationally. With most of these systems, it takes several 
years between the time the first one is operating and the last one is operating. Fifteen 
years, then, is a short time in which to accomplish all of these activities. 

The doubling of traffic is an equally difficult prospect because there are a number 
of things that will not double. We are not going to double the number of major hub 
airports. We are not going to double the number of runways. We are not going to 
double the altitudes at which these aircraft will fly. We are not going to double the 
preferred minimum time routes over the ocean areas. We are not going to double the 
radio spectrum. Congress would not permit a doubling of the FAA's budget, and the 
public would not stand for a doubling of midair collisions. 

Improving the performance of the system to handle such a doubling of air traffic is 
but one of our goals. A second goal, of course, is to maintain or improve safety. The 
third goal is to do all this in a way that constrains or reduces the cost, not only the 
capital costs of the ground system but also the maintenance and operations cost as 
well as the cost to the user of the system. 

In addition to these 3 major goals-performance, safety, and cost-there are certain 
guiding considerations: protection of the environment, minimization of air pollution 
and noise, conservation of energy, and 2 other ones that are somewhat difficult to 
state. 

The first is that we want to maintain the maximum freedom of flight for each user 
without compromising the safety of the other users of the air space. We want to have 
the maximum freedom of flight so that several airlines can dispatch aircraft along the 
same route or so that any general aviation aircraft owner can jump into his or her air
craft and fly. This sort of freedom is a problem that other countries in the world do 
not face because they generally do not have a general aviation problem. They have 
state-run airlines with little or no competition. This concept of freedom of flight
that the air space is free and people can use it-is an interesting one and one that is 
difficult to design a system for. 

The second is the question of whether the users of the air space should not pay for 
the services they receive. Clearly airline companies are paying the bulk of the cost 
of operating the system. General aviation pays a much lower share, and the question 
is, Should something be done to rectify this? 
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Engineering and development in the FAA are further complicated because we have a 
number of customers. We have operators of the system and 3 major categories of 
users: air carrier, general aviation, and military. They all have different objectives, 
intents, abilities to buy and service avionics, and ideas of how to use the air space. 

I have mentioned the objectives and the customers. I should now like to discuss 
some of the problems. First, the objectives of performance, safety, and economy 
are not mutually exclusive. Almost anything that improves the performance of the 
system derogates the safety or adds to the cost. Similarly, the safest system is ob
viously the one that has no performance; that is, no one flies. And the highest per
formance system is generally going to be the most expensive. 

A second problem is that the needs and the desires of the customers are not entirely 
compatible. If you have paid $25 million for an aircraft, the idea of paying $25,000 
for a piece of avionics is not very absurd; but if you have only paid $25,000 for an air
craft, the idea of carrying a $25,000 piece of avionics does appear to be quite absurd. 

The third problem relates to the complex interrelation of people and machines in 
the traffic control system. It is hard to analyze or describe or simulate how these 
20,000 controllers do their jobs and what the forces are upon them. This entire sys
tem has not proved to be susceptible to any reliable, quantitative analysis. Application 
of queuing theory and all sorts of sophisticated simulation programs have not even pro
vided much insight into what is happening. We generally have to resort to actually ex
perimenting with new features, and it is hard to do this except in a live situation. We 
go to great lengths to simulate the environment and run such tests to be sure that what 
we are doing is safe enough to try out on live traffic. 

Against this background and these engineering problems, wc arc proceeding to do 
the engineering and development of the Upgraded Third Generation System (UTGS). 
The schedule is the 15-year period that I mentioned earlier. The original idea that 
some things could be done to the Third Generation System to provide significant im
provements in capacity came from the Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee ap
pointed by the U.S. Department of Transportation. The committee published its report 
in 1969; now in 1975 we are in the middle of the test and evaluation, the design valida
tion, the refinement of the design and the analysis, and the analysis of the cost-benefit 
aspects to determine whether these features should, in fact, be installed nationwide. 

Those decisions will be made in 1977 and 1978; procurement will start for those 
parts that receive favorable decisions in 1978 and 1979. Initial deliveries begin in 
1979 and 1980. By the mid-1980s, we could have a large part of the system becoming 
operational throughout the country. 

The UTGS has 9 major features that I will briefly describe. 

1. Improved separation assurance. This is another way of saying the prevention 
of midair collisions. Midair collisions are not numerous in relation to the large num
ber of aircraft that fly in the air space. The number of lives lost in midair collisions 
averages 78 a year; in comparison, 500 lives of people riding bicycles are lost each 
year. There are, on the average, 39 midair collisions a year. The large part of 
these are between general aviation aircraft. But occasionally, i:wme uncontrolled air
craft flying under visual flight rules (VFR) will move into protected air space and hit 
an aircraft flying under instrument flight rules (IFR). If that aircraft is an air carrier 
loaded with people, then it is a disaster. 

We have an extensive ground-based system to guard against midair collisions, but 
we do not have positive control of all the air space. We do not provide radar coverage 
of all of the air carrier routes. The question is, What can we do to augment the sep
aration assurance capabilities of the system that we have? 

Quite a bit of time and effort has gone into technology related to airborne collision 
avoidance systems. What can be put into an aircraft that will detect other aircraft that 
may be near and detect whether aircraft are in fact on a collision course? Ten years 
ago we did not think there were any possibilities. Five years ago, we thought that a 
synchronized system in which everyone carried a precise clock could do it. Today 3 
or 4 systems appear to be possibilities. The problem is price. One of these systems 
would cost in the range of $25,000 to $35,000 installed in an air carrier aircraft and 
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more than $1,000 installed in a general aviation aircraft. 
The other technique for improving separation assurance is to provide an even larger 

ground-based system and to make greater use of computers so that we do not increase 
the number of controllers. With this technique, known as intermittent positive control 
(!PC), all aircraft flying in the air space would be tracked by ground computers. If 
the system of ground computers detected 2 aircraft on a collision course, it would 
send data link instructions to the aircraft, and a simple indicator would tell the air
craft to turn left, turn right, climb, or dive. 

The tests on !PC and on the airborne collision systems are now under way, and the 
FAA must approach Congress and recommend what we should do, if anything, to handle 
this problem of separation assurance. 

2. Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS). The use of radar to detect aircraft 
in the air space has a number of problems. Today all air carrier aircraft, all military 
aircraft, and most general aviation aircraft carry beacon transponders. FAA calls 
this the Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS), a system adopted from 
equipment developed during the war. It has a number of problems, which can and 
should be solved. We are fortunate in that we found a way to do this in a compatible 
fashion. In other words, we can upgrade ground equipment and airborne equipment, 
and old ground equipment can work with new airborne equipment and vice versa. If 
we did not have a compatible system, we would have to operate 2 separate systems on 
the ground and in the air, and that is difficult and expensive. 

DABS is under development today. The system provides each aircraft with a unique 
address, includes a data link, and improves surveillance capability. The quality of the 
surveillance data is the key to providing greater use of the air space. 

3. Area navigation. This is not a developmental feature but involves the use of 
small computers in aircraft to achieve a better navigational capability. It provides 
much more flexibility than flying straight segments along the VOR-DME network. The 
problem with area navigation is to convince the users of the air space and the operators 
of the system that it can be introduced in a reasonable fashion, it will increase benefits, 
and it will not severely increase pilot or controller workload. 

4. Microwave Landing System (MLS). We have more than 400 instrument landing 
systems (ILS) in use today. Large airports such as Chicago (O'Hare) have 8 or 9 sys
tems. The tendency in the next 10 to 15 years will be to double or triple this number 
of landing systems. 

!LS was designed at a low VHF frequency. It has problems with the terrain, and 
it is susceptible to hills or uneven terrain, taxiing aircraft, and new hangars. Today 
the FAA pays about as much money preparing a site to put in an ILS as it does for the 
equipment itself and then spends quite a bit of money doing flight checking. Clearly 
a new landing system, built at microway frequencies, would provide better service 
at lower costs. 

MLS is an international program. The FAA has just made the basic decision that 
we will use the time reference scanning beam technique for MLS. This has put us in 
opposition to the United Kingdom, which favors the Doppler technique. That issue will 
presumably be resolved by the International Civil Aviation Organization. 

Unfortunately, MLS is not compatible with ILS, and for a number of years, ten or 
longer, FAA will have to have dual systems at a number of places, and air carrier air
craft will have to carry dual equipments . 

5. Automation. In the Third Generation System, we have just completed the instal
lation of massive computing capability at 20 en route centers, where flight plan and 
radar data are automatically processed and presented on cathode ray tube displays. 
We have been fully operational for some months with Automated Radar Terminal Sys
tem (ARTS) III at 61 major terminals and will soon be operational with ARTS II, a lesser 
capability system, at another 60 to 80 terminals. But this is just the first step on the 
automation ladder. 

If we do not find a way to use computers to first decrease the work load and then 
achieve improved productivity as we double traffic, we will find that we are doubling 
the number of air traffic controllers. As I mentioned earlier, this would double the 
budget. 
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6. Flight service station. For general aviation aircraft, the FAA runs a large 
number of dispatch offices where we provide capability for pr eflight briefing of weather 
information and filing of flight plans. This is now done manually at the flight service 
stations, which are rather old installations where people tear pieces of paper off of 
teletypes, file them away or post them on boards, and answer the telephone as pilots 
call in. General aviation pilots get personalized weather briefings for their routes 
either over the phone or at the counter. 

Automation can be used at these stations for data r etrieval from computers and for 
generating voice recordings of weather. Within 5 years (and in fact on a demonstration 
basis today), you will be able to pick up a phone, call the flight service station, press 
the right sequence of buttons, and get a computer-generated weather briefing of the 
route that you have filed. 

7. Airport surface traffic control. Providing these improvements in the air space 
does not do any good if in poor weather the pilots cannot see their way along the taxi- · 
ways or if the controllers cannot see them. New buildings may also obstruct the con
troller ' s view from the towers. Therefore, better surveillance on the air port surface 
through improved radars or the beacon system with some novel trilateration techniques 
is another major development that is under way. 

8. Wake vortices. All aircraft generate counter-rotating, trailing wake vortices. 
I suppose anyone behind the Wright brothers would have been upset by a wake vortex, 
but we did not notice these or become concerned about them until the wide-bodied jets. 

When we discovered that these trailing wake vortices persisted for several minutes 
and that if pilots flew into them they would encounter velocities as strong as several 
hundred feet (meters) per second, we increased the separation under IFR from 3 miles 
(4.8 km) to 4 and 5 miles (6.4 to 8.0 km) depending on aircraft type. So, today a heavy 
jet should be 4 miles behind another heavy jet. 

Unfortunately this increase in separation is in the wrong direction, for the only way 
we will ever increase airport capacity is to cut that separation from 3 to 2 miles (4.8 
to 3.2 km). The only way to do that is to be able to know when the wake vortices have 
been carried away or have, in fact, collapsed. 

For the past 2 years, with the assistance of the Transportation Systems Center, we 
have been using some laser sensors and propeller anomometers to collect data at a 
number of airports, primarily New York (Kennedy), Denver, and London (Heathrow), 
on some 30,000 cases. 

The problem of wake vortices is the worst in the approach phase when all aircraft 
are following the same profile. Under certain wind conditions, the vortices either col
lapse quickly or are carried away. If we can determine when those wind conditions 
exist, we could go back to separations of 3 miles or less. We are optimistic about 
doing this, for it appears that most of the time the winds at most airports will move 
the vortices away. 

A predictive system that will actually track the wake vortices themselves and deter
mine when they are clear of the approach path is being put together and will be tried at 
Chicago (O'Hare) Airport later this year. 

9. Aeronautical satellite program. This program is oriented to oceanic air traffic 
control and is intended to replace the current high-frequency communications, which 
are poor and limited in capacity, and to provide some surveillance capability. Over 
the ocean today, planes fly the same, great circle route, and we have to separate them 
by a few hundred miles in case there are navigational errors and speed changes. 

We have no surveillance capability over oceanic flights, but that capability could be 
provided by a pair of satellites in synchronous orbit over the Atlantic Ocean. We have 
a joint program with Canada and 9 countries in Europe under way to demonstrate such 
a system. 

What impact will all this have on airport capacity? The best answer to this question 
is contained in a report that we prepared for Congress in 1974 on a study of the impact 
of implementing the engineering and development efforts of the type I have just men
tioned. We studied 8 major airports in some detail and believe the results apply to 
most other major airports. One thing that became clear from this study is that more 
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system capacity is needed. The things that I mentioned will provide more system ca
pacity, but not enough to eliminate all delays. In fact, all the capacity in the world will 
not eliminate all delays. For example, we cannot do much about weather delays. Sev
eral things that we are doing are specifically oriented to airport capacity. The primary 
one is in the area of wake vortices. If we can avoid the vortices, we can cut the separa
tions down perhaps to 2 miles (3.2 km). We can use automation to help vector the air
craft and cut the spread in the dispersion of the delivery of these aircraft. We can use 
more high-speed exits to cut the runway occupancy time from 50 sec or so to 25 to 30 
sec. We can improve surveillance by DABS, airport surface traffic control, and MLS 
so that we know more precisely where the aircraft are on final approach. 

!FR capacity at these 8 airports is now about 74 percent of VFR capacity, and we 
think that with these improvements we can increase that to as high as 90 percent. Spe
cifically, we think that we can increase IFR capacity by about 50 percent (with some 
variation from airport to airport) and VFR capacity by about 20 percent. 

Another conclusion of that report is pertinent to this conference: "With all improve
ments, both VFR and IFR capacities will be improved significantly to a point where 
landside aspects will be airport limiting in the 1980s." That conclusion led FAA to be 
most interested in the question addressed by this conference. What can we do through 
engineering and development projects to improve landside capacity to match the increase 
in airside capacity that should result from projects we are now engaged in? 



General Papers 

PLANNING, DESIGNING, AND 
CONSTRUCTING AIRPORTS 
IN MEXICO 

Federico Dovali, General Director of Airports, Mexico Ministry of Public Works 

In Mexico as in some other countries, airports are not operated 
by municipalities or states or even by airport authorities as they 
are in the United States. Most of them, at least the principal air
ports, are managed and operated by the federal government 
through a special organization that is not attached to any min
istry or secretary or department, but is a separate organization 
that works under a council. Planning, design, construction, and 
maintenance of all the paved areas at airports are done by the 
Ministry of Public Works. The Department of Communication 
and Transport through the civil aeronautics director controls the 
crews, controls the airplanes, and establishes the rules. An
other agency provides the air traffic control services. That 
agency operates much like a private company although it is under 
the control of the government. 

We, therefore, have 4 main organizations: one for construc
tion, one for operation and administration, one for air traffic con
trol, and one for aeronautical control. These give us an advantage 
in that, as we face problems with land acquisition or with highways 
or with any other transportation mode, coordinating is easier be
cause we are all within the federal government. This has the dis
advantage, of course, of lack of competition and lack of a variety 
of ideas for solutions to the problems. 

Another advantage is that we do not have competition between 
airports and any other transport facility. We recognize that air
ports are a physical part of our communication network, the same 
as are highways, microwaves, telephone links, and buses. We 
believe that transportation modes have to be complementary and 
never, if it is possible, competitive. We already have a railroad 
network, highways, airports, and water ports that have been 
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constructed at considerable expense. This construction has been supported by the 
country itself, and we cannot waste what we have already invested in. In many cases, 
therefore, it is simple for us to make a decision regarding the construction or the op
eration of an airport. 

Notwithstanding this, naturally our experience is quite small. We have fewer air
ports and considerably less traffic than do other countries like the United States, 
France, England, or Canada. However, we have one of the greatest rates of air travel 
growth in the world. Mexico City has had a growth rate of approximately 12 percent 
each year for the last 5 years. In 1965 Acapulco had a 200 percent growth rate in 1 
year and then stabilized at approximately 25 percent for the last 5 years. And Puerto 
Vallarta, thanks to the Night of the Iguana, has had a 33 percent rate for the last 4 
years. 

Fortunately we started low, but we are growing fast. In the conference workshops, 
participants were worried about forecasts. All of us worry about forecasts. But there 
is no way to have any foresight into the future, at least in our case. If we had said 5 
years ago that Puerto Vallarta would have a growth of 33 percent per year, we would 
probably now be in jail because nobody would have believed us-not even ourselves. 

We use more or less the same forecast technology as used in the United States be
cause we borrow U.S. experience and in many cases U.S. engineers and advisors. We 
make a forecast to study the financial condition of the airport, which is, in certain re
spects, academic because the justification of the airport is not only in economical 
terms but, in most of the cases, in terms of the indirect benefits to the region and 
even indirect benefits to the country. 

So we use the forecast to see how much we are going to lose directly during the next 
years. We study the forecast of the volume of the demand, and we design for the vol
ume of demand, but we are not concerned about dates. When the demand occurs does 
not worry us too much. If it happens in 1985, that is all right. If it happens in 1987, 
well that is all right, too. If it happens in 1983, then we have to start the expansion of 
the airport in advance, and so we change our forecast conditions. We do it with the 
same technology, but the interpretation is a little different. 

So instead of the economical justification of the airport, we are interested in the 
cost of maintenance and cost of operation itself of the airport. In our design and plan
ning of small airports, our first consideration has to be that the operating organization 
spends as little as possible in operation and in maintenance. Therefore, the designer 
has to be almost an expert in airport operation so that the design is based on that ex
pertise. In the last 10 years, we have changed practically all of the construction and 
design specifications of our airports. 

We consider the airport to be the link between 2 modes of transportation: the air 
transportation and the ground transportation. Theoretically, it is also a port, or it 
could be a bus station. The airport, therefore, has to meet the requirements of the 
2 modes of transportation: on the one side, the airplanes; and on the other side, the 
ground transportation; and in the middle, an interface portion. 

We also consider our airports to be a connected system or an assembly of systems, 
each formed by different parts of the airport. The total capacity of the system is not 
the sum of the individual capacities of the system parts, but the capacity of that sys
tem that has the least capacity. 

The first system that we consider is the air space-not only the congestion of the air 
space by planes but also the congestion by obstacles. Wherever we try to build an air
port, on the centerline of a proposed runway is certain to be a mountain. 

The second system that we consider is the taxiways and the aeronautical portion of 
the apron because, if we do not have much demand on the airport itself, we do not need 
to build so many taxiways, aprons, and platforms. Therefore, we carefully revise 
the capacity of the runways with various possibilities, considering the demand, but not 
dates. 

Quite a few of our airports have parallel taxiways because we can use our runways 
for taxiways and increase the rate of occupancy of the runway because we do not have 
the demand. We thus reduce costs of construction and maintenance. We can add taxi
ways in the future as we need them because they are provided for in the master plans. 
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The third system is the terminal complex formed by the airside and the landside of 
the apron. 

The fourth system is the access road. Why are we so concerned about the access 
road if we do not have so many passengers and so many operations? We cannot locate 
airports as close to our cities as we would like because the location depends on avoiding 
the mountains. Therefore, the access road is important. We divide the access road 
into 3 parts: (a) from the front of the terminal complex to the boundary of the airport 
itself; (b) from the boundary of the airport, which normally connects with the highway, 
to the boundary of the nearest community or village; and (c) within the community. We 
recognize, of course, that the volume of traffic created at the airport cannot create 
congestion in the city. The city is already congested, with or without the airport traf
fic. But we must consider the traffic within the city because it increases the total 
travel time of the passenger. 

The final system that we consider is the installation. If the electrical services fail, 
navigation aids, buildings, and runway lighting fails, we reduce the capacity (we 
never risk the safety of the airplanes). We include the installation as a system (facil
ities, mechanical installation, baggage delivery belts) because it affects the capacity. 

There may be other systems, but we think only these 5 affect capacity. 
I do not know of any other conferences that have been held to discuss landside capac

ity at airports. Many international conferences have discussed airside capacity. We 
understand operation capacity and approach capacity. We know how to handle takeoffs 
and landings and how to simulate them. But we have hardly paid any attention to the 
landside. This is why we in Mexico are quite interested in what was discussed at this 
conference . 

I would like to suggest that the landside be considered as a total, from the terminal 
building to the community. I know that we have different problems and different kinds 
of organizations for airports and highways and other forms of transportation. But 
whether the highway is a state, interstate, municipal, or federal highway, it is a high
way and is connected with the airport. The traffic congestion, the traffic signals, and 
other operations affect the airports. 

The airport is a total, conjunctive system. At the same time, we can separate the 
airport system into subsystems because the units of demand for each are different. We 
measure air space in number of operational hours, either landing or takeoff, or even 
touch-and-go operations. We handle so many passengers per hour, but the peak pas
senger hour does not necessarily have to be the peak operations hour-or the peak hour 
for access roads and parking lots. So we have to separate the airport, analyze each 
system by its subsystem, and consider the demand for each part of the airport. 

Each part of the airport could then be treated or built separately, in relation to the 
total capacity of the airport. This means that we can increase each part of the airport, 
independent of the others. It means that, if we need more aprons, we do not have to 
build more ticket counters. We might need more ticket counters if we add more air
lines, and this is one of our air problems at Mexico City Airport . 

Mexico City Airport handles about 6 million passengers and 35 airlines, which is not 
an operation as big as that in many other international airports. If each airline wants 
a ticket counter with a sign and some poster on it just for prestige and operates the 
counter 2 hours per week, the cost for the airport is extraordinarily high and is without 
a real return. The efficiency of that portion of the ticket counter is low because it op
erates only 3 to 10 hours per week; the rest of the time it is empty. In the meantime 
we have to provide the building, the air-conditioning, and the lighting. 

If we separated all the subsystems, but coordinated them in such a manner that 
they could grow separately, depending on the particular demand, we could just expand 
a portion of the building or the ticket counter to accommodate more airlines. But the 
airlines should not affect the operation peak hour or the passenger peak hour because 
they could operate at a different hour. 

We are trying this in Mexico, and it is working fine so far. We do not have enough 
experience yet to be sure that it will work in the long range. We have master airport 
plans that are based on volumes of demand for a 20- to 25-year period. The first stage 
of the airport is the size of the dimension of the airport. We then study the operation, 
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which has a certain flexibility, for 2 to 5 years. Some subsystems, for instance, the 
fueling facilities, could increase capacity easily if needed. 

If to increase the capacity of the apron is a matter of more pumps, we just install 
the pumps. The increase in the capacity of the fueling facility takes no more than a 
week, but the increase in capacity of the runways and taxiways could take years. The 
systems will, therefore, require varying periods of operation and then varying 
amounts of time to expand. 

Just a final word. In the conference discussions, everybody considered the airport 
problems from the viewpoint of the building. We seemed to forget that the airport and 
the airlines are for passengers. Our main purpose is to move people. The airport 
design, the airline's operations, the access road-all have the main purpose of moving 
people. The more flexible and simple the solutions are, undoubtedly the more efficient 
the airport will be. 



Workshop 1 Report 

IDENTIFICATION OF LEVELS 
OF SERVICE AND CAPACITY 
OF AIRPORT LANDSIDE 
ELEMENTS 

Kenneth W. Heathington and Don H. Jones, Transportation Center, University of Tennessee 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Identify the dimensions of service relevant for expressing and assessing the level of 
airport landside operations. 

2. Suggest level-of-service criteria for various users of airport landside capacity under 
the full range of congestion conditions. 

3. For various airport development plans and strategies, determine the levels of service 
requ ired to meet the needs of all airport users. 

4. Recommend a research and development program that will be useful in determining 
acceptable levels of service for all users of airport Jandside systems and subsystems. 

PARTICIPANTS 

Kenneth W. Heathington, chairman, Robert J Aaronson, Philip H. Agee, Charles L. 
Blake, Robert H. Bode, Marjorie Brink, John J. Fruin, Bart F. Heaney, Don H. Jones, 
Lawrence Langweil, Donald Maddison, R. A. Makofski, Lawrence J McCabe, Calvin 
Perrine, Robert A. Rogers, Richard D. Tilles, George C. Weltmer, Edgar M. Williams, 
and F. P. Wyman 

Workshop 1 participants concluded that many elements, including 
passengers, baggage, visitors, employees, freight, and services, 
have a direct impact on airport landside capacity and levels of ser
vice and are in competition for space and services. However, the 
passenger is the most important of these elements, and all im
provements should evolve around the passenger's needs for space 
and service. Many participants also indicated that, for conceptual 
purposes, capacity and level of service should be considered to
gether. Capacity without a corresponding level of service does 
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not serve a fully useful purpose, for the passenger is concerned more with the level of 
service provided than with the capacity of the airport landside. 

Capacity may be defined in several ways. The following definition is given in the 
Highway Capacity Manual (1): 

Capacity is the maximum number of vehicles which has reasonable expectation of passing over a 
given section of a lane or a roadway in one direction (or in both directions for a two-lane or 
three-lane highway) during a given time period under prevailing roadway and traffic conditions. 

The following definition was suggested by the workshop participants: 

Capacity is the physical provision required for a given demand at a given time at a specified level 
of service. 

The general definition for capacity relative to aircraft operations on the airside is as 
follows: 

Capacity is the maximum number of aircraft that the airside can accommodate in a given period 
of time under a fixed set of conditions for a mix of aircraft types, runway configurations, and 
weather conditions. 

Capacity in the latter sense is divorced totally from the demand profile. However, 
once the demand profile is imposed on the system for which the capacity is known, then 
one has a measure of the level of service. Although capacity relating to landside func
tions was not given a refined definition, several participants desired to relate capacity 
for landside operations to the level-of-service concepts. 

When capacity is defined as ultimate or maximum capacity, it is generally associated 
with the lowest level of passenger service. Higher levels of passenger service are gen
erally attained when demands are below the ultimate or maximum capacity of a system. 
The term "productivity" was offered as a substitute for the term capacity, but met with 
considerable resistance. Service volume was another term offered for consideration 
to reflect the different degrees or ratios of use of maximum capacity and received fa
vorable response. 

The landside boundary was defined as the area from the point at which the passenger 
enters the airport by whatever mode to the point on the apron at which the passenger 
enters the plane. The landside thus includes all the intraairport access roads and 
ramps, internal distribution systems, parking facilities, curbside loading and unload
ing, terminal buildings, and that part of the apron around the plane used to service the 
passengers. 

CONCEPTS OF CAPACITY AND LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Although the concepts of capacity and level of service and their interrelation have been 
understood, accepted, and widely used in the highway field for many years, their ap
plication to airport landside facilities has been fairly recent. The concepts are shown 
in Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 1 shows that service cannot keep up with demand and levels off at some max
imum service rate somewhat below the demand. The curve represents the peaks oc
curring over a given time interval, perhaps a 24-hour period. One can either design 
a system to adequately serve the maximum demand (peaks) or some percentage of that 
peak demand. Different levels of service can occur at different times or even at the 
same time within large systems. However, the lowest level of service that occurs at 
the peak design period determines the overall operating level of service for a given 
facility. It should be pointed out that some facility elements are relatively more im
portant than others (i.e., a missed plane is more critical than delayed baggage). 

Figure 2 shows this process for levels of demand. At low demand levels, the 
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Figure 1. Relation of service and demand. 
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Figure 2. Relation of levels of service, demand, and 
capacity. 
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processing time is more or less constant; but at some higher level of demand, the pro
cessing time increases. For illustrative purposes, 3 levels of service and 3 service 
rates are shown. For a given demand rate, the average processing time can be deter
mined. If the service rate for a given airport is defined by the curve X and if the air
port desires to operate at a level of service B or higher, the capacity of the airport 
(or segment) is found at point P. Thus, the capacity measurement is directly related 
to a given level of service. If the demand increases beyond point P, the airport does 
nuL have sufficienl capacity to provide a level of service B. If the demand is lower 
than point P, a higher level of service than B results. An optimum capacity ratio is 
determined not by the number of people who are processed through a terminal (land
side facilities) but by the maximum rate that can be sustained for some period of time. 

The curves do not reflect an exact portrayal when the airport becomes totally con
gested or when demand becomes high. For example, the service rate approaches a 
maximum as more and more people move into the system so that the actual through
put may decrease as demand increases. This demand or volume represents, in traffic 
flow theory, the point of critical capacity or the "jam" density. 

DEVELOPING AND ESTABLISHING CAPACITY AND LEVEL
OF-SERVICE STANDARDS 

Developing, establishing, and promoting levels of service for airports is not easy. For 
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example, assume that an enplaning passenger can be processed through the airport 
from the boundary to the aircraft door in 17 minutes (5 minutes to check in and check 
bags, 3 minutes to clear the security check, and so on). The 17-minute processing 
time could be fixed as level of service A. But that service level has another aspect: 
How many passengers can be processed during a given time period, say a 15-minute 
interval, during the peak hour? Level of service A is now related to a capacity mea
surement. One hundred passengers may be processed through the terminal during the 
highest 15-minute interval during the peak hour such that no one takes longer than 17 
minutes from the boundary to the aircraft door. Thus, capacity is related to a level
of-service measure. 

Is the passenger entitled to the same level of service (17-minute processing time) 
at all times of the day or night? Some argue that passengers are entitled to the same 
level of service for paid tickets no matter what hour, day, or month they are processed 
through the airport. This argument may be irrelevant because the theoretical or de
sirable maximum capacity is based on peak conditions such as the highest 15-minute 
interval during the peak hour or design hour. Level of service A, if account is taken 
of convenience, possible delays, and maximum interference, should include the worst 
conditions permissible under that level of service. If operating conditions drop below 
this level (e.g., processing takes 20 minutes), then the airport is operating at some 
other level of service, even though it may be able to operate within the conditions set 
for level of service A for 90 percent of the time. 

An airport designed to operate at lower levels of service may operate within the 
range of level of service A from midnight to 5:00 a.m. At a lower level of service, 
however, one could expect congestion, long lines, inconveniences, delays, interfer
ence, malfunctions, and slow processing. Level of service F would be experienced 
when complete breakdown occurs, such as when passengers miss their flights. To 
operate at a given level of service requires that certain standards be applied to the 
various influencing factors, elements, or components of the airport landside. 

A level of service standard infers a ranking and rating of the airport. It may be 
given a rating of 20, meaning that it takes 20 minutes to process an enplaning passen
ger through the airport from the boundary to the aircraft door. (The variance in the 
average processing time may be a significant measure of the system's level of service; 
i.e., a large variance would indicate a poor system.) Before the airport can be rated, 
each component must be rated. This requires a determination of the path of the pas
senger in conjunction with the longest average processing time. For example, the pas
senger may enter the airport boundary in a private automobile, be alone, have bags to 
check, and have no ticket. He or she goes to a parking facility, obtains a parking ticket, 
finds a parking space, leaves the automobile, and walks to the terminal entrance at the 
curb (7 minutes); walks from the entrance to the airline ticket counter, obtains ticket, 
and checks bags ( 4 minutes); walks from ticket counter to escalator or elevator and to 
security check (3 minutes); passes through security check (2 minutes); walks or rides 
to gate area (1 minute); checks in and receives seat assignment (2.5 minutes); and 
walks to aircraft door (0. 5 minute)-a total of 20 minutes. A passenger who has no 
bags or who is dropped off at the curbside may be able to clear the terminal in 18 min
utes, not including any time spent at a concession stand, in a restaurant, or in a rest
room. 

Most of the participants agreed that the sum of the ratings for the various segments 
then becomes the overall level-of-service rating for the airport. Some disagreed with 
this method, however, because the segments are too dissimilar. 

When airport capacity or level of service is to be improved, priorities will have to 
be established to decide which segments to improve. A weighting scheme for an over
all value for level of service can be used to develop improvement priorities. An air
port may have a satisfactory level-of-service rating while one of its segments functions 
at a low level of service and may not, therefore, receive funds for improvements. 
Management should determine when the level of service should be improved, even that 
for a small problem segment, and provide funds for improving it at any location. The 
criterion for improvement should not necessarily be based solely on the weakest link 
because certain large airports should be able to justify expenditures for improvements 
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that could not be justified at small airports. Some airports have problems of delays 
with take-offs and landings, and others do not. Some airports are basically commuter 
airports, some are mostly connecting, and some are mostly originating and terminating. 
Some airports serve small communities with low densities; others serve large commu
nities with extremely high densities. All of these factors must be considered when 
level-of-service standards are established and financial assistance is provided to at
tain the standards. 

FAA is primarily interested in the level of service as it pertains to measuring ca
pacity because that is what it perceives to be the basic problem. Airports that have 
demands beyond their capacity are a major problem in the national aviation system. 
FAA is responsible for solving these kinds of problems with the tax money collected 
from passengers. FAA has the dual role of both promoting and representing aviation 
and representing the passengers as airport users and serving as their advocate. Thus, 
FAA must see that the passengers obtain the best level of service possible (however 
the cost is spread) and must measure capacity so that future capacity problems can be 
alleviated and the role of aviation thus enhanced. 

The airport landside operation is basically concerned with one element: the passen
ger. The pasRenger'R perception of good service is contingent on the smooth func
tioning of the airport segments. On the segment basis, FAA could provide funds to 
an airline for specific improvements, such as baggage handling or operation improve
ments that are determined by the airline to be needed. The same process could be 
used to allow the airport operator to make the decisions as to how the funds should be 
spent. Regardless of who makes the decision, an application must be submitted for 
funds and must suggest how those funds are to be spent. To decide whether the funds 
will be spent appropriately, the funding agency must have guidelines by which it can 
evaluate the application and audit the progress at some future period after the project 
has been completed. 

ISSUES 

Seven basic issues or sets of questions were presented to the workshop participants 
for their consideration. Although they did not respond to each question in great de
tail, they felt that their responses did portray the general state of knowledge of airport 
landside capacity and levels of service. The participants felt that many of the ques
tions required further study and research for the formulation of appropriate detailed 
answers. 

Issues 1 and 2: Airport Users and Quantitative Dimensions of 
Level of Service 

The passenger functions are defined as airport system user demands and are divided 
into 2 categories: (a) ground access and egress and (b) terminal building. The ground 
access and egress category is concerned with the vehicle and how it occupies the road
way and competes for various service functions until it is parked or arrives at the curb
side. The terminal building category deals with the vehicle either parked or at the 
curbside and the demand for terminal building mobility, performance, capacity, and 
facilities for people and their baggage. 

In Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 the columns represent user demands and the rows represent 
facility functions. In Table 2, the fixed guideway transit includes dedicated right-of
way. In some cases, transit buses niay operate on exclusive, dedicated right-of-way 
and use a separate station. A system operating on a dedicated right-of-way does not, 
however, include anything operating in mixed traffic at the common curb. The ground 
access and egress system is a combination of roadway, parking, and curbside func
tions. Problems encountered in developing Tables 3 and 4 involved methods for ag
gregating or disaggregating some particular function. An effort was made to avoid 
complicating either the terms or the matrix because of the desire for simplicity. One 



Table 1. 

FacUity 

Curbside 

Parking 

Roadway 

Level-of-service characteristics of ground access and egress system: automobiles. 

Private 

Type oC 
Measure Passenger 

Quantitative N.A. 

Qualitative N.A. 

Quantitative Entry cost 
Space availability 
Proximity to ter-

minal 
Entry and exit delays 

Qualitative Security of lot 
Weather exposure 
Salety 
Signing 

Quantitative Safety 
Level-of-service 

criteria 
Adequacy of merging 

and diverging 
lanes 

Qualitative System understand-
ability 

Signing 
Safety 

Well-wisher 
and Greeter 

Space availability 
Delay time in and 

out 
Service variability 

range 
Proximity to ter-

minal entrance 
Lane width and 

number 

Safety 
Weather exposure 

Entry cost 
Space availability 
Proximity to ter-

min al 
Entry and exit delays 

Security of lot 
Weather exposure 
Safety 
Signing 

Safely 
Level-of-service 

criteria 
Adequacy of merging 

and diverging 
lanes 

System understand
ability 

Signing 
Safety 

Employee 

N ,A , 

N,A. 

Dedicated 

Security of lot 
Weather exposure 
Salety 

Safety 
Level-of-service 

criteria 
Adequacy or merging 

and diverging 
lanes 

System understand
ability 

Signing 
Safety 

Rent-a-Car (pas-
senger only) 

Space availability 
Delay time in and 

out 
Service variability 

range 
Proximity toter-

minal entrance 
Lane width and 

number 

Safety 
Weather exposure 

Space availability 
Proximity toter-

rninal 
Entry and exit delays 

Weather exposure 
Signing 

Safety 
Level-of-service 

criteria 
Adequacy of merging 

and diverging 
lanes 

System understand
ability 

Signing 
Safety 

Table 2. Level-of-service characteristics of ground access and egress 
system: trucks and transit. 

Transit 
Type of Trucks (passen-

Facility Measure ger only) Bus (passenger only) Fjxed Guideway 

Curbside Quantitative Space availability Space availability Space availability 
Delay time in and Delay time in and Delay Ume in and 

out out out 
Service variability Service variability Service variability 

range range range 
Proximity to ter- Proximity to ler~ Proximity to ter-

minal entrance minal entrance minal entrance 
Lane width and Lane width and Lane width and 

number number number 
Availability Availability 
Fare Volume capability 

Qualitative Sa.Iety Safety Safety 
Weather exposure Weather exposure Weather exposure 

Vehicle identification 

Parking Quantitative Space availability N.A . N.A. 
Proximity to ter-

minal 
Entry and exit delays 

Qualitative Security of lot N,A , N.A. 
Weather exposure 
Safety 
Signing 

Roadway Quantitative Safety Safety N.A. 
Leve L-of-service Level-of-service 

criteria criteria 
Adequacy of merging Adequacy of merging 

and diverging Lanes and diverging lanes 
Priority lanes 

Qualitative System understand- System understand- N.A. 
ability ability 

Signing Signing 
Safety Safety 

Note : NA == not applicable 

Taxi (passenger 
only) 

Space availability 
Delay time in and 

out 
Service variability 

range 
Proximity toter-

minal entrance 
Lane width and 

number 
Fare 
Privilege space 
Staging and loading 
Taxi availability 

and supply 

Safety 
Weather exposure 

N,A . 

N.A. 

Safety 
Level-of-service 

criteria 
Adequacy of merging 

and diverging 
lanes 

System understand
ability 

Signing 
Safety 

Limousine (passen
ger only) 

Space availability 
Delay time in and 

out 
Service variability 

range 
Proximity toter-

minal entrance 
Available route 
Frequency 
Staging area 
Fare 
Baggage capacity 

Safety 
Weather exposure 
Comfort 
Identification route 

and carrier 
Signing 

N.A. 

N .A. 

Safety 
Level-of-service 

criteria 
Adequacy of merging 

and diverging 
lanes 

Priority lanes 

System understand
ability 

Signing 
Safety 



Table 3. Level-of-service characteristics of terminal building system: passengers. 

Type of 
Facility Measure Originating Terminating Connecting Through Standby 

External walkway Quantitative Walking distance Walking distance N,A, N.A. Walking distance 
Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists 
Pedestrian dE?nsity Pedestrian density Pedestrian density 
Direct flow Direct flow Direct flow 
Lighting Lighting Lighting 
Aids for handi- Aids for handi- Aids for handi-

capped capped capped 

Qualitative Exposure lo weather Exposure to weather N,A, N.A. Exposure to weather 
Safety information Safety information Safety infor·matton 
Systems and signs Systems and signs Systems and signs 
Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density 
Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness 
Security Security Security 
Environment En\•ironment Environment 

Baggage check Quantitative Processing time N.A. N,A , N.A. N.A. 
Service variability 

range 

Qualitative Convenience N.A. N.A, N,A, N,A, 
Complexity of 

procedure 
Courtesy of per-

sonnel 
Environment 

Ticketing Quantitative Processing time N.A, N,A , N.A. N,A. 
Service variabilily 

range 

Qualitative Convenience N.A, N,A. N.A. N.A. 
Complexity or 

procedure 
Courtesy of per-

sonnel 
Environment 

Internal Quantitative Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance 
circulation Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists 

Pedestrian density Pedestdan density Pedestrian density Pedestrian densi! y Pedestrian density 
Direct flow Direct How Direct flow Direct How Direct flow 
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting 
A10s to nanal- 1uas to nana1- AldS CO han<ll- A.lds t o handa- Aids to handi-

capped capped capped capped capped 
Cost to passenger Cost to passenger Cost to passenger Cost to passenger Cost to passenger 

Qualitative Exposure to weather Exposure to weather Exposure to weather Exposure to weather Exposure to weather 
Safety Safety Safety Safety Saiely 
Information systems Information systems Information systems Information systems Informations systems 

and signs and signs and signs and signs and signs 
Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density 
Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness 
Security Security Security Security Security 
Environment Environment Environment Environment Environment 

Public waiting Quantitative Number of seats Number of seats Number of seats N.A . Number of seats 
Size of area Size oI area Size oI are~ Size of area 
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting 

Qualitative Seating arrange- Seating arrange- Seating arrange- N.A, Seating arrange-
ments ments men ts ments 

Comfort Comfort Comfort Comfort 
Privacy Privacy Privacy Privacy 
Amenities Amenities Amenities Amenities 

Security Quantitative Processing time N.A, Processing time N.A. Processing time 
Service variability Service variability Service variability 

range range range 
Location re con- Location re con- Location re con-

cesswns cesswns cessions 

Qualitative Convenience N,A. Convenience N.A. Convenience 
Complexity of Complexity of Complexity of 

procedure procedure procedure 
Courtesy oI per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy oI per-

sonnel sonnel sonnel 
Environment Environment Environment 

Departure lounge Quantitative Processing time N,A. Processing time Processing time Processing time 
Snvi~r. variahllity Service variability Service variability Service variability 

range range range range 
Number of seats Number of seats Number o( seats Number of seats 
Size of area Size of area Size of area Size of area 
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting 
Location re con- Location re con- Location re con- Location re con-

cessions cessions cessions 

Qualitative Convenience N.A. Convenience Convenience Convenience 
Complexity of Complexity oC Complexity of Complexity of 

procedure procedure procedure procedure 
Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy oC per-

sonnel sonnel sonnel sonneJ 
Envjronmenl Env1ronmenl Environment Environment 

Boarding means Quantitative Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance 
Level Level Level Level Level 
Change Change Change Change Change 
Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi-

capped capped capped capped capped 

Qualitative Exposure to weather Exposure to weather Exposure to weather Exposure to weather Exposure to weather 
Safety Salety Safety Salety Safety 
Conven\ence Convenience Convenience Convenience Convenience 

Baggage claim Quantitative N.A. Processing time N.A. N.A, Processing time 
Service variability Service variability 

range range 
Area size Area size 
Pedestrian density Pedestrian density 
Claim frontage Claim frontage 
Care o( handling Care oi handling 



Table 3. Cont'd. 

Type of 
Facility Measure Originating Terminating Connecting Through Standby 

Baggage claim Quantitative N.A. Aids to handi- Aids to handi-
capped capped 

Proximity to curb Proximity to curb 

Qualitative N ,A, Convenience N.A. N.A . Convenience 
Complexity of Complexity of 

procedure procedure 
Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per-

SOIUlel sonnet 
Environment Environment 
Security Security 
Availability of Availability of 

skycap skycap 
Location re con- Location re con-

cesswns cessions 
Seating Seating 

Information Quantitative Consistency Consistency Consistency Consistency Consistency 
services Redundancy Redundancy Redundancy Redundancy Redundancy 

Legibility Legibility Legibility Legibility Legibility 
Aids to handi - Aids to handi- Aids to handi - Aids to hand!- Aids to handi-

capped capped capped capped capped 

Qualitative Understandability Understandability Understandability Understandability Understandability 

Concessions and Quantitative Number and type Number and type Number and type Number and type Number and type 
miscellaneous Lvciitivn and size Location and size Location and size LocaUon and size Location and size 
services Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi-

capped capped capped capped capped 
Conformance Conformance Conformance Conformance Conformance 

with codes with codes with codes with codes with codes 

Qualitative Services provided Services provided Services provided Services provided Services provided 
Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per-

sonnel sonnel sonnel sonnel sonnel 
Environment Environment Environment Environment Environment 
Amenities Amenities Amenities Amenities Amenities 

International Quantitative Processing time Processing time Processing time Processing time Processing time 
clearance Service varjability Service variability Service variability Service variability Service variability 

range range range range range 

Qualitative Convenience Convenience Convenience N.A. N .A. 
Complexity of Complexity of Complexity of 

procedure procedure procedure 
Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per-

sonnel sonnel sonnel 
Environment Environment Environment 

Note: N.A, .. not applicable. 

Table 4. Level-of-service characteristics of terminal building system: visitors, employees, and baggage. 

Visitor 
Baggage 

Type of Well-wisher 
Facility Measure and Greeter Other Employee Check-in Carry-on Transfer 

External walk- Quantitative Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance N.A. 
way Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists 

Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density 
Direct flow Direct flow Direct flow Direct flow Direct flow 
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting 
Aids for handi- Aids for handi- Aids for handi- Aids for handi- Aids for handi-

capped capped capped capped capped 

Qualitative Exposure to Exposure to Exposure to Exposure to Exposure to N.A. 
weather weather weather weather weather 

Safety information Safety information Safety information Safety information Safety in formation 
Systems and signs Sy stems and signs Systems and signs Sy stems and signs Sy stems and signs 
Pedestrian densHy Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density 
Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness 
Security Securjty Security Security Security 
Environment Environment Environment Environment Environment 

Baggage check Quantitative N.A . N.A. N.A. Processing time N.A. N.A. 
Service variability 

range 

Qualitative N.A. N.A. N.A, Convenience N.A. N.A. 
Complexity of 

procedure 
Courtesy of per-

sonnel 
Environment 

Ticketing N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N .A. 

Internal Quantitative Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance Walking distance N .A. 
circulation Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists Pedestrian assists 

Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrjan density 
Direct flow Direct flow Direct flow Direct flow Direct flow 
Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting Lighting 
Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi-

capped capped capped capped capped 
Cost to passenger Cost to passenger Cost to passenger Cost to passenger Cost to passenger 

Qualitative Exposure to Exposure to Exposure to Exposure to Exposure to N.A. 
weather weather weather weather weather 

Safety Safety Safety Safety Safety 
Information sys- Information sys- Information sys- ln(ormation sys- Information sys-

tern and signs tern and signs tern and signs tern and signs tern and signs 
Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density Pedestrian density 
Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness Cleanliness 
Security Security Security Security Security 
Environment Environment Environment Environment Environment 



Table 4. Cont'd . 

Visitor 
Baggage 

Type of Well-wisher 
Facility Measure and Greeter Other Employee Check-in Carry-on Transfer 

Public waiting Quantitative Number of seats Number of seats N .A. Make-up and N.A. Make-up and 
Size of area Size of area storage area storage area 
Lighting Lighting 

Qualitative Seating arrange- Seating arrange- N.A. Make-up and N.A. Make-up and 
men ts ments storage area storage area 

Comfort Comfort 
Privacy Privacy 
Amenities Amenities 

Security Quantitative Processing time N.A. N.A. NA. Processing time N.A. 
Service variability Service variability 

range range 
Location re con- Location re con-

cessions cessions 

Qualitative Convenience N.A. N,A . N ,A , Convenience N.A. 
Complexity of Complexity of 

procedure procedure 
Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per-

so rm el sonnel 
Environment Environment 

Departure Quantitative Processing time N.A. N.A. N .A . Processing time N.A. 
lounge Service variability Service variability 

range range 
Number of seats Number of seats 
Size or area Size of area 
Lighting Lighting 
Location re con- Location re con-

cessions 

Qualitative Convenience N.A . N.A . N.A . Convenience N.A. 
Complexity of Complexity of 

procedure procedure 
Courtesy of Courtesy of 

personnel personnel 
Environment Environment 

Boarding means Quantitative N.A. N ,A N.A. N.A. Walking distance N .A. 
Level 
Change 
ALdS to hand!-

capped 

Qualitative N .A. N.A. N.A. N ,A Exposure to N.A. 
weather 

Safety 
Convenience 

Baggage claim Quantitative N.A. N .A . N .A . Processing time N.A, N.A. 
Service variability 

range 
Area size 
Pedestrian density 
Claim frontage 
Care of handling 
Aids to handi-

capped 
Proximity to curb 

Qualitative N ,A . N .A . N.A. Convenience N.A. N.A 
Complexity of 

procedure 
Courtesy of per-

sonnel 
Environment 
Security 
Availability of 

skycap 
Location re con-

cessions 
Seating 

Information Quantitative Consistency Consistency Consistency Consistency Consistency Consistency 
services Redundancy Redundancy Redundancy Redundancy Redundancy Redundancy 

Legibility Legibility Legibility Legibility Legibility Legibility 
Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi-

capped capped capperl capperl ~RppPrl cappPrl 

Qualitative Understandability Understandability Understandability Understandability Understandability Understandability 

Concessions and Quantitative Number and type Number and type Number and type N .A. Number and type N.A, 
miscellaneous Location and size Location and size Location and size Location and size 
services Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi- Aids to handi-

capped capped capped capped 
Conrormance with Conformance with Conformance with Conformance with 

codes codes codes codes 

Qualitative Services provided Services provided Services provided N.A. Services provided N.A. 
Courtesy o[ per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per- Courtesy of per-

sonnet sonnet sonnet sonnel 
Environment Environment Environment Environment 
Amenities Amenities Amenities Amenities 

International Quantitative N.A. N.A , N ,A , Processing time N.A. N.A. 
clearance Service variability 

range 

Qualitative N.A, N.A N.A. Convenience Convenience N.A. 
Complexity of Complexity of 

procedure procedure 
Courtesy o! per- Courtesy of per-

sonnel sonnel 
Environment Environment 

Note: N,A .. :o not applicable. 
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may view these various characteristics as the major influences on level of service. 
In general, numerical measurements will be easier to obtain for items in the quan

titative row than for items in the qualitative row. A substantial number of character
istics are difficult, if not impossible, to quantify, but this does not imply that no con
sideration will be given to the qualitative characteristics. For example, one should 
be able to quantify certain characteristics related to the parking of an automobile (i.e., 
entry costs, space availability, proximity to terminal, and entry and exit delays), but 
not other factors affecting level of service for parking (i.e., security of lot, weather, 
exposure, safety, signing). However, these qualitative characteristics have a direct 
impact on the level of service provided at the parking locations. 

To determine the most appropriate quantitative and qualitative dimensions in which 
to express levels of service is difficult. The most suitable dimensions appear to be 
time, distance, area, cost, comfort, and convenience. Passenger attitudes are crit
ical in these areas, and participants felt that attitudinal surveys were required to 
further explore these concepts. The airport complex is composed of many components, 
and a capacity and level-of-service rating will have to be determined for each compo
nent or segment. To aggregate the capacity and level of service of the individual seg
ments into a single rating for the airport landside as a whole will be difficult. However, 
the majority of the workshop participants felt that a given airport should have a single 
capacity and level-of-service rating; a minority of participants felt strongly that this 
could not be accomplished. All participants indicated that each segment on the land
side of the airport could have a capacity and level-of-service rating. Through the use 
of individual segment capacity and level-of-service determination, priorities in im
provements can be established. 

To obtain a rating on capacity and level of service for each segment and for the air
port as a whole, the workshop proposes that 

1. Data be accumulated on each landside segment for use in evaluating each such 
segment, 

2. Each segment be weighted in order of its importance to the overall landside op
eration, 

3. A proposed numerical value be arrived at for each segment and a rating for the 
airport landside level-of-service target, 

4. The proposed values and ratings be reviewed with airport operators, airlines, 
concessionaires, and others, 

5. The final results be distributed to all airports for use as a performance target 
of their landside levels of service both for segments and the overall airport operation, 
and 

6. All airports and other users be notified of any changes that may be anticipated 
for each landside segment as a result of research and development studies. 

Complex systems, composed of elements with different individual variations in ser
vice, will sometimes collectively produce the wide variations in service that are asso
ciated with poor performance. If the reliability of the performance of the individual 
elements can be increased, the total service performance will, in general, be increased. 
By analyzing system variability, one can develop planning and operating guidelines to 
reduce the probability of larger variations in service. Also in the determination of 
capacity and level of service, ranges of values are more desirable than average numer
ical values because they allow for minor variation. Composite measures of walking 
time, service time, and delay time fail to adequately measure the passenger trade-
offs of the different kinds of time. Waiting and delay tolerances are related to passen
ger expectancies, which may be different for the various elements of the system. 

An examination of the patterns of peaking behavior should be made to develop mea
sures of the effect of batching. That is, a single enplaning or deplaning 747 may have 
a completely different impact on the levels of service and capacity requirements from 
that of 2 or more 727s enplaning or deplaning simultaneously. A comprehensive, sys
tematic analysis of peaking and its impact on capacity and levels of service should be 
conducted. Computer simulation techniques are useful in performing sensitivity analysis 
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on the relative importance of variations in demand and service on the performance of 
the system. 

Just as the configuration of aircraft and their arrival and departure schedules have 
an impact on capacity and levels of service, vehicle ground traffic at the curbside pre
sents substantial problems. This situation should have the same kind of intensive 
treatment as any other portion of the airport landside area. Vehicles and passenger 
maneuvers at the airport curbside often represent a mix of various kinds of vehicles 
as well as a mix of those vehicles and people. The automobile has been traditionally 
favored to the point that curb space is often totally inadequate. As demands for sur
face transit at airports increase, the curb space requirements increase also. The 
bus, although it may be only 40 ft (12 m) long, requires some 60 ft (18 m) of space to 
maneuver without creating delay or hazard. Since many airports have been designed 
to serve the automobile at the curbside, integrating large buses into the same curb 
space is difficult. The original design of the airport landside area often hinders the 
increased use of surface transit. Often, highway and traffic engineering design and 
operations are not taken into adequate consideration in the design of the curbside por
tion of the airport landside complex. A comprehensive analysis should be made of 
this area for capacity and level-of-service determination. Computer simulation can 
be effective in performing the various sensitivity analyses required. 

Workshop responses to the specific questions of issues 1 and 2 are given below. 

1. Who are the users of the airport landside system and its various subsystems? 
There are 3 major categories: passengers, nonpassengers, and access and egress 
mode::; . The::;e ba::;ic categories are further broken into subsets as follows: 

Air passengers 
Originating, terminating, connecting, interline and on-line, through, and standby 
International and domestic 
Short haul ( < 500 miles) and long haul (> 500 miles) 
Business, pleasure, and commuting 
Age, sex, income 
Group size 
User frequency 
Values of travel group 
Baggage (none, carry-on, checked) 

Nonpassengers 
Visitors (greeters, well-wishers, and others including sightseers, shoppers, and 

restaurant users) 
Employees on-site (airline, airport, concession) and off-site 

Access and egress modes 
Automobile-private (passenger, well-wisher and greeter, employee), rent-a-car, 

and taxi 
Limousine 
Bus transit 
Fixed guideway 
Truck 
Rail freight 
Pipeline 
Helicopter 
General aviation aircraft 
Water transportation 

2. What constitutes the airport landside system? Participants generally agreed 
that the airport landside system should be limited to areas within the airport boundary . 
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On this basis, the landside was defined as the ground access and egress system (air
port boundary to automobile parking or curbside) and the terminal system (automobile 
parking or curbside to the aircraft door). Access and egress outside the airport bound
ary are as important as access and egress within the airport boundary since, from the 
viewpoint of the passenger, the total trip normally begins and ends somewhere away 
from the airport. 

3. What are the various subsystems for which levels of service must be considered? 
Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 categorize these subsystems, which include all of the components 
of the airport landside complex that have an impact on the air travelers. 

4. In what quantitative dimensions can level of service best be expressed? To deter
mine the most appropriate dimensions is difficult. The dimensions best suited appear to 
be time, distance, area, and cost. Comfort and convenience are also important but are 
difficult to quantify. 

5. To what extent are such dimensions dependent on aircraft fleet mix, peaking of 
demand, methods of passenger handling, types of passengers, and shift changes of 
airport employees? The dimensions of level of service are extremely dependent on 
aircraft fleet mix and peaking of demand, for both aircraft mix and demand peaks af
fect static and dynamic volumes of passengers. The use of large aircraft, coupled 
with peak demands, reduces the possibility of a desirable "trickle flow" of passengers 
and tends to produce extremely large batches that overload landside facilities. Methods 
of passenger handling are also critical factors in defining level of service, for these 
methods are responsible for many bottlenecks in the landside, particularly in the ter
minal building. However, the passenger processing dimension is interrelated with 
that of aircraft fleet mix and peak demands, for the higher capacity aircraft create 
batch loads and thereby compound problems at the airline ticket counters, security 
checks, and other places. The types of passengers, such as business or pleasure 
travelers, also affect level-of-service dimensions. Different types of passengers re
quire different types of services, some of which are not compatible. Shift changes for 
employees can also create level-of-service problems particularly in the airport access 
and egress systems. 

Issues 3 and 4: Level-of-Service Measures and Values 

In the discussions of issues 3 and 4, a number of assumptions were made: 

1. Level of service is a function of capacity, 
2. A range of level-of-service characteristics can be defined, 
3. Certain level-of-service attributes can be measured quantitatively, 
4. Quality of service is a right of the public, and 
5. Emphasis on level of service during airport landside system planning should be 

increased. 

Based on these assumptions, one must recognize that level-of-service measures, 
design targets, and level-of-service targets are difficult to accomplish and require the 
involvement of airport management, operators, airlines, concessionaires, ground 
transport agencies, and those responsible for customs, immigration, and security 
matters. 

Attaining a balanced level of service is further complicated by a multiple-actor in
frastructure. FAA promotes airside level-of-service criteria that are not always 
compatible with those for landside capacity and levels of service. The ability of air
line and aircraft manufacturers to change technology can also lead to an imbalance. 
Under present conditions, levels of service are the results of management prerogatives. 
Ground transportation, for instance, can be negotiated by airport management, but cus
toms and immigration requirements cannot be. Other activities can be developed on a 
more flexible basis. 

Conflicting and overlapping jurisdictions also complicate the implementation of 
level-of-service standards. The same agencies do not have jurisdiction over both the 
airside and the landside elements. As airports begin to reach their physical limits, 
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a balance is needed between the airside and the landside to maintain the effectiveness 
of the whole system. 

Financing level-of-service improvements can be accomplished with or without fed
eral funding. If fairly stringent standards for levels of service are imposed, however, 
financial assistance from the federal government may be required by some airports. 

Discussion of specific questions of issues 3 and 4 is summarized in the following 
comments. 

1. How can level-of- service measures most effectively be promulgated? This 
question implies the establishment of a policy that determines who makes investment 
and operating decisions and who influences quality of service at airports. Whoever is 
responsible for providing landside levels of service at an airport would promulgate the 
measures. Some participants desired to change "promulgate" to "establish." 

2. What agencies should publish such standards and enforce them? Publishing and 
enforcing are distinctly different and separate actions even though the same agency or 
group may do both. Once the question is answered of who is responsible for, who es
tablishes, and who imposes standards, then the question must be considered of how 
strict the compliance should be. Enforcement could range from statutory require
ments to completely passive methods such as workshops and training sessions. The 
answers to these questions will depend to a great extent on the financing process. 

3. Should acceptable levels of landside services vary with the density and charac
ter of use of landside facilities? Many airports with the lowest demand for air travel 
provide the highest levels of service. The level and type of financial assistance would 
tend to influence the decision as to whether levels of senrice should vary with the den
sity and character of use of landside facilities. The urgency with which level-of-service 
meas1:1res should be promulgated, published, and enforced is dependent on the method 
of funding. Many participants felt that without federal financial assistance no urgent 
move would be made nationally to improve levels of service. Concern with financial 
responsibility is related to the source of funds. These funds may be obtained from 
various sources such as general tax revenues, a ticket tax, or a tax on aircraft tires; 
these funds are indirectly provided by the user-an issue that is very sensitive. Ques
tions then arise regarding general public or air system user benefit and regarding the 
willingness of users to pay for higher levels of service. 

4. For various target levels of service, what are the policy issues associated with 
reaching such levels? How do these policy issues vary with the level of government 
at which they are addressed? What conflicts in policy might be anticipated? How can 
such conflicts be resolved? No specific answers were formulated for these questions. 
Participants felt that the answers to these questions should be linked with the method 
for financing improvements in levels of service. 

Issue 5: Technological Alternatives 

Issue 5 relates basically to mobility alternatives, passenger- and baggage-processing 
facilities, automation of international clearance and baggage inspection, standardiza
tion of communications, signing at terminals, and automation of shared services and 
facilities at terminals to improve level of service and capacity. 

Automation of people moving and baggage handling has had limited success and has 
also resulted in a number of costly mistakes. In general, the successful technological 
advances have been relatively simple in scale and have included a reasonable degree of 
redundancy. The costly mistakes in some cases have been technologically extended, 
and some unsound solutions to complex problems have emerged without sufficient back
up systems to meet the capacity requirements without involving substantial costs. Many 
technological alternatives are currently available and can be implemented. 

Compared with similar manually operated systems, automated passenger- and 
baggage-handling systems at airports have increased service potential and reduced 
life-cycle costs mostly because of reduced labor requirements. For example, current 
operating costs of a fully automated people-mover system (such as at Tampa) average 
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$0.60 to $0. 70 per vehicle mile, but costs of a bus system may be doubled. If such 
cost differentials, when service levels are equivalent or better, are valid, then auto
mated systems will be most cost beneficial. 

Increases in the flow rate of a product, either by quantity or speed, may overload 
some of the modal elements (such as ticketing) of a system. A passenger though may 
prefer to be moving slowly rather than waiting in a queue, and an increase in mobility 
in some areas may actually result in a perceived reduction in level of service by the 
passenger. For example, use of discrete passenger vehicles will produce cyclic de
mands on the processing or holding areas that can result in inefficient demands on the 
processing equipment. The discharge of passengers from a bus can create a high de
mand on ticketing and baggage reception that is then followed by a lull in demand. Un
less these demand levels can be temporarily distributed without further impeding the 
passenger movement, then the increased performance in passenger movement will be 
negated by queuing in other areas. 

These examples indicate the need to treat the system as a balanced whole and to 
improve the flow at the critical points. Funding to increase one segment of the flow 
beyond that capable of being handled by other segments will be wasteful, for example, 
speeding passengers from the aircraft to the baggage area only to have them wait for 
baggage to arrive. Thus, one must view the impact of technological improvements on 
the overall system rather than on individual segments. 

Studies have found airport landside operations to be more labor intensive than those 
of any other industry except the health care industry. For example, if a 707 aircraft 
is used for a test reference, the ratio of the cost of labor including all fringe benefits 
versus the cost of maintaining, operating, and amortizing the equipment associated 
with an operation, baggage handling, and passenger processing was 7:1; the ratio was 
0.2:1 for the crew operating a 707. In private industry, the ratio is about 0.1:1 for 
the cost of making paper and 2. 5: 1 for the cost of warehousing of luggage. This seems 
to indicate that there are possible applications of the many technological advances in 
automated equipment for improvements in handling and cost reductions. Research is 
needed on the costs and benefits of automation of passport controls and public health 
check-in procedures to determine whether it would contribute effectively to the level 
of service desired at high-demand international terminals. The use of automation in 
the immigration service function and in customs inspection should be examined. Pass
port processing should be improved through the use of mechanical and automated check
in and immunization cards, but baggage inspection may not be subject to automation 
because of its specialized requirements. 

Elements of effective signing include simple terms, uniformity, transformation of 
the message into other language or terms, psychology, and human learning. Elements 
of good communication include simplicity of language confirmation, such as redundancy 
with trailblazer signs, communication of the terminal space itself, and flow signing 
that directs one along a predetermined path. Information centers could be used to con
vey the most commonly sought information including directions for ground transporta
tion and fares. Information could be distributed via a handbook, brochure, map, a 
large screen, or a CRT with hard copy dispensed on demand. Variable-message signs 
may also be useful with appropriate sensors to indicate alternative access and egress 
routes, parking lot occupancy, and curbside availability. The different types and kinds 
of such automated devices can be determined, cataloged, priced, and compared. 

Signing within the boundaries of most airport landsides is extremely weak. An in
ternational manual prepared in 1967 addresses signing and markings, and a new manual 
is in preparation that includes a number of standards, although they are not to be en
forced at the present time. A publication similar to the Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices used for highways is needed for airports . Airports now use a number 
of different informational signs that may confuse passengers, reduce the level of ser
vice, and result in travel delay. 

Signing for airports needs more research. Unfortunately, signs are often the last 
thing considered in terminal design, but they should be planned at the beginning be
cause the communication problems that passengers are likely to encounter would thus 
be surfaced easily enough to be resolved through proper design. The lack of adequate 
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signing and standardization results in substantially increased cost for personnel to 
supply the information. For example, at the new Dallas - Fort Worth Airport, person
nel are provided at each airtrans station in part to overcome the inadequacies of the air
trans informational system; the terminal design makes adequate signing difficult to 
attain. 

Participants made the following responses to the specific questions of issue 5. 

1. What technological alternatives are available for meeting requisite levels of 
airport landside service? Many technological alternatives can greatly aid the improve
ment of landside capacity and level of service: 

Mobility alternatives 
Exclusive busways, moving ways, and fixed guideways 

Passenger- and baggage-processing alternatives 
Automated ticketing, boarding pass and seat assignment, issuance of baggage tags, 

boarding, claim, baggage inspection, international clearance, baggage handling, 
sorting based on machine reading of baggage tags, loading and unloading of con
tainers, and transporting of interline baggage 

Communication and signing alternatives 
Signing standardization and communication improvement program 

2. Where and under what conditions does selection of a technological alternative to 
meet a level-of-service criterion in one landside subsystem impinge on the alternatives 
available to meet the objectives in another landside subsystem? The principal impact 
of one technological alternative in one subsystem on another subsystem seems to be 
related to batching. In other words, a people mover can deliver 100 passengers to 
the ticket counter in 2 to 3 minutes and thus overload that operation. Batch control 
is needed if the subsequent subsystem involves individual processing, and parallel 
processing after batch delivery may be required. 

3. What are the implications for governmental research and development policies 
and activities and for those of private sector entities? The cost of bringing the more 
expensive automated people-moving programs and baggage-handling systems on
stream is usually several times the initial estimate cost of the total system develop
ment. These costs place a strain on the individual airport authority and the carriers 
sharing that facility and result in a negative attitude toward the systems. Hence, future 
research and development efforts are impeded. The risk is not only technical but can 
also be institutional or even social. Most U.S. terminal facilities do not have shared 
service capabilities. Competition, product differentiation, and fear of trade restraints 
by the carriers tend to reduce the joint cooperation in research and development proj
ects by the private sector. 

4. Is there a need for a common self-service, automated, one-stop, check-in op
eration? What would be the functional specification and impact on improving the level 
of service? Participants added these questions to issue 5 because they felt that some 
research was needed in this area in the immediate future. The user or the consumer 
is becoming more and more technologically oriented in all phases of life, and the con
sumer expectation for service levels is being continually elevated. Technology is be
com"ing available for airport automated check-in procedures that can be used by the 
experienced traveler and that require no personal interface with any airline agent or 
representative. This service issues the ticket, the boarding pass, the seat assign
ment, and the baggage tag, and, with the aid of the passenger, places the baggage into 
the system. At a turnstile at the gate lounge, the passenger gains entrance by insert
ing the ticket or boarding pass. Those on standby are admitted only as seats become 
available. 

A completely automated processing system poses some institutional problems, 
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including the acceptability by the airlines, airport operators, and users. Who will 
own the devices initially? Will the airlines each own one? Will the automated devices 
need to interface with the airline computers for reservations? 

Issue 6: Airport Tenants 

Concessionaires, air carriers, and airport management are all users of landside 
space and have an impact (either negative or positive) on level of service and capacity. 
The integration of these users of space must be done in such a fashion as to provide for 
the most economical, efficient, and comfortable movement of air passengers. At times, 
the objectives of each tenant group may be in conflict with one another. This conflict 
can result in a lowering of the level of service for the passengers. 

The following are the specific questions and workshop responses for issue 6. 

1. To what extent is achieving landside level-of-service objectives dependent on 
concession availability and performance? A hierarchy of concession importance arises 
because certain concessions are more critical to airport operations than others. Park
ing and ground transportation are probably the most critical. Facilities, such as food 
services, news and sundry concessions, and rest rooms, provide for the comfort and 
convenience of the passengers while in the terminal and are also important. Other 
facilities may add to the comfort and convenience of the passenger but may not be es
sential. 

2. To what extent is achieving landside level-of-service objectives dependent on 
air carrier behavior and performance? The ability to maintain schedules has a sig
nificant impact on the number of people in the terminal at any given time. The sched
uling of planes also has an impact. The assignment of inadequate personnel by the air
lines can create queuing problems, delays, and even hostility by the passengers, who 
may take out their hostilities on other people in the system. Too few people may be 
assigned to the ticket counter or to baggage delivery. Complications occur when one 
carrier's actions interfere with the normal interaction among individual carriers. 
Thus, the air carrier's behavior and performance have a direct impact on the ability 
to achieve landside level-of-service objectives. 

3. To what extent are airport tenant objectives consistent with or inimical to those 
of airport management seeking to meet level-of-service objectives for landside ser
vices? The tenants and the airport management share some common objectives; the 
major point of divergence is when the objectives of the airport managment tend to re
duce profits of the tenants. The airport management, which is also concerned with 
financial stability, is concerned with the overall level of service provided to passen
gers. Airlines are not so vulnerable to conflicting objectives as are concessionaires. 
The amount of space and facilities, quality of service, and length of leases are other 
areas in which airport management and tenants might have differing objectives. 

Issue 7: Forecasting Level-of-Service Factors 

Traditionally, responsibilities for various activities in the airport complex have been 
assigned to federal and local governments and to private agencies (airlines, commis
sions) who are an integral part of the airport operation. However, for various reasons, 
such as financial support and standardization, the lines of clearly defined responsibil
ity are fading. 

FAA has had responsibilities pertaining to the airside, and local governments and 
private enterprise have shared responsibilities on the landside. However, as the re
quirements for air travel change, one might expect responsibilities and financial 
requirements to change also. New requirements often call for new approaches that 
may well require significant institutional and regulatory changes. 

The following are workshop responses to specific questions of issue 7. 
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1. What factors most influence the levels of airport landside services that must be 
provided? The factors that influence airport landside levels of service have been pre
viously discussed and will not be repeated here. The participants felt that the word 
"must" in this question should be deleted. The levels of service provided are trade
offs among the wide number of options, constraints, and factors. 

2. With what accuracy can such factors be forecast? Table 5 was developed to in
dicate the accuracy of forecasts in demand factors, service rate factors, and level-of
service factors. The general consensus was that forecasting, at best, is not very re
liable. Long- range forecasting seems to present the greatest problem because of the 
many variables to be dealt with. Factors such as jumbo aircraft, wide bodies, 
stretched fuselages, equipment changes, and fuel shortages have all had a significant 
impact on the number of air passengers. Some of these changes occur so quickly that 
forecasters and others are caught by surprise. 

There is a great need to improve forecasting techniques. Although 1- and 2-year 
forecasts are extremely valuable, they do not help much in planning and designing fa
cilities that must operate for 20 to 50 years; forecasts for both periods are needed. 
In passenger forecasts, attention should be directed toward technological changes, 
changes in equipment, changes in managerial and handling procedures, and the type 
of impact these changes will have. Even though the rapid growth period may be over, 
improvements in forecasting are still needed. The amount of variability in forecasts 
has also created the need to know how this variability affects the various elements in 
the system. Can the system be modified at a small cost or made more flexible to ac
commodate variability (errors) in forecasts? 

To improve the development of forecast procedures requires an examination of the 
approaches, models, and procedures used in forecasting. Procedures used in fore
casting changes in customs and immigration procedures are not scientific. Some of 
the demand factors given in Table 5 are ratios that serve as indexes to convert basic 
forecast variables to usable input data. But projections often are that these ratios 
will remain the same, i.e., visitors per passenger or bags per passenger. 

The time periods used in forecasting must be carefully chosen and must take into 
account potential changes that could have an impact such as FAA's ''upgraded third 
generation air traffic control system" that will be placed on-line starting as early as 
1978. Consideration should be given to the time frame needed for modest changes as 
compared to the time frame needed to effect major changes. 

The American Transport Association forecasts enplanements on an annual and 

Table 5. Forecasting accuracy for various factors influencing 
capacity and level of service. 

Factors 2 Years 5 Years 10 Years 20 Years 

Demand 
Enplanements High Medium Medium Low 
Peaking (monthly, weekly, hourly) High High High Medi.um 
Aircraft mix High High High Low 
Visitor and passenger ratio High High High Medium 
Origin-termination-connect liigh High High Medium 
Baggage Medium Medium Low Low 
Nonair activities Depends on space availability 
Employees High Medium Low Low 
Vehicles High Medium Low Low 

Service rate 
Airline processing High Low Low Low 
Customs and immigration 

processing Low Low Low Low 
Security procedures (ingress) Low Low Low Low 
Access-egress modes High High High Low 
Technical innovations High Medium Medium Low 
Airport configuration High Medium Medium Low 

Level of service 
Public expectations High High High Medium 
Air passenger profile High Medium Medium Medium 
Airline financial health Me dilun Medium Lo w Low 
Level of funding <iVailablc High Low Low Low 
Competition Crom other modes High Medium Medium Low 

No le : High < ID percent medium ..: 25 percent, and low ., 25 percent 
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monthly basis and the aircraft mix on a monthly, daily, and design-hour basis. For 
design purposes, enplanement forecasts should be for annual, weekly, daily, and hourly 
volumes. FAA uses aircraft mix and the peak hour for design purposes on the airside; 
the peak hour and design hour are based on the forecast year. A distinction should be 
made between the air carrier fleet and all other aircraft types; FAA includes all air
craft types in its aircraft mix forecasts. 

Airline processing procedures, customs and immigration processing procedures, 
security procedures, access and egress modes, technical innovations, and airport con
figuration are all factors that affect the maximum service rate of an airport. Current 
forecasting of these factors is unreliable (Table 5) . Forecasting for service rate fac
tors also needs considerable research. 

3. How can the accuracy of such forecasts be improved, especially for factors to 
which landside service levels are especially sensitive? The suggested approaches to 
forecasting accuracy improvement are 

a. Development of data series for level-of-service factors at major airports, 
b. Performance of selected cause and effect research, 
c. Application of state-of-the-art econometric techniques, 
d. Less reliance on a single 15- to 20-year forecast for design if flexibility is 

required, and 
e. Determination of the effect of forecasting errors on design and service. 

The lack of data series on the various activities at the major airports makes it difficult 
to accurately forecast. Causal modeling that proceeds beyond elementary regression 
is needed. Applications of the state-of-the-art econometric techniques need to be ap
plied in some of the forecasting work. The development of a flexible forecast proce
dure that does not rely entirely on a single, long-range forecast is needed to provide 
for flexibility in design and operations . 

4. Who should bear what responsibilities in projecting airport landside require
ments for the airport system as a whole and for individual airports? Suggested re
sponsibilities are as follows: 

Funding 
Federal role: intercity air travel forecasts, level-of-service definitions and guide

lines, and analytical methodology development 
Local role: level-of-service decisions, analysis and design, and input to federal 

compilation 

Research and development 
Local role: needs assessment 
Industry role: low-risk research and development 
Federal role: high-risk research and development 

5. How can changing requirements regarding levels of service best be discerned 
and made an integral part of the development plans and practices supporting both the 
national airport system and individual airports? The expectations of passengers with 
regard to levels of service will likely change with time. Low levels of service may be 
tolerated for a while but will be expected to improve. Comprehensive planning for air
ports should take into account and include goals for better or improved levels of ser
vice. Staging improvements during the life of the airport will also improve levels of 
service in stages. Target levels of service should be established for the national air
port system as well as for individual airports. 
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SUMMARY 

1. The passenger is the most important entity in the airport complex and should 
always be given highest priority when improvements to capacity and level of service 
are considered. 

2. Capacity and level of service are interrelated and should always be considered 
together. Several different levels of service can be defined for a given maximum ca
pacity service rate. 

3. Individual elements of the airport complex should have capacity and level-of
service ratings. Capacity and level of service can have different dimensions (i.e., time, 
distance, space) depending on the particular elements that are under consideration. 

4. Each air carrier airport should have a composite capacity and level-of-service 
rating. This should be a single weighted rating by which an airport can be compared 
with other airports. A minority strongly disagreed with the concept of a composite ca
pacity and level-of-service rating. 

5. The 3 major categories of airport users are passengers, nonpassengers, and 
access and egress modes. 

6. The airport landside system is limited to areas within the airport houndary and 
includes the access and egress system (airport boundary to automobile parking or curb
side) and the terminal building system (automobile parking or curbside to the aircraft 
door). 

7. All of the components of the airport landside complex have either a direct or 
indirect impact on air travelers and should be given consideration in determining levels 
of service. 

8. In general, the dimensions best suited for levels of service appear to be time, 
distance, area, cost, comfort, and convenience. 

9. Levels of service are extremely dependent on airline fleet mix and peak demand . 
10. The responsibility for promulgating (i.e . , establishing), publishing, and enforc

ing (or encouraging the use of) standards for levels of service should be given to the 
agency that has the financial capabilities and responsibilities for implementation. 

11. Levels of service for airport landside areas will definitely vary with the den
sity and character of the landside facilities. 

12. Policy issues related to achieving target levels of service should be related to 
the entities having the financial capability for implementation. Significant policy alter
natives depend on whether the federal government is given landside funding authority. 

13. Many technological alternatives are available for meeting requisite levels of 
airport landside service and can be categorized into mobility alternatives, processing 
alternatives, and communication and signing alternatives. 

14. The use of a technological alternative to improve the level of service for one 
element of the airport complex can result in serious consequences for other elements 
within the airport complex. 

15. The cost of bringing the expensive people-moving and baggage-handling systems 
on-stream is several times the initial cost estimates for the total system development. 
These cusls impose a strain on the airport authority and the carrier sharing that fa
cility. Thus, for high-risk or new development programs, the federal government 
should play a strong role in the technological developments for the landside of airports. 

16. A common, self-service, one-stop, automated check-in operation is needed. 
1 7. Some concessionaires do not appear to serve a critical role relative to obtain

ing various levels of service. Parking and ground transportation are the more critical 
and essential concessions operating at the airport. 

18. The behavior and performance of the air carriers have a direct impact on 
achieving specified levels of service. 

19. The tenants and the airport management share common objectives up to a cer
tain point. The major point of divergence is obviously when the airport management 
tends to reduce profits. 

20. Some of the factors that influence the levels of airport landside services can 
be quantified, but others are of a qualitative nature. 

21. Greater accuracy is needed in forecasts of factors that affect level-of-service 
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improvements. 
22. Forecast accuracy can be improved by developing data series for level of ser

vice at major airports, performing selected cause and effect research, applying econo
metric techniques, and relying less on a single 15- to 20-year forecast for design if 
flexibility is required. 

23. In projections of airport landside requirements, the federal government's role 
is related to intercity air travel forecast, level-of-service definition guidelines, ana
lytical methodology developments, and high-risk research and development; the local 
government's role is related to level-of-service decisions, analysis and design, and 
input to federal compilation; and the private industry's role is related to low-risk re
search and development. 

24. Level-of-service expectations of passengers change with time, and airport 
planners should ensure that future levels of service are better than those existing at 
the present time. 
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IDENTIFICATION AND 
MEASUREMENT OF CAPACITY 
AND LEVELS OF SERVICE 
Of LANDSIDE ELEMENTS 
Of THE AIRPORT 

Marjorie Brink and Donald Maddison, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company 

Since the mid-1960s, air travelers have faced increasing inconvenience, frustration, and 
delays in the landside portion of their air trips. Ever-increasing numbers of passengers 
and the continuing introduction of higher capacity aircraft have created bottlenecks 
and congestion throughout the landside environmen t at peak hours and have placed 
tremendous strains on terminal facilities. Comfort and convenience of passengers in 
the airport landside are directly related to the capacity and the levels of service pro
vided . Although airport congestion is fully apparent to operators of major airports 
and to their users, the concepts of capacity and level of service as they relate to the 
landside have yet to be fully understood. The concept of level of service is particularly 
difficult to understand, for it relates to quality, and quality, by definition, is subjective. 
This paper first discusses briefly the background of air transportation development and 
its effect on the airport landside environment today and then describes the basic func
tions and facilities of the landsidc. It then defines capacity and level of service within 
the context of the airport landside and examines the problems connected with develop
ing meaningful measures of capacity and of level of service. Existing landside planning 
criteria that have evolved during the years are reviewed, and possible measures of ca
pacity and level of service for landside facilities are outlined . 

In 1968, the U.S. News and World Report reported, "In Los 
Angeles, a businessman missed his flight to Phoenix when he 
was caught in airport access traffic and later had to walk a mile 
from the nearest available parking spot. In Chicago, a business
man complains he lost 24 hours in a week because of delays in the 
air or on the ground. In New York, a college professor arrived 
on a 45-minute flight from New Hampshire and then waited 50 min
utes for his luggage." 

Travelers today continue to face the same inconveniences and 
express the same complaints as those travelers in 1968. But in 
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the face of increasing traffic volumes, the changing demand resulting from changes in 
aircraft equipment, and the spiraling costs of airport improvement programs, can the 
problems involved in providing improved service on the ground be resolved? Or is the 
level of service being offered at airports today adequate given the volumes of passen
gers, the cost of providing basic public services, and the appropriate obligations of 
the 2 major parties (the airport sponsor and the airlines) involved in providing these 
services? 

There is no question that the character of the air transportation market has changed 
drastically in the last 25 years and, with it, the level of service. In the 1950s, the air
port (and specifically the terminal building) was virtually an exclusive fliers club. The 
passenger (or the flier) paid for a high level of service in order to enjoy the exhilara
tion of flying on an airline. As the aviation industry moved into the 1960s and as the 
airline aircraft fleet was upgraded and became increasingly reliable and safe, aviation 
began to emerge as an integral part of the worldwide common carrier transportation 
system. 

As air transportation became a necessity, rather than a luxury, the role of the air
port changed from the exclusive club to an essential transportation facility that serves 
what is today an indispensable transportation mode. Whereas the airport was once a 
singular facility used by a select few, today the airport is increasingly like the historic 
bus or rail terminal and is used by the masses-and the level of service offered has 
changed accordingly to accommodate a mass market rather than a select market. 

The identification and the measurement of level of service are complicated at best, 
for level of service relates to quality and, by its nature, quality is subjective. The 
identification and the measurement of level of service are further complicated by 2 
other factors. 

First, no single agency is responsible (or can be responsible) for the level of ser
vice experienced by a passenger on an entire airport trip. From the time the passen
ger leaves an origin point to the time the passenger boards the aircraft, he or she is 
exposed to a series of elements within the total trip, each of which may be controlled 
by one or more agencies or institutions. For example, the access portion of the trip 
is generally controlled by one public agency, but the terminal access (inside the air
port) is controlled by another. Once inside the terminal building facility, the respon
sibility for level of service passes back and forth from the airlines to the airport spon
sor (and even from these 2 entities to concessionaires). Consequently, there is a 
complexity of facilities that passengers use and a complexity of jurisdictions that op
erate the various facilities. As passengers pass through the total system, they are 
in essence passed from one controlling agency to another; therefore, they can experi
ence various levels of service in each element of the system. 

Second, level of service is to a great extent a function of facilities and services 
provided, and the extent and the character of facilities and services provided depend 
to a great extent on their costs. Because of the revenue financing requirements at 
major U.S. airports today, the airlines have become "partners" in the provision of 
all airport services. Consequently, level of service at major U.S. airports is, in 
fact, negotiated with the airlines. 

Within this framework, this paper attempts to define capacity and level of service 
as they relate to the airport landside, to examine the problems connected with mea
suring capacity and level of service, to review existing landside planning criteria as 
a basis for determining its value in any measuring process, and to establish possible 
measures for capacity and level of service. (In the latter case, those measures that 
are easy to quantify and those that are difficult to quantify have been identified.) 

Because of the complexity of the subject at hand, the authors have attempted to 
bring together in this paper as many viewpoints as possible to contribute to the under
standing of the concepts of capacity and level of service and the need for and limitations 
in developing measurements of them. Although the paper may raise more questions 
than it answers, we hope that the viewpoints expressed will stimulate discussion and 
continuing research on this important subject. 
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DEFINITION OF LANDSIDE 

For purposes of this paper, the landside is defined as those areas of an airport that are 
used for the functional processing of airline passengers. Those areas used for the 
movement and parking of aircraft (typically called the airside) are excluded. 

The landside may accommodate a number of other essential aviation-related func
tions (such as general aviation, airline maintenance hangars, cargo and airmail facil
ities, crash-fire-rescue facilities, and airport maintenance buildings) and a number 
of other nonaviation functions (such as hotels and motels, industrial parks, and mis
cellaneous commercial uses). However, the basic purpose of the landside of an air
port is to effect the transfer of the air traveler from ground transportation to air trans
portation. Since the airport planning process as a whole stems from the passenger 
forecasts and the best way to provide the facilities to meet those forecasts, we con
centrate in this paper on the basic functions and facilities necessary to accommodate 
the airline passenger. On this basis, the landside would include the following physical 
elements: 

1. Terminal building proper, 
2. Access roadways, and 
3. Parking for vehicles used for the ground transportation of passengers (private 

automobiles, taxicabs, limousines, rent-a-cars, buses). 

A simple diagram of the basic passenger-handling system is shown in Figure 1. 
The basic fu ... 11ctions of the passenger-ha....~dling system can be identified as follo\vs: 

1. Primary functions, including airport access and egress, ticketing and check-in, 
international clearance, assembly at the aircraft, enplaning and deplaning the aircraft, 
and baggage claim; and 

Figure 1. Airport landside passenger-handling system. 
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2. Secondary functions, including services (restrooms, public telephones), conces
sions (newsstands, restaurants), and meeting and greeting space. 

Each of these primary functions is associated with one or more physical facilities, 
as given in Table 1. 

HISTORICAL PROBLEM IN PLANNING THE AIRPORT 
LANDSIDE 

Much has been written about the ftrn.ction of an airport landside-more commonly called 
passenger terminal building area or (for larger airports) passenger terminal complex. 
Most authorities would agree that the primary purpose of the landside is to effect the 
transfer of passengers and their baggage from surface transportation to air transpor
tation in minimum time and with a minimum amount of confusion and discomfort. His
torically, the major problem in planning the airport landside-and particularly the ter
minal building-has been that the starting point in the planning has been the size and 
operating requirements of the aircraft. 

On the one hand, the airside of the terminal building must accommodate what to date 
has been a radically changing aircraft technology. On the other hand, the landside of 
the terminal building must accommodate the access and vehicle parking requirements 
of the passengers. Thus, the ever-increasing size of the aircraft and its fixed-point 
servicing requirements coupled with increasing volumes of passengers and their con
comitant surface transportation volumes have resulted in the expansion or development 
of terminal buildings that far exceed the human scale. 

Actually, from the passenger viewpoint, "terminal building" is a misnomer. The 
terminal building is a terminus only from the standpoint of the aircraft and the surface 
transportation vehicle. For the passenger, the terminal represents only a means to 
transfer from one mode of transportation to another. Were it not for the complexity 
of the airline processing requirements (ticketing, check-in, baggage handling, baggage 
check-in, security), a terminal building could be little more than a sheltered collection 
and waiting point (like facilities for other mode transfers, e.g., a bus stop). 

Another problem in the planning of the landside has been that the aircraft technology 
has developed rapidly during the last 20 years, and each change in technology has 
created new and different demands on ground facilities (airports). In the 1960s, the 
aviation industry witnessed radical changes in aircraft technology and an explosive 
growth in airline passenger demand. (The growth in passenger demand was at least 
in part a response to the reliability and speed of the new aircraft technology.) Con
sequently, airport sponsors and the airlines were under tremendous pressures to pro
vide facilities to meet these demands as quickly and effectively as possible. Because 
airports are operated in the public environment, which by the nature of the political 
process responds to change slowly, the lead time on even modest terminal building 
expansions can run from 3 to 5 years. For the development of a new terminal com
plex, the lead time can run to 10 years. Consequently, there has been little time to 
research new solutions to landside planning. 

Interestingly, the research that has led to the development of new landside facilities 
has usually been the smallest part of the overall planning and design process. Because 
of the sheer magnitude of the mechanical efforts involved in any major terminal project 
(working drawings and specifications) and the diverse views of the various parties in
volved (all of which must be reconciled), the implementation of a terminal design after 
the planning concept has been adopted absorbs by far the greatest amount of time in any 
landside development project. 

DEFINITION OF CAPACITY 

In general, capacity is the physical capability of a facility to provide a service. In an 
airport landside, this service can be flow (e.g., passengers flowing through a ticketing 
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facility) or storage (e.g., passengers using seats in a departure lounge). Therefore, 
capacity can be measured either as flow in terms of items processed per unit of time 
or as storage in terms of items stored. Both measures are useful in determining the 
capacity of an airport landside. 

Table 1. Passenger-handling system. 

Primary Function 

Access and egress to and from airport 

Ticketing 

Check-in 

International clearance 

Assembly area for aircraft 

Enplaning and deplaning 

Baggage claim 

Circulation 

Physical Facilities 

Private automobile 

Rental car 

Taxicab, limousine, bus 

Train 
Private aircraft 
Public air carrier 

Home or office (mail) 
Ticket counter 

Remote 
At terminal 

At rail station 
At downtown terminal 
At airport terminal 

At airport terminal 
Passport control 
Immigration 
Public health 
Customs 

At airport terminal 

At airport terminal 

At airport terminal 

At airport terminal 

Airport Landside 

Curbside 
Parking space 

Curbside 
Open lot 
Structural parking 

Valet 
Short term 
Long term 

Curbside 
Ready and return areas 
Curbside 
Dispatch facility 
Staging area 
Station 
Aircraft parking position 
Aircraft parking position 

Counter 

Curbside 
Ticket counter 
Walk-through check-in counters 
Aircraft gate 
Parking lot or garage 
Ground transportation center 

Counter 
Counter 
Counter 
Claim and inspection facility 

Direct from cart 
Linear tray 
Diverter 
Carousel 
Conveyor belt 

Queuing area (concourse) 
Departure lounge 
Transporter 
Main waiting room 
VIP rooms 
In-transit lounge 

Above apron level loading 
Loading bridges 
Transporter 

Apron level loading 
Open boarding stairs 
Covered boarding stairs 
Escalators 

Baggage claim area 
Direct from cart 
Linear tray 
Diverter 
Carousel 
Conveyor belt 

Concourses 
Moving sidewalks 
Escalators 
Elevators 
Shuttle trains 
Buses 
Carts 
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Within the airport terminal building, passengers and baggage are processed through 
a series of facilities (Table 1), each of which has different characteristics. Each of 
these facilities may be regarded as an impedance to the flow of passengers and baggage 
to and from the aircraft. To determine the capacity of the landside in terms of pas
sengers and baggage requires an investigation of both the capacity of the individual ser
vice facilities within the landside and any special interactions that occur among them. 
(Interactions are particularly important when demand exceeds capacity and some form 
of congestion or overflow occurs.) 

PROBLEMS IN MEASURING LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

As mentioned above, capacity can be measured in terms of either flow or storage. Be
cause of the many facilities and their different capacity measures (some of which are 
not yet defined or known), to measure capacities of the individual components of the 
landside and to ensure that these individual components are appropriately sized for the 
demands placed upon them are more meaningful at present than to measure the capac
ity of the landside as a whole. Problems in measuring capacity of the landside as a 
whole are discussed below. 

1. A perceived, intuitive interrelation between level of service and capacity affects 
measurement of capacity. Capacity is defined in this paper as a maximum flow rate 
or storage that can occur under specific operating conditions. An alternate measure of 
capacity has been used that might be described as service volume. Service volume gen
erally relates maximum flow or storage to a prescribed level-of-service standard, and 
the maximum flow rate or ultimate capacity concept separates capacity from level of 
service. For example, the capacity of a departure lounge might be described as 100 
seated passengers. This stated capacity implies a level-of-service standard that all 
passengers will be allowed to be seated in the departure lounge. In fact, however, 
standing room might be available for an additional 100 passengers and thus create a 
higher capacity at a lower level of service. In this case, the seated capacity might 
be regarded as the service volume of the departure lounge. To distinguish clearly 
whether ultimate capacity or service volume is being referred to in discussions of 
measuring landside capacity is therefore important. 

2. Capacity of both individual facilities and the landside as a whole depends on 
passenger demand characteristics, such as trip purpose, each passenger's familiarity 
with the airport, and number of persons traveling together. Therefore, the mix of dif
ferent types of passengers relative to different types of facilities must be known in order 
to determine a single capacity value. 

3. Operating variables, such as the number of airline counter personnel available, 
can differ and will cause changes in the capacity of several of the landside facilities. 
Some services are provided exclusively by individual airlines, and the proportion of 
total demand on each airline may not be in balance with the capacity that each airline 
provides at its facilities. 

4. Operating conditions that affect capacity vary with the time of day, the day of 
the week, and the season of the year. There is no single measure of the capacity of 
the landside for all different operating conditions, and any single capacity value implies 
a fixed set of operating conditions. 

5. Even for a fixed set of facilities and demand characteristics, capacity is not con
stant. In fact, service times and areas required vary from time to time and place to 
place. Therefore, capacity can be regarded as an expected or average maximum flow 
or storage . On an individual basis, flows and storages may be higher or lower than 
the expected capacity value. 

6. Both flow of passengers and flow of baggage must be considered in determining 
the capacity of the landside. If an airport in a particular year has a ratio of, say, 1.5 
bags/ passenger, the capacity of the landside might be determined as being constrained 
by baggage facilities. If the ratio of bags per passenger drops in the future (because 
of changes in travel demand or availability of carry-on facilities on aircraft), the 
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passenger fl.ow processes may then become the capacity constraint. Therefore, the 
capacity measures must be clearly related to the demand characteristics of the indi
vidual units (passengers, bags) being processed. 

7. The interactions between the landside and other adjacent elements of the trans
portation system (e.g., airfield and urban transportation network) also affect measure
ment of capacity. For example, most passengers allow a buffer in their access time 
to the airport (because of the uncertainty in travel time in the urban transportation net
work) to ensure a high probability of catching their flights. Therefore, most passen
gers normally arrive a reasonably significant amount of time before that required to 
board their aircraft. The early arrival poses a storage load on the terminal building 
and other elements of the landside that would not occur to the same extent if travelers 
were more certain about travel times from origins to the airport. Therefore, in con
sidering the capacity of the landside, the "boundary" effects of other parts of the trans
portation system must also be considered. 

Within the problems and constraints described above, it is still possible to achieve 
reasonably valid measures of the capacity of different functional components of the 
landside. These measurements can be performed by mathematical or logical analyses 
or by observation of field data or (probably better) by a combination of the two. In 
each case it is important to recognize and note the specific operating conditions that 
are occurring at the time the capacity is measured. 

Table 2 gives possible units of measurement for the capacity of landside facilities. 
For each of these facilities a change in any of the operating characteristics may cause 
a cha..11ge in the capacity of the facilit;.J. For example, a change L11 the processL11g time 
for ticketing may cause a change in the capacity of the area in front of the ticket counter. 
If this individual processing facility is the constraining facility, a change in the capac
ity for this facility will also change the capacity of the landside as a whole. 

DEFINITION OF LEVEL OF SERVICE 

To date, there appears to be no accepted definition of level of service in terms of an 
airport or an airport landside. Level of service is a traffic engineering term and, by 
definition, is a qualitative measurement of a number of factors. For example, the 
Highway Research Board defined level of service as follows(_!_): 

Level of service is a term which, broadly interpreted, denotes any one of an infinite number of dif
fering combinations of operating conditions that may occur on a given lane or roadway when it is 
accommodating various traffic volumes. Level of service is a qualitative measure of the effect of a 

Table 2. Measures of capacity of landside facilities. 

Landside Facility 

Access facilities (roads, transit) 

Terminal curbside 

Parking facilities (garage, remote lot) 

Ticket counter and check-in 
Security 
Federal inspection facilities (customs, immigration) 
Holdrooms 
Baggage claim 
Circulation elements (e.g., corridors) 
Waiting areas 
Passenger services (restrooms, public telephones) 
Concessions (newsstands, restaurants) 
Information services (signing) 

Measure of Capacity 

Flow rate (vehicles/hour) 
Flow rate (passengers/hour) 
Flow rate (vehicles/hour) 
Flow rate (passengers/hour) 
Storage capability (number of vehicle 

parking spaces) 
Processing rate (passengers/hour) 
Processing rate (passengers/hour) 
Processing rate (passengers/hour) 
storage C3pab!lity (number of passengers) 
Flow 1·atc (bags/unit time) 
Flow rate (passengers/hour) 
Storage capability (number of passengers) 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 



number of factors, which include speed and travel time, traffic interruptions, freedom to maneuver, 
safety, driving comfort and convenience, and operating costs. In practice, selected specific levels are 
defined in terms of particular limiting values of certain of these factors. 
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Although portions of this definition have general application to the landside environ
ment, and particularly to elements of the access roadway system, by its very nature 
this definition applies to a vehicle that, though operated by a human being, is operated 
by that human being with knowledge of vehicular and highway constraints. On the other 
hand, within an airport terminal complex, the human being becomes a pedestrian who 
is freer-or feels freer-to move in accordance with his or her own desires. Conse
quently, behavior patterns are less predictable. 

For passengers moving through the airport landside, level of service is a subjective 
impression of the quality of the transfer between the access mode and the aircraft. 
This subjective impression is dependent on a series of factors, including (but not nec
essarily limited to) time necessary to be processed through the landside; reliability or 
predictability of processing time; reaction to overall landside environment; physical 
comfort and convenience; reaction to treatment by airline personnel, concessionaires, 
security officers, and other airport personnel; cost of air fare and airport services; 
type of passenger and purpose of trip; frequency of air travel; and expectations of level 
of service. Since level of service is made up of all these factors (and possibly many 
others) in an infinite number of combinations according to personal preferences, we 
will discuss each of these factors more fully before discussing measures of level of 
service. 

1. Time necessary to be processed through the landside. The ideal amount of time 
spent in the landside depends on the viewpoint of the passenger. One traveler may wish 
to minimize his or her time spent in the landside, and another may consider time spent 
in the landside (or certain elements thereof) as a pleasurable portion of the trip. All 
travelers, however, desire speed and ease in the basic processing functions (ticketing, 
check-in, baggage handling, security check). To the extent that the passenger must 
wait in lines or spend inordinate time in the hold room, the level of service in his or 
her view may deteriorate. As a consequence, travel time as a measure of level of 
service must be weighted both by the individual characteristics of the passenger and 
by the service characteristics of different landside facilities. The overall level of 
service experienced by the passenger in different facilities also may be affected by 
other measures of level of service as described below. 

2. Reliability of processing time. In the airport trip, each passenger normally 
allows buffer time for variations in access trip time and in expected processing times 
through the landside (parking, ticketing, check-in, security check). If variations in 
processing time could be reduced, then the passenger buffer time could also be reduced, 
with a concomitant reduction in total processing time. Therefore, one of the measures 
of level of service is the variability and unpredictability of processing time that can 
occur in each of the airport landside functions. 

3. Reaction to overall landside environment. For both travelers who are interested 
in minimizing processing time within the landside and the travelers who find their travel 
experiences are enhanced by time spent in the landside, perception of the quality of the 
experience is affected by numerous factors in the landside environment including open 
space, ceiling heights, design and decor, colors and textures of surfaces, cleanliness, 
floor coverings, lighting, landscaping, and a host of architectural and design features. 
Although these features significantly influence level of service as perceived by the pas
senger, this perception is so subjective-and possibly so subtle-that it defies any 
single objective measure of level of service. 

4. Physical comfort and convenience. Closely related to the psychological reaction 
to the landside environment are physical aspects of contact with this environment. 
Space available per person, walking distances, temperature, humidity, cleanliness 
of the air, comfort of seating facilities, convenience of location in essential services, 
and many other factors influence the physical comfort and convenience experienced by 
the traveling passenger. Like reactions to architectural and design features, perception 
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of comfort and convenience factors is often subjective and defies any single objective 
measure of level of service. 

5. Treatment by airline personnel, concessionaires, security officers, and other 
airport personnel. The efficiency and friendliness of airport and airline personnel can 
be crucial to the perceived level of service by the passenger. For example, a single 
negative experience with an airline agent, a newsstand operator, an immigration officer, 
or security guard can outweigh all of the other positive factors in the airport landside 
and induce a net negative impression of poor level of service from the point of view of 
the passenger. 

6. Cost of air fare and airport services. The level of service perceived by the 
passenger may sometimes be affected by the air fare paid Ior the trip. A charter pas
senger paying a relatively low fare may be willing to accept a level of service in the 
landside lower than that passengers paying regular coach or first-class fares will ac
cept-even though that acceptance does not necessarily mean the charter passenger likes 
the level of service. In addition, the cost of using various services provided within an 
airport landside (parking, rent-a-car, restaurants, gift shops, bars) may affect the 
overall impression of level of service for the landside as a whole as perceived by the 
passenger. 

7. Type of passenger and purpose of trip. The type of passenger and the purpose 
of the trip may strongly affect the passenger's view of level of service. For example, 
the level of service from the viewpoint of a commuter passenger may be entirely dif
ferent from level of service as viewed by the aged or infirm traveler. Similarly, the 
level of service from the viewpoint of a business traveler may be entirely different 
from that of a plea~mre traveler. And still further, the level of service from the view
point of the same individual may change relative to the purpose of the trip. A passenger 
may react to the landside environment entirely differently when traveling on business 
and under pressure than when traveling on an extended pleasure trip around the world. 
A business traveler might consider speed and convenience as the highest measure of 
level of service. Speed and convenience would involve convenient parking at the orig
inating airport, simplicity and efficiency of check-in, quick access to the gate, and 
possibly the availability of newspapers, convenience items, and restrooms close to the 
departure area. At the destination airport, the business traveler might place a high 
value on convenience of ground transportation (probably taxicab or rent-a-car services) 
and nearby hotel accommodations. For the business traveler, the price of services 
may not be a major consideration. On the other hand, although price-conscious plea
sure travelers will probably value speed and convenience of service, they may be willing 
to compromise these comforts in favor of having available the basic necessary services 
(limousine, buses, telephones, restrooms) at the lowest possible cost. In other words, 
speed and convenience would normally have a higher value than price for the business 
traveler, but price would normally have a higher value than speed and convenience for 
the price-conscious pleasure traveler. 

8. Frequency of air travel. The passenger's view of level of service may also be 
affected by the frequency that he or she travels by air and by familiarity with a given 
airport landside environment. Frequent air travelers learn what services and operat
ing conditions to expect in the airport landsides they use and can plan their airport trip 
accordingly, thereby minimizing any uncertainties they might otherwise have. On the 
other hand, infrequent air travelers or passengers using a given airport landside for 
the first time may feel uncertain and uncomfortable in any of the large airport landsides 
because of their unfamiliarity with the facilities and services and a fear that they might 
miss their flights. The frequent traveler may also learn to maximize his or her per
ceived level of service within the landside at hand by using special facilities that are 
provided in most landsides. For example, the frequent traveler may elect to use the 
theme restaurant (rather than a fast-food facility) or an airline club room (rather than 
a public cocktail lounge). 

9. Expectations of level of service. The perception of level of service by any indi
vidual traveler is also greatly affected by the expectation he or she brings to the air
port. In today's world, advertising creates levels of expectation against which an in
dividual "measures" the service received. The airlines spend tremendous sums on 
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advertising that creates high expectations about air travel, and these expectations fre
quently are not satisfied in the airport landside environment. Hence, level of service 
is frequently perceived as poor. In essence, markets are created through advertising; 
and to the extent that these efforts are successful, the level of service as perceived by 
the passenger may deteriorate accordingly since the service received does not come up 
to the passenger's expectations. The term "service" means "for the benefit of an
other," or something done for someone. On the other hand, "process" means "a 
series of actions definitely conducive to an end." Whereas the advertising media give 
the impression of the airline doing something for the traveler (service), the actual ex
perience is frequently more likely to be that of something done to the traveler (process). 

In summary, level of service in the airport landside is made up of a series of fac
tors that involve the passenger's reaction to the landside environment. Overall, the 
passenger is primarily interested in speed, comfort, convenience, and cost (not nec
essarily in that order). The fact remains, however, that the primary objective of any 
air traveler's trip to the airport is to catch a flight. If there is only one airport that 
provides the desired flight schedule, the traveler must accept whatever level of ser
vice that airport provides. 

Interestingly, travelers seldom express a conscious concern about safety; perhaps 
this apparent lack of concern is a testimonial to the planners, architects, engineers, 
and designers since it is implicit in their work that transportation modes and facilities 
be developed to stringent safety specifications with the consequence that the average 
user takes safety for granted. 

PROBLEMS IN MEASURING LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Level of service relates to quality of passenger's experience. Since quality is made 
up of innumerable factors, many of which are subjective, level of service does not 
lend itself readily to measurement. 

Although the Highway Research Board definition specifically recognizes that level 
of service involves a number of qualitative factors, the best measure of level of ser
vice developed to date, from the standpoint of the traffic engineer, is time-probably 
because time is relatively easy to measure, and comfort and convenience are not. 

In measurements of the factors that contribute to level of service, 3 primary enti
ties whose views must be considered are passenger, airlines, and airport sponsor. 
Each of these entities has a different view of the desirable or optimum level of service, 
even though each entity is concerned with (among other things) safety of passengers and 
other landside users; convenience and comfort of the passenger; optimum performance 
(e.g., delay time) of the landside facilities in relation to overall costs; and general 
pleasantness of the landside environment, particularly in the terminal building. 

Passenger Viewpoint 

From the passenger viewpoint, there is no consensus of opinion as to what constitutes 
level of service. Like beauty, level of service is probably in the eye of the beholder. 
However, because the primary function of the landside is to accommodate passengers, 
level of service from the passenger viewpoint should be of major importance in the 
attempt to develop level-of-service measures. 

Block (2) states that the airport is part of the social system (as well as the air 
transport,-economic, and regional development system) "since no achievement or 
activity has any raison d'etre or value in the end except in relation to mankind." Block 
goes on to say that an airport must consider carefully human aspirations and the quality 
of human relations since, without care for these matters, the harmony of life in society 
is no longer possible. 

In a more practical vein, Block further notes that the passenger is "first and fore
most the customer of the airport, whose services he uses and pays for either directly, 
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through specific charges or fees, or indirectly through his personal taxes or airplane 
tickets.'' 

Human values (or human factors) are normally expressed in terms of physical and 
psychological comforts. As suggested earlier, elements relating to physical comfort 
may be considered to include distances necessary to walk from ground transportation 
to the aircraft; stairways and ramps that passengers must go up and down to reach the 
aircraft; the passenger's baggage load and how far it must be carried; congestion en
countered in the various facilities the passenger desires or is required to use in 
reaching the aircraft; the size and type of seating; and building temperatures and hu
midity. 

Elements relating to psychological comfort may be considered to include waiting 
times, speed and ease of check-in, ease of locating flight departure room, ready 

___ __.,a .... v ... a.-ilability of flight-information, congestion in the various landside components, 
and any other factor that contributes to the psychological comfort (or discomfort) of 
the passenger, some of which may also relate to physical comfort. 

The lack of both physical and psychological comfort for the air traveler is evident 
in many major terminals today. Yet, attitudinal surveys with regard to passenger de
sires in airport terminals are relatively few. As long ago as 1962, a 8u1·vey conducted 
by Printer's Ink suggested that even at that time the air traveling businessman was 
growing increasingly disenchanted with air transportation. The reasons cited included 
lost baggage, "inadequate, uniformed and for the most part uninterested counter and 
telephone personnel," delays not due to weather, bad service at airports, waiting in 
line to check in, long walks from arrival and departure areas, and waste of time before 
each flight. 

More recent insight may be gained from a 1972 study by Resource Management Cor
poration, Inc. This study summarized problems that were encoWltered by the public in 
using domestic intercity common carriers (air, bus, and rail) and that stemmed from 
inadequacies in services, procedures, facilities, and equipment. Briefly, these in
clude 

1. Inadequacies in terminal facilities, such as unavailability of physical assistance 
with luggage, loss and damage from baggage-handling systems, insufficient security 
for traveler belongings, building maintenance, and malfunctioning on-board equipment; 

2. Lack of consistency in coordination, standards, and procedures for information 
systems (incomplete trip data and directions), signing (lack of Wliformity), industry 
abbreviations and terminology, public address systems, passenger handling, local 
transportation, and food and beverage services; and 

3. Inconsistent and inadequate level of service (here the authors do not cite the in
consistencies or inadequacies, but point to the failure of public agencies to prescribe 
such standards, the lack of coordination between government agencies and private or
ganizations, and the fact that the common carriers determine their own procedures and 
standards so that quality is largely dependent on the extent and level of competition). 

Formal passenger complai.nt8 to the U.S. airlines, submitted to and compiled by the 
Civil Aeronautics Board (3, 4), address primarily aspects of airline operations. In 
1974, the CAB handled almost 16,000 complaints from air travelers. The chief causes 
of the complaints (in descending order) were fares and refunds, flight delays, problems 
in reservations, oversale of tickets, and baggage loss. By comparison, in 1969, bag
gage loss was the chief cause of formal complaints to the airlines. 

According to surveys taken at European airports (5), passengers desire the following 
(in order of importance): -

1. Quicker baggage reclaim on arrival, 
2. Improved and faster security checks, 
3. Faster check-in on departure, 
4. Shorter walks to the aircraft, and 
5. Quicker immigration and customs checks. 
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These complaints and preferences are directed primarily to aspects of airline oper
ations, and many of them can and are being resolved by continuing technological ad
vances in ticketing techniques, baggage-handling systems, and the like. However, the 
problems related to other aspects of human comfort are much more subtle and difficult 
to quantify. Furthermore, as suggested previously, the matter of level of service will 
vary for each individual passenger, since each person has his or her own view of ex
pected (or tolerable) level of service. 

Another aspect of the human values problem is a sociological one. Sommer (6) at
tempts to pinpoint the problem of human values as they relate to public buildings -as 
follows: "Generally the architect is recruited by one group of people (clients), typically 
a corporate board or public agency, to design something for another group of people 
(consumers). The danger in such an arrangement is that the consumer becomes a face
less non-person.'' Sommer goes on to say that the philosophy behind public buildings 
is that ''it is best for everyone, especially the taxpayers who foot the bill, to design 
things that cannot be destroyed. The result is that architecture is designed to be strong 
and resistant to human imprint. To the inhabitants it seems impervious, impersonal, 
and inorganic.'' 

Sommer ranks airport terminal buildings high in his list of socially destructive 
buildings. He describes them as ''among the hardest buildings in the land, precast 
concrete testimonials to the school of monumental architecture.'' He contends that 
most airports are not designed for people, that they are "warehouses where merchan
dise is sorted and stacked for shipment.'' 

He states that a common misconception is that people spend little time in airports; 
actually, he says that, even if people spend only an hour in the airport per trip (an es
timate he believes to be low), there is no reason why this time must be wasted time in 
a cold, sterile, and unfriendly building. 

Among other things, Sommer cites the seating arrangements, with rows of chairs 
placed back-to-back or arranged in classroom style, which he marks as impersonal 
and institutional and discouraging of social intercourse. (It is interesting to note that 
a frequently found seating arrangement at many airports today continues to reflect 
"standards" established in 1959 by the Federal Aviation Administration in "Airport 
Engineering Sheet, Subject: Airport Terminal Building Waiting Areas.'') 

Actually, Sommer's observations seem overly harsh in many instances, but they 
can serve as a continuing reminder to the planner and designer that airports are (or 
should be) built to serve people and should respond to human values. The real chal
lenge to the aviation industry is how the human values problem can be improved. 

The thread that runs through innumerable articles and studies concerning all kinds 
of transportation planning is that the design of transportation facilities has historically 
been governed by 3 criteria-capacity, functional geometry, and economics-and that 
little or no consideration has been given to aesthetics, comfort, or convenience. Al
though this statement may be true for train stations, subway stations, and the like (at 
least in the past), it hardly is true of airport landside planning in the last 15 to 20 
years. Substantial consideration has been given to providing aesthetics, comfort, and 
convenience in the airport landsides at Dulles, Tampa, Honolulu, and Dallas-Fort 
Worth, among others. And yet, how can a valid level-of-service measure be applied 
to these airports? Johnson CD states: 

Designing streets, roadways, structures, on-ramps, and off-ramps is a long and tedious job; it re
quires calculation, drawings, sketches, questions, answers, and application of engineering judgment. 
In spite of its complexity, it is at least a process that we understand .... Injecting human factors 
into the design process, however, presents an extraordinarily difficult task. We cannot sit down 
at the drafting table, pull out handbook and slide rule, and produce the right answer. At this 
point in our experience with human factors engineering in transportation design, we have very 
few answers to offer. We have many questions and by no means not all of them have even been 
formulated .... 

All of the problems in human factors engineering for transportation design, as for other urban 
facilities, revolve around the basic problem that has been identified for centuries but never solved. 
And that is the problem of people. How do we find out what people want? Do individuals and 
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groups know what they want? To what extent will they resist apathy and spend their time and 
money in a positive effort toward a community goal? 

These questions in turn uncover a subtle but important philosophical problem. To what extent 
is a transportation planner justified in determining what designs are good for the people and in 
carrying out plans to implement his designs? 

Jolmson concludes that perhaps it is hopeless if in human factors engineering we use 
the traditional engineering approach to solving problems-that is, assign numbers to 
all variables, plug them into a formula, and come up with the answer. 

Answers from such formulas can be no better than the values assigned, and in assigning the values 
lies the basic difficulties. An attempt to assign a numerical value to each human factor that might 
be identified would wind up hopelessly tangled. The number of variables is staggering .... Reducing 
human values to statistical measurement is of itself dehumanizing, and dehumanization is the antith· 
esis of human factors engineering. It would indeed be discouraging to discover that somewhere an 
engineer is industriously working on a mathematical model that will determine what constitutes a 
good stage play and what the price of the ticket should be for the benefit received. 

If this be the case, then what does the human factors engineer use if he or she can
not rely on mathematical models and handbooks? Jolmson says, "Judgment .... We 
must adopt the goal of being human engineers who use human judgment to design for 
people .... We must maintain our sensitivity to ever-changing human qualities around 
us .... We should not allow human factors engineering to become just another discipline 
accompanied by sta.11dard textbooks, charts, tables, guidebooks, computers, and tech
nicians who can plug in the numbers and come up with a design." 

Fruin (8), who applied level-of-service concepts to the design of pedestrian spaces, 
further supports the case for judgment. He notes that, like the standards in the High
way Capacity Manual (which were developed for 6 levels of design based on service 
volumes and a qualitative evaluation of driver convenience), pedestrian service stan
dards should also be based on the freedom to select normal locomotion speed, the 
ability to bypass slow-moving pedestrians, and the relative ease of cross and reverse 
flow of movements at pedestrian traffic concentrations. Fruin further states, however, 
that, although level of service standards provide the designer with a useful means of 
determining the environmental quality of pedestrian space, ''they are no substitute for 
judgment.'' Perhaps an overall reservation about the hazards of strict application of 
standards may best be noted in the preface to Fruin' s work, which states, "The title 
'Pedestrian Planning and Design' may be considered by some to be a misnomer, since 
only the Good Lord can plan or design a pedestrian.'' 

Airline and Airport Sponsor Viewpoint 

Although the airlines and the airport sponsors have independent viewpoints (the airlines 
are privately owned and operated for business profit, and air carrier airports are pub
licly owned and operated in the public interest), for physical planning purposes, the 
factors of airline economics and airport financial considerations are so interrelated 
as to be inseparable. 

First, the ultimate size of the terminal complex is determined by the total area of 
the functions to be provided. The number of aircraft parking positions, as well as the 
requirement for individual passenger and baggage processing facilities, is influenced 
(in the United States) by the desire of each individual airline to maintain its own com
petitive identity-an identity that is greatly complicated by the fact that competition 
must be undertaken on bases other than price. With services aloft growing ever more 
similar among airlines, competitive identity must be established (or so the airlines 
state) almost entirely on the basis of ground services-hence, the desire of the air
lines for exclusive gate positions and separate servicing equipment, signing, and bag
gage facilities and hence an increase in overall terminal size and design complexity. 
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Second, the airlines must consider the location of operating functions in such a way 
that the minimum number of airline personnel is required and that multiple use is 
made of personnel where possible (e.g., in common hold-room areas, where 1 or 2 
airline personnel handle check-in and seat assignments for 6 to 10 gates). These re
quirements also result in certain physical planning considerations that may be opposed 
to human comfort insofar as the passenger is concerned but that create economies for 
the airlines. 

Third, from the viewpoint of both the airport sponsor and the airlines, the landside 
should be designed to maximize revenues from concessions. As airports require ever 
greater amounts of capital for expansion and construction, the importance of develop
ing revenues to support the sale of revenue bonds has become increasingly important
hence, the emphasis on the "forced-feed" principle of terminal design whereby pas
sengers are forced through concession areas on their way to gate positions. (The 
forced-feed principle was specifically rejected at the new Kansas City International 
Airport and the new Dallas-Fort Worth Airport in the interest of minimizing passenger 
walking distances.) 

Although the use of the forced-feed principle results in the greatest possible expo
sure of the passenger to the various concessions, it can at the same time increase pas
senger walking distances and the overall complexity of the landside operation. On the 
other hand, the presence of a variety of concessions can create an interesting terminal 
environment for the traveler with time to spend in the airport, and it can be argued 
that many passengers today consider the presence of certain concessions as essential 
to their needs in the terminal operation. 

Fourth, airport sponsor and airline objectives require that maintenance and opera
ting costs be held to a minimum to maximize overall operating income. Maintenance 
and operating costs grow in relation to the size of buildings; consequently, the greater 
the total area is, the higher the maintenance and operating costs will be. 

Actually, level of service from the viewpoints of both the airport sponsor and the 
airlines is expressed in generally the same terms, although possibly not in the same 
order of priority. The 3 primary measures are capital costs, operating and mainte
nance costs, and passenger (or public) service (including safety, convenience, effi
ciency, and aesthetics). 

The importance of political considerations with regard to both the airline and air
port sponsor viewpoints must be acknowledged; but, of all factors that will affect land
side planning, these are the least predictable. 

One of the primary stated goals of most sponsors of major airports is ''to maximize 
net revenues to the airport consistent with public service goals." Although this state
ment is made in the tradition of operating public facilities in the public interest, the 
question that must be raised is, How does one measure public service? and even, 
What is public service ? 

With regard to public service as it relates to airports, any airport operator will 
attest to the fact that the travel market has changed substantially during the last 15 
years, and the general level of public service (that is, quality) desired may also have 
changed. For example, where "silver-service" dining room and coffee shop facilities 
were considered desirable (if not required) at major airports 10 years ago, the trend 
in the food and beverage market on airports today is toward more fast-food facilities. 
This emerging market for fast-food facilities, however, may also reflect the need to 
serve quickly increased numbers of passengers, particularly at peak hours, as well 
as the operating economies such facilities afford the concessionaire. 

NEED TO MEASURE LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Within the last several years, several documents have been written about the need to 
establish universal criteria for evaluating terminal concepts and for measuring level 
of service. 

Baker and Wilmotte (9) note that decision makers are increasingly interested in the 
benefits to be anticipated from different transport investments. According to them, 3 
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classes of impacts are of major concern: (a) direct effects, that is, how well the sys
tem performs its function; (b) indirect effects, that is, how the environs are influenced 
by the system; and (c) a combination of both direct and indirect effects, that is, how 
well the programs of the society are supported by the transport system. 

The authors state that, within the field of transportation, a capability needs to be de
veloped for a quantitative response to these questions. The authors go on to say that, 
if adequately defined, level of service can provide this capability and can provide the 
measure of how transport performs as a basis for design. Transportation, they say, 
needs a measurement of both quantity and quality, that is, how much and how well the 
movement of people and goods is accomplished. 

According to the authors, the specific elements that should be used to define the 
level of service of transportation, as well as their method of measurement and group
ing, need to be established by practical experience and consensus. The list and group
ing should include purpose; quantity; direct effects, including cost (out-of-pocket), 
time (and time-related), safety, and comfort (physical and psychological); indirect 
effects (physical and psychological); and resources consumed. At the present time, 
there is neither a generally accepted definition nor a unified method of measurement 
of the quality of service of transportation. The question remains whether a valid uni
fied method of measurement can be developed, particularly in view of the subjectivity 
of level of service (i.e., quality). 

Some planners suggest establishing levels of service and then establishing the per
centage of passengers for whom service should be equal to or better than the stated 
limit. Apparently the goal is that a proper airport system should provide good service 
to most of the passengers and acceptable service to all of the passengers. Once again, 
the question must be raised as to what is good and what is acceptable. 

There also appears to be a belief that once level of service is defined the planner 
can proceed to set up standards for evaluation and sizing of spaces based on the defini
tion. Criteria for sizing certain landside components (such as sizing of parking spaces, 
length of curbside, and sizing of queuing areas) and criteria with regard to functional 
flows are indeed useful to the planner. However, the development (and use) of uniform 
standards related to a predetermined level of service could seriously restrict the 
thinking of airport planners in the future in their attempts to improve the landside en
vironment. Each airport and each airport landside has unique problems-site config
uration and constraints, existing terminal design (most terminal development projects 
at major airports today involve expansion of existing facilities, rather than development 
of completely new ones), community goals and objectives, character of travel market 
(which can change over time), character of airline service (which also changes over 
time), and so on. 

Consequently, the aviation industry must approach with an open mind the manner in 
which it develops measurements for level of service but with a full understanding of 
what level of service can and should do within the needs of the industry. As Johnson 
said (7, p. 42): "Answers from such formulas (i.e., formulas based on assigning num
bers to all variables) can be no better than the values assigned ... and an attempt to as
sign a numerical value to each human factor that might be identified would wind up hope
lessly tangled." 

EXISTING LANDSIDE PLANNING CRITERIA 

Whatever the shortcomings of some terminals, the various parties involved in terminal 
planning and design have historically placed a high priority on the needs of the passen
ger (both physical and psychological) in the development of a terminal design. 

In its most recent airport terminal manual (10), the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA) states in the first paragraphOf the chapter on Passengers, "In 
airport terminal facilities, the passenger expects to find comfortable pleasant sur
roundings and to be conveniently serviced in an expeditious manner.'' This chapter of 
the manual goes on to present detailed information and guidance on layout and design 
concepts, flow principles and design targets, electronic data processing, government 
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controls, facilities sizing and space criteria, and essential ancillary services. 
It is interesting to note that, in the 1956, 1959, and 1962 editions of the manual (11, 

12, 13), walking distances were defined in terms of distances from the base of the fin
gerTo the aircraft or in terms of distance from the building to the aircraft if covered 
accommodation is not provided. The fifth edition (effective December 1970) reflects 
the tremendous growth in size of the terminal operation and sets out design targets for 
walking distances (without mechanical assistance) in 7 terminal situations as follows 
(10): 

Situation 

Curbside to baggage check-in 
Car park (farthest car) to baggage check-in 
Baggage check-in to farthest gate 
Gate to aircraft 
Farthest gate to baggage delivery 
Baggage delivery to curbside 
Baggage delivery to car park (farthest car) 

Distance (ft) 

65 
950 

1,000 
165 

1,000 
65 

950 

In view of overall facilities requirements and the differing requirements of the vari
ous entities involved, to retain walking distance goals can be difficult. For example, 
the initial planning goals for the new terminal facilities at Tampa International Airport 
set a maximum walking distance target of 200 ft (60.B m). As the precise design 
evolved, it became apparent that, within the constraints imposed by the terminal com
plex site, the stated space requirements, the efficient functional relations, and the limi
tations of the ride system hardware, realizing that goal would be impossible. Ulti
mately, the goal was revised to a maximum of 700 ft (212 m) without mechanical assis
tance. 

The minimum walking distance goal has become an overriding one in airport terminal 
planning since 1960, possibly because walking distances can be measured. However, 
there are other considerations relative to walking distance that are equally important. 
If walking distances are shortened to the extent that congestion results in other ter
minal components, then the value of the reduced walking distances is mitigated. 

During the years, a series of criteria have evolved that should be considered in ter
minal (landside) planning, even though many of them do not lend themselves to quanti
fication. 

From the standpoint of passenger comfort and convenience, the primary goal in 
terminal planning (aside from safety) is that the terminal design permit each passenger 
to (a) flow through the landside in accordance with his or her own preferences, (b) dis
pose of non-carry-on luggage at the earliest possible moment in the enplaning function 
and to claim it at the last possible moment in the deplaning function, and (c) be sepa
rated from well-wishers at the last possible point prior to boarding the aircraft in the 
enplaning function and be joined with greeters at the earliest possible point in the de
planing function. Within this primary planning goal for the passenger, the landside 
should provide 

1. Facilities to accommodate the requirements of the various traffic markets (com
muter, long-haul, international, domestic, tourist, business) that use the airport and 
and that have specialized requirements for effective performance; 

2. Within the airport boundaries, an adequately sized and clearly signed terminal 
access roadway system that provides for the efficient flow of arriving and departing 
passenger traffic and the separation of public and service vehicle loads; 

3. Sufficient curbside for the stopping of vehicles (private cars, limousines, taxis, 
buses, courtesy cars) at the passenger terminal for the purpose of picking up and 
dropping off passengers and baggage; 

4. Adequate public parking facilities convenient to the passenger terminal with 
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direct and easily understood access and egress; 
5. Weather protection from the point the passengers debark from their ground 

transportation until they reach their seats in the aircraft; 
6. Separation of passenger flows from surface vehicle traffic on airport roadways; 
7. Separation of passenger flows from aircraft servicing functions by grade sep

arations, safety devices, and enclosed walkway and loading bridges; 
8. Direct, self-evident, and unobstructed passenger ±low routes that permit free

flowing circulation through the terminal to and from the aircraft boarding areas; 
9. Separation of enplaning and deplaning passenger flows and functions to eliminate 

cross flows; 
10. Minimum changes in level and direction for both passenger and baggage flows; 
11. Minimum walking distances between ground transportation and the aircraft 

boarding points; 
12. Minimum walking distances with luggage in both the enplaning and deplaning 

functions; 
13. Adequate and varied seating (in baggage claim, ticketing, and main lobby areas) 

near to but apart from primary circulation patterns; 
14. Protection from exposure to weather, aircraft blasts, noise, fumes, and ve

hicle activity; 
15. Appropriate location and sizing of airline, concession, and administrative fa

cilities; 
16. Queuing areas at ticketing, baggage claim, and other service facilities of suf

ficient size to accommodate peak-period volumes without undue congestion; 
17. Provision of adequate facilities for sightseers and visitors that do not interfere 

with passenger and baggage flows or airport functions; and 
18. Well-placed directional signs and orientation graphics. 

A ca.reful review of these criteria suggests that each contains an element of subjec
tive judgment and that it may not be possible to quantify them in mathematical terms. 
Specific standards for certain elements (such as size and configuration of access road
ways, length of curbside, number of parking stalls, and size of queuing areas and circu
lation areas) can be determined relative to forecast passenger volumes; however, the 
juxtaposition of spaces, the overall terminal environment, and the communications and 
information systems defy a strict ''numbers 11 approach. 

MEASURES OF LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Table 3 gives the basic landside components, shows possible units of measurement for 
those level-of-service factors that are easy to quantify, and indicates those level-of
service factors that are difficult (if not impossible) to quantify. The level-of-service 
factors that are the easiest to measure are those relating to cost and time. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Capacity relates to physical capability and lends itself to measurement. Level 
of service relates to quality and does not lend itself readily to measurement because, 
by definition, quality is subjective. 

2. Capacity can be measured in terms of either flow or storage. However, the 
capacity of each facility within the landside depends on many factors, and variations 
in any one factor may cause a change in the capacity of the landside as a whole. Be
cause of this interaction, to measure capacities of each landside component individually 
and to ensure that each individual component is appropriately sized are more useful 
than to measure the capacity of the landside as a whole. 

3. Measurements of capacity can be made by mathematical analyses, by observa
tion of field data, or (preferably) by a combination of the two. In each case, the spe
cific operating conditions at the time the capacity is to be measured must be established. 
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4. It is possible to determine capacity only for a given set of demand characteris
tics at any given airport. The provision of adequate capacity in a given airport land
side depends on the forecasts-and forecasting at best remains a nebulous art. If the 
forecasts prove to be accurate, then, theoretically, capacity should be sufficient. How
ever, in addition to forecasts of gross passenger demands, the character of the demand 
represented by the forecasts must be known if appropriate capacity is tq be provided. 
If the characteristics of the passenger demand vary from those on which the forecasts 
were based, excess (or insufficient) capacity in the airport landside or in certain of 
its components may result. 

5. Level of service is made up of innumerable factors. For the passenger, level 
of service is a subjective impression of the quality of the transfer between his or her 
access mode and the aircraft. In general, level of service for the passenger can be 
said to comprise speed, comfort, convenience, and cost. However, speed, comfort, 
and convenience are extremely broad terms that defy precise definition-particularly 

Table 3. Measures of level of service of landside facilities. 

Landside Facility 

Access facilities (roads, transit) 

Terminal curbside 

Parking facilities (garage, remote lot) 

Ticket counter and check-in 

Security 

International clearance (customs, 
immigration) 

Hold rooms 

Baggage claim 

Circulation elements (corridors, moving 
sidewalks) 

Waiting areas 

Passenger services (restrooms, 
telephones) 

Concessions (newsstands, restaurants) 

Information services (signing) 

Level of Service 

Easy to Quantify 

Travel time 
Delay 
Transit frequency 
Cost to passenger 

Availability of space 
Delay 

Availability of space 
Distance to check-in and 

baggage claim 

Processing time 

Processing time 

Processing time 

Seat availability 

Waiting time for bags 

Walking distances 
Width of corridors 
Height of ceiling 
Travel time 
Frequency of service 

(hardware) 
Cost to passenger 

Availability 

Availability 
Cost to passenger 

Availability 
Cost to passenger 

Availability 

Difficult to Quantify 

Adequacy of signing 
Level of congestion 

Level of congestion 
Curbside check-in 

Shuttle bus service to and from 
remote lots 

Complexity of procedure 
Courtesy of airline personnel 
Overall environment 

Actual procedure (search, X-ray) 
Location in relation to concessions 
Courtesy of security officers 

Complexity of procedure 
Courtesy of clearance officers 
Overall environment 

Overall environment 
Location in relation to concessions 
Level of congestion 

Hardware involved 
Level of congestion 
Availability of skycaps 
Availability of concessions 
Availability of seating 

Overall environment 
Hardware used 
Signing 
Public address systems 
Level of congestion 

Seating arrangement 
Comfort of seating 

Service provided 
Level of congestion 
Cleanliness 

Service provided 
Courtesy of operator 
Overall environment 
Level of congestion 

Service provided 
Clarity, legibility, placement 
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within any context that relates to more than one individual. Actually, level of service 
will vary for each individual passenger, since each person has his or her own view of 
expected (or tolerable) level of service. Furthermore, for any passenger, there may 
not be a "single" level of service in any one trip; there may be many levels of service. 
For these reasons, level of service defies any single, objective measure. 

6. Finding out what people want in the airport landside is a prerequisite to further 
development of the understanding of level of service. Attitudinal surveys concerning 
passenger preferences in an airport landside are rare. Those surveys that have been 
made appear to have been directed primarily to the mode of transportation and proces
sing procedures rather than to the more subjective aspects of the passenger's reaction 
to the quality of the landside environment. If we are to develop valid measures of level 
of service, we need to know what people want or value in the airport landside. The 
survey process seems to be the first step, but the development of appropriate survey 
questions is crucial to the validity of meaningful survey results. Consequently, the 
real challenge in developing level-of-service criteria lies in how to go about determin
ing and evaluating people's preferences. Such an effort requires the talents of many 
disciplines, including specialists in human factors, sociology and psychology, airport 
planning and operations, traffic engineering, urban design, market research, and pos
sibly others. 

7. There are increasing pressures for the development of a quantitative response 
to the question of how well transportation systems perform. It has been said that, if 
adequately defined, level of service could provide a measure of such performance. 
There appears to be a belief that, once level of service is defined, the planner can 
proceed to set up numerical standards for evaluating level of service based on such a 
definition. Criteria for sizing certain landside components (such as parking spaces, 
length of curbside, and queuing areas) and criteria with regard to functional flows are 
indeed useful to the planner. However, the development and use of uniform standards 
related to a predetermined level of service could seriously restrict the thinking of air
port planners in the future in their attempts to improve the landside environment. Each 
airport and each airport landside has unique problems-site configuration and con
straints, existing terminal design (most terminal development projects at major air
ports today involve expansion of existing facilities, rather than development of com
pletely new ones), community goals and objectives, character of travel market (which 
can change over time), character of airline service (which can change over time), and 
so on. 

8. The aviation industry should approach with an open mind the manner in which it 
develops measurements for level of service and must somehow develop a full under
standing of what level of service can and should do within the needs of the industry. As 
Johnson stated (7), "Answers from formulas (that is, formulas based on assigning num
bers to all variables) can be no better than the values assigned ... and an attempt to 
assign a numerical value to each human factor that might be identified would wind up 
hopelessly tangled.'' However, the level of service concept can serve a useful purpose 
even if it cannot be measured in strictly numerical terms. If we can develop a better 
understanding of level of service and if there can be developed a consensus as to the 
relative importance of each element of level of service, these judgments can then form 
a basis for improving level of service. 

9. A wide body of knowledge containing guidelines and criteria for landside plan
ning exists today and is continually revised and updated by various agencies and insti
tutions. For example, IATA has been preparing terminal planning criteria since 1952 
and tends to set "design goals and objectives" rather than rigid criteria. The IATA 
manuals defer to local situations and the individuality of individual planning projects. 
Most of these criteria do not lend themselves to quantification, but rather provide a 
basis for planners to make design judgments. 

10. Factors affecting level of service that can be measured easily are those rela
ting to cost and time. Those factors relating to quality and to the perception of the 
quality of service by the passenger are difficult (if not altogether impossible) to quantify 
in numerical terms. 

11. Before proceeding with further development of level-of-service measures, the 
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industry must determine precisely what the goals for such measures are to be, the 
uses to which the information will be put, and the qualifications that should be placed 
on their use. In making these determinations, the industry should bear in mind the 
historic implications of a "standards" approach. For example, although noise con
tour measurements relative to airport environmental studies are specifically desig
nated as planning guidelines and are fully qualified by statements of their technical lim
itations, in actual practice the contours have been used frequently not as planning 
guidelines but as precise evaluative tools. As a consequence, in many instances, noise 
contours have created misunderstandings and negative reactions that may have out
weighed their values as a planning tool. 

12. In the planning of the airport landside (as in any other venture), nothing can 
substitute for good management and for good judgment. With good management, a 
seemingly impossible set of planning problems can be turned into an asset-and may 
in fact create a challenge that can lead to innovative solutions. With poor management, 
the value of a fortuitous set of planning circumstances may not be fully realized and, 
at worst, could be lost altogether. 
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Workshop 1 Resource Paper 

SIMULATION METHODS 
FOR AIRPORT FACILITIES 

Lawrence McCabe and Thomas Carberry, Transportation Systems Center, U.S. Department of Transportation 

Air transportation has dramatically reduced long-distance travel 
time. Airline passengers can now travel from the east coast to 
California in 5 hours air time. However, further reduction in 
total travel time is hampered by airport delays that may be com
parable to air travel time. Thus, reduction of airport delays 
must be achieved to attain additional savings in overall travel 
time as well as to provide dollar savings and other tangible and 
intangible benefits. 

These travel delays are, for the most part, due to airport land
side congestion. For the purposes of this paper, the airport is 
defined as that airport activity between the airport boundary and 
the arrival-departure gates. The problem has received consider
able attention in recent years since, according to the Federal 
Aviation Administration, landside airport congestion appears to 
represent "the ultimate limitation to the growth" of many of the 
nation's largest airports ( 1). This has encouraged research on 
the various airport parameters that influence airport landside 
capacity and exploration of teclmiques to increase the effective 
operational capacity of existing airports. Figure 1 {9) shows the 
airport landside capital funding and the extent of the airport land
side and its relation to various access modes. Access to the 
boundary often contributes to the congestion problem. However, 
bounding the airport landside problem to intra-airport operations 
is felt to be an accurate representation. 

The most realistic method of quantitatively approaching airport 
landside traffic problems appears to be computer simulation of 
airport landside traffic flows. This paper describes how the sim
ulation of the landside portion of an airport complex can be used 
to represent or model the airport landside system to accurately 
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determine the flow and holding capacity and the associated delays of the airport land
side. 

DEFINITION OF PROBLEM 

The airport system complex must be viewed in terms of the total transportation system. 
Its primary purpose is to transfer a passenger from the ground transportation system 
to the air transportation system (and vice-versa) or to transfer a passenger from one 
portion of the air transportation system to another. It is basically an interface between 
ground travel and air travel. 

The airport consists of 3 subsystems: (a) airspace portion of airports (including 
runways), (b) airside portion of airports (runway turnoffs and airline gates), and (c) 
landside portion of airports (everything from the airplane gate to the airport boundary). 
This paper, however, is concerned strictly with the landside portion of airport com
plexes. The controlling parameters for all landside operations are aircraft movements. 
The airline flight schedule, therefore, orders almost all activities within the airport 
boundaries. Based on aircraft class, flight schedule, and loading factors, the passen
ger demand on the landside facilities can be calculated. 

The airport landside system can be viewed as a set of facilities designed to expedi
tiously deal with all airport landside traffic. A facility is a portion of the airport land
side system where some function is performed. Similarly, a subfacility is a portion 
of a facility concerned with some subactivity. The landside traffic can be divided into 
3 categories: people, baggage, and cargo (including mail). Landside facilities are of 
3 types: ingress-egress, processing, and concession-amenity. The following list gives 
the typical facilities of each of these types. 

Ingress-egress facilities 
Airport road system 
Rapid transit system 
Parking lot and parking spaces 
Sidewalks 
Corridors-guideway 
Baggage and cargo-moving equipment 
Terminal building 
Passenger facility (lobby and waiting rooms) 
Cargo storage facility 

Processing facilities 
Ticket counters 
Security 
Boarding area 
Baggage check-in 

Concession-amenity facilities 
Gift shops 
Lunch shops 
Restaurants 
Barber shops 
Lavatories 

Typically, the airport population includes air passengers, employees of the airport 
complex, and airport visitors. Air passengers essentially represent the independent 
variable that governs all airport activities directly or indirectly. Air passenger de
mand significantly fluctuates as a function of hour of the day, day of the week, or month 
of the year. Also, the air passenger is frequently not the largest element of the total 
airport population. For example, a greater demand is often placed on the landside sys
tem by visitors and employees than by air travelers. Employees working at the airport 
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also place a significant load on the airport landside complex, especially in vehicle 
loads imposed on the ingress-egress system, which tends to correspond to passenger 
and visitor loads. Visitors include those that are passenger related and all others, 
e.g., sightseers and service people. 

It is difficult to determine the vehicle demand on the airport ingress-egress facili
ties. There are a variety of possible transportation modes, and the demand split is 
often difficult to quantify. The possible ingress-egress transportation modes include 
private automobile, taxi, rental car, limousine, bus, rapid transit, helicopter, and 
truck. With the exception of the helicopter, these modes belong strictly to the land
side segment of the airport. At most airports in the United States, most people enter 
an airport by private automobile or taxi. 

AIRPORT LANDSIDE FUNCTIONAL FLOW REPRESENTATION 

Figure 2 shows the airport landside functional flow of the overall traffic movements 
and activity within the airport. Each facility may represent a network of subfacilities 
that when linked tugether· ::;uppod U1e complex aclivilies oI movement and service oper
ations. The traffic movement through the airport landside consists principally of ve
hicles containing employees, passengers, visitors, and baggage. 

Enplaning passenger vehicles entering the airport proceed to a parking lot for long
or short-duration parking, to a rental car check-in area, or to the curbside for un
loading. The passengers and visitors then proceed into the terminal. The passenger 
may wait in the terminal area or proceed to the ticket counter, baggage check- in., car 
rental check-in counter, or to the airplane gate, where they must pass through a secu
rity check before enplaning. Except for enplaning, the order in which these activities 
can be performed is not necessarily fixed but depends on factors such as the nature and 
origin of the trip and the terminal geometry. 

Deplaning passengers either proceed to another flight or move through the terminal 
to the airport boundary. Some passengers may need to get their baggage at the baggage 
claim facilities. Passengers arriving on an international flight must proceed through 
a customs inspection and an immigration check. Passengers leaving the airport by 
landside vehicles may require transactions at car rental or intra-airport transit 
counters or a wait at a curbside or station for a vehicle. 

Connecting passengers join in the flow of enplaning passengers in the terminal. The 
requirements of some transferring passengers are the same as those originating at the 
airport, and the services are performed at the same facilities. Passengers making 
interline transfers are generally required to be processed through the security check
point. In general, the baggage is transferred from plane to plane by the airline com
panies. 

Employees are generally assigned parking areas or proceed in public vehicles. The 
flow of employees is to staffing area or duty stations. At the end of the shift they gen
erally proceed outward beyond the airport boundary. 

Visitors are generally well-wishers or greeters. Well-wishers proceed with their 
respective departing passengers to some point within the airport landside, after which 
they generally depart the airport. Greeters enter the airport and proceed to the park
ing areas or to the curbside. The arriving passenger is met at some point within the 
landside, and the group departs the airport. 

AIRPORT LANDSIDE LEVEL OF SERVICE 

To approach the airport landside problem requires that a measure of congestion be 
developed that may be correlated with landside factors and used to study the effects of 
landside operations on level of service. 

Levels of service are criteria that indicate how well the airport system is serving 
the air passenger. Basic criteria that have been identified are passenger travel time, 
reliability, comfort, orientation clarity, and safety (~). The latter two are largely 



Figure 1. Federal capital funding of the airport landside. 
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qualitative. The first three are interrelated and expressible in terms of congestion 
parameters. Travel time is dependent on airport layout and may be expressed as a 
fixed nondelay quantity plus an additional value due to delay. Reliability is the statis
tical measure of the occurrence of delay. Comfort may be expressed as total walking 
distance, walking distance while carrying baggage, walking distance while subject to 
weather elements, total time spent at service counters, and density in terms of pas
sengers per unit area in various holding facilities. The last 2 items are directly re
lated to congestion. Thus, the most widely observed criterion is congestion, as mea
sured in terms of delays, queue lengths, and occupancies. To determine how success
fully the airport directs traffic through its roadway system and transfers the passenger 
from ground modes of transportation to the air mode requires that these parameters be 
quantified and gathered into a form in which they may be analyzed. This quantification 
of both congestion and level of service is most effectively described by the passenger 
delay distribution. Mean values alone are inadequate to describe the process because 
a significant percentage of passengers can be subjected to large delays without any 
noticeable effect on the mean. 

CHOICE OF METHOD 

Three types of methods present themselves for the analysis of landside congestion: 
experimentation, analytical modeling, and simulation. 

An experimental program that would measure airport flow capacity and congestion 
during peak loading condition is probably unmanageable. The logistics of having large 
numbers of people participating in experiments is overwhelming. Also, the experiment 
could needlessly interfere with airport landside operations. In addition, the application 
of capacities and delay statistics derived from one airport to another is questionable 
because of the variation in facilities and passenger requirements. 

Analytical models, represented by closed-form solutions, are useful in describing 
flows and delays at a particular facility such as the curbside, ticket counter, or park
ing lot toll gates. However, the great number of interacting elements in an airport 
landside complex would require too many simplifying assumptions to permit an accu
rate description of the complexities of the airport landside. Analytic approaches are 
further complicated by the independently fluctuating nature of service and arrival rates; 
that is, steady-state conditions are assumed that may not be achieved at a busy airport 
with high peaking characteristics. 

The simulation method was chosen because it is potentially able to describe the de
tailed activities of the airport landside in a meaningful and manageable fashion. The 
simulation model can incorporate a large number of interactions, and rates may be 
varied in accordance with observed conditions. Simulation models will require some 
adaptation when applied to different airports, but such adaptation is generally feasible 
because the basic processes to be simulated are identical from airport to airport. 
Thus, the range of applicability of simulation methods is broad. 

SIMULATION 

Two types of simulation models are used for airport landside analysis. They can be 
classified as accounting models or time-oriented simulation models (3). 

Accounting models are macroscopic and deterministic in nature. They operate 
under invariable rules and do not introduce randomness in the calculations. An ex
ample of this is a population counter model, which moves groups of passengers from 
one airport facility to another according to a predetermined time schedule. The de
parting passengers arrive at the airport in groups according to a distribution relative 
to flight times. As time progresses, the groups are advanced through the terminal 
according to a fixed schedule. No queues occur for this type of accounting model, and 
service times at any facility are fixed. The output of this model would be the occupancy 
of given areas as influenced by the flight schedule. 
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Other accormting models may give averages of delays based on fixed service times. 
If the demand exceeds the capacity at a given facility, the passengers may be held in 
storage rmtil the server is available. Service times are fixed for all passengers, and 
the flow rates past a given point depend on the programmed rules governing flow and 
the numbers of passengers input to the model during the simulation rrm. If delay is a 
fnnction of flow, the relation must be specified in the model. 

Time-oriented simulation uses a microscopic approach. That is, it follows the 
movement of each entity such as an individual passenger or vehicle. This type of sim
ulation attempts to reproduce existing situations at a detailed level, either by the con
tinuous solution of dynamic equations expressing a relation between rmits or by gener
ating random operating times that have the same distribution as the process being sim
ulated. An example of the first type of simulation would involve relations such as the 
car-follower law, which is a differential equation relating the acceleration of a given 
car to the separation distance between itself and the preceding car and the current 
speeds of the pair. The simulation consists of solving this equation as a function of 
time for all vehicles in the network. Programmed reactions to the physical environ
ment such as traffic signals are included in this type of simulation. 

The second type of time-oriented model uses queuing models wherein probability 
distributions are used to describe arrival patterns and service processes. Inputs and 
outputs of this type of model are shown in Figure 3, and a description of the computa
tion for a single server is shown in Figure 4. The input arrival distribution is de
scribed in terms of the interval between successive arrivals. These vary stochas
tically, requiring a probability density distribution, which forms the basis of a random 
number generator for computing the times of arrival at the service facility. This dis
tribution may change as a function of time. The distributions of service times are 
also computed by random number generation based on input frmctions or distributions. 
The queuing discipline is a description of the relation between the queuing pattern and 
the service pattern. For many of the facilities of an airport terminal, the discipline 
is ''first-come first-served.'' If several queues exist, the queuing discipline deter
mines which is selected. The reneging frequency indicates the tendency for a passen
ger to abandon a line because of excessive length and seek another line or perform an
other function. 

SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 

The general requirements of a computer simulation model to analyze the airport land
side are summarized as follows: 

1. Operates by using a high-order computer program language; 
2. Provides simulation of all significant landside facilities that impact on passenger 

flows associated with both enplanements and deplanements; 
3. Provides flow information, travel time, delay time, occupancy, and queue 

length as output data in the form of statistical distributions; and 
4. Is applicable to large airports· (those that process more than 10 million passen

gers per year). 

This model would be used to indicate whether the airport landside and airside achieve 
a balance, i.e., whether the seats flown in on the airside are accessible from the land
side without excessive congestion and whether passengers arriving by air could simi
larly transfer through the landside expeditiously. The general features of this model 
are shown in Figure 5. 

REVIEW OF EXISTING SIMULATION MODELS 

The time-oriented simulation model was envisioned as having the capability of de
scribing the detailed activities of the airport landside. For the purpose of obtaining 
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Table 1. Salient features of models. 

Model Language Boundaries Type Input Data 

Bechtel GPSS-5 Airport boundary Time-oriented Facility layout and 
to gate queuing model dimensions 

Flight schedule data 
Facility service 

times 
Passengers 

TAMS GPSS Airport boundary Time-oriented Flight schedules 
to gate queuing model Passengers 

Facility service 
times 

Arrival and depar-
tu.re distributions 

PONY A GPSS-2 International Time-oriented Terminal building 
terminal building queuing model configuration 
(gate to curb Arrival rates 
arrivals only) Service time d.istri-

butiona 
Passengers 

MIT GPSS Parking garage to Time-oriented Flight schedules 
gate queuing model Arrival rate function 

Transit speeds 
Service time distri-

butions 
Passengers 

Battelle Fortran Airport boundary Accounting Flight schedules 
to gate Arrival percentages 

Transit times 
Service times 

Calgary GPSS Curbside to gate Time-oriented Number of facilities 
queuing model storage area capaci-

ties 
Flight schedules 
Passengers 
Service time distri-

butions 

Figure 4. Computation of waiting time in a 
single-channel service facilitv. 
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Quantity of passengers/ None Applicable, but requires 
vehicles/baggage adaptation to provide 
processed delay statistics 

Passenger flow times 
Queue lengths 
Facility use 

Quantity of passengers/ Partial Not now applicable (for 
baggage processed arrivals only) 

Waiting times 
Queue lengths 

Quantities of passengers None Not now applicable 
processed (configured for metro-

Queue lengths and port concept) 
occupancy distributions 

Waiting time distributions 

Population distributions None Not appl!cable (provides 
Landside space require- only occupancy data) 

ments 

Quantities of passengers None Not now applicable 
processed (extends only from 

Average time/transaction curb to gate) 
Wait area occupancy 
Queue contents 
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insight into current techniques, a review of some existing models was performed based 
on literature supplied by their authors. The purpose for which most of these models 
were developed was airport design. Examined were simulation models of Bechtel, Inc., 
Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton (TAMS), Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey (PONYA), Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Battelle Columbus 
Laboratories, and Canada Ministry of Transport (Calgary). A summary of the salient 
features of the models is given in Table 1. All models except the Battelle model are 
programmed GPSS. The major distinctions among the GPSS models are due to the 
physical extent of the landside modeled and to their applicability to a major hub air
port. 

The input and output data are only those of a general nature; for example, the pas
senger data category may be specified further to include the number of persons accom
panying passenger, baggage requirements, choice of mode for access or egress, trip 
purpose, and origin-destination information. Similarly, the outputs furnished by these 
models may be specified for each facility, that is, for each ticket counter, gate counter, 
baggage claim device, or any other facility where queuing is simulated. 

The level of validation indicates whether some passenger flow information was 
gathered at an existing airport and compared with the simulation results. A partial 
validation indicates that this was performed; however, no statistical hypothesis tests 
were furnished to indicate the level of agreement between measured and simulated re
sults. 

The applicability indicates whether the type of simulation performed is adequate to 
produce the type of distributions desired, namely, that of delays, queue lengths, and 
occupancies for the total landside. Because most of these are GPSS models, the adap
tation from airport to airport may involve some reprogramming; however, the basic 
desired approach has been demonstrated by the models that_are considered applicable. 
The delay statistics for these simulations were not furnished on an enplanement basis 
as was the total time of passage through the terminal area produced by Bechtel in 
Figure 6 and by TAMS in Figure 7 (10). Delays that are calculated and presented in 
this form are the desired objective or a landside simulation model. In addition, queue 
lengths at service facilities and occupancies of waiting areas in a distributed form 
should be available as level-of-service measures. 

The Bechtel model is a time-oriented queuing model that can dynamically describe 
and statistically summarize the passenger flows, transit time distributions, occupan
cies, and queue lengths. It does not now output passenger delay distribution but can 
readily be extended to include it. Previous validation efforts have not been sufficient 
to provide information concerning confidence in the model. The model has been de
scribed as consisting of a surface transportation group and a terminal group for the 
analysis of the airport landside. The terminal model simulates the many passenger 
and baggage functions within the terminal and the surface traffic on the airport roads. 
This model now has the capability of simulating 50 gates, 25 rental car counters, 50 
airline ticket counters, 50 airline waiting rooms, 16 baggage claim fixtures, and 12 
baggage claim areas. 

The TAMS terminal and roadway models are time-oriented queuing models that out
put queue lengths, occupancy, transit time, and use statistics. Delay time statistics 
are available. No validation effort has been conducted (4). This model now simulates 
activity in one international module and one domestic terminal at one time. The size 
of each of these is unspecified, and the numbers of facilities simulated are not furnished. 

The PONYA terminal model applies only to arrivals at an international terminal fa
cility. Some validation effort was conducted, but little information was published. No 
roadway or curbside modeling is present in this model (5). Both passenger and bag
gage movements from the aircraft to the building lobby are simulated. Federal in
spections and baggage claim operations are the major facilities that are analyzed 
through use of this model. 

The MIT metroport simulation model is time oriented and based on queuing models. 
It is designed to study a metroport at which vertical takeoff and landing aircraft oper
ate. Interarrival times of enplaning passengers are based on Poisson distributions; 
the arrival rate is based on the distribution of passengers arriving at the terminal prior 
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Table 2. Landside factors and distribution used in models. 

Factor Bechtel TAMS PONY A MIT Battelle Calgary 

Ticket counter times Distribution Distribution Distribution Distribution Fixed Distribution 
Walking speeds Fixed Distribution Distribution Distribution Fixed Fixed 
Vehicle speeds F i xed Fixed NA" NA NA NA 
Group size NI' Distribution Distribution Distribution Distribution NI 
Passenger-visitor ratio Fixed Distribution N1 Distribution Diurnally 

varying 
rati o~ Distribution 

Bags/ passenger Distribution Fixed Distribution Distribution NA Distribution 
Modal choice Distribution Distribution NA Distribution NA NI 
Passengers/ automobile Fixed Distribution NA NI Fi xed Fixed 
Curb occupancy dwell times Fixed Distribution NA Distribution Fixed Distribution 

"Not applicable to the simulation considered, 11 No information available. ~ used as a fixed number during the time interval being calculated. 

Table 3. Simulation Item Bechtel TAMS PONY A MIT Batte lie Calgary 
performed according to 
facility and traffic movements. Facility 

Roadway Yes Yes No No Yes No 
Entrance parking lot Yes Yes No No No No 
Parking lot search No No No No No No 
Curbside queuing dwell Yes Y es No Yes Yes Yes 
Ticketing check·in Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Walkways Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Security Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 
Gate counter Yes No No Yes No No 
Baggage claim Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Verticle movement 

devices No Y es No Yes No Yes 
Customs No Yes Yes No No Yes 

Traffic movements 
Automobile Yes Yes No No Yes No 
Bus Yes Y es No No No No 
Taxi Yes Yes No No No No 
Passenger Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Visitor Yes Y es No Yes Yes Yes 
Baggage Yes No Yes No No No 
Employees Yes Yes No No No No 
Limousine Yes Yes No No No No 
Rental car Yes Yes No No No No 
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to flight time. Service times are based on data-derived distributions as are those of 
the previous models. The model does not simulate activities on roadways but does in
clude the curbside and a transit station platform. This model is now configured for a 
3-level terminal with 4 pads to accommodate the VTOL aircraft. The basic approach 
for simulation of the landside exists in this model, but an expansion to accommodate 
the total landside would be required (6). 

The Battelle landside model is a deterministic population counter programmed in 
FORTRAN and designed to compute occupancies of various terminal areas such as bag
gage and ticketing areas and gate lounges. Enplaning passengers are formed in groups, 
which arrive at the airport according to a distribution relative to flight times. All 
groups are processed through landside functions at a fixed rate, independent of the 
numbers of passengers present at any given facility. Although mean delay times for 
groups are not explicitly calculated, the program may be extended to include this ca
pability. The advantage of this simulation is that it may be applied to a large number 
of airport geometric configurations. Presumably, this model could perform as a time
oriented simulation and produce delay distributions by calculating delays for extremely 
small time intervals such that the passenger group sizes would shrink to a 1-passenger 
limit. The usefulness of this model would then become a question of computer effi
ciency as compared to the GPSS models (7). 

The Canada Ministry of Transport model is another time-oriented simulation that 
models flow times from the curbside to the enplaning-deplaning gate. Because of the 
limited requirements of the terminal, the model only simulates some 4 or 5 ticket and 
baggage counters (8). 

A summary of the factors used in describing the landside and a classification as to 
whether a distribution or fixed value was used are given in Table 2. Those that directly 
influence the passenger's time spent in the airport landside are the ticket counter ser
vice times, walking speeds, vehicle speeds, curb occupancy times, and the baggage/ 
passenger ratio. The modal choice distribution will affect the flow of landside vehic
ular traffic and thus may contribute to the delays encountered. The passenger/ 
automobile ratio affects unloading times at the curb and thus also contributes to the 
time spent in the landside. The occupancy of the terminal areas will be a function of 
the passenger group sizes and the visitor-passenger ratio. No model uses distribu
tions for all functions. The degree of success of including or ignoring the use of a 
distribution for some function requires validation based on experimental observations. 

Table 3 gives the simulations performed by each model according to airport facility 
and essentially indicates the completeness of each model, at least in terms of repre
senting the operations of the various airport facilities. The Bechtel and TAMS models 
provide the most complete simulations of the airport landside facilities. With the ex
ception of vertical movement devices and possibly custom facilities, the Bechtel model 
represents all facilities. The TAMS model is also virtually complete with the excep
tion of parking lot and gate counter facilities models. 

Table 3 also gives an indication of the completeness of the various models in rep
resenting the various traffic classes within the airport landside. The Bechtel and 
TAMS models provide the most complete simulation of the various airport landside 
traffic classes. The Bechtel model represents all traffic classes, and the TAMS 
model represents all traffic classes with the exception of baggage traffic. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A review of these existing simulation models indicates that the Bechtel and TAMS 
models most closely meet the stated requirements. They can produce the required 
distributions of delay, queue lengths, and occupancies for the boundaries specified. 
The major adaptation that would appear necessary to complete the landside analysis 
capability would be including a model of the curbside as a server of finite capacity 
rather than representing the time spent at curbside as a dwell time. 

Run time and cost information suitable for comparisons of program efficiency were 
not available. In addition, validation of airport landside simulation models requires 
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considerable additional effort. An extensive data collection effort should be undertaken 
to provide a data base for further model comparisons and validation. 
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Workshop 2 Report 

PROVIDING AND MANAGING 
AIRPORT LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

Arthur J. Fallon, Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority, Buffalo 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Examine the criteria that have been used for determining whether new landside 
capacity is required and consider whether they are sufficient to support judg
ments concerning physical, institutional, financial, and timing needs. 

2. Determine whether additional or changed criteria can be developed to improve the 
judgmental process and recommend areas for research and development. 

3. Consider the methods that can be used to provide and support new landside capac
ity when improved use of existing facilities will not suffice. 

4. Examine the role of airport management in achieving the required levels of landside 
capacity in the most cost-effective manner. 

5. Recommend data, practices, education, and training to assist management in the 
performance of its role. 

6. Recommend research and development programs that will be useful to airport 
management confronted with problems of landside capacity. 

PARTICIPANTS 

Arthur J. Fallon, chairman, Earl Bomberger, D. W. Boyles, Roy H. Callahan, Xavier 
Ramos Corona, William J. Dunlay, Jr., Charles Erhard, Mark Gorstein, George P. 
Howard, 0. W. Hullet, Rodney Lay, Robert S. Michael, Harry A. Miller, W. E. 
Parsons, and J. Donald Reilly. 

This workshop focused on all problems involved in providing and 
managing landside capacity. More specifically, the workshop 
tried to evaluate the usefulness of various criteria to providing 
new or additional landside capacity. Participants viewed these 
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problems as airport management tends to see them. The major conclusions of the 
workshop were that purely technical criteria have been overemphasized and that in
creased emphasis must be given to economic guidelines, particularly since reliable 
long-term air traffic forecasts do not exist. 

Forecasts beyond 5 years are unreliable although airline companies, manufacturers, 
and airport operators have traditionally attempted to make 10- to 15-year forecasts. 
The manufacturers can develop and produce both new and derivitive aircraft in 3 to 5 
years, and the airlines need approximately the same length of time to plan for the op
eration of these aircraft; but commitments for new airports and minor facilities must 
frequently be made 5 to 10 years before operation. This coupled with the need for 
municipalities or airport authorities to enter into long-term financing commitments 
with debt service write-offs during a 20- to 30-year period dictates that forecasts for 
facility planning be adopted years before operating data are available. 

Because of the unreliability of long-term forecasts, landside development costs 
should be developed for a range of possible forecast values so that planners and deci
sion makers can weigh the alternate costs associated with each level of projected de
mand before making final decisions. Such a practice would provide an indication of 
the cost of error in rweri:~stimat.ine- or underestimating and would help to ensure that 
the courses of least versus highest risk are given economic visibility. The workshop 
recommended that FAA system and master planning grants require that alternate plan
ning strategies for different levels of forecasts be developed by the sponsors and that 
the gr~11ts include adequate funds for this purpose. 

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

Purely technical criteria have been overemphasized in planning landside capacity. Es
calating costs and curtailed traffic growth give new emphasis to economic guidelines 
and the need to control capital and operating expenses. 

The cost of aidine gates provided val'ies from $200,000 Lu $3 million per gate, and 
the cost of terminal space has similar disparities. Better management and control in 
the planning process could narrow those differences. 

Terminal building design also varies from the spartan to the luxurious. Many fac
tors and many parties have been responsible for providing passengers with more than 
they may need in many cases. At the same time, passenger comfort and convenience 
and aesthetics have played an important part in the acceptance and growth of air travel. 
But cost considerations have now become critical, and airline and airport management 
should share the responsibility for exercising sound principles of cost control. 

Can there be precise economic criteria devised for terminal building development? 
The answer seems to be that there cannot because there are too many variables: Land 
availability, nature of the air traffic, integration with existing structures and roadways, 
climate, and local governmental policy are some of them. But general cost guidelines 
can and should be used as aids in the decision-making process. 

Suggestions have been made from time to time for the FAA to require a uniform sys
tem of airport and airline accounts so that it can evaluate the need and cost effective
ness of proposed programs eligible for ADAP funding. This, however, seems to be 
in opposition to the intent of the proposed administration legislation that would return 
ADAP funds to the municipalities and airport authorities to use at their discretion for 
airport development. The proposed law, therefore, recognizes the desirability of 
local control and, conversely, the undesirability of too much control at the federal 
level. 

EVALUATING THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL LANDSIDE 
CAPACITY 

Each airport terminal is unique, and to compare them or to establish common standards 
for all of them is difficult. However, to establish guidelines for types of airport 
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terminals may be possible. The guidelines must be broad enough to include the nature 
of the terminal operation (shuttle, international, domestic operation), the size of the 
airport, and the characteristics of some passengers (elderly, handicapped). The fol
lowing guidelines are suggested for evaluating the need for additional landside capacity . 

1. Forecasts of the needs should be derived from the best available data of the indi
vidual function. To measure capacity or project future needs, airport managers must 
divide airport landside capacity into its components and consider each one individually. 
This process parallels that used in solving the choke-point problems. For example, 
the curbside may be the major restriction to vehicular flow. After this problem is 
corrected, a problem may arise in the intersection leading into the airport or in the 
ticketing lobby, or in the baggage claim area. Although the problems are treated sep
arately, the components are interrelated and may impinge on one another. 

Each component is impacted by the aircraft schedule, i.e., arrival and departure 
times by airline, aircraft types and capacity, load factor, and origin and destination. 
Because aircraft schedules are so important to effective decisions with regard to air
port capacity, reliably forecasting schedules seems to be a logical choice for future 
study grants. 

There are methods for forecasting many expansion needs. The workshop recom
mends that a catalog be made of the tools for forecasting expansion needs and the need 
for new terminal or airport construction. Such tools can only be general guides sub
ject to all local circumstances and airport management subjective evaluations. 

2. General indicators should warn that a component is heading for trouble. Although 
given an agreed-on schedule forecast, planners still require considerable information 
to effectively plan. Valid activity indicators are required to convert the schedule into 
sizing needs for each component and subsystem of the landside complex. Some of the 
activity indicators discussed and recommended for possible study projects are local 
point of passenger origin and destination, trip origin and destination, ratio of "meeters 
and greeters," average bag per passenger, over size bag mix and dimensions, group 
travel, times between arrival at airport and departure, modes of arrival and departure 
at airport, trip purposes, and behavior patterns that influence demand on components, 
for example, drivers that drop off passengers at the door before parking the car. 

Those elements that the workshop expects to reach capacity at many airports in the 
next few years are airport access, baggage handling, and aircraft gates. Airport ac
cess is generally viewed as the single major problem. It is compounded because ac
cess facilities are partly outside airport boundaries (and thus beyond its jurisdiction), 
are subject to political and environmental considerations, and sometimes require enor
mous resources to improve. Studies under way of various solutions to access problems 
should be helpful. In addition, consideration should be given to establishing exclusive 
lanes on airport access roads for buses, limousines, and other high-occupancy vehicles 
and to undertaking demonstration projects to determine the effectiveness of these mea
sures. 

3. Criteria to establish desired or achievable levels of service should be based on 
public policy, experience, funding capabilities, technical and physical constraints, and 
environmental considerations. Some criteria, such as level of service or acceptable 
delays, will indicate achievable goals while other criteria, such as environmental ceil
ings, will act as constraints. Adequate criteria exist to determine capacity, and a 
number of models exist that provide indications of airport landside needs. The major 
problem is to obtain resources to solve the problem of capacity limitations. From a 
technical standpoint, considerable progress has been made in planning more effective 
terminals. If the resources are available to implement the plans, future capacity prob
lems can be considerably lessened or eliminated altogether. 

4. Alternatives to resolve problems should be based on available local options. 
Timely action on airport projects to improve capacity is sometimes prevented by the 
involvement of federal, state, and local governments in airport affairs. Results of 
studies already made should be examined to document the types of problems, their 
causes, and means for improving the planning and plan implementation process. 
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MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING 

Ultimately, the airport management must rely on subjective evaluation. Each landside 
element must be examined to establish optimum traffic flow. This could result in an 
ongoing program of attacking the choke points. 

Airport management must also plan and keep the total operation functioning. There
fore, planning must be a continual, ongoing process based on day-to-day circumstances, 
many of which cannot be anticipated (governmental decisions including new security 
rules, promotional fare regulations) and unexpected airline business decisions (can
celling or adding new flights, bunching flight arrivals). 

Airport managers and their staffs need to improve their managerial skills as dis
tinguished from their technical skills. Airport managers are responsible for revenues 
and expenses that range from several hundred thousand to more than $20 million per 
year. They must have the same broad managerial skills as are needed to manage a 
major corporation with thousands of employees. Trade associations and seminars 
conducted within the industry meet only a part of this need. Continuing education pro
grams at the university level are needed to assist airport managers to broaden their 
management skills. The workshop recommends that this be given further study anrl 
that grants be considered for a training program that may be proposed. 



Workshop 2 Resource Paper 

AIRPORT LANDSIDE CAPACITY: 
ROLE OF MANAGEMENT 

Robert S. Michael, Denver Stapleton International Airport 

This paper isolates and examines in some detail the role airport management should 
play in acquiring and maintaining adequate levels of airport landside capacity. Rec
ognizing that technical standards are both pervasive and desirable, it postulates that, 
although certain technical standards exist for providing landside capacity increases, 
they should not be used without careful management supervision and judgment and 
may not be used at all. The paper proceeds to examine why a balance between air
side and landside capacity is important and analyzes several specific managerial ele
ments that sh bu Id be brought to bear on each prospective capacity improvement. 
It shows the varying interrelations of the elements, discusses the importance of local 
managerial talent and judgment processes (particularly as they relate to weighting the 
management elements on a situational basis and the application of cost-effectiveness 
techniques), identifies the barriers that tend to inhibit greater managerial effectiveness, 
and examines the methods by which management inputs may be improved. Several 
areas of research are suggested . 

"Push the button marked 'landside capacity,' and the answer will 
be apparent," says the computer company vice-president. "Not 
so,'' says the respected management consultant. That is about 
as clearly as I can point up the growing dilemma that surrounds 
the role of management in providing the right amounts of landside 
capacity on a timely basis and in a cost-effective manner. 

The oversimplification is obvious, but it does highlight the cen
tral theme of this paper: Where standards can be applied, they 
should be, because they offer a chartered course to follow. But 
sometimes specific standards do not exist, or if they do exist they 
must be tempered to fit certain conditions. That is where mana
gerial judgment must be exercised. One is as important as the 
other. 

In the present fast-moving society, the application of standards 
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has become routine. Assembly lines are developed from tooling standards, moving at 
standard speeds, assembling standard parts, a.'ld having an acceptable standard level 
of rejects. Total output is measured against a present goal that, in turn, was developed 
from a standard. We have a government-determined standard in this country for the 
percentage of meat to be included in hot dogs and hamburgers. The construction indus
try is full of standards having to do with strengths and performance, and the airline 
business is not without its own bag of standards: rate of return, load factors, on-time 
performance, level of customer complaint, and incidents of unscheduled jet engine shut
downs in flight. Even in service industries, standards are applied for customer satis
faction and number of clients serviced in a given time period. The application of 
standards invades nearly all fields where numbers, specifics, and tangibles (and even 
some intangibles) are the items at hand. 

I do not mean to imply that standards are neither desired nor helpful. On the con
trary, I think it is clear that standards are not only helpful but required in certain 
areas if not in most areas. What architect, for instance, wishes to specify and use 
a steel beam if he or she is not convinced that it will meet a present strength standard 
and deliver a degree of preestablished performance? 

On the other hund, one has to wonder about the degree to which the application of 
standards to all other forms of human endeavor can ultimately be applied before a point 
of diminishing returns is reached (a purely technical approach to the question) or before 
the effect becomes so dehumanizing as to lower the quality and enjoyment of life to some 
unacceptable ievei (a subjective approach). The latter, which is a social and not a tech
nical question, can stand a certain degree of investigation and evaluation, even though 
this is not the place to do so. 

The application of standards continues to become more widespread and to move into 
areas hitherto thought unavailable or unresponsive to quantitative standard setting or 
performance evaluation. Standards are now being applied to the area of measuring the 
success that management of any given endeavor has in achieving its goals. This 
effort has been carried on with varying degrees of intensity for a number of years. 
Highly paid industrial psychoiogists have examined in extensive detail the qualities 
and attributes that seem to be common to most successful business executives only to 
conclude, on balance, that there are simply too many variables to permit the definition 
of, let alone the prediction of, a typical successful business executive. They can cata
log and identify certain skills and personality traits that appear to be common denom
inators in persons already having achieved success, but cannot seem to preselect an 
individual who seemingly displays these qualities, place him or her in any given man
agement situation, and predict with a statistically valid level of accuracy whether that 
individual will, in fact, be a success in that particular time and situation. Further, 
there are also too many instances in which an individual business executive has achieved 
a degree of success that would not have been thought possible by either peers or indus
trial psychologists had he or she been removed from the situation and analyzed well in 
advance of the success eventually achieved. 

If we have difficulty in predicting managerial success with regard to the individual, 
can we, through the use of standards, do any better in helping management achieve its 
goals and objectives? 

Management today has infinitely more information than it had as few as 10 years 
ago. Further, this information is available in many cases on a timely basis, all of 
which immensely speeds up and assists in the decision-making process. Along with 
the massive amounts of information are the recently developed and refined management 
information services (MIS) through which management can define and secure the pre
cise amount of information it needs and can use out of all the information that can be 
produced. Basic to the MIS concept is _the use of computers, whose information stor
age and retrieval capabilities are nearly unlimited. 

The use of computers and the technique of computer modeling and simulation are 
effective tools for analyzing complex situations containing many identifiable variables. 
Their use makes this type of analysis much faster and considerably more objective. 
Some of us, however, reject the notion that almost all work situations can be reduced 
to punch cards and fed into a properly programmed computer and that the solution will 
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then be obvious. Even in a rather well-known and straightforward application of com
puter simulation to an airport, a good deal of weighting was applied to the broad range 
of variables introduced into the simulation study. (I refer to the Dallas-Fort Worth 
effort during which the arrival and departure of aircraft and their movements on the 
ground were simulated by computer to identify the most likely choke points and thereby 
to define the optimum placement of taxiways and their intersections.) The weighting of 
these functions was a subjective exercise provided by management. Consequently, the 
role of the computer and situation simulation is reduced to one of comparing the many 
subjectively weighted alternatives and doing so much faster, and perhaps more accu
rately, than could possibly be done by humans. 

At this juncture, the reader may well have surmised that, in my judgment, the an
swer to my earlier question is a qualified yes. The application of standards, together 
with prevailing computer technology, can assist but cannot replace management when 
decisions of a subjective nature are made. It follows that for the issue at hand-timely 
provision of adequate levels of landside capacity in a most cost-effective manner-the 
role of sound management, independent of mechanical and electrical aids, is indispens
able. As a corollary, I would also advance the notion that, insofar as any given airport 
is concerned at any given time, there simply is no best way, standards and simulation 
notwithstanding. 

EXTERNAL ELEMENTS REQUIRING MANAGEMENT 
CONSIDERATION 

Need for Balance 

Landside congestion is becoming serious and may become one of the first constraints 
on air travel growth. There is little point in pursuing the identification and solution of 
existing or future airside airport constraints if the satisfaction of those constraints 
cannot be matched by adequate levels of landside capacity. Clearly, to spend money 
on new runways, runway extensions, strengthening efforts, or more sophisticated nav
igation and guidance hardware and techniques is wasteful if there are not enough gates 
at the terminal building to handle the arriving airplanes, if the roadway in front of the 
terminal building is congested beyond solution, or if the parking lot is saturated to 
overflowing during nonpeak hours. The problem is essentially one of balance, for re
versing the assumptions stated above is an equally valid objective for study. Because 
landside and airside capacity affects the ultimate life of an airport; to create the bal
ance between them is perhaps airport management's greatest role. If management can 
continually strike such a balance on a timely and cost-effective basis, the performance 
of that management must be given high marks. 

Regardless of the specific industry or endeavor in which they are involved, all man
agers are faced with the knowledge that construction comes in chunks and, by its nature, 
does not permit the gradual expansion to meet gradual and growing demands. On the 
contrary, management usually finds itself building somewhat larger than the current 
demands require so that, as time goes by, the project fits its purpose and finally be
comes crowded, at which point an additional round of expansion is required. Typically, 
the degree to which any expansion effort is initially overbuilt relates directly to 

1. Management's ability to finance construction; 
2. The degree to which most of the new construction can be usefully employed with

out a continuing shifting around of people and the functions so allocated; and 
3. Maximizing the amount of time between construction efforts so as to provide the 

least disruption to the overall efficiency of the organizational or operational unit. 

If the availability of construction funds is not the primary constraint, management may 
tend to create new physical facilities in somewhat larger quantity than it might other
wise do, thus minimizing the long-range cost impact and further extending the date 
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when an additional round of construction will commence. It will also have a much 
freer hand in applying sound business judgment to the space actually required. This 
is a highly desirable state of affairs. 

Although striking a continual balance between capacity on the airside and capacity 
on the landside must be paramount in management's objectives, doing so is a practical 
impossibility for the reasons outlined above. Management is thus reduced to the posi
tion of finding and achieving the best possible compromise in balances between airside 
and landside engineering. To do this, it must identify and treat several elements that 
will ultimately help it decide when, where, and how much of the increased landside ca
pacity will be sought, built, and managed at any given time. 

Specific Elements 

Management must deal effectively with at least 6 elements if landside capacity or any 
other major public project is to be achieved as desired: service, community, institu
tions, financing, planning, and timing. These elements are all interrelated, and a con
sideration of one should by no means exclude simultaneous consideration of any of the 
others. There are, however, instances in which one or more is substantially more 
important, for it relates to a particular capacity increase problem in a particular lo
cation. 

Service 

At the outset, management must determine from the users of the facilities-the public, 
tenants, and employees-precisely how much capacity increase is required, the desired 
level of service to be provided by that increase, and the level of service in both the ini
tial construction and the latter stages. To do this, management must examine the needs 
of each. What are the public's space and service needs for waiting, walking, moving, 
standing, observing, and reading? What is required in roadways, parking lots, and 
vertical and horizontal movement devices (and in this latter consideration, more and 
more attention must be given to the specific needs of the aged and the handicapped-a 
need that has been heretofore largely ignored)? What space and facilities are needed 
for baggage claim, baggage service, the rental and positioning of rental cars, and 
other forms of ground transportation? How many airlines are there? What are their 
requirements? How do these requirements today differ from what they will be in 5, 7, 
or 10 years from now? Do these needs match local management's concept of the 
public's needs? What are the comparable needs of the tenants and other businesses 
that might be established within the new facilities? In fact, what kind of businesses? 
What kinds of expansion and access? Are they to be established essentially as periph
eral niceties, or are they essential to the principal role of the building? 

The point to be made is that management must identify qualitatively, as well as 
quantitatively, amounts and levels of service to be provided the users of the additional 
landside facilities. An analysis of these needs is normally made by a combination of 
inputs from management, inputs from the users, and an overall objective evaluation 
by a qualified consultant. In making these analyses, management will apply standards 
to matters such as 

1. Linear curb footage per enplaned and deplaned passengers, 
2. Numbers of parking stalls required for local originating and departing passen

gers with extrapolation into peak-hour usage for entrance and exits, 
3. Square footage to be assigned to hold areas based on the size of aircraft antici

pated to use the adjacent ramps, and 
4. Definition of peak-hour loads (current and projected) in order to calculate the 

widths of corridors and other waiting areas. 

The thoughtful application of these standards to specific situations is most helpful in 
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defining space needs. If consensus can be obtained on the use of standards in a given 
situation, the resolution of the problem is reduced to acceptance of activity figures, 
and the overall problem of how much is greatly simplified. 

The management role, aside from reviewing the validity of service standards and 
local applicability of these standards, is to balance the stated needs of all users against 
the manager's perception of those needs. The manager is the balancer-by definition 
as well as by function-among competing factions whose pecuniary interests may have 
a way of tipping the scales away from the common good. Although it may be natural 
enough and in some cases acceptable, it simply will not do for airport management to 
forego or downplay the importance of the service measurement role. 

Community 

A related but essentially separate element requiring management consideration is that 
of the outlook of the community (in this context, I distinguish between the community 
at large and that portion of the community who use the airport facilities). The degree 
to which the construction or expansion takes place and the size, spaciousness, archi
tectural treatment, and overall appearance will, to one degree or another, mirror the 
desires of the community. This is particularly true when the ownership and manage
ment of that facility are responsible directly to elected officials. Further, the degree 
of community involvement and interest will hinge to a great extent on how the commu
nity at large perceives the role and performance of its airport. Is the airport a dom
inant regional facility? Does the business of the community require extensive use of 
airport facilities? Has the management of the airport been acceptable and without 
scandal to the community or its leaders? And perhaps most basic of all, what of its 
safety record? 

Almost without exception, the manner in which the community looks at its airport 
will be determined by the air-mindedness of its elected and governing body and the ef
forts they have made to maintain the airport, both airside and landside, in first-rate 
condition. One need not look too hard to find cases where community leaders have 
generated a sense of public spfrit and recognition of the value of the airport to the 
community, have actively promoted its development, and have sought out new and 
helpful air service to that community. On the other end of the spectrum is that com
munity whose civic leaders see little or no value to its airport and view it at best as 
a necessary evil and at worst as a tax-consuming, land-consuming, noisy activity that 
should be curtailed and, if possible, either removed or eliminated entirely. 

Assessment of the community perception of the airport activity and its environment 
is a key management consideration in the projection of any new or expanded airport 
function. In nearly all cases, the public must feel that additional capacity is needed, 
particularly if the costs are to be paid by the public directly through ad valorem taxes. 

Assessment of the relation between the community and the airport ownership and 
management is a key management requirement and one that does not easily lend itself 
to the application of standards. If a general obligation bond issue is required and man
agement's assessment of community support is negative, the program must be either 
deferred or a specific effort designed and mow1ted to alter the community's opinion. 
Even if no bonding authority from the public is required or sought, only poor manage
ment would plan and undertake major projects without assessing the public attitude and, 
if necessary, creating a favorable climate before continuing with a project. 

Institutions 

In the undertaking of almost any public endeavor, particularly one involving construc
tion, institutional considerations must be assessed and dealt with. Often, we are not 
aware of these considerations largely because they control our day-to-day lives and ac
tivities so continually and w1obtrusively that we have come to accept them without much 
question. Expansion situations will require the consideration of differing institutional 
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parameters, but the following are nniversally present : 

1. The political structuro and framework within the activity is to be taken and 
managed, 

2. The organizational structure of that airport itself, 
3. The legal framework, and 
4. The requirements of other agencies or organizations. 

Few people are naive enough to believe that political considerations in any public 
undertaking are unimportant. Politics exist, and getting things done in a public environ
ment requires political attention and action. If the airport is owned by a municipality 
and that municipality is governed by a city council, the city council must approve and 
accept the basic notions behind any additional expansion or construction of any airport 
facilities. While the outlook of council members, to a great degree, will reflect the 
outlook of their constituencies, the immediate politics of the situation may be substan
tially different, and this in turn depends to a great extent on the financial basis and the 
timing of the project. No manager should undertake a major public project, whether 
or not it requires public funding, without a careful assessment of the politi~a.1 ~limate. 

A second institutional factor is the structure of the airport organization. An assess
ment should be ma.de of whether that organization has the capability to undertake the 
project. For instance, if the roadway network approaching the airport is to be expanded, 
does the organization have personnel capable of conducting the study, preparing al
ternatives, obtaining the required reviews, holding public hearings, preparing plans 
and specifications, and so on? 

The legal framework within which public bodies operate clearly has a bearing on any 
public endeavor. Construction contracts, insurance policies, performance bonds, 
civil rights assurances, and other contractual requirements must be known and under
stood in adva....-1ce if problems are to be avoided in the succeeding expan8ion effort8. The 
degree to which management pays attention to these potential trouble spots before be-
ginning a project 1.vill bear on its success. 

The last institutional factors are the rules and regulations imposed on local govern
ment by state and federal jurisdictions. This category is the most difficult for man
agement to assess and deal with, for it is constantly changing and, unfortunately, ex
panding. 

Financing 

The most obvious element with which management must deal is financing. It is the most 
visible area and the one in which there are the most self-proclaimed experts. Most 
communities do not have sufficient surplus funds on hand to undertake any major capital 
improvement project on short notice, and a task of management is to determine how 
best to obtain those funds. This may be done in several ways. 

1. A relatively small project may be financed by including it as part of the overall 
community's capital improvement program for the following year and levying enough 
ad valorem tax to cover the overall expenditure. 

2. If the airport has enough cash flow to create a surplus from year to year and if 
the capital project is not needed immediately, the surplus for several years can be ac
cumulated and dedicated to the project. 

3. The project may be added to a number of other projects for which the city issues 
general obligation bonds. 

4. A single specific bond may be is-sued to cover the project. This method has the 
advantages of securing a lower net interest rate (usually) and allowing the airlines or 
other major tenants to avoid becoming partial guarantors of the bond. 

5. A revenue bond issue may be used. This requires that revenues generated at 
the facility are more than sufficient to provide debt service for the bond and keep the 
facility going as well. Although the interest costs are normally higher, a revenue bond 
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issue has the advantages of not being added to the community's overall indebtedness 
level and freeing up the community's finances for issuing general obligation bonds for 
other types of projects where revenues cannot be generated (sewers, streets, schools). 

In any given situation where substantial capital funds are required, management 
must evaluate all aspects of fund raising and determine the method that appears to be 
the most practical and most feasible. As indicated earlier, when the capacity for gen
erating sufficient revenues exists, the revenue bond issue seems to be the prevalent 
financing method in spite of its higher net interest costs. However, other important 
considerations in selecting the financing method are 

1. Must the bond issue be auctioned off at a public bid or may it be negotiated? 
2. How close is the community to its limit of bonded indebtedness? 
3. What is the mood of the bond market, i.e., is there the likelihood of a successful 

sale by either bid or negotiation? 
4. Has management obtained prior commitments by the principal users to some re

payment process, either direct or indirect? 

Clearly, financing is crucial as a management element and must be interrelated with 
prior elements of political and community support. If a bond issue is required, the 
community is fortunate if it does not need to go through the voter approval process, 
for it is often at the point of greatest need that a community finds itself least inclined 
to vote for the expansion or improvement of facilities that a majority of them hardly 
ever use. 

Planning 

In planning, perhaps as in no other element, the potential for major error exists. For 
the purpose of this paper, planning is the process by which the parameters of the cap
ital improvement item are defined. Included are items such as forecasts of activity 
for given levels of services, size, form and function for solving the established space 
and service needs, and the coordination processes among architects, engineers, and 
users and other agencies whose rules, regulations, and reviews must be considered. 
Excluded are the functions relating to finance, politics, community support, and timing. 
Planning must attempt to inventory existing needs and project those needs at given 
levels of service into various future time frames. It must then attempt to match de
mand with capacity through continual scheduling. 

The planning process must recognize elements that are not directly related to the 
project. In the planning activity, we often find the application of differing sets of stan
dards for the same type of activity; individuals employed by different companies in the 
same business forecasting substantially different levels of activity; and many people 
who, under the guise of planning, are really substituting financial expediency and their 
own short-term gain for the long-term good of others. In airport facilities planning, 
such a process can lead to the construction of a terminal building that is grossly under
sized even before construction is completed. Management is the arbitrator, the blender 
of all the various and differing elements and levels of service, and must carry the ulti
mate responsibility for both the acceptable and unacceptable consequences of future 
construction. 

In an effort to solve the planning dilemma, many communities resort to the use of 
airport planning consultants. Management cannot, however, and must not accept a con
sultant's final report as "the answer" to whatever the problem is. It must apply its 
own review processes and judgment to the consultant's recommendations. The applica
tion of this judgmental process brings into sharper focus the balance between landside 
and airside capacities. 
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Timing 

Timing may be the key to the ultimate success of the project. In the planning process, 
timing must be geared to the recognition by most that there is a need and that the plan
ning process must precede the rest of the processes. By the same token, the timing of 
the issuance of the final report highlighting those needs is also important. It is not dif
ficult to imagine what might happen to a report calling for extensive physical construc
tion and attendant capital construction money if that report is issued at a time when the 
community has just been given another report calling for massive capital dollar needs 
for other public projects. Who wishes to seek approval for a major project during a 
political race when it is known that many of the candidates are opposed to the proposed 
project? Will we not be in a more favorable position to advance a bond project for, let 
us say, a terminal building expansion and more terminal building roadway capacity if 
the public is tired of waiting for baggage delivery because of insufficient capacity or of 
missing flights because of a congested roadway in front of the terminal building? 
Timing is thus crucial to all of the elements and must be judged by management be
cause there are no established standards to apply. 

IMPORTANCE OF COST EFFECTIVENESS 

Cost effectiveness is determined by answering the question, Is the benefit to be obtained 
worth the cost invoived? Appiying a cost-effectiveness analysis requires the reduction 
of each element involved to some quantifiable amount and then the balancing of the 
pluses and minuses. In some instances, cost-effectiveness studies offer more than 
an answer to the basic question. For example, a study might show that one might pro
vide 2 or 3 additional levels of structured parking and thereby provide more car park
ing spaces at a lower cost through the use of slightly more expensive lightweight con
struction materials than through the use of traditional construction techniques and ma
terials. If there are no other constraints, the additional stories and spaces may well 
be built. 

In this era of rapidly spiraling price increases, cost-effectiveness studies and use 
of construction management teams are becoming more and more prevalent. Governing 
bodies and the public demand the most for the least. However, despite the widespread 
use and merits of cost-effectiveness analysis, other factors must be considered in the 
solution of any public construction program, whether it be a court house, a jail, or air
port terminal facilities. I will discuss 4 of these factors; public acceptance, public con
venience, aesthetics, and functionalism. 

Public Acceptance 

Modern penal and criminal concepts often suggest that the jail be located immediately 
adjacent to the courts and rehabilitation centers. A community may desire to build a 
new complex for this type of activity, including a jail, but it is quite possible that the 
public simply will not accept the plan to place new jail facilities in the center of down
town or other locations where the rest of the criminal justice processes will take place 
and the consequent high cost of providing those facilities in that location. In short, al
though all other reasons and logic point toward doing so, the public simply does not 
want and will not accept this location for a jail regardless of whether it is the most 
cost-effective manner in the long run of dealing with the incarceration processes. By 
the same token, the public may demand the expenditure of greater funds for a river 
clean-up project. The city council might decide for the public health and welfare that 
the project is necessary and will be done on a bare-bones budget. The public, acting 
through its elected city council, may well decide that sheet piling and riprap are all 
wrong and that gently sloping, contoured, grassy banks incorporating parks and rec
reation centers, though substantially more expensive, is what it wants. 
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Public Convenience 

The public convenience factol' may be somewhat less mysterious in its effects but per
haps more often plays ha.voe with the application of cost-effectiveness principles. In
stalling dual-movilig walkways on some long ail·port termil1al concourses is extremely 
expensive and certainly not cost effective, and yet public convenience may override the 
added cost. Public convenience is also involved in meeting the needs of a growing aged 
and handicapped population by placing walkways, elevators, and ramps in locations 
where they have not previously been placed. Public businesses are pressured into 
constructing multilevel parking facilities, particularly at airports, even though prop
erty exists for additional on-grade pa1·king slightly farther away from the terminal 
building. All of this is based on public convenience and certainly not on cost effective
ness. Even the well-established concept of second-level loading of aircraft is one that 
places the convenience of the public above cost effectiveness. 

Aesthetics 

In past years, public officials sometimes built public structu1·es as monuments to them
selves. Some officials still wish to have facilities consb:ucted that not only are work
able but also attest to their public dedication and leadership. Although we are moving 
away from this particular activity, mostly because of cost implications, there are 
limits to which local governments are willing to go in the interest of saving money 
and applying pure cost-effectiveness. technic1ues. Some airport terminal buildings 
have been constructed w:ith architectural considerations almost as important as the 
functionalism of the building itself. The public wants the structure to look good even 
if it costs a dollar or two per square foot more. 

Functionalism 

Functionalism means that a structure may work better if it costs more. The space 
may be available on a single level to accommodate both inbound and outbound passen
ger functions with adequate curb frontage for both. On the other hand, a 2-level fa
cility, which may cost a good deal more, is considerably more functional and provides 
nearly lwice the amount of curb frontage per function. This is true whenever all activ
ities can be placed on one level but are, in fact, concentrated over 2 or more levels 
with attendant cost increases. Functionalism also includes the necessity for maintain
ing an operational status. To remodel a cert.ain portion of a building may require the 
eviction of the people using that space and relocating them in temporary facilities that 
are torn down at the end of the remodeling period. This is hardly cost effective, but 
it is necessary and functional. 

The argument could be made that the concept of cost effectiveness recognizes and 
includes the need to maintain a continuing operation and to provide tempo1·ary facilities 
that may have to be abandoned after their temporary use. I do not take issue with this 
approach, but by separating these factors I simply mean to show that in tl1e planning, 
design, and construction of any substantial public facility considerations must be ad
dressed other than cost effectiveness of the structure. In so doing, the managerial 
process is brought into l)lay, and subjective values are applied in situations that may 
seem on the surface to lend themselves to a pure cost-effective approach. 

MANAGEMENT INPUTS 

Weighting the Elements 

Each of the elements that require management consideration has its own relative 
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ranking and importance in any given situation. 'I'hese may appear in one order for one 
project in one commw1ity and in an entirely different order for another project in an
other community. Local management must, therefore, bring its knowledge to bear on 
the analysis of the local situation. 

A manager who has been in a situation for some time and has had experience with 
1 or 2 major construction programs develops a ''feel'' for the validity of the statistics 
and forecasts that are developed to justify additional facilities. The well-trained and 
experienced manager will spot the discrepancies, recognize the shortcomings, and ex
ercise a managerial prerogative that, in essence, overrules and extends some of the 
planning criteria as necessary. This illustrates that weighting the planning element 
must be made not only from a technical point of view but also from a management point 
of view. This is a management function that does not lend itself readily to the applica
tion of standards and guidelines. 

Setting Prices for Landside Services 

A second managP.mP.nt input is the degree new facilities can be expected to pay for them
selves. This, too, requires a rather intimate knowledge of local conditions and a gen
eral understanding of how much the public is willing to pay. For example, the rate 
paid by the public for parking in existing facilities may seem relatively low and, there
fore, quite acceptable. Whether a proposed new multilevel parking facility represents 
a new bonded indebtedness or not, construction costs are substantial, and the tendency 
is to look for as rapid a repayment as possible through higher rates to the public. For
twrntely, parking facilities do provide one of the fastest returns on investments in the 
public sphere, and yet public agencies are not quite at liberty to adopt the same pricing 
philosophy for parking services that a privately held business might adopt were that 
same garage un<ler its control and jurisdiction. Based on business practice and cost 
analysis then, one might conclude that a new price rate that substantially differs from 
the old rate is required to properly awo1'liz.e lhe inveotment. The new rate schedule, 
however, may not be publicly acceptable. Local management must make this analysis 
and provide the recommendations for a decision on the rate structure for the facilities. 

Another example is equally valid. Assume that a major terminal expansion program 
has been funded by revenue bonding. Much of the income in the new facilities will be 
supplied by tenants occupying space at fixed rental rates. A good deal more income 
will be provided by concessionaires who sell products or services to the public and 
who pay a percentage of their gross income to the airport operator. The local man
ager is in the best position to guide the design and layout of the new concession loca
tions and even to determine what type of concessions they should be. Standards, guide
lines, and assistance from others are all helpful, but the local manager must ultimately 
make the recommendation on these particular matters. 

Managing in a Cost-Effective Manner 

The discussion thus far has been oriented toward the acquisition of new or increased 
landside capacity, and most of the remarks have been directed toward the design and 
construction of additional capacity. Cost effectiveness is equally important in the man
agement and operation of the additional capacity once construction is complete. Clearly, 
in the analysis of the feasibility and cost effectiveness of, let us say, a terminal exten
sion, one is obliged to examine the continuing operating costs and potential gross rev
enues. These items must both be considered in the design state, particularly if rev
enue bonds are to be used to finance the construction of the terminal expansion and if 
the net revenues projected from the added capacity are expected to retire the bonds. 

Most commercial airports operate with M individually tailored cost-accounting sys
tem-one that suits its purposes reasonably well and one that must also tie into the 
financial reporting system of the parent organization, a city, for instance. Larger 
airports have found it convenient and, in fact, almost mandatory to adopt the cost center 
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approach to the financial management of their facilities. Using this procedure, manage
ment is in a good position to review its income and its expenditures by functional area, 
by building, and even by geographic location. In so doing, it can quickly determine 
where the strong and weak producers are and where additional efforts are required to 
secure a better net return (or minimize net losses), so that the airport can be estab
lished on a pay-as-you-go basis as much as possible, or even on a profit basis. 

Many activities at an airport do not pay for themselves and must be subsidized by 
those that do. The terminal is one area that does pay for itself, and its income is 
based on the form and style of the leases and agreements under which the various ten
ants occupy space and conduct business. Since the terminal is first a location for 
intermodal transfer, the principal occupants of the terminal building are the airline 
companies. These companies and other businesses that provide goods and services 
occupy terminal space for a fixed period of time and for a fixed amount of rent payable 
to the airport. The types of products and services available at the airport, the degree 
to which they are exposed to the public, and the amounts payable to the airport indicate 
to a large extent how well the terminal is being managed. Management must find the 
most judicious blend of passenger convenience, maximized revenues, and minimized 
operating expenses so that net revenues are adequate and public convenience is ensured. 

Parking lots, terminal roads, and access roads that feed the terminal area are also 
important elements. The costs for providing additional capacity for these elements 
are monumental. Management's decision with regard to which type to provide will 
hinge on juxtaposing the space and funds available for additional parking with the per
ceived level of service and convenience desired for its public. In this effort, the con
cept of pure cost effectiveness is at odds with public convenience and acceptance, and 
management will find itself under considerable pressure to satisfy parking demand 
problems in ways that are not particularly cost effective. In any event, parking lots 
are major revenue producers, and a manager should pay a good deal of attention not 
only to the capacity of the project but also to the management of that capacity in a way 
that maximizes service to the public while at the same time maximizing net revenues 
to the airport. 

To manage these facilities in a cost-effective manner requires the application of 
the following tested business administration techniques, modified as necessary to meet 
the local situation: 

1. Knowing and controlling expenses through the use of budgets and budget perfor
mance reports; 

2. Establishing routine maintenance work orders to the greatest extent possible, 
''normalizing'' the flow of expenses, and minimizing the chances for large unforeseen 
expenditures; 

3. Examining the traveling population to determine the best types of concessions 
and services businesses; and 

4. Paying attention to public needs and complaints and providing the services 
needed. 

The day-to-day management of a major airport is much akin to running other businesses 
of comparable size and public involvement, and as in other businesses the quality of the 
management determines the quality of the operation. 

IMPROVING MANAGEMENT INPUT 

Identifying the Barriers 

In the planning for a major terminal expansion, one major airport recently went through 
the entire data and forecast gathering procedures, secured information from each major 
tenant of the proposed expansion, and arrived at a project whose scope each of the ten
ants found acceptable. Financing was arranged, plans and specifications were prepared, 
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a contract bid was awarded, and construction was under way when one of the principal 
tenants-an airline-merged with another and changed its connections from one airport 
to the airport under development. The local government found that the data on which 
all the plans and specifications and the ultimate construction contract were based were 
nearly worthless, that the new facilities would be used to capacity at the moment of 
occupancy, and that the planned-for flexibility and expansion capabilities were gone. 
In short, 1985 arrived 12 years too soon, and the constraints on financing, timing, 
and construction were such that no major changes could be made. 

This falls in the realm of unknown technical information about which little can be 
done. Even if local management had divined the merger and all its local ramifications 
in advance, there was simply no way in which the additional space could be created and 
financed without the firm commitment of the airline to occupy the space. 

The Civil Aeronautics Board may authorize new or substantially improved service 
to a given city and, in so doing, authorize the entry of one or more new airlines to pro
vide that service. This can create serious space difficulties, and, although manage
ment may be totally aware of the effort to have that new service authorized and insti
tuted, it may not be in a position to provide the necessary landside facilities to house 
the new service operators in advance of the time the service is authorized and the car
rier is designated. In any event, the result is likely to be the same as in the preceding 
example-a crash program undertaken to provide the additional landside capacity and 
one that may not be based on rational planning that gives consideration to the long
range effects. 

The institutional factor represented by extended controls and reviews from state 
and federal agencies is another example of an unknown quantity-a new regulation-that 
limits the chance for quality management input. Some airports have been unable to 
improve the access to the terminal area because of the effects of new or tightened fed
eral and state regulations and review procedures. Similarly, some airports cannot 
expand parking lots on a timely basis because of comparable impediments. 

Despite these apparently negative factors, a number of the other elements do lend 
themselves to processes and procedures by which the quality of management input can 
be improved. For instance, the quality of a terminal expansion program can be greatly 
enhanced if the participants in the planning process understand the need for quality data 
and activity projections. If management can impress on the user organizations how 
important securing accurate data and forecasts is, the entire process can be enhanced 
and the ultimate product considerably improved. 

If a review of the other elements requiring management consideration (i.e., com
munity support, organizational capability, financial flexibility, and timing) discloses 
that any one of these elements represents a negative influence, an action program to 
convert it from a minus to plus can be undertaken. By avoiding the ''this is how we 
did it before" approach and looking at new techniques, materials, and procedures, a 
manager can dispose of many situations before they develop into serious problems. 

Education and Training 

There are, of course, other methods by which the managerial process can be improved. 
An objective of Workshop 2 was to "recommend data, practices, education, and train
ing to assist management in the performance of its role." These words suggest that 
the practice of management can be improved with additional education and training, and 
I subscribe to this concept. In this context, it may be well to review and appreciate 
just how far airport management has come. 

Before World War II when civil aviation was but an infant, airports as we know them 
today simply did not exist. A grass strip and a little shanty on the edge of town served 
as both the landing site for the airmail plane and the site from which barnstormers 
excited the local population. Often this activity took place on a municipally owned park, 
and the manager of the facility (if there was one) was the park superintendent or the 
road superintendent; day-to-day care was assigned to a person at the custodial level. 

After World War II, civil aviation developed rapidly as did the role of airports, 
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although the local jurisdictional situation did not change much. The responsibility for 
operation and maintenance continued to remain with the highway commission or the 
parks and recreation department, but many communities hired an ex-World War II 
fighter pilot to become the local airport manager on the theory that, if he knew how 
to fly, he must know how to take care of the place from which the airplanes flew. The 
degree to which the airport grew was largely a function of the expanding airline routes, 
and the manner in which the airport grew was more likely to be dictated by the whims 
of its users than by careful planning and projections for the future. 

In succeeding decades, however, communities recognized the importance of their 
air transportation facilities and took the necessary steps to create a workable organi
zation and a sound financial program. In so doing, they insisted on better trained per
sonnel to assume the management of the airports. Managers of most commercial air
ports today are likely to have a college degree and to have been working toward this 
position for several years. 

The question can be asked, Has management as a field progressed to the point where 
it can be called a profession? Towle (1) suggests that the following 5 criteria can be 
used to evaluate whether a given endeavor is a profession: 

1. The acquisition of scientific principles and a systematic body of knowledge, 
2. The adoption of ethical standards for professional practice, 
3. The creation and proliferation of professional associations or societies, 
4. The establishment of standards and requirements for entry into the profession, 

and 
5. The opportunity for a challenging and rewarding career. 

Towle thinks that management now meets those criteria. I would extend that and state 
that airport management is now a full-fledged profession. Airport managers have (a) 
a systematic body of knowledge for use in dealing with each of the major functions such 
as planning, construction, maintenance, operations, business administration, and 
public relations; (b) an ethical standard for professional practice-either the personal 
beliefs of the individual manager, a generalized code adopted by a national airport 
professional association, or one imposed by the employer; (c) a professional associa
tion, the American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE); and (d) a dedication to 
their profession because they recognize the importance of their role to the community 
and the opportunity to be of service to society at large. Although the practice of air
port management does not require the passing of an extensive examination as a pre
requisite to entry, airport managers increasingly recognize the advantages of acquiring 
the breadth of knowledge and skills that are necessary to achieve executive status within 
the AAAE. 

Managing commercial airports is not so greatly different from managing other busi
nesses; it requires education and training, principally in the field of business admin
istration, not only because it encompasses items such as leasing, financing, real estate, 
and business law but also because it is more likely to require the skills of a generalist 
as opposed to a specialist. The breadth of knowledge and responsibilities required 
mitigates against the airport manager coming from the ranks of specialists, such as 
engineers and accountants. Ironically, perhaps the least essential qualification is that 
the manager be a flier. 

Management can be assisted in the performance of its role by continuing education. 
Technicians in certain fields recognize that the knowledge developed within the pre
ceding decade exceeds the total developed in the last 20-, 50-, or even 100-year period 
and that to stay current they must either do extensive reading of technical material in 
their field or return to school from time to time. Even in the less technical fields, 
including management, many companies have found it both expedient and profitable to 
send middle and upper level managers to some form of schooling to acquaint them with 
recently developed practices and principles and to reacquaint them with the learning 
and thought processes they gained many years ago. I think this process is quite helpful 
for airport managers as well. Although we may be skilled in matters such as aviation 
leases and contracts, cost accounting, budgeting, construction management, building 
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supervision and management, and federal regulations, many of us do not know much 
about computer technology, environmental concerns, and personal management and 
civil rights. 

Many universities and colleges now offer short courses (one or more weeks of con
centrated study), and some are also developing graduate courses for noncollege grad
uates. The opportunities are available and increasing, and the professional manager 
should take advantage of them despite the pressures of the day-to-day job. 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF AIRPORT EXECUTIVES 

The American Association of Airport Executives has a number of classes of member
ship; the highest is the executive membership. Acceptance into this class requires 
approval by the AAAE Board of Directors after a recommendation by the chairman of 
the Board of Examiners that the candidate has, through an evaluation process that con
sists of writing a thesis and passing a comprehensive 2-day written examination, dem
onstrated that he or she is worthy of executive membership. One of the principal ob
jectives of the AAAE is to provide its members with current information on management 
and technology and to provide the sources and means for improving managerial skills 
at all levels. Further, the association actively cooperates with educational institutions 
to offer courses and sponsors seminars, conferences, and other training opportunities. 

In my judgment, the most effective way to improve the managerial processes is for 
those who enter the profession to obtain a broad and complete basic business education, 
acquire specific skills by working alongside professionals in the business, and follow 
a planned program of continuing education that emphasizes the acquiring of additional 
knowledge and skills in subjects generally related to airport management but overlap
ping other fields of endeavor as well. 

SUBJECTS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Numerous studies have been made by industrial psychologists and research groups to 
determine those qualities that make for professional managers and successful manage
ment, but none has been oriented toward airport management per se. The following 
are some areas that might be helpful to airport management. 

1. Survey a range of airport users and tenants to determine where they think air
port management is strong or weak and why they think so. 

2. Ask a cross section of airport managers, Knowing what you know now, what 
would you do differently if time were moved back 10 years? 

3. Ask a cross section of airport managers, What are your biggest problems, and 
would these problems be more easily solved if you had more or a different level of 
education and training? 

4. Examine a series of airports whose ownership and operation differ and deter
mine whether municipal airports supply better or worse management than airports 
owned and operated by airport boards, airport commissions, or airport authorities 
that are slightly more insulated from day-to-day politics and problems. 

5. Study a representative group of successful airports to determine whether com
mon management denominators exist and whether and how they can be extrapolated to 
other airports. 

Doubtless, other areas could be researched, and other studies could address more 
specifically the managerial process as it relates to the acquisition of additional land
side capacity. In all honesty, however, I cannot seem to delineate such a study, and 
although this may be an individual shortcoming, perhaps it relates in some measure 
to the proposition I advanced in the early pages of this paper : Although standards and 
computers can help, there is no one best way that can be generally applied to solve 
the landside capacity problem. 
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SUMMARY 

Management does not lend itself particularly well to the application of generalized stan
dards. A number of external elements require management consideration, and a num
ber of management inputs bear on those elements. Finding a solution in the most cost
effective manner is a popular concept with a good deal of merit, but it is perhaps 
fallacious to attempt to select a level of capacity with cost effectiveness as the single 
or even principal guiding consideration, for there are other factors to be evaluated 
that dilute, if not totally overrule, this concept. Management inputs can be improved 
essentially through better initial education and continuing education. 

Solving the landside capacity problem in Denver may require a substantially differ
ent managerial approach or emphasis than solving a similar problem in Tampa. The 
statutes that permit and guide the issuance of both general obligation and revenue bonds 
in Denver may differ substantially from those in Tampa, which means that the manage
rial process by which an entire project is established and financially planned will be 
different. The distribution of local and transient traffic is substantially different, and 
thus the concession types and locations will be different. The organizational structure 
and political framework within which both airports operate are substantially different 
and require drastically differing managerial approaches. 

Airport management is an art because there are people-to-people contacts, continu
ing negotiations, and public and community relations. It is a science because construc
tion techniques must be employed, maintenance routines established, standardized cost 
accounting systems used, and operating procedures established and assigned. 

To end this paper on a light note, I am including the definition of the late Foster 
Smith, former chairman o'f the Rockford Airport Authority, who indicated some 10 years 
ago perhaps better than anyone else has the demands placed on an airport manager (~): 

AIRPORT MANAGER WANTED 

Must have extensive background in aviation·-must not be too old or too young-as someone said, 
"O Id enough to know better and young enough to enjoy it." 

Must have engineering experience and practical know-how in all phases of building roads, run
ways, taxiways, hangars, fuel installations, including jet fuel, electrical systems, sewer systems, 
drainage systems, water systems, gas line systems, and all other utility systems. 

Must be familiar with laws pertaining to zoning, taxes, aviation, fire codes, electrical codes, 
water, plumbing and gas codes, real estate leases, easements, civil service, civil rights, Federal aid 
to airports, State aid to airports, budgets, bond issues (general obligation and revenue), traffic, 
financing in general, and investments. 

Must know psychology, insurance, labor mediation, public relations, public speaking, farming, 
mechanics, politics, horticulture, and pest eradication. 

Must be able to understand Township Assessors and Supervisors, Township Road Commissioner, 
Township Health Commissioner, the Mayor, City Council members, City Manager, City Street 
Superintendent, City Water Superintendent, City Health Department, City Building inspectors, 
the Sheriff, Chief of Police, State Police, State Roads and Highways Department, County High
way Department, County and City Zoning Officers, State Aeronautics Commission, Federal Dis
trict Airport Engineer, FAA Regional Director and his staff, FAA Washington office, including 
the heads of all the divisions in FAA. He is not required to like these people; just be able to get 
along with them. 

Should be well and favorably known to the Governor, the Congressman, Senators, State Rep
resentatives and State Senators, all local newspaper editors, and at least one National Aviation 
Editor, preferably George Haddaway. 

Must be willing to work under a low budget and with little or no job security and be available 
24 hours a day, seven days a week-should be able to go without sleep for several days at a time 
during snow storms, floods, hurricanes, and VIP visits . 

Must have FBI clearance and possess visionary and prophetic powers concerning the future of 
helicopters, VTOL, air traffic, land use, noise abatement, next year's TSOs, FAA's policy decisions 
next week and next month on flight service stations, weather stations, tall structures, towers, gen
eral aviation, and air lines-and be able to predict snow storms accurately. 

Must be a first rate housekeeper and landscape man; must know paints, painting and color re-
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quirements, tree raising, seeding, fencing, garbage disposal and sanitary landfill techniques and 
procedures. 

Should be able to see his airport and its future from the point of view of the community, the 
taxpayer, the pilot, the aircraft owner, the passengers and users, and the Airport Commission. 

Must be familiar with the prevailing contract and lease terms and prices for landing fees, floor 
space, parking space, fuel flowage fees, car rentals, restaurant operation, liquor concession, clean 
towel and window-washing service and the nondiscriminatory provisions required in all contracts 
by FAA. 

Must have good basic knowledge of and be able to operate a police department and fire depart
ment, and know about wages, salaries, fire and police equipment, including crash procedures off 
and on the field. 

Must be skilled in obtaining surplus equipment for nothing and be able to rebuild and rehabilitate 
such equipment without cost. 

Must have basic knowledge of accounting, particularly cost accounting and its application to air
ports, and know about insurance plans for employees. 

Must be able to conduct a constant program of education, designed to convince everyone of the 
necessity for and the value of the airport to each man, woman, child and business within the taxing 
boundaries. 

Must be diplomatic in dealing with all local organizations that request use of the runway as drag 
strips, free land for pistol range, dog and horse shows, dog pound, tennis courts, trap shooting, 
ball diamonds, sports car rallies, picnics, and free gravel. 

Must be patient with representatives of drum and bugle corps, policeman's ball, sheriff's ball, 
fireman's ball, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Red Cross, Salvation Army, childrens homes, Foundation 
fo; A;thritis, cancer, muscular distrophy, heart, mental diseases, polio, home for wayward giris, 
and church conventions. 

Above all he must have a sense of humor and a recommendation from AA.A.E. 
Preference may be given to a Democrat from Texas and we may also consider as trainee, a 

Socialist from Minnesota. 
Write Box 13 and do not contact present manager-he doesn't know he's leaving. 

REFERENCES 
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Workshop 2 Resource Paper 

PROVIDING AIRPORT 
LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

Roy H. Callahan, Arnold Thompson Associates, Inc. 

The capacity of the airport land side (which is the entire airport except runways, taxi· 
ways, and parking aprons) generally has not been determined by any set of criteria. 
Acceptable criteria have had reasonable use in determining capacity requirements for 
that portion of landside that comprises passenger terminal, cargo terminal, on-airport 
roadway systems, and automobile parking. Among factors that have contributed to 
unsatisfactory landside capacity conditions are (a) lack of appropriate business and 
economic factors; (b) failure to consider landside as a whole and to establish priority 
of use for available land; (c) unreliability of forecasting; (d) absence of economic jus
tification and cost parameters that resu It in burdensome costs and do not correlate 
useful life and investment amortization; (e) escalation of "gamesmanship" and 
acrimony between airport managements and air I ine representatives; and (f) lack of 
nontechnical criteria sufficiently comprehensive to provide coverage of pertinent 
areas of consideration, including geographical location prioriti es, economic justifica
tions, effective costing, reasonable forecasting, fixing of responsibilities, and manage
ment objectives. 

The airside must be separated from the landside and then divided 
into numerous components for study and analyses. However, basic 
to an acceptable airport operation is competent management in the 
planning, implementation, and operating stages. This business 
management must ensure that total airport development and oper
ation are economically, operationally, technically, and financially 
feasible. 

A single project, irrespective of the quality of its product, will 
not, by itself, be a solution to the problem. It must become an 
integral part of a much larger and more comprehensive project. 
In addition, certain factors should be considered. 

1. Effect of varying airport sizes on criteria (for example, 
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criteria for Chicago probably would be of little value for Waycross, Georgia); 
2. Lack of uniformity in acceptance of criteria for forecasting, determination of 

facility requirements, and determination of needed capacity among airport manage
ments, among airline managements, between airline managements and airport manage
ments, and between industry units and governmental agencies (how can the decision
making process move from the forecast shown in Figure 1 to a statement of required 
landside capacity that will have a 5- to 8-year lead time?); 

3. Uncontrolled and massive variations of unit costs (one terminal may cost 
$250,000 per gate position while another will cost $2,500,000); 

4. Lack of economic parameters in the development of facilities, the cost of which 
becomes unreasonably burdensome; 

5. Increasing acrimony between airport managements and airline representatives; 
6. Unreliability of airline industry forecasting due to the fact that airports require 

a lead time of 3 to 8 years for major development and the perspective of the airlines 
is normally short range and highly volatile (airline forecasts have been overly opti
mistic during periods of booming economy and unreliably pessimi.stic during periods 
of downturn); 

7. Deficiencies of planning process related to properties and facilities in terms of 
planning input, particularly economic and financial management planning; and 

8. Competition for land by the numerous airport landside elements and an effective 
priority of use between the airport and the surrounding communities, between on
airport and off-airport elements, between airside and landside, and among various 
landside elements, which include land, access, passenger terminal, cargo terminal, 
airline support facilities, airport support facilities, and automobile parking system. 

OBJECTIVES 

This section discusses the following 3 objectives: 

1. Existing criteria for decisions relating to terminals and on-airport roadways, 
2. Different criteria and recommendations for their research and development, and 
3. Method for providing new capacity when improvements to existing facilities are 

insufficient. 

Existing Criteria 

No situation comes to mind where criteria have been used for determining requirements 
for total airport landside capacity. Criteria have been used for determining require
ments for that portion of the landside that comprises passenger terminal, cargo ter
minal, and on-airport roadway systems (including automobile parking). The criteria 
discussed below are neither standard nor widely used throughout the air commerce 
world, but they are the best that have been observed during a quarter of a century of 
airport work. 

Air Traffic Forecasts 

Basic to a determination of required capacity is an assessment of probable demand. 
Such demand is based on forecasts of passenger, cargo, and aircraft operations. 
Passenger (also cargo) forecasts are largely influenced by the socioeconomic environ
ment for air travel and by the type, quality, and cost of available transportation ser
vice. 

The air trade area of an airport is studied to determine its air commerce need (i.e., 
industrial, commercial, and recreation) or diversity. The population growth rate and 
household income in the air trade area are analyzed. Employment and industrial, com
mercial, and recreational growth coupled with gains in household income are used to 
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project trends from which demands for air transportation facilities and services can 
be forecast. The following approach is used in developing the forecasts: 

1. Collect, tabulate, and analyze data on historical aviation activity, characteristics, 
and trends in the air trade area; 

2. Determine quantitative and qualitative relation between the historical aviation 
activity, characteristics, and trends and the socioeconomic and technological environ
ment; and 

3. Refine forecasts by reference to national data and forecasts and by judgmental 
decisions based on no definable methodology (such latter forecasts may be tailored to 
meet an immediate cash flow situation of the airport or of one or more airlines serving 
the airport or may be influenced by marketing considerations among airlines, by polit
ical considerations in the community, by capability of the project to be financed, by 
dominance of a technical organization or group that proceeds without appropriate con
straints or direction, or by airport and airline guidance that is lacking in knowledge of 
the nature of or experience in air commerce affairs to make judgmental decisions that 
are or will be beneficial to the desired objectives). 

The foregoing discussion of forecasting briefly touches on a major cause of the stag
gering inadequacy of airport facilities. Figure 1 shows 10 forecasts of annual enplaned 
passengers for the same airport. Even a hasty glance reveals how step 1 above creates 
far more questions than it answers. An elementary consideration surfaces at once: 
Which forecast is to be used as a parameter for the program? Also, how will unani
mous or even substantial support for any one forecast ever be obtained? 

Aircraft Operations Forecast 

Forecast of annual air carrier operations is based on enplaned passenger forecasts 
and estimates of average number of passengers enplaned and deplaned per aircraft op
eration. This estimate may be obtained from historical data and projections of aver
age aircraft seating capacity through the forecast period. This element contains a 
number of steps involving judgmental factors. To this forecast it may be necessary 
to add factors for general aviation activity and military operations, each of which will 
be based largely on judgmental factors applied to historical data. 

Busy-Hour Aircraft Operations 

Forecast of busy-hour aircraft operations is the keystone to most of the determinations 
of size of landside elements. These forecasts are based on historical data and trends. 
Normally it is assumed that the percentage of operations occurring in the busy hours 
will decrease as annual traffic increases and peak periods of activity are spread over 
longer portions of the day. Again, judgmental factors have a substantial influence on 
the end product. 

Passenger and Vehicular Activities and Forecasts 

Conversion of passenger traffic forecasts to passenger terminal unit and area require
ments may be accomplished by an analysis of existing activities as they relate to ex
isting traffic volumes and by the use of an extrapolation applied to the forecasts. One 
step in this process is to obtain a detailed count of the terminal area activities and a 
detailed count of vehicular traffic. 

A basic purpose of a terminal activity survey is to obtain hourly data on passenger, 
vehicular, and associated airline activities from which typical peak-hour demands, 
volumes, and activities can be established. These data may then be related to the 
annual traffic of record and subsequently used in establishing future facility demand 
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forecasts. A 7 -day survey during a peak month produces data relating to 

1. Vehicular traffic at the main entrance; 
2. Terminal curbside use by vehicle type and occupancy time for enplaning and de

planing activities; 
3. Number of persons entering or leaving the terminal by mode, i.e., automobiles 

in the parking lots or vehicles (by type) at the curb; 
4. Employee parking lot use and periodic parking lot inventory; 
5. Hourly passenger enplanements and deplanements and information on passenger 

enplanements and deplanements such as baggage on and off and aircraft parking use 
for the survey period; 

6. Use of public automobile parking lots and analysis of parking duration; and 
7. Detailed information on hourly rentals and returns and daily inventories of 

parking lot automobile rentals. 

Peak-Hour Passenger Activity 

Data obtained on passenger enplanements and deplanements for at least 2 peak periods 
of activity of 3 or more days of the survey period should be tabulated and processed 
through a computer. The computer run of data on enplanements and deplanements 
should be analyzed for the 60-minute period (not necessarily a clock hour) of the 
greatest volume of activity for both total enplaned and total deplaned passengers. A 
program should be developed to display data on the 100 highest peaks of activity during 
60-minute periods for the survey days for which detailed counts of passenger activity 
were recorded. 

By definition, typical peak-hour passengers constitute the number of passengers, 
enplaning or deplaning, during a typically busy 60-minute period. This is a level of 
passenger activity that is expected to occur or be exceeded 100 to 150 times per year. 
It is a level below the observed absolute peak 60 minutes of activity. This typical peak
hour passenger figure represents a percentage of the total annual passenger traffic. 
By checking this percentage against percentages for other airports with similar pas
senger volumes, one can to some degree validate the survey work. This typical peak 
hour of passengers may be used as the design level of activity for 12 months of traffic. 
It may be related to forecast passenger traffic for facilities planning. 

Many required quantitative aspects of terminal facilities are dependent on the total 
passenger activity. Others, such as airline check-in facilities or baggage claim facil
ities, are related to either enplaning or deplaning peak-hour passenger volumes. Sep
arate analyses should be made for enplaning and deplaning passenger activity to deter
mine typical peak-hour enplaning and deplaning volumes by methodology similar to that 
used for determining total typical peak-hour passenger activity. 

Vehicular Activity 

Hourly vehicular traffic data should be obtained for the survey period. These data 
should be obtained at several locations on the airport roadway system such as the en
trance road, terminal entrance or exit road, terminal and parking lot road, terminal 
and parking lot recirculation road, terminal enplaning road, terminal deplaning road, 
and roads serving the post office, the cargo complex, and the catering facilities. When 
related to recorded airline passenger traffic, these data will develop average annual 
daily traffic and design-hour volumes for current vehicular traffic. When adjusted to 
reflect increases in traffic, the developed data and factors may be used to forecast 
future vehicular roadway capacity requirements. 
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Summary 

Application of the foregoing criteria and numerous judgmental decisions results in unit 
and area capacity requirements for several elements, including aircraft parking posi
tions, public automobile parking areas, employee parking spaces, rental car storage, 
terminal curb lengths, passenger processing facilities, and airline facilities. Errors 
in the passenger forecasts and errors in the judgmental decisions can and do produce 
weird capacity requirement figures. 

Different Criteria and Recommendations 

The criteria outlined in the preceding objective are considered adequate and sufficient 
for the elements to which they are applied. They represent work of an outstanding air
port terminal planner and early author (3) and should be applied many more times to 
airport and facility developments than they have been. The basic problems are not re
lated to these criteria as such but are of an entirely different nature and involve much 
broader vulnerable areas. 

1. Needed are criteria that are applicable to the airport as a unit and complemen
tary criteria that can be used for airside as well as landside; 

2. The landside criteria should have application to total landside and be supple
mented by consistent criteria for the various elements of landside; 

3. Needed are better methodologies for forecasting and better guidelines for apply
ing criteria to forecasts; 

4. Economic parameters must be effective to ensure that cost effectiveness will 
not be overridden by application of technical criteria or other similar considerations; 

5. A set of priorities, particularly a priority of location and of sizing, must be in
cluded in the landside criteria as well as in the total airport criteria; 

6. Satisfactory lead time for providing funding of capital costs of facility develop
ment must be determined and enforced; and 

7. Essential to the foregoing and basic to determining and providing landside ca
pacity requirements is sound business and financial management. 

It is recommended that 

1. The problem be clearly defined; 
2. Landside be clearly defined; 
3. If the problem remains fragmented into parts for study, the other parts and in

terface considerations be clarified for orientation; 
4. The solution, when determined, be a practical action program as distinguished 

from a theoretical answer to a purely technical question; 
5. The solution be accompanied by an action plan that can be implemented; and 
6. The implementation plan include organization chart, staff by personnel quali

fications, schedule of events, budget, and source of budget support. 

New Capacity When Improvement Is Insufficient 

Too frequently the Band-Aid method has been employed. This method is characterized 
by creating new capacity whenever land areas will permit, without regard to functional 
layout and access and to what effect it will have on the use of other facilities. A basic 
cause is that the situation is governed by the law of inertia until it becomes an emer
gency. At that point it is governed by expediency to meet the emergency and not by 
either long- or short-term planning. This emergency method normally is not in ac
cordance with any land use plan, is inconsistent with good functional planning, is ex
pensive, and paves the way for further unbalancing of facility usage. Occasionally, 
an appropriate methodology will be employed in 2 parts : 
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1. Long-term planning will outline a reasonable program for the period beginning 
approximately 10 years in the future and extending well beyond; and 

2. Consistent with the long-term plan, a short-term, low-cost treatment of existing 
facilities will produce a temporary fix for the period while the long-term plan is being 
developed and implemented. 

A basic key to comparative ease in use of this method is sufficient land at a reasonable 
cost either as a part of the existing airport or adjacent to it. If sufficient land is not 
available, the method is still recommended but will take longer for it will require lo
cation of a new airport site and all the complications of the development of a completely 
new airport and disposing of the old one when the new airport is ready for occupancy. 
The latter method should always be used when improving the use of existing facilities 
will not suffice. 

DIFFEREi~T COi~CEPT OF TiiE PROBLEivi 

What is the problem? Is it a question of whether criteria are used? whether criteria 
are adequate or sufficient? whether research should develop a new set of criteria? 
whether research should develop a new methodology for using an acceptable set of 
criteria? In short, will the problem be solved if the criteria situation (whatever it 
may be) is changed, altered, or corrected? Does the problem relate to criteria, or 
have we failed to recognize and identify the basic problem? In my opinion, the problem 
has not been accurately identified or appropriately related. 

A practical situation exists and has existed for many years: At numerous airports, 
air commerce has been constrained by lack of landside capacity. This situation is not 
new. It has been discussed for nearly a quarter century. In 1949, the author wrote 
the following in a letter to the Airlines National Terminal Service Company: 

Air transportation is headed for two severe bottlenecks (inadequate airport ground support facili
ties and a lack of access roadways) which could lead to strangulation, due to inadequate senior 
officer attention to development of airport and ground transportation facilities. 

In a letter in 1955 to the then Senator Lyndon B. Johnson, the author stated: 

This design criterion does not receive the weight it should, for a natural reason. It is immaterial 
to the airlines; the taxpayers (who put up the money) have no voice in the matter; and the politi
cally minded operator has neither business experience nor an incentive to conduct the project on 
a sound financial basis. 

The foregoing is ... suggesting that the problem in its uncontrolled, unguided development is 
destined to become much worse. It will become so serious that it will impair air transportation, 
it will impede industrial development where air commerce could be a contributing factor, and it 
will be a weak spot in our overall national defense. 

The appropriate solution would be to put airports on a business basis to be designed, constructed 
and operated by businessmen. It can be done. 

The problem is far more basic than merely establishing and applying criteria. It is a 
lack of mature business and financial management (i.e., control and direction) of air
port planning and implementation. This definition of the problem is not new. In the 
author's 1955 letter to Senator Johnson, he stated: 

For technical assistance and advice on design, size, operation and management of airport facilities 
the cities looked to the airline operators. But for paying the construction and operation costs, the 
cities looked to the taxpayers. [It is fundamental that when construction and operational author
ity is divorced from financial responsibility on any subject, the project is doomed as a financial 
undertaking.] The inherent weakness of the overall program was further accelerated by failure 
of the airlines to supply technical assistance of appropriate caliber. Neither the airline industry 
(as it developed from miscellaneous operators) nor the individual operators supplied top managerial 



or administrative talent to work on the problem. Instead, they developed a method of appointing 
local airport committees. The committees consisted of lower echelon employees, who had no 
grasp of the overall existing problem, no understanding of the inherent financial requirements and 
no concept of how to cope with the rapidly changing airport requirements as the industry developed 
and became of age. 
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This uncontrolled and nonguided effort has developed certain gargantuan monsters that 
have torn the financial fabric of airport systems into shreds. Certain recent airport 
developments have been characterized as ''engineering triumphs over economy and 
good sense." Airports in this category have created unit use costs that are prohibi
tive. They unbalanced the entire airport picture by concentrating intolerable costs in 
a few facilities. These data were openly discussed at the airline industry management 
level as early as 1968 (!)· 

Each of you knows that airport and facilities development are now governed by technical aspects
NOT financial. You know that normal procedure is for airlines to "state their technical require
ments" via a technical committee to an Airport Management. Then the Airport Management 
treats the matter as one involving engineering, design and construction, totally uncontrolled and 
unguided by economic guidelines. Each project "goes all out"-new engineering firms spend 
millions "learning the problem" and guessing solutions, so do the architects, so do the contrac
tors and so the bill comes in for $200 million to $500 million for each Redevelopment or $Y:. bil
lion to $1 billion for a new airport. 

Conversion of these cost elements to unit costs-per enplaning passenger or something-makes 
it startlingly eloquent that "the dog won't hurt"-the industry can't affort this uncontrolled, non
guided parade of dollar investments which will balloon costs of doing business up so that "the 
most successful in getting volume goes busted first." This has historically been the result when 
any activity gets in the position that unit costs increase as unit volume increases. The real 
"shocker" today is that unit costs appear to be increasing at a much higher percentage than the 
exploding increases in unit volume. 

To illustrate the basic narrow point of this discussion, we suggest a brief comparison of costs 
(landing fees and terminal connected cost items) per enplaning passenger before and after develop
ment .... They show that during an eight-year period individual stations should have upwards of 
300 percent increase in enplaning passengers and that current discussions indicate there will be 
simultaneously increases of Unit Costs (cost per enplaning passenger) upwards of 1000 percent. 
Application of the increased cost per enplaning passenger to the increased number of enplaning 
passengers shows the following increased annual dollar cost for the eighth year: 

Newark-1967 cost of $3,853,000 increases to 1975 cost of . . . . . . . . $31,875,000 
Dallas (Love Field)-1967 cost of $933,650 increases to 

(Dallas/Ft. Worth) 1975 cost of .................... _ .. .... $37,300,000 
Atlanta-1967 cost of $2, 728,000 increases to 1975 cost of . . . . . . . . $27,056,000 
Total (EWR, DAL/FW, ATL) 1967 cost of $7,514, 650 

increases to 1975 cost of ......................... ........ $96,231,000 

These data [Figure 2] may be somewhat discounted as not truly typical and possibly inaccurate 
in some details. Nevertheless, they should serve to identify an area in which the industry must 
recognize there exists a very critical problem. 

Airports or facility elements that are sorely needed are not developed for many 
reasons: 

1. Lack of ability to produce functional facilities that have any degree of cost ef-
fectiveness, 

2. Staggering costs and nonfunctional facilities, 
3. Difficulties in developing financing programs, and 
4. Acrimony between airport managements and airlines. 

Until mature business and financial management assumes responsibility in the overall 
picture, corrective action cannot seriously be expected. Such management exists and 
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Figure 1. Various enplanements for the same airport. 
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could become available. Discussion of these points was included in the author's 1955 
letter: 

There is enough air terminal know-how available to develop a sound businesslike air terminal in
dustry, but some direction is seriously needed to point up the gravity of the problems and to es
tablish authority and responsibility in a workable, doable manner. Unless something constructive 
is done promptly, airports and airport facilities increasingly will become a retarding bottleneck to 
air commerce and national defense as it relies upon air commerce. 

During the 1960s, the author had such a discussion at the airline industry management 
level(!): 

Please pardon a personal opinion. Being full of youthful optimism, I am fully convinced that we 
can recover from this problem if we will recognize its existence. I am convinced that we have or 
can get persons and talent that can produce airports and facilities that ( 1) will conveniently ac
commodate passengers and cargo, (2) will be satisfactorily functional, and (3) can be afforded 
and paid for by industry. 

During 1970, effective business management take-over and control were expressed 
as a hope to the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (~): 

Revolutionary, rather than evolutionary changes in airport design and design criteria will accom
pany the early years of the era of wide-bodied (jumbo) and supersonic (SST) aircraft types. 

However, overshadowing these changes resulting from technical decisions will be changes 
caused by management decisions predicated upon economic considerations. A controlling test 
of facility feasibility will be that of cost effectiveness. Development of facilities will be pro
gressed only after master planning shall have prescribed tolerable economic parameters and after 
implementing procedures shall have reasonably insured satisfactory controls. 

This will be an era when management will exercise control of facilities development from con
cept planning through construction and utilization, to insure that technical deliberations do not 
override acceptable economic guidelines. 

Some efforts have been made to organize a summit managing committee to proceed 
with a crash program to produce remedial results. As early as 1969, the author rec
ommended that a crash program be addressed to the 20 major hub airports by a com
mittee of a senior representative of the U.S. Department of Transportation, a chief 
executive of a major airline, an influential member of AOCI, and an outstanding finan
cial spokesman. I urged these steps because of my opinion that aircraft deliveries 
would (a) require greatly increased capital commitments and cash disbursements for 
flight equipment; (b) cause strangulation in passenger, baggage, and cargo processing 
areas in terminals on route segments where large capacity aircraft will be in use; 
(c) cause strangulation in egress and ingress facilities to major airports· and {d) gen
erally unbalance the economics of the industry sufficiently to threaten its existence as 
a free enterprise. It is rather obvious that I think that a continuation of the present in
effectiveness will develop a crisis of major proportions rather soon. 

Municipal Management 

Relatively new and extremely important is the dimension of management and control 
of business planning. Its necessity becomes more acute and its rewards become more 
massive as municipal management moves deeper and deeper into functions of proprie
tary planning and financing and opera.ting business activities, which are essential to 
community welfare. 

These new functions have changed the traditional concept of municipal government 
into a concept of pseudogovernment and pseudobusiness enterprise, by nature more 
complicated than management of a corporate conglomerate. Management and control 
of planning and implementation, including financial, operational, and technical aspects, 
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are essential to success. A deep-seated major element is the requirement that the 
new functions, particularly providing transportation facilities and services {including 
public growid transportation and airports), be based on sowid economic and business 
management principles. 

No longer is it merely a technical matter. The economic impact has changed it to 
basically a management matter. For example, a few years ago a city proceeded with 
air terminal planning by leading architects, wicontrolled by economic guidelines, until, 
after 2 years of planning and enormous amowits of technical fees had been incurred, 
the project estimate was annowiced at 200 percent of what was financially doable. As 
a result, the project was scrubbed, massive fees were paid for a lost cause, and for 
years the city was without much-needed air transportation facilities. These results 
are due to one error: The city failed to exercise management and control. It relin
quished these elements to technical organizations that had purely architectural and 
engineering disciplines and used no economic parameters. 

Procedurally, top municipal management has 2 acceptable options: (a) increase 
staff to include a qualified program planner and controller or (b) retain a similarly 
qualified consultant. In either event, the line of responsibility and reporting should 
be direct without intervening agencies or organization. For example, the city, which 
was referred to above, would not have saved its program had it retained a program 
planner and controller but directed him or her to be responsible to and report through 
the architectural and engineering firm that wrecked the project because it had no eco
nomic guidelines. 

It is recommended that appropriate research be directed to the management of 
proprietary business activities by municipal governments to produce an effective capa
bility that can control planning and implementation adequately to provide airport capac
ity requirements. 
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Workshop 3 Report 

CONSTRAINTS AND 
THEIR INFLUENCE ON 
AIRPORT LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

Gordon A. Miller, California Department of Transportation 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Identify the most serious constraints on airport landside capacity and group them 
in related categories. 

2. Identify the various ways in which these constraints affect landside capacity. 

3. Develop forecasts of the type and character of constraints that will likely influence 
airport landside capacity and capacity requirements during the next 20 years. 

4. Recommend research and development projects that will extend knowledge of the 
effect of the various constraints on airport landside capacity and identify means of 
reducing the effect of those constraints. 

PARTICIPANTS 

Gordon A . Miller. chairman, W. Bruce Allen. Homer B. Anderson, Benoit Baribeau, 
Phil Bowes, J.M. Duggan, William R. Fromme, Walter E. Gillfillan, Thomas M. 
Johnston, Herbert Kahlert, Ruth L. Kleinfeld, W. L. Metzger, Harry A. Miller, Inez 
Sletta, and George Smith 

The Workshop 3 participants represented a wide range of interests 
in airports. There were independent aviation planning consultants 
and members of consulting firms; representatives of the U.S. De
partment of Transportation, the Federal Aviation Administration, 
and the Canada Ministry of Transport; city, county, and state avi
ation personnel, including one representative of a Canadian city 
engaged in developing a major new airport· a faculty member of 
the regional science department 0i a university; and a manager of 
a company that provides bus service at several major airports. 
Not represented were the airline companies, and participants 
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recognized this shortcoming and attempted to compensate for it by considering in all 
of their discussions what was thought to be the air line point of view. 

Preliminary discussions revealed the necessity for adopting a definition of con
straint. The group agreed on the definition used by Kleinfeld in her resource paper: 
Constraint is ... any influence that contributes to shaping the planning or implementa
tion of a goal by narrowing in some fashion the decision maker's choice. This defini
tion, agreed to at the outset, was used as a reference for items subsequently dis
cussed. 

Participants identified 9 categories of items relating to airport landside constraints, 
each with several subcategories. These are given in Table 1. Not all of the constraints 
apply at all airports, but some are common to all busy airports. The sharing of air
line ground facilities is a factor that should be considered at all airports that experi
ence landside capacity problems. Although many difficult problems must be resolved 
to put such sharing into effect, efforts should be made to do so because of the magni
tude of the impact of providing separate facilities for each airline. 

Other factors that involve problems difficult of solution are the multijurisdictional 
control of the airport, its ground access, and surrounding land use; environmental 
statutes and regulations; traffic peaking; and adequate funds for necessary develop
ment. 

Table 1. Constraints to airport landside capacity. 

Category Subcategory 

Sociopolitical Community goals and altitudes 
Special interest groups 
Political structure (multiple jurisdictions) 
Characteris tics oC travelers 

Regulatory and institutional International (health, immunization. 
agricullure, customs) 

Federal 
State 
Local 

Physical characteristics Airport plant and land 
Local vicinity 
Regional characteristics 

Financial Federal fiscal policy 
Existing debt structure 
Local debt limits 
Income generation 
Operating agreements 
Existing leases 
Inflation 

Operational 

Airport management 

Technical 

Economic 

Environmental 

Operating users (ground transportation, 
airlines1 retail businesses, parking, 
valet parkingi automobile rental, displays) 

Tralfic characteristics (control of peaking) 
Security control 
Processing (baggage, cargo, ticketing) 
Airport population characteristics 
Gate sharing 

Information needs 
Labor relations 
Negotiation strategies 
Evaluating management 

Energy 
Airline equipment 
Technological evolution 

Modal competition 
Benefit cost analyses (limitations) 
Forecasting limitations 
General economic conditions 
Opportunity costs 

Noise 
Weather 
Pollution 
Ecology 
Environmental laws 
Lack or ;nterjurisdictional cooperation 
Compliance with clean air act 

Research Needed 

Influence of increased social awareness on the implementation 
of airport expansion programs 

Effect al type of ownership (city, county, authority) on landside 
capacity 

Problems of multiple·jurisdictional interests 
Characteristics of airport population 

International passenger processing 
Multijurisdictional problems in intermodal and multimodal 

planning 
Methodologies for assessing and evaluating economic, legal, and 

poutical implications to all interests of peaking ah" h ·alfic 

None 

Federal ADAP landside participation policy 
Evaluation of financial needs and capabilities of air carrier 

airports 

Effect on system of ma.king land side changes at one point 
Present and future impact of airport security regulations 

on airport landside capacity 
Requirements for Iandside facilities separated by airlines 

Information needs of airport management 
Evaluation of airport management 

Constraining effects of policies to conserve energy 

Effect of modal competition on short-haul air traffic and 
airport design 

Benelit-cost analysis of capacity-increasing projects 
Airport service pricing options 
Impact of airline marke ting practices on airport capacity 

requirements 

Constraint of environmental statutes on landside capacity 
development 
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Participants differentiated between short- and long-term constraining influences as 
a device to assist with establishing priority recommendations for the research and de
velopment projects that are recommended. The attempts to assign priorities were un
successful, and the participants agreed that this must be done later by others who have 
the time to consider carefully all the recommendations of this workshop along with 
recommendations made by the other workshops at the conference. Participants also 
agreed that they should not develop 20-year forecasts of constraining influence because 
of time limitations. They acknowledged that the uncertainty of future trends of events 
affecting airports is a potent constraint on developments that would improve landside 
capacity. Much of the research recommended is needed to produce the information 
and the methodologies and techniques required before such long-range forecasts can 
be made. 

Much of the discussion centered on subjects related to the creation of a social and 
political climate for stimulating development projects designed to increase landside 
capacity. The constraints on such development projects by a negative community at
titude toward the airport have been powerful in recent years. However, in the midst 
of this trend, some airports have been able to continue normal development with little 
difficulty. Some efforts must be made to determine why these airports have been able 
to succeed and to find ways to apply this knowledge to other airports. 

Multijurisdictional influence over many airports through control of ground access 
routes, control of land impacted by airport noise, taxing powers, police power, and 
other factors adds to and sometimes helps to create negative community attitudes to
ward the airport. These multijurisdictional problems have been recognized and dis
cussed widely, but they have been difficult to resolve. We must begin to study them 
seriously if airports are to function effectively. 

Another major area of discussion concerned ways to level out the peaks and valleys 
of landside traffic. To the extent this can be accomplished, the demand for capacity 
will be lowered even though the airport continues to serve the same or even a larger 
number of people. Another way to increase capacity of existing facilities is to stream
line passenger-processing procedures. 

Research and development projects proposed under the 9 general categories of con
straints to airport landside capacity are also given in Table 1. Many of the proposals 
are not strictly research projects; they are more in the nature of investigations leading 
to changes of policy. They are, however, needed to help solve the problems of land
side capacity constraints. 

In summary, Workshop 3 

1. Identified and categorized the most serious constraints on airport landside ca
pacity; 

2. Identified the various ways these constraints affect landside capacity in the 
various research and development project statements, which are part of this report; 

3. Did not forecast the type and character of constraints likely to influence airport 
landside capacity and capacity requirements during the next 20 years (participants 
agreed it was not feasible to attempt such forecasts during the time available but rec
ommended that such forecasts be made, using as the basis for them the information, 
techniques, and methodologies developed by research resulting from this conference); 
and 

4. Prepared statements of research and development projects but did not arrange 
them in priority order because there was not enough time at the conference to give 
adequate consideration to the priorities of the proposed research (this work must be 
done by others who have more time and who can also consider the recommendations 
of the other workshops). 

In reviewing their work at the conclusion of the conference, participants recognized 
that they had emphasized items that led to a lowering of demand for landside capacity 
through better use of existing facilities. This emphasis was not a conscious goal and 
was not so strong that it caused the need for additional facilities to be overlooked. 
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Participants agreed that the emphasis on better use of existing facilities was a natural 
result of their efforts and that it was a proper conclusion. Some participants, however, 
disagreed and thought that more emphasis should be given to development of facilities 
for additional landside capacity. 



Workshop 3 Resource Paper 

LEGAL AND ECONOMIC 
ASPECTS OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSTRAINTS ON 
AIRPORT LANDSIDE 
CAPACITY 

Ruth L. Kleinfeld, Raytheon Service Company 

This paper focuses on environmental considerations and some ancillary institutional 
factors arising out of common law rights, major federal legislation, and state legisla
tion . Until recently, landside capacity was not subject to significant environmental 
constraints. However, the probability of federal funding for heretofore ineligible land
side components and the increasing sophistication of environmental analysis suggest 
that landside capacity will be constrained in the future by environmental considera
tions. Accordingly, this paper reviews the experience of airports under the environ
mental legislation for the years 1968 to 1974 as an indicator of the nature and dimen
sions of environmental constraints. In that period, projects or operations at more than 
50 airports were delayed, halted, abandoned, or modified as a result of the federal en
vironmental statutes. As an analytical tool, the paper presents a matrix of potential 
costs associated with the statutes, together with a summary of the limited data on 
actual costs incurred in that period, both as a result of the statutes and as independent 
or voluntary expenditures. Environmental processing and litigation under the National 
Environmental Policy Act have entailed significant delay to projects, which in turn re
sulted in substantial cost increases, primarily associated with inflation. Although there 
is some room for improving the consideration of environmental factors, airport devel
opment has become an inherently more complex undertaking. Four phases of the en
vironmental era are delineated, and issues relating to landside capacity are identified 
for further study. The information from these studies is needed to convert the con
straining influence of environmental factors into opportunities for improved decision 
making. 

The primary focus of this paper i s on environmental constrai.uts; 
some discussion of ancillary institutional Iactors is also included. 
The environmental constraints discussed arise out of common-law 
i·ights, major federal environmental. legislation, state environ
mental legislation, and the manner in which the rights and laws 
are construed and implemented. (The federal legislation is treated 
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more extensively than the other sources of environmental constraints because of its 
application nationwide.) 

In the case of airports, "opposition to airport development had reached a peak be
fore the enactment of the myriad of environmental protection laws" (1). In 1966, more 
than 160 suits were pending against airport sponsors. With the enactment of several 
federal statutes since 1966, the federal government received a strong congressional 
mandate to integrate environmental considerations into its policies and programs. 
State governments have followed suit. The advent of the environmental statutes has 
introduced new elements and priorities into the decision-making process at all levels. 
But with the exception of congressional oversight hearings on certain statutes, there 
has been little analysis to date of the overall effect of environmental considerations on 
airport development and operations, and none insofar as the author knows related spe
cifically to landside capacity. 

The importance of considering the impact of environmental constraints on landside 
capacity is underscored by the magnitude of the landside investment contemplated during 
the next 5 years. According to the most recent published survey (2), almost $4 billion 
in capital development is required to meet the landside needs of the nation's airline and 
reliever airports. The large hub airports account for the largest proportion of land
side investment to total investment (56 percent or $1,953 million), not counting land 
banking requirements. Although it was not possible to determine from the survey re
port the basis on which need was calculated (relative to factors such as projected en
planements or rate of growth in air transportation or fleet mix and frequencies), the 
relative proportion of landside needs to airside needs supports the view that landside 
capacity at large hubs may soon be the operative constraint on an essentially mature 
airside. Assuming for argument that these data are realistic estimates of resources 
required to support airside capacity as it exists or is likely to be developed, the ques
tion becomes, What impact, if any, will environmental considerations have on achiev
ing the landside capacity? (Support includes any stimulation factor to traffic growth 
associated with improved landside capacity.) 

Until recently, landside capacity was not subject to significant environmental con
straints on its own account, but was impacted indirectly by environmental constraints 
imposed on the airport airside, the airport in toto, or access systems (principally 
highways). This is not surprising in view of the interface function of the landside, 
within a limited geographical scope, and the predominance of noisy aircraft as the 
source of opposition to airport development and operations. 

Moreover, some landside components have been effectively insulated from certain 
federal environmental requirements because they are ineligible for funding by the ex
isting federal assistance program under the Airport and Airway Development Act of 
1970, which expired in June 1975. (There is a legal argument to be made that the ab
sence of federal funding alone is not sufficient to insulate a component if the project is 
sufficiently "federalized.") Current fw1ding is shown in Figure 1. 

However, the situation is changing. Environmental analysis has become more 
sophisticated, and increasing attention is being paid to issues that are directly related 
to landside components. Of particular interest are those components associated with 
automobiles, such as garages and other parking facilities. At the same time, the prob
ability appears high that federal funding will be provided for previously ineligible land
side components under the successor federal assistance program currently being con
sidered in Congress. Thus, environmental constraints on landside components per se 
may increase. 

This paper offers a capsule review of the experience of airports under the environ
mental statutes to date and outlines some factors that may shape the future of environ
mental constraints on landside capacity. The remainder of the paper is organized into 
3 sections: statutory framework, impact on airports, and future outlook and issues. 
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Figure 1. Summary of federal capital funding of airport and access components (excluding land acquisition). 
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Seven environmental statutes constitute the bulk of federal environmental legislation 
affecting airports. Relevant aspects of the 7 statutes and their implementation are 
briefly discussed below. 

National Environmental Policy Act 

Under section 102(c) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), an en
vironmental impact statement (EIS) is required in all cases of major federal action 
significantly affecting the environment. 

Another ''action-forcing'' provision of NEPA is the requirement in section 102(2)(b) 
that federal agencies identify and develop procedures to ensure consideration of cur
rently unquantified environmental amenities and values. 

Section 309 provides for a review procedure by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and referral to the Cow1cil on Environmental Quality (CEQ). Revised CEQ guide
lines (as of August 1973) reflect judicial interpretations, clarifications of existing 
policy, and statements of evolving policy such as a strengthened emphasis on public 
participation in the analysis of environmental factors. Although CEQ's role is limited 
to review, it can recommend to the president that an executive order be issued to stop 
a proposed action by a federal agency. 

This landmark legislation has engendered substantial litigation to interpret the statu
tory language. Confusion has resulted from varying and often conflicting interpretations 
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of NEPA issues and from the successive changes in agency guidelines and regulations 
for implementing the statute. 

Department of Transportation Act 

Section 4(a) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (OOTA) provides for re
search and development on noise abatement; section 4(f) relates to parklands, recre
ation areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites and calls for "all pos
sible planning to minimize harm 11 after determination that there is no feasible and 
prudent alternative to the use of such land. 

Airport and Airway Development Act 

Sections 16(c)(3), 16(c)(4), 16(d), 16(e), and 18(4) of the Airport and Airway Develop
ment Act of 1966 (AADA) deal with the determination by the secretary of transportation 
that certain prerequisites or conditions have been met as to community interest, en
vironmental protection, public hearings, assurance of compliance with applicable air 
and water quality standards, and zoning and other compatible land use procedures. 

Air Quality Act and Clean Air Act Amendments 

Pursuant to the Air Quality Act of 1967, the secretary of health, education and welfare 
undertook a study of the impact of aircraft on the national air pollution problem, trans
mitting the study results to Congress in December 1968. Smoke emission research 
ha_d alre!l_dy been m1der way since 1964, but it was not until Ja..11uary 19'?0 that 31 air
lines, the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), and the U.S. De
partment of Transportation (OOT) reached an agreement to accelerate a voluntary pro
gram to retrofit smoke burners, now essentially complete. 

Under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 (CAAA), EPA was given responsibility 
for aircraft emission standards, thereby preempting state action, and provision was 
made for citizen suits. Compliance with the fuel venting and exhaust emission stan
dards set by EPA (effective February 1, 1974, with certain exceptions) has been 
assured by a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulation issued December 28, 
1973 . EPA has also promulgated (a) proposed regulations banning federal grants and 
loans to facilities violating requirements of the Clean Air Act Amendments and (b) reg
ulations requiring preconstruction review of indirect sources of air pollution, which 
will apply to any new airport with 50,000 or more aircraft operations annually and any 
modified airport increasing operations by 50,000 or more. (For lack of funding, pre
construction review was postponed until July 1, 1975. However, state laws modeled 
on the federal regulation may have required permits for construction prior to July 1, 
1975.) EPA yielded on some aspects of transportation control plans that would have 
affected airports. 

Federal Aviation Act Amendments 

The Federal Aviation Act Amendments of 1968 (FAAA) authorize the FAA administrator 
to establish standards for measuring aircraft noise and sonic boom and to provide for 
their control and abatement. FAA has promulgated Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) 
Part 36, to achieve reduced noise levels for new subsonic jets and other transports. 
Regulations have also been issued covering new production of previously certified jets. 
Proposed retrofitting of older jets not covered by FAR Part 36 is being extensively 
analyzed. FAA has also prescribed preferential runway use, courses and altitudes for 
landings and takeoffs, and other operating procedures. Other operational procedures 
are being developed. 
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Noise Control Act 

The most recent noise control measure, the Noise Control Act of 1972 (NCA), assigns 
primary responsibility to FAA, after consultation with the secretary of transportation 
and EPA, for control and abatement of noise and sonic boom by prescribing standards 
for noise measurement and by issuing regulations for control and abatement of noise. 
EPA was directed to conduct a study of aircraft and airport noise and to review FAA 
regulations in an advisory capacity. FAA would be required to hold hearings on EPA
proposed regulations, but retains sole authority to promulgate such regulations, taking 
into account factors such as safety and feasibility. Its decisions are to be published 
in the Federal Register. 

Notwithstanding the Noise Control Act of 1972 and the 1973 Burbank decision, which 
affirmed federal preemption of aircraft noise jurisdiction, a 1962 decision is still con
trolling, which renders the airport operator responsible for acquiring easements and, 
therefore, liable for damages. (The famous footnote 14 in the Burbank decision left 
open the extent to which proprietary rights of the airport sponsor could be exercised 
to abate noise. Litigation of this issue is pending in California.) 

Federal Water Pollution Control Act 

The principal relevance of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 
1972 (FWPCAA) has been to federal facilities pursuant to Executive Order 11752. It 
provides for effluent limits and a permit program for point sources. Both the clean 
air and the water acts specifically reference state legislation, which is enforceable 
over and above federal requirements, with certain exceptions such as aircraft emis
sion standards. 

State Statutes 

The states can be expected to play an increasing role in environmental decision making. 
Since 1970, "nearly every state legislature enacted laws to protect or preserve en
vironmental quality,'' including land use regulations, constitutional guarantees to clean 
air and water, citizen suit provisions, and legislation to protect water, coastlands, and 
shorelands (3). Of particular significance are the so-called "progeny of NEPA." 
Twenty-one states have instituted impact assessment requirements, and 15 others are 
considering such action, according to the Council on Environmental Quality. Both 
California and Massachusetts laws requiring impact assessments have been applied 
to airport sponsors. 

Several state statutes go beyond the federal requirements. For example, Michigan 
includes the cost of modification to eliminate or minimize an adverse environmental 
effect. The California statute provides for explicit evaluation of the secondary con
sequences of a facility, e.g., the "growth-inducing impact." Also, the states may pro
vide a lower threshold for environmental procedures. For example, the Massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial Court upheld a lower court decision that the threshold of potential 
environmental damage is minimal, in accordance with the intent of the statute and the 
safeguards in the implementing regulations against unnecessarily burdensome paper
work (Boston v. Massachusetts Port Authority, Supreme Judicial Court of Massachu
setts, No. 112, 113, Feb. 5, 1975). 

IMP ACT ON AIRPORTS 

Substantial progress has been made in incorporating the national concern for the en
vironment and human wellbeing into the day-to-day functioning of government bureau
cracies and the private sector. However, this institutionalization has been achieved 
only at the price of delays and complications inherent in developing a more sophisticated 
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decision making process. 
The administration of the environmental statutes has become increasingly complex 

since 1966. Heavy demands have been placed on airport sponsors and government 
agencies that are frequently understaffed and underfunded for the tasks involved. Three 
federal agencies-FAA, DOT, and EPA-now have significant influence over the devel
opment and operations of airports. In addition, the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) and the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) can control im
portant elements. [The role of the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) via the economic 
regulation of carriers appears to have been less than fully appreciated.] This frag
mentation of responsibility, together with the encouragement of public participation 
and judicial review, has engendered a confusing and sometimes conflicting body of 
regulatory policies. Within the scope of this paper only a few aspects of the imple
mentation of the environmental statutes can be touched on. The following sections dis
cuss affected airports, costs of the environmental statutes, impact statements, and 
litigation. 

Impacted Airports 

One parameter of impact is the number of airports significantly affected by environ
mental issues. For the period 1968 to 1974, projects or operations at 53 airports or 
proposed airports were delayed, halted, abandoned, or modified as a result of the 
federal environmental statutes (Table 1). These comprise 22 large hub, 9 medium 
hub, 4 small hub, and 18 nonhub airports. (In some cases, opposition to projects or 
operations predated the statutes and might have continued or been successful even in 
the absence of the statutes.) In addition, projects in California and Massachusetts have 
been halted or delayed on accow1t of state statutes. Only one of these projects (San 
Francisco) involved opposition to landside development per se. 

These airports were identified by an informal canvassing of FAA regional offices 
and industry sources. In addition there are a number of airports that experienced de
lay to projects as a result of NEPA procedures. 

The most severely affected airports as measured by the length of time between ini
tiation and ultimate result or current status have been those airports whose develop
ment plans began prior to 1970. These include both expansion plans and new jetport 
plans. Many of these airports would also qualify as most severely affected as mea
sured by the divergence between original conception and actual outcome. 

The experience of 2 such airports, Portland (International) and Miami (Everglades), 
is illustrative. In Portland, a proposed expansion plan initiated in 1967 was withdrawn 
in 1973 after challenge by a small but active group that lost every legal battle but won 
the war with the threat of continued litigation. The proposed Miami (Everglades) jet
port became a national focus of the environmental concern leading to the enactment of 
NEPA. Through a special inter agency effort following an executive order terminating 
work on the Everglades, the issue was resolved in favor of a new site-selection pro
cess coupled with the first full-scale environmental assessment. Both cases also 
demonstrate the limitations of environmental analysis and decision making in the con
text of a political controversy. 

Costs Associated with Statutes 

Potential costs associated with the federal statutes are given in Table 2. Similar ma
trixes could be developed for the state statutes to assist in identifying and structuring 
cost information to assist in decision making. 

Data on actual cost impacts of the statutes to date are limited. Cost data were not 
readily available for most of the airports given in Table 1. Presumably an in-depth 
analysis of each case would yield some useful data. With some exceptions, few organ
izations maintain accounting records or have performed analyses that identify actual 
costs associated with the statutes, and even fewer have made such data available to the 



Table 1. Airports impacted by environmental legislation. 

Airport 

Large hubs 
Atlanta (Hartsfield) 
Boston (Logan) 
Chicago (O'Hare) 
Chicago (Midway) 
Cleveland (Hopkins) 
Dallas-Fort Worth 
Denver (Stapleton) 
Honolulu (International) 
Houston 
Las Vegas (McCarran) 
Los Angeles (International) 
Los Angeles (Palmdale) 
Minneapqlis-St. Paul 
New Orleans (International) 
New York (Kennedy) 
New York (La Guardia) 
New York (Stewart) 
Philadelphia (North Philadelphia) 
St. Louis 
San Francisco (International) 
Seattle-Tacoma 
Southern Florida 

Medium hubs 
Albany, New York (Albany County) 
Birmingham (Municipal) 
Hartford (Bradley) 
Louisville (Sta'liford) 
Omaha (Eppley) 
Phoenix (Sky Harbor) 
Portland (International) 
San Antonio (International) 
West Palm Beach (International) 

Small hubs 
Burlington, Vermont (International) 
Colorado Springs (Municipal) 
Providence, Rhode Island (Green) 
Sarasota (Sarasota-Bradenton) 

Nonhubs 
Ames, Iowa (Municipal) 
Bridgeport, Connecticut (Municipal) 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Fairfax County, Virginia 
Fargo, North Dakota (Hector) 
Jackson, Wyoming (Jackson Hole) 
Jackson County, West Virginia 
Manchester, New Hampshire (Municipal) 
Montrose, Colorado 
New Haven, Connecticut (Tweed) 
Ogden, utah (Municipal) 
Republic Washington 
Southern Idaho Regional 
Spencer, West Virginia 
Summers County, West Virginia 
Trumbull, Connecticut 
Valdez 
Ventura County, California 

Environmental Issues 

Development Stage 

Runway extension opposed; ILS opposed 

New airport; major land acquisition 
Runway moved in plan; project halted 
Reef runway opposed 
Runway extension opposed 

Land acquired; further development held up 
Search for new site 
Site selection problem 
Expansion plan dropped 

Scale of proposed development reduced 
Expansion to serve larger aircraft opposed 
New site selected, but not confirmed 
Parking garage, apron opposed 
EIS for expansion 
Original site opposed; new site selected 

Draft and comments submitted 1 year ago 
Runway extension turned down 
Search for new site 
Levee moved 

Airport extension dropped 
Search for new site dropped 

Runway moved in plan 
Expansion opposed 
New replacement airport halted 

Increased capacity opposed 
Increased capacity opposed 
Proposed airport plans dropped 
Negative declaration contested; upheld 
Expansion of airport opposed 
Environmental processing of new airport 

Citizen opposition; litigation 
Runway extension and ILS held up 
Environmental processing 
Selected site opposed 
Environmental processing of new airport 
Environmental processing of new airport 
!LS delayed 
Section 4-F: placement of outer marker opposed 

gHUD urban renewal funds for neighboring Winooski were withheld because of noise from military jets landing in Burlington, , 

Operations 

Noise 
Noise 
Noise 
Noise 
Air quality 
Noise 
Noise 

Noise 
Noise 
Noise, access 

Noise 
Noise 

Noise 
Noise 

Noise 

Noise 

Noise 

Noise 

Noisea 

Noise 
Noise 

Noise 

Noise 
Noise 

Noise 
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Table 2. Potential cost elements associated with environmental legislation. 

Statute' 

Potential Cost Element NEPA OOTA AAJJA CAAA FAAA NCA FWPCAA 

Analysis of environmental impacts 
Research and development SR SR SR SR SR SR SR 
Environmental studies SR SR SR SR SR SR SR 
Environmental impact statement SR 
Public participation SR SR SR SR SR SR 
Agency review SR SR SR SR SR SR 

Environmental administration SR SR SR SR SR SR SR 

Aircraft research and development SR SR SR SR SR 

Land 
Publicity RE RE RE 
Land acquisition RE RE RE 
Relocation RE RE RE 
Land banking RE RE RE SRP 
Soundproofing RE RE RE 

Construction 
Methods RE RE RE RE RE 
Reclamation RE RE RE RE RE 

Facilities 
Configuration RE RE RE RE RE RE 
Abatement RE RE RE RE RE RE 
Relocation RE RE RE RE RE RE 
Utilization RE RE RE RE RE RE 

Operations 
Flight procedures RE RE RE SR SR SRP 
Ground procedures RE RE RE SRP SE SRP 
Congestion SE SE SE SE SE SE 
Monitoring RE RE RE RE SRP RE 

Aircraft and vehicles 
Retrofit SR SR 
New aircraft SR SR SRP 
Maintenance RE RE SRP RE 
Ground equipment RE SR 

Legal costs 
Litigation SE SE SE SE SE SE 
Damages SE SE SE 
Penalties SE SE 

Opportunity costs SE SE SE 

Uncertainty 
Project development SE SE SE 
Interest SE SE SE 
Contracts SE SE SE 

Inflation SE SE SE 

11 NEPA =National Environmental Pot icy Act of 1969; DOTA =Department of Transportation Act of 1966; AADA =Airport and Airway 
Development Act of 1966; CAAA =Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970; FAAA =Federal Aviation Act Amendments of 1968; NCA =Noise 
Control Act of 1972; FWPCAA"" Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972; SR=- statutory requirement as currently imple-
mented; SAP= proposed additional implementation of statutory requirements; SE= side effect; and RE= related expenditure to implement 
requirement. 

Table 3. Summary of available data on airport-related costs (in millions of dollars) 
of environmental statutes. 

Item 

Statutory requirements 
As curr:ently implemented 
Proposed additional implementation 

Side effects 

Subtotal 

Other airport-related environmental costs 
Expended 
Proposed 

Total 

•Not estimated. 

Representative 
Current Year 

23.5 . -
23.5 

4508 

6903 

Proposed 
1968 to Multiyear 
1974 Program Costs 

101.4 
875 to 1,236 

38o7 

140.1 875 to 1,236 

393.2 
340 

533.3 1,215 to 1,576 
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public. Inputted costs apparently have not even been calculated. 
However, the available data do provide some measure of the resources committed 

to environmental considerations and also serve as proxies for less tangible impacts. 
In some cases, cost data point to problem areas that need attention; in others, the data 
suggest that the purposes of the statutes are indeed being accomplished as intended. 
Conversely, and paradoxically, in some cases the absence of data reflects the incor
poration of statutory mandates into practice. (For example, it may not be possible to 
determine whether more expensive runway alignments are being used to satisfy environ
mental requirements because the less environmentally satisfactory alignments are being 
eliminated from consideration before costs are calculated.) 

A summary of the available data on costs associated with the federal environmental 
statutes is given in Table 3. It represents a national commitment of approximately 
$140 million for the period 1968 to 1974, plus those costs for which no value was es
timated. 

The 3 "procedural" statutes gave rise to costs of more than $69 million, of which 
$49 million was associated with NEPA. Of that amount $33 million, or more than two
thirds, represents the effect of inflation on construction costs for projects delayed by 
NEPA processing. (NEPA may add a minimum of 90 days to projects requiring a full
scale review; however, some of the delay experienced from 1971 to 1974 was attribut
able to internal management. Nevertheless, these costs are considered to be the social 
cost of accomplishing institutional change and are therefore properly ascribable to the 
statute.) Inflation has a particularly strong effect on smaller communities that may 
have difficulty in raising the additional local funds necessary to undertake a project. 

The total cost of the analysis of environmental impacts and environmental adminis
tration associated with the 3 procedural statutes is estimated at about $30 million. The 
data for these categories are believed to be almost complete. The direct costs of public 
participation and agency review were not estimated, but would not be expected to ex
ceed $1. 5 million. 

There was no evidence that any costs in the following categories were incurred to 
meet statutory requirements: land, construction, facilities, and operations. However, 
substantial investment for land acquisition or aviation easements has been made by a 
few airports. Also, wastewater treatment facilities are being constructed for San 
Francisco and New York (Kennedy) Airports at costs of $9 million and $3 million re
spectively. 

Opportunity costs were not estimated and are considered speculative in view of the 
decline in traffic growth rates. However, the full economic cost of constrained devel
opment including congestion costs has not yet been incurred. The cost may be signifi
cant to the extent that present capacity proves unable to accommodate demand for air 
transportation in the years required to bring additional facilities onstream. In this 
respect, landside capacity may be particularly important to the full use of existing air
side capacity. 

Uncertainty costs of $ 5.5 million were included, representing the experience of one 
airport, Portland (International). It has been argued that this cost category actually 
reflects management decisions and is therefore not attributable to the statutes; how
ever, the Portland case was based on current industry practices. Similarly, Boston 
(Logan) Airport is currently facing a potential uncertainty cost of $31 million asso
ciated with runway extension projects that may never be completed. This potential 
cost is not included in the tabulation, but is mentioned as evidence of the possible mag
nitude of costs in this category. Portland did incur one cost component-a contractual 
liability-that Boston avoided by specifically providing in its construction contract for 
the possibility of not completing the project in light of pending litigation. 

Aircraft research and development constitutes the bulk of costs incurred pursuant 
to the clean air, water, and noise acts. In the period 1968 to 1974 about $69 million 
was spent pursuant to statutory authority for research and development. The cost of 
environmental analysis and administration was not estimated, but probably did not ex
ceed $1 million. FWPCAA may have been an influence in the construction of several 
new wastewater treatment plants at airports, but appears to have been directly applied 
only to Washington (Dulles) Airport, a federal facility. In terms of proposed additional 
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implementation, the cost of retrofitting aircraft (estimated to be as much as $1 billion) 
dwarfs all other costs to date. 

Total costs for environmental expenditures that were voluntary or nndertaken inde
pendently of the statutes were estimated at $393.2 million. 

Of that amonnt, the largest single category is research and development expendi
tures by industry ($106 million) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) ($136 million), totaling $242 million. Some of the NASA funds were used in 
joint programs with FAA. Another large item is land acquisition: $96. 7 million at 
Los Angeles; $24.0 million at Newark, New York (Kennedy), and Dallas (Love Field). 
These sums were expended by airport sponsors from the proceeds of bonds underwritten 
by carriers. Similar expenditures have been made at at least 8 other airports, but 
actual cost data are not available. 

Other costs have been incurred in connection with the noise-abatement procedures 
that have long been advocated and are in use. The Air Transport Association of Amer
ica (ATA) estimates that at least one minute has been added to takeoffs and landings for 
each carrier operation at major airports. The use of preferential rnnways has also had 
an effect on airport capacity, notably in New York. However, the effect on capacity 
and congestion costs has been mitigated by the decline in traffic growth and number of 
operations associated with the fuel crisis and economic conditions. 

The aircraft retrofit for visible smoke emissions, although technically voluntary, 
was prompted in large measure by pending litigation (e.g., in New Jersey) and the cer
tainty that mandatory retrofit would be forthcoming. 

The litigation costs of common law actions against airport operators and carriers 
have not been estimated, but are likely to have run on the order of at least $3 million, 
considering that there were 166 actions pending in 1966 against 27 airport sponsors. 
They have generally been nnsuccessful, although in August 1974 the California Court 
of Appeals awarded damages. More recently, the use of class actions in noise damage 
cases invoiving Los Angeies was proscribed, thus substantially reducing the potential 
value of pending suits seeking billions of dollars in relief. (The decision is nnder ap
peal.) 

The institutionalization of the statutes suggests that the proportion of costs associ
ated directly with the statutes will increase substantially over past levels, primarily 
for aircraft retrofit. To date, virtually all the costs associated with the statutes have 
ultimately been borne by 2 groups: air carrier passengers and the general public. 

The passengers provide via the ticket tax most of the trust fund revenue that sup
ports the Airport Development Aid Program (ADAP) and airport planning grants to air
port sponsors. Thus, the passengers pay for the federal share of the environmental 
costs incurred by the sponsor in connection with a project funded by a grant. Except 
for public land states and certain items, the federal share of eligible expenses is 50, 
66%, or 75 percent under cunent programs. Depending on the financial structure of 
the airport sponsor, the passengers may also pay for the sponsor's share of the en
vironmental costs, either directly in the form of airport revenue such as parking fees 
or indirectly as higher fares associated with landing fees paid by carriers and passed 
on to passengers. 

Passengers also pay in the form of higher fares for other costs incurred by carriers. 
The principal carrier costs have been landing fees to cover land acquisition programs 
of airport sponsors and additional operating expenses. It was not possible to determine 
what premium, if any, is included in the price of new aircraft designed to meet FAR 
Part 36, since other performance factors were also involved. (Boeing reported that 
the company had not conducted such an analysis.) 

There is a generally nnrecognized "hidden subsidy" of air transportation in that the 
business passenger's contribution via the ticket tax is a deductible expense for tax pur
poses. Assuming business passengers constitute 50 percent of all passengers and a 
corporate tax rate of 50 percent, this results in increasing trust fund revenues at the 
cost of reducing general fnnd revenues by 25 percent of the total ticket tax revenue. 

The general public pays for virtually all other costs. Most federal research and 
development funding provided to manufacturers and other contractors is derived from 
general revenues, with the exception of some funding from the Aviation Trust Fund. 
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Research and development conducted with corporate funds is presumably expended or 
depreciated for tax purposes. Federal, state, and local agency costs for administra
tion of the environmental statutes and for litigation are also derived from public funds. 
(Some litigation expenses incurred by organizations like the Sierra Club are paid by 
private contributors or foundations who obtain tax benefits; the statutory provision for 
attorneys' fees and court costs has not been used in an airport case to date.) The public 
pays for airport sponsor expenses not picked up by passengers or other sources of air
port revenue in the case of large carrier airports. 

Costs anticipated for the future involve large capital outlays and operating costs 
(including loss of revenue) by the air carriers. These costs are currently expected to 
be funded by a set of user charges. Capital costs of FAA equipment installations in 
connection with noise abatement procedures (e.g., 2-segment approach) will presum
ably be charged to the trust fund. Thus, the emphasis will continue to be placed on 
internalizing the cost of environmental controls. (It is not expected that demand for 
air carrier transportation will be affected significantly by any increase in passenger 
fares associated with such costs.) 

Impact Statements 

This section relates to the implementation of NEPA, with particular reference to the 
programs established under AADA for federal assistance in planning and developing 
airports. 

The requirement for an EIS in all cases of major federal action significantly affecting 
the environment affects both FAA and airport sponsors. Generally, under current in
terpretations, the sponsor provides FAA with information on the environmental impact 
of a proposed project, which FAA uses in making its independent assessment of impact. 
In addition, FAA conducts studies and prepares assessments in connection with other 
FAA activities (e.g., radar installations). 

For the period 1971 to April 1974 a comparison of total ADAP projects and environ
mental impact statements filed with CEQ shows that statements were filed for about 
20 percent of the projects. About 600 environmental impact statements representing 
380 projects were filed (225 final EIS, 225 predecessor drafts, and 155 current drafts). 
FAA expended $908.2 million for 1,355 ADAP projects at 503 air carrier and reliever 
airports and $104.8 million for 603 projects at 511 general aviation airports. 

Of the projects for which statements were filed (and reported in the Congressional 
Record and 102 Monitor), almost 80 percent (300 out of 380) represented nonhub air
ports, as shown in the breakdown of statements by hub and airport classification given 
in Table 4. Further, the 80 large, medium, and small hub airport projects do not in
clude several highly controversial projects such as the Miami jetport; Los Angeles 
(Palmdale), for which a 4-volume draft EIS was submitted in the summer of 1974; and 
the fourth New York jetport (Stewart), for which the draft EIS was returned by DOT 
as inadequate in October 1974. 

Costs 

In the period 1971to1974 an estimated $10 million was expended by airport sponsors 
and the FAA in conducting environmental studies and preparing and processing impact 
statements for airport projects. This sum does not include the costs of delay to proj
ects, which are primarily price increases under inflation, opportunity costs, and costs 
of inefficient use of existing capacity, and does not include the intangible costs in adapt
ing to new requirements. The $10 million represents $7 .3 million in federal and local 
funds for studies, plus an estimated $ 3 million in staff time of Airports Service of FAA 
to prepare statements and negative declarations. In fiscal year 1973, Airports Service 
staff costs with respect to 197 impact statements were almost $1 million. Processing 
of 617 negative declarations took 2.34 person years, or an estimated $58,500. (NEPA 
did not provide additional funding to assist agencies in their implementation.) 
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Table 4. Environmental impact statements filed from 1971 to April 1974 
by type of airport. 

EIS by Airport Classification 

EIS Type Hub Classificationa Primary Secondary Feeder Total 

Draft Existing airportsa 
Large 5 5 0 10 
Medium 3 5 2 10 
Small 0 7 1 8 
Nonhub 0 6 79 85 

Subtotal 23 82 113 

Draft New airports 
Large 2 0 1 3 
Medium 0 1 0 1 
Small 0 0 2 2 
Nonhub 0 0 36 36 

Subtotal 39 42 

Final Existing airports 
Large 5 5 1 11 
Medium 2 3 3 11" 
Small 0 17 6 24° 
Nonhub 0 15 121 136 

Subtotal 40 131 182b' 

Final New airport 
Nonhub 0 43 43 

All' All airports 
Large 12 10 2 24 
Medium 5 9 5 22b 

Small 0 24 9 34° 
Nonhub 0 21 279 300 

Total 17 64 295 380b' 

a Includes 80 hub airports, 28 existing and 6 new for which draft El S's have been filed and 40 existing for 
which final El S's have been filed 

bl ndudes 3 not cla:>sified. 
clncludes 1 not classified ~ 

dQoes not include predecessor drafts of final E IS's . 

Delay 

The high price of delay in a period of double-digit inflation is justification for efforts 
to improve the decision-making process. NEPA itself does not generate inflation, but 
the delay NEPA entails to projects, translated into dollars, should be recognized for 
purposes of budgeting and program planning. In the absence of escalator clauses in 
ADAP grants, efforts to reduce the delay or use the time productively will minimize 
the effects of inflation on airport sponsors. It is important to note that, under current 
ADAP rules, the reimbursement of funds expended by an airport sponsor is condi
tioned on project approval. In practice this means that no further work can be done 
pending environmental approval. Thus, the absolute minimum additional time required 
for processing an ADAP project application involving a full EIS review is 90 days even 
under a proposed streamlined procedure (FAA Order 5050.2A). Although an additional 
3 months may not seem unduly burdensome, it could mean losing an entire construction 
season in some parts of the country. At the very least, this adds to the lead time, if 
not to delay, in planning and implementing airport projects. Similarly, the environ
mental process may affect the ability of airport sponsors to recoup capital expenditures 
via landing fees on the successful completion of a project. For example, the Massachu
setts Port Authority has spent $31 million to date on extending 2 runways that may 
never be completed, although a federal EIS has just been approved. The carriers have 
threatened not to pay the costs involved, thereby triggering concern on behalf of the 
revenue bondholders. (Independent justification for work to date might be possible if 
the runway extensions are not completed.) 

Despite the generally noncontroversial nature of the 380 projects given in Table 4, 
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analysis showed that delay was experienced in 46 percent of hub projects and in 42 per
cent of nonhub projects. This was based on a review of the statements noted in the 
102 Monitor, the monthly CEQ publication, and an FAA internal study of delayed proj
ects. For purposes of the FAA analysis, delay is computed as the number of months 
between the receipt of a draft EIS by Airports Service and the release date in excess 
of the 4 months considered normal or minimum processing time. It does not include 
the time required to conduct environmental studies in connection with the EIS. The 
FAA study supports the following findings: 

1. Of 79 actions approved by negative declaration, 75 percent were not delayed, 
15 percent were delayed 1 to 2 months, and 10 percent were delayed longer; 

2. Of 119 actions approved with final EIS, 23 percent had no delay, 56 percent 
were delayed 4 to 8 months, and 3 percent were delayed more than 14 months; and 

3. Of 73 actions pending, 20 percent have been pending more than 14 months, and 
25 percent have been pending more than 1 year. 

An analysis of large, medium, and small hub airport projects did not produce any 
useful correlations between delay and either project type, project cost, or year of sub
mission. A first-cut analysis of hubs and nonhubs by region appears to support other, 
subjective information that environmental resources, skills, commitment, and manage
ment vary from region to region. 

The 2 main causes of delay appear to have been (a) a need to improve the quality of 
assessments, which entailed acquiring expertise, and redoing and resubmitting state
ments, and (b) internal management procedures within FAA and DOT. One major as
pect of managing the NEPA process involves working out the respective roles of the 
FAA field offices and headquarters and the Office of the Secretary of Transportation. 
This has been complicated by successive changes in CEQ guidelines and agency proce
dures in keeping with evolving judicial interpretations of NEPA. At another level, sev
eral cases of noncontroversial, routine projects were delayed in the environmental 
processing stage because of FAA staff involvement in major controversial projects. 
In some cases, airport sponsors and even FAA personnel cited difficulties in obtaining 
status reports on pending projects. Other cases apparently required extensive legal 
review. 

To a large extent, both these factors reflect a "learning curve" that typically ac
companies the introduction of major new responsibilities into an ongoing enterprise. 
In the case of NEPA, the learning curve was compow1ded by years of confusion, con
flict, and uncertainty as to its scope and implementation, with important regional 
variations. Only recently has there been some semblance of predictability across the 
country. Ongoing efforts to improve NEPA processing for airport projects have re
sulted in a recent overhaul of DOT and FAA procedures, and that is expected to alle
viate most of these problems. 

Although the full extent to which other federal agencies contributed to the delay of 
airport projects was not determined, specific instances were found of delays on account 
of internal distribution procedures at DOI and delays on account of particular individ
uals at other agencies participating in the federal review process. Further, many 
state and local agencies have contributed to delays in airport projects by being unable 
to respond within prescribed time limits for the coordination and review requirements 
of Circular A-95 or section 16(c)(4) of AADA. Extensions have been generally granted 
in keeping with the spirit of the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act, NEPA, and AADA. 

In addition to requiring extra time, some agencies have raised issues ostensibly 
within another agency's purview even though the latter agency may have approved (or 
refrained from objecting to) the project. This particularly engenders resentment when 
the critical agency is in no position to help address the issue. 

Controversial Projects 

As noted earlier, the analysis of delay does not include time spent in conducting studies, 
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holding hearings, and responding to comments in developing EIS or negative declara
tion. In controversial cases, this could involve months or years of delay. For ex
ample, 22 hearings (reputedly a national record) have been held by the Massachusetts 
Port Authority in attempting to extend 2 runways at Boston (Logan) Airport. NEPA 
was prematurely invoked by opposing litigants to require preparation of an EIS and 
then to challenge its adequacy, causing additional delay. In the St. Louis case, the 
airport sponsor noted that frivolous NEPA challenges caused undue delay. In partic
ular, the consideration of alternatives, one of the few specific mandates in NEPA, has 
been exploited for political reasons. It also raises the open issue of the substantive 
scope of NEPA, which has become increasingly complex as agencies are required to 
consider alternatives other than a "build here, there, or nowhere" approach. In the 
case of airports, it may be necessary to investigate alternatives using other modes of 
transportation. 

Litigation 

A number of lawsuits against airport sponsors, air carriers, FAA, DOT, and EPA 
have been grounded in 1 or more of the 7 environmental statutes. These suits differ 
importantly from the noise litigation based on common law rights, which are limited 
to damages or abatement of a nuisance, and which typically have not affected airport 
operations or development. In contrast, the environmental statutes led to a Supreme 
Court decision in 1973 ensuring the right of any citizen to sue on an environmental 
question affecting the public as a whole. Furthermore, it was no longer necessary 
that damage be imminent before seeking legal relief. Thus, prospective operations 
or development could be challenged. In some cases, projects under construction were 
stopped. NEPA in particular afforded a broader base for challenging airport develop
ment, and has been so used against airports in Honolulu, Boston, San Francisco, 
Detroit, Portland, Chicago, Los Angeles (Palmdale), and Ogden and Provo, Utah. A 
NEPA challenge has been prematurely invoked against Schenectady. The result has 
been substantial delays (e.g., Honolulu), and project abandonment (e.g., Portland) even 
in cases where the airport sponsors won the suits. The mere threat of litigation has 
sufficed to deter other airport projects. 

Both NEPA and section 4(f) of DOTA have been construed in wide-ranging body of 
case law (dealing principally with projects other than airports). Although some key 
issues have been clarified, many other issues remain to be resolved and offer signifi
cant potential for litigation. For example, in April 1974 the Supreme Court declined 
to review Life of the Land v. Brinegar [U.S., cert. den. (1974); CA-9 (5 ERC 1780), 
1973), thereby leaving in effect a lower court ruling that federal agencies could dele
gate much of the work involved in preparing impact statements. This issue was ob
viously a vital consideration in determining how agencies could implement NEPA. How
ever, the extent to which a court can or will review on substantive grounds is still un
resolved, although the trend in EIS cases seems to be toward court deference to agency 
expertise once procedural compliance has been determined. 

FAA policy does not preclude selecting a section 4(f) site. However, section 4(f) is 
viewed by many airport sponsors, FAA staff, and lawyers as virtually insurmountable 
so that in some cases potentially attractive sites for new airports or expansions are 
prematurely eliminated from further consideration for fear of extensive litigation. 
Moreover, its scope has not been fully defined. For example, litigation is pending 
to determine whether "recreation areas" include school playgrounds. Section 4(f) 
requirement for "all possible planning to minimize harm" has not been fully resolved. 

A Sierra Club suit (Environmental Defense Fund v. Brinegar, D.D.C., 74-340, Feb
ruary 25, 1974) sought to have FAA prepare an EIS on the National Airport System 
Plan. Suit was also brought against DOT, FAA, and EPA to force the preparation 
and circulation of an environmental analysis of the operation of the supersonic Con
corde. A task force convened to conduct the analysis submitted a draft statement and 
hearings have been held recently. 

Suits have also been based on the other statutes. For example, the Massachusetts 
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Port Authority, the airport sponsor, is an independent state authority, but was held 
nonetheless subject to the city's air pollution regulations under the Clean Air Act. In 
another case involving Massport, the judge noted that the required air and water quality 
certification pursuant to the Airport and Airway Development Act had not been issued 
for a project at Boston (Logan) Airport. 

Several projects have been affected by litigation based on state laws. Los Angeles 
failed to prepare an adequate impact report in connection with the Los Angeles Airport 
Plan. The court specifically referred to deficiencies in the consideration of alterna
tives such as building or expanding other airports (4). The judge also ordered a sepa
rate report on the recent change in the over-water approach procedures, although ac
knowledging federal preemption. 

The court denied an injunction against expansion of Chicago (O'Hare) Airport, but 
noted that the expansion could be challenged before EPA or FAA (Village of Bensen
ville v. City of Chicago, Ill., App. Ct. No. 57070, December 28, 1973). 

An FAA-sponsored study of noise levels was the basis for a California decision af
firming the liability of the city of Los Angeles as airport operator for reduction in 
property values due to aircraft noise affecting 520 parcels. The city argued unsuccess
fully that the Noise Control Act was evidence of federal preemption of all aircraft 
noise-related aspects and that therefore the federal government should be liable. 

Litigation is still pending in California on the extent to which an airport proprietor 
can restrict airport usage to limit noise. The ATA challenge to California's stringent 
antinoise regulation for airports and aircraft was decided on February 10, 1975. Part 
of the statute was declared unconstitutional. However, the appropriate limits and op
tions for nonfederal actions affecting airport use have still to be determined. 

FUTURE OUTLOOK AND ISSUES 

Although the various statutory mandates have not been in existence a full decade, 4 
phases of an environmental era can be delineated (Table 5). Phase 3 is characterized 
by the institutionalization of environmental considerations and processes. However, 
the final resolution of many legal and institutional factors has not yet been achieved. 
Moreover, trends are not clearly indicated. Generally, recent developments reflect, 
on the one hand, concern, particularly at the federal level, that environmental proce
dures have been too constraining and, on the other hand, a growing tendency of courts 
and state and local governments to expand the scope of environmental requirements. 

Thus, EPA retreated on the issue of significant deterioration in its December 197 4 
regulations, although a court test is expected. EPA has been forced by statute and 
public opposition to withdraw parking controls as an instrument of its transportation 
control plans. However, the concept of control plans has been judicially sanctioned. 
The implication for airport landside capacity appears to be a continued if cautious 
reliance on automobile access, at least in the short term. 

New proposals for ADAP are being considered. Both the Administration bill 
(H.R. 5017) and Representative Dale Milford's bill (R.R. 4313) would reduce the en
vironmental processing currently required for airport projects. However, both bills 

Table 5. Phases of environmental era. 

Phase Period Character Stimulus 

Pre-1966 Jet impacts (noise, smoke), Community 
urban encroachment 

2 1966-1972 Early environmental era, Congress, professional 
minimal compliance environmentalists, courts 

3 1973-1979 Maturing environmental era, Federal agencies, states, 
institutionalization Congress 

1 Post-1979 High technology, land use, Intragovernn1ental, airport 
regional development sponsors 
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provide for funding certain landside components, thereby bringing into play whatever 
federal environmental procedures may be then applicable. The implementing regula
tions for landside components will need to be reviewed and if necessary adapted to their 
environmental and economic characteristics. For example, categorical exemptions of 
certain terminal facilities may be appropriate. 

The environmental characteristics of automobile access and parking facilities have 
been studied extensively. But with the proposed restoration of an airport "head tax" 
and increased federal funding, the need to rely on parking revenue may be diminished 
so that other access systems and counterpart landside capacity will be developed. 
Their environmental characteristics should be as well documented, to facilitate due 
consideration of alternatives. (The requirements for "mass" access systems may 
derive from other regulatory developments, such as CAB-approved low fares, which 
may exacerbate peaking and congestion at some terminals.) 

For given scenarios of environmental and landside requirements, potential environ
mental constraints can be postulated. Constraint is viewed as any influence that con
tributes to shaping the planning or implementation of a goal by narrowing in some fash
ion the decision maker's choice. Thus, the impact of environmental constraints on 
landside capacity may be analyzed in terms of one or more of aspects such as 

1. Scope and design (geographic, technical, level-of-service), 
2. Timing (delay or lead time), 
3. Cost (price increases, inflation, higher operating costs relative to a given capi-

tal investment, higher capital costs, opportunity costs, distribution of cost burden), 
4. Rate of achieving balance with airside, 
5. Use of available capacity, and 
6. Future options. 

There are obvious interrelations among the aspects, and the analytical task is fur
ther complicated by a lack of criteria and methodology for a comprehensive analysis. 
The task becomes somewhat more manageable as the perspective narrows from the 
federal policy-making level to the airport manager. The further implications for 
regional development, intermodal competition, and ultimately a national transporta
tion system and its consequences also require methodological development. 

A first step might be a study of the application of the environmental statutes to the 
projected development at specific airports. At the lea~t, such an analysis could pro
vide an early warning system, both in terms of particular projects and in terms of the 
overall development of the air transportation system. There are admittedly a number 
of uncertainties involved, particularly issues related to land use, traffic forecasts, 
and technological development. However, the analysis would identify relative prior
ities for the near term to guide the administration of the environmental statutes within 
the context of plans for the future. Other issues to be addressed include the following: 

1. What are the implications for airside capacity if landside development is con
strained by environmental factors? 

2. Are airport sponsors or their consultants adequately prepared to foresee poten
tial constraints? Is there sufficient opportunity for aviation interests to provide input 
to the environmental decision-making process? Are existing institutional arrange
ments appropriate? 

3. What kinds of landside development should be considered to have no significant 
adverse effects on the environment? 

4. What methods or approaches are needed to mitigate any adverse effects? 
5. Should airside and landside development projects be separated to forestall back

lash to landside projects? 
6. How should costs of environmental constraints be allocated, especially those 

associated with off-airport systems? 

Undoubtedly, many other issues will emerge during the workshop sessions. Fortu
nately, as documented in earlier studies, the time frame has been extended, and 
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saturation of landside facilities is no longer anticipated within the next 5 years. If en
vironmental aspects can be viewed as challenges to better decision making, their con
straining influence can become opportunities for the improved use and development of 
landside capacity. 
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REGULA TORY CONSTRAINTS 
AND IMPACTS ON AIRPORT 
LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

W. Bruce Allen, University of Pennsylvania 

The regulatory authorities and their regulatory powers are enumerated . The extent to 
which the regulatory powers directly or indirectly impact on airport landside capacity 
is then identified and investigated. The role of environmental legislation in an expan
sion or new airport context is shown to be quite important. Likewise, the lack of the 
control of the Civil Aeronautics Board over scheduling and equipment deployment is 
shown to be a major influence on airport landside capacity. Few of the impacts are 
shown to be direct. A host of indirect impacts of varying degrees of intensity exist. 
The paper suggests that a systems analysis of the benefits and costs of the regulations 
be undertaken. 

The airport is the supplier of a service that is consumed by the 
public, the airline carriers, the general aviation carriers, and 
the military. The air terminal is a facility for enplaning and de
planing and takeoffs and landings, a place of interest for sight
seers, and a gathering place for people accompanying departing 
passengers or meeting arriving passengers. As a supplier, the 
airport provides facilities that permit the functioning of these and 
other services. The airport acts as an intermediary; that is, it 
supplies the facilities demanded by 2 types of consumers: the 
public and the air carriers. The latter group has a derived de
mand for facilities based on the public's desire to travel. The 
public's desire to travel is also a derived demand based on things 
such as the perceived benefits to be gained from traveling. The 
carriers also act as a supplier of services that the public wishes 
to consume. 

The degree to which the airport serves the public and the car
riers depends on its level of capacity. Determining what level of 
capacity to provide is difficult (as is defining capacity). This 
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problem also confronts the air carriers and all producers of transportation services 
and is caused by 2 items. 

The first item is that the services produced by the facility cannot be stored. Thus 
a berth, which produces a certain number of passenger enplanes and deplanes during 
the rush hour, is capable of producing the same service during off-peak periods, but 
may not be called on to do so. Hence, excess capacity will likely exist at some point 
of the day, week, or year. What level of the demand should be served? If peak level 
is served, then significant excess capacity will exist during the off-peaks, and the in
vestment and maintenance costs are likely to be large. (The level of excess capacity 
costs involved will be discussed below.) If capacity is set at less than the peak, the 
quality of the service must decrease as congestion occurs during the peak period. 
What is the trade-off between the cost of the investment in facilities (borne by the gen
eral public through general obligation bonds or the air carriers and all air customers 
through airport revenue bonds or by both groups), and the cost in congestion delay 
(borne by the air customer on the plane arriving during the congested period)? 

The second item is the lumpiness of airport investment. A baggage facility that is 
built to handle 1 planeload of baggage per hour will also handle many more planeloads of 
baggage per hour with no increase in investment costs. The nature of providing the air
port landside capacity is such that decisions to change such capacity are large ones and 
basically imply discrete moves rather than movement along a continuum of service. 

The purposes of this paper are to point out some of the issues that are involved in 
the control (or exemption from control) of the air carriers by the economic regulation 
and activities of the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) ; the safety and security regulations 
and the administration of the Airport Development Aid Program (ADAP) of the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA); the processing regulations of the Department of Justice 
(OOJ) through its Immigration and Naturalization Service; the customs regulations of 
the U.S. Customs Service in the Treasury Department (TD); the passport requirements 
of the Department of State (DOS); the health requirements of the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare (HEW); the agricultural importation restraints of the Department 
of Agriculture (DOA); the environmental controls of the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and the Council on Env.ironmental Quality (CEQ); the fuel allocation 
powers of the Federal Energy Administration (FEA); the demands and ability to effect 
those demands for use of airport space by the Department of Defense (DOD); and the 
like functions by state and local agencies, where they exist, along with some idiosyn
cratic local and state regulations. 

The policies of CAB, FAA, other federal, state, and local agencies with policing 
powers, and the carriers themselves (operating in the regulatory and promotional en
vironment of the above agencies) can and do have an impact on airport landside capac
ity. A portion of this paper will explore the current situation and its implications and 
will also suggest how other policies that could be enacted by the regulatory agencies 
would be likely to influence landside capacity. A general discussion will first be given 
of the various regulatory powers of federal, state, and local agencies. 

POWERS OF REGULA TORY AGENCIES 

In general, CAB has regulatory powers over the fares charged by the carriers. It also 
regulates carrier entry and exit from markets and controls carrier mergers. A major 
power of CAB from the point of view of this paper is its power to allow carrier collu
sion through the approval of formal carrier agreements. These include capacity lim
itation agreements, fuel reduction and rescheduling agreements, and congestion agree
ments. [This power of economic regulation stems from the Civil Aeronautics Act of 
1938 (as annotated), which is basically found in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 
14: Aeronautics and Space. The economic regulation is in Title IV of the Civil Aero
nautics Act and is repeated as Title IV of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958.] 

FAA regulates air safety. It certifies the airworthiness of airplanes and competence 
of pilots and institutes a series of procedures that control traffic while it is in the air 
and taxiing on the ground. Although these safety procedures basically determine airside 
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capacity directly, they naturally influence landside capacity because of the interdepen
dence of the 2 capacities. The rate at which planes can land creates limitations on 
the demands for berths, baggage facilities, restrooms, and other facilities. Deter
minations of the type of planes that can use the airport also influence the demands put 
on capacity. Air commuter, air taxi, and general aviation carriers and users are not 
regulated by CAB, and hence their control comes only from safety regulations and. 
state regulations. The initial safety regulations of FAA were spelled out in the 1938 
act and were substantially increased in the 19 58 act, which formally created FAA. 
(The powers of FAA can be found in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 14.) 

DOS, DOJ, HEW, DOA, and TD influence landside capacity in several ways. DOS 
influences foreign scheduling because of its interaction with the president of the United 
States and the CAB in approving international routes. By requiring passports, DOS 
has, in essence, required many international airports to have duplicative terminal 
facilities for foreign and domestic flights; the difference is only that the international 
segment has customs and a passport check. Regardless of the duplicative effect, the 
existence of passports and customs requires that space be dedicated to such facilities. 
Passport control is under the Immigration and Naturalization Service of OOJ, and cus
toms is under control of the Customs Service of TD. Further inspection relates to the 
health certificates of HEW and the agricultural inspection of OOA. These facilities can 
also be bottlenecks and influence the capacity use of other facilities. They can also 
ration the stream of passengers arriving and hence influence the demand for and use 
of other capacity. 

FEA has power to allocate the production of jet aviation fuel and its distribution 
among the carriers. It has chosen to do so based on percentages of 1972 fuel consump
tion of the carriers. Such fuel rationing can influence the type of aircraft flown, the 
number of flights flown, and hence the carrier's internal origin-destination distribu
tion of those flights. These results, in turn, impact on landside capacity at the affected 
airports. Studies by Yance (14) and comments by a CAB administrative law judge (13) 
suggest that the carriers do rearrange their flight schedules and hence their impacfOn 
landside capacity to remove unprofitable flights [which they feel they cannot remove 
unilaterally because of the S-shaped market share argument (7, 12)]. 

EPA, CEQ, and other federal agencies are entrusted with guarding the natural en
vironment. A list of federal regulations that have potential impact on airports and 
their major requirements (3) is given below. Many of these acts and regulations can 
have an all-or-nothing impact on potential new airport landside capacity, i.e., if a new 
site were to have an adverse environmental impact statement, capacity would be zero, 
for the building of new capacity would be blocked. 

1. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, section 102(2)(c): An environmental 
impact statement must be prepared for major federal actions significantly affecting the 
environment. 

2. Executive Order 11514, March 5, 1970: Federal agencies must direct policies, 
plans, and programs to meet national environmental goals. 

3. Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970, section 16(c)(3): Fair considera
tion must be given to interest of communities near airport projects; section 16(c)(4): 
consideration must be given to environmental effect of airport projects, and adverse 
effects will be allowed only if there are no alternatives; section 16(d)(l): an opportu
nity must be provided for a public hearing to consider economic, social, and environ
mental effects of airport projects; section 16(e)(l): applicable air and water standards 
must be complied with; section 18(4): action must be taken to restrict use of land near 
airport to compatible activities; and section 23: secretary of transportation may re
quest transfer of federal land (except parks) for airport use. 

4. Department of Transportation Act of 1966, section 4(f): Parks and historic 
sites can be used for airport projects only if there are no prudent and feasible alter
natives, and if land from parks or historic sites is used all possible planning must be 
included to minimize harm. 

5. Clean Air Amendments of 1970, section 309: Administrator of Environmental 
Protection Agency must review legislation, federal projects, major federal actions, 
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and proposed regulations for impact on air quality (requirements are given for ambient 
air quality standards, state implementation plans, and EPA examination of aviation 
emission standards). 

6. Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 
1970, all sections: Uniform policies on relocation and land acquisition must be com
plied with. 

7. National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, section 106: If projects affect 
property in National Register, federal official must take the effect into account and 
give the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation an opportunity to comment. 

8. Federal Aviation Regulations, part 152: Regulations are given for implementa
tion of Airport Development Aid Program and planning grants. 

9. OMB Circular A-95, revised, part 1, section 2a(4): When clearinghouse is 
notified of proposed federal or federally assisted projects, statement must be given 
as to whether environmental impact statement is required and what the nature of the 
impact is; part I, section 3c, and part II, section 2a(3): Clearinghouse must ensure that 
appropriate state and local agencies authorized to develop and enforce environmental 
standards are given opportunity to review and comment on proposed projects. 

10. Council on Environmental Quality, Statements on Proposed Federal Actions 
Affecting the Environment, Guidelines, all sections: Requirements are given for prep
aration of environmental impact statements. 

11. DOT orders and notices and FAA orders, notices, and advisory circulars: 
Regulations and instructions are given for implementation of the above. 

Under the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 and through prior legislation, 
those airports receiving government funding must allow government aircraft (mostly 
DOD, but in some cases Executive Office flights) to use the facilities without charge 
(except under certain circumstances). In certain areas with a priori knowledge of a 
number of such flights, provision must be made for such capacity use. 

Under the same act, space in the airport buildings, and hence capacity, must be 
supplied free of charge to air traffic control operations of FAA, some flight service 
operations of FAA, and to the U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) for weather re
porting. Of course, since ADAP funds can only be used at present for airside pur
poses, airside capacity could outstrip the ability of landside capacity to handle such 
capacity, e.g., at Chicago (O'Hare) Airport. 

Local ordinances also influence capacity. Noise limitation ordinances (curfews) 
have closed some airports at night to commercial flights; e.g., Washington (National) 
Airport is closed from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. This guarantees that virtually the total ca
pacity will lie idle at such airports for almost 33 percent of the time. Fire ordinances 
limit restaurant capacity. Health ordinances may dictate the number of toilet facilities. 
Zoning ordinances may dictate the type of facility that can be built and hence its capac
ity. Local parking lot commissions may control rates and hence use of capacity (via 
the demand curve). City planning commissions, air and water pollution control dis
tricts, state and city environmental quality departments, regional planning agencies, 
and state and city highway departments also influence landside capacity by their actions. 

State regulatory agencies may exercise certain controls analogous to those exer
cised at the federal level by CAB [28 states did so in 1969 (9), p. 808]. As a rule, 
regulations analogous to those of the CAB have been less stnngent on the state level. 
So far the courts have interpreted FAA safety regulations as applying to both inter
state and intrastate flights. 

The concept of landside capacity entails the capacity of facilities from the open door 
of the plane at berth, through the terminal facilities, and out to the ground access 
periphery of the airport. Thus the concept entails (but is not limited to) 

1. Berthing facilities, 
2. Passenger staging areas, 
3. Security facilities, 
4. Restaurants, 
5. Cocktail lounges, 
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6. Rest rooms, 
7. Ticket counters, 
8. Concessions (souvenir shops, car rentals, insurance sales), 
9. Baggage facilities, 

10. Parking facilities, 
11. TelephonP. hooths, 
12. Surface transportation, 
13. Access and egress roads to the terminal, 
14. Customs facilities, 
15. Terminal lobby, 
16. Vending machines, 
17. Air traffic control, 
18. Airport support personnel facilities, 
19. Air freight storage and staging, 
20. Truck parking, 
21. In-flight meal storage, 
22. Ground services equipment and storage, 
23. Emergency equipment services and storage, and 
24. Maintenance and storage facilities for planes. 

Some of the airside capacity of the airport is reflected in the facilities from the open 
door of the piane to the air access boundaries ui the airpul't, i.e., api·uus, 1·w1way::s, 
and taxiways. 

Six general types of regulation affect landside capacity: economic regulation of the 
carriers initiated by CAB and state agencies, such as public utility commissions; safety, 
security, and ADAP regulation of FAA; general environmental regulation of EPA and 
CEQ; fuel allocation power of FEA; control powers of DOS, DOJ, HEW, DEA, and DT 
through customs and inspection; and local institutional regulations on items such as 
building codes, zoning, health, and safety. 

REGULATORY POWERS THAT INFLUENCE LANDSIDE 
CAPACITY 

One of the dimensions of airport capacity is time related: What is adequate for one 
time period (off-peak) may be inadequate for another time period (peak). Another is 
the lumpiness inherent in the process. Another relates to the use of the existing ca
pacity. Many times existing capacity is not used to its maximum efficiency because 
of a lack of study by the provider of the facility. In many cases, a reorganization of 
existing resources will provide the capacity needed. The reorganization could be tem
poral (diverting peak to nonpeak), physical (redirecting traffic or allowing apron en
planing and deplaning), or institutional (allowing carrier X to use carrier Y's berths). 
[While writing a portion of this paper at Chicago (O'Hare) Airport, my TWA flight was, 
in fact, delayed 10 minutes in docking because of the unavailability of TWA berths while 
many empty berths were visible at EasternJ The ability to change effective capacity 
by low-cost, noncapital alternatives is not a concept to be treated lightly. 

In addition, since the provision oI capacity is costly and that capacity is basically 
fixed in the short run, thought should be given to the concept that all the capacity de
sired at any given time cannot be obtained unless it is paid for. After all, the carriers 
do not let an individual fly from A to B unless the individual is willing to pay the fare. 
Although an immense demand to fly from A to B exists when the fare is $0 and a pro
gressively less immense demand exists as the price increases, the only demand (quan
tity demand) that counts (at any given time) for the carrier is how many trips will take 
place at the stated fare. Likewise, the carriers have a demand for certain landside 
facilities. Just as the carriers will not let a customer ride if the fare is not paid, the 
carriers should not expect to have the capacity waiting for them unless they are willing 
to pay the fee. Since the capacity is fixed for the short run, some have suggested (2, 
10) that, should the quantity demanded exceed the fixed quantity supplied, then the -
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supply should be rationed via a pricing scheme. The carriers could bid up the price 
for using the scarce capacity and would presumably be willing to do so until the level 
of the price was equal to the gains the carrier perceived from using the capacity at 
that time. As the price is bid up, certain operations would drop out of that market 
and presumably switch to the off-peak. The "excess" revenues earned during the peak 
period by the supplier of the capacity could be used to expand the capacity in the long 
run or for other purposes. 

The use of prices for rationing should not be brushed off as a theoretical exercise. 
Seasonal and incentive prices (called per diem) paid for use of one railroad's equip
ment by another railroad now exist and are based on the season of the year and the in
vestment cost and age of the equipment. In addition, fares for off-peak air travel also 
exist. Although the latter situation is probably not an example of pricing done with ra
tioning in mind, the former certainly is. Proposals for incentive demurrage rates for 
rail equipment have been made ( 11). In addition, peak pricing exists in the pricing of 
phone calls and in the pricing of many public utilities. Thus, the peak-related pricing 
is no longer some economist's pipe dream but has become reality in a number of areas 
that are and are not related to transportation. These pricing mechanisms bear study 
in this question of the rationing of air capacity. It is not anticipated that such pricing 
would turn the daily, weekly, and yearly distribution of flights and passengers to a rec
tangular one, but rather would smooth the peaks so that top loads can be spread out 
over a tolerable time. It should be noted that, in order for the system to work, the 
carriers should be allowed to pass the cost onto their customers. 

With this digression aside, the powers of the regulatory agencies that impact land
side capacity will be described. CAB and state economic regulations will be discussed 
first. This will be followed by a discussion of the FAA regulations, other federal reg
ulations, and local regulations. 

CAB and State Economic Regulations 

CAB does not regulate airline scheduling [Section 401(e) of the Federal Aviation Act 
of 1958]. This scheduling has a great deal of impact on landside capacity. CAB does 
regulate city pair entry and exit from service. The city pair entry tells who the likely 
consumers of airport capacity are (although charters, military, air taxi, commuter 
air, and general aviation are not included). One cannot schedule service unless one 
is certified to do so (subject to the exceptions cited above). But CAB does not specify 
the daily frequency, timing during the day, or type of aircraft to be used. CAB does 
regulate abandonment and hence does specify indirectly some minimum level of ser
vice (but in practice this has been zero on some routes). But aside from regulation 
telling who is allowed to provide service (entry) and who must provide service (exit), 
the service spectrum is open to carrier discretion. 

It has been suggested (4) that, since fare is basically regulated by the CAB, the 
carriers take the price as-a parameter and compete on the basis of service quality, 
the chief dimension of which is schedule frequency. Using a type of Chamberlain equi
librium process, the carriers add capacity (or subtract, depending on their initial po
sition) until all excess profits on the given market segment are competed away. Given 
the equipment types, CAB's approval of fares establishes the break-even load factor 
for each market. (CAB does not generally set rates. Rates are basically proposed 
on the carrier's initiative. However, the net result is that all carriers have the same 
fare between any 2 points.) Carriers then compete on the basis of service so that actual 
load factor equals the breakdown load factor. 

The above shows the crucial relation between price and quality of service, i.e., fre
quency of flights. A low fare will require a high break-even load factor and hence a 
tendency to reduce schedule frequency so that passengers can be "stored up" to allow 
for high load factors. Of course, the validity of this argument depends on the price 
elasticity of demand, since lower fares will increase quantity demanded, and the fre
quency elasticity of demand, since lower frequency will decrease the quantity demanded. 
Conversely, a high fare will require a low break-even load factor and hence a tendency 
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to increase schedule frequency to reduce the actual load factor to the level of the break
even load factor. To the extent that fares are high, "extra" flights may exist. These 
extra flights may tax airport capacity, depending on their timing. 

The type of aircraft scheduled also plays a major role with regard to capacity and 
has different effects on different types of capacity. The arrival of a 707 or a 747 basi
cally takes the same amoW1t of an air traffic controller's time and the same time on the 
runway, 1n a berth, and 8U un. BuL Lhe 8Lr·aiu ou baggage facilities, ground tramsporta
tion, and other landside facilities, assuming the same load factor (at a reasonable 
level), is quite different. 

Recently the carriers have discove1·ed that, although ti1ey would not cut capacity W1i
laterally, since market share is proportional (with an S-sbape) to frequency share (7, 
12), they will mutually benefit if they all agree to cut frequency; i.e., if they act as -
quasi-monopolists, they can reap some of the excess profits that they competed away 
W1der the Chamberlain type of oligopolistic competition. 

Section 412(a) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 allows the carriers to meet to
gether to collude. One form of this collusion was the Carrier Limitation Agreements 
of 1971 between American, TWA, and United. Flight frequency was reduced in 4 long
distance markets (New York/Newark-Los Angeles, New York/Newark-San Francisco, 
Chicago-San Francisco, and Washington/Baltimore-Los Angeles) from 6.1 to 38 per
cent, averaging 28 percent depending on both season and market (4, p. 129). The 
agreement was renewed in 1972 (CAB Order 72-11-6, November~ 1972). Other ex
amples exist in the intra-Hawaiian market (CAB Order 71-12-143, December 30, 1971), 
the New York/Newark-San Juan market (CAB Order 72-6-70, JW1e 16, 1972) and its 
extension (CAB Order 72-11-7, November 2, 1972). 

This type of behavior was augmented by the fuel crisis of 1973. American, TWA, 
and United mutually agreed, upon CAB invitation, to reduce capacity in 20 markets 
(CAB Order 73-10-110, October 30, 1973). The same 3 airlines met in January 1974 
and reached agreement on capacity allocations on 27 routes. The net result of these 
reductions, reductions made by other carriers, and some W1ilateral reductions was a 
reduction in scheduled air traffic by 15 percent or 1, 700 daily departures eliminated 
from October 1973 to January 1974 (10). 

In this period, American Airlinescurtailed departures by 22 percent and personnel 
by 8 percent and grounded ten of its sixteen 747's. Clearly such reductions have re
percussions on landside capacity, although the timing dimension is important here. 
The first reduction influenced the need for berths and baggage facilities, the second 
affected the need for restaurants and toilet facilities, and the third altered the need 
for the throughput ability of facilities at any given time. 

A third type of capacity limitation in the airline industry relates to the Congestion 
Agreements of 1968. This situation involved both FAA and CAB. Air traffic control
lers staged a slowdown by controlling the planes ''by the book.'' This practice entailed 
a much greater time interval between landings than that of the de facto standards that 
were actually in practice at the time of the slowdown. This practice crea;;ed a great 
deal of congestion at busy airports. FAA stepped in and annoW1ced quotas on airports, 
stating that operations would not exceed the maximum safe rate. This entailed the 
CAB allowing carriers to meet to rationalize their flights to and from congested air
ports. The final agreement set up scheduling committees at New York (Kennedy), New 
York (La Guardia), Newark, Washington (National), and Chicago (O'Hare) Airports. 
As might be expected, the carriers tended to cut out the least profitable flights. Thus, 
although the impact on airside capacity was great, the impact on landside capacity, ex
cept for berths, was much more limited. 

In the latter case and in all cases that impinge on congestion, we will notice that the 
lack of a cyclical sensitive pricing policy for the facilities creates difficulties and 
creates a tendency for a plant size that is too large and, hence, too costly to be pro
vided. 

To paraphrase from Barts' article (1) on the inefficiencies caused by a lack of rail
road cyclical sensitive pricing (a situation now somewhat mitigated by seasonal per 
diem rates), suppose that the total cost of providing for airport services was increas
ing at an increasing rate, i.e., diminishing returns have set in. Various sized plants 
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are all capable of producing the same levels of output, but for any given level of output 
only one plant is the cheapest. However, the situation being dealt with is one in which 
a wide and varied range of outputs need to be serviced (during a short-range time 
period-day, week, year) with only one plant size (at any given time, since changing 
plant size is a long-term investment and, once effected, a given plant size exists). 
To simplify matters, suppose 2 plant sizes exist: large and small. Suppose also that 
the various output levels are condensed into two: peak and trough. The situation is 
shown in Figure 1. 

If just the trough output were to be produced at all times, the firm would choose 
the small plant to minimize the costs of production and to maximize profits. The situ
ation would be reversed if just the peak output were produced at all times; i.e., the 
large plant would be chosen. 

But what happens is that both the peak and the trough outputs are demanded in a 
short time period, and this creates a dilemma as to whether to choose to construct 
and operate the small plant and endure higher than optimal costs during the peak de
mand or to choose the large plant and endure higher than optimal costs during the 
trough demand. Optimal plant size will depend on the proportion of the time that peak 
demand exists and the proportion of the time that trough demand exists. 

Clearly the proportions mentioned above can range from 1 to 0. Suppose that the 
actual peak proportion is Y, which makes the trough proportiol} 1 - Y. The average 
output produced over the course of the demand cycle would be X = Y · peak + (1 - Y) 
trough, and the cost of providing these 2 services over the demand cycle would be 
C1 = Y · peal!. cost1 + (1 - Y) · troug·h cost1 , where i = sn;_all, large. 

Depending on the leyel Y (which, in turn, determines X), the cost of providing these 
2 services (in varying proportions) is shown by a straight line connecting peak cost1 

with trough cost1 (Figure 2). A 

Figure 2 shows that, if the average output between peak and trough, i.e., X, is any
where between the trough output and Xi, the small :glant will have a lower total cost; 
i.e., Csmall < C large. The reverse situation exists if X is between Xi and the peak output; 
i.e., the large plant will entailA the lowest cost. However, suppose the same cyclical 
output was obtained by having X not being a weighted average of peak and trough but 
occurring continuously. Then the curves, not the straight lines, become relevant. A 
continuous output lying between the trough output and X would choose the small plant, 
and a continuous output lying between X and the peak output would choose the large plant. 
Notice that the above 2 situations do not give the same results. For an X between Xi 
and X, a large plant would be chosen. However, for continuous output between Xi and 
X, a small plant would be chosen. 

The purpose of this long discussion is to show the bias caused by the existence of 
peak and trough in terms of creating a plant that is larger than needed to serve the 
same cyclical. output during the length of the cycle. If the peak can be lowered and the 
trough raised, then the area of conflicting results becomes smaller. As alluded to 
above, a pricing mechanism that prices high during the peaks, thus reducing the peak 
quantity, and low during the troughs, thus increasing the trough quantity, will allow 
the system to operate at lower total cost (notice in Figure 2 that the small curved line 
is lower than the large straight line between Xi and X). As suggested above, the use 
of pricing to ration the use of a system is not a foreign structure to transportation. 
Schedule regulation can do the same thing, but the efficiency of a market solution is 
lost under such an arrangement. 

Although the pricing structure will redistribute demand over the cycle and some of 
the demanders thus redistributed will be inconvenienced, they will only be inconve
nienced because they previously do not have to pay for a cost that they were causing. If 
they value the inconvenience highly enough, they will pay the peak fare, for surely air
lines would attempt to pass on their peak user charges. Those who will not pay will be 
inconvenienced, but will reveal that the value of the inconvenience does not offset the 
costs of having the high level of capacity present. 

What has been the effect of the capacity limitations? Table 1 (15) gives the number 
of air carrier departures in each of the market places involved in The initial capacity 
limitation agreements. Interesting relations can occur concerning the constituency of 
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Figure 1. Total cost curves of small and large plants. 
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Figure 2. Total cost curves of small and large plants and total 
costs incurred when variable proportions of peak and trough 
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the capacity. For instance, although the number of flights has increased at Chicago, 
Los Angeles, and San Francisco, the ratio of the busy hours (the hours when capacity 
is mostly heavily taxed) to the average hours fell. This implies that peak flights fell 
while off-peak flights grew or that both peak and off-peak flights grew, but off-peak 
flights grew at a sufficiently faster rate to allow the ratio to fall. If the first occurred, 
a more efficient use of the airports was accomplished. 

On the other hand, Washington (National) Airport lost flights, but the ratio of busy
hour to average-hour flights increased. This could also have occurred in several ways, 
one of which is beneficial to the capacity argument and one of which is not. The avail
able data do not show the impact of the curfew on these figures, however. The remain
ing cases involve increases in flights and increases in the ratio or decreases in flights 
and decreases in the ratio. The former case can only strain capacity [New York (La 
Guardia), Newark, and Washington (Dulles)]. The latter case can only result in alle
viated capacity [New York (Kennedy), and Washington (Baltimore-Washington)]. 

Unfortunately the data here are not sufficient to show the impact on landside capacity. 
Time precluded processing the information by carrier, by route, and by time to show 
the actual impact on each of the airports. However, Table 2 gives one figure, e.g., 
number of flights, that can be misleading, and the ratios can also be ambiguous. 

A difficult problem also exists in terms of defining the capacity. In certain cases 
capacity of some elements is defined as a stock concept, e.g., the capacity of a 100-
seat sit-down restaurant at any given time is 100 persons. But the capacity over time 
may differ substantially. A 100-seat McDonald's may have a much greater effective 
capacity in the course of an evening than will a 100-seat exclusive Paris restaurant. 

Other definitions of capacity relate solely to the flow side. The capacity of a hall
way is generally thought of in terms of the number of people able to pass between 2 
given points in a given time period. At some point, as more people attempt to pass 
between these points, the quality measure (persons per minute) begins to deteriorate. 
If even more passengers attempt to pass between these points, service offered can 
approach zero. These 2 examples stress that capacity must have a time dimension 
explicit with the definition. 

A recent decision by CAB Administrative Law Judge C. Robert Seaver (13) suggests 
that the effect of capacity limitation agreements in one market may be an increase in 
capacity in other markets. He cites specific cases in which American, Eastern, and 
United behaved in such a fashion. Thus, the ramifications of these changes on the sys
tem's capacity must be investigated. 

Table 2 gives data (16) that show that airline departures have generally fallen sig
nificantly as the resultOf the capacity limitation agreements of the carriers. A spe
cific example of airline capacity agreements can be shown as an extension of Jordan's 
data (8); he shows movements in a time series from June 1971 to November 1972. As 
a quick check, his assumptions have been replicated for March 1975 and are given in 
Table 3 (8, 17). For the 4 time periods that Jordan shows, the flight frequency has 
basically fallen over time. In general the 1975 data show a further, albeit slight, de
crease. 

The comparison of Jordan's first time period and the March 1975 period shows the 
dramatic change (decrease) in capacity (unadjusted for seasonality) that has occurred 
in these major markets (markets involved in capacity limitation agreements) during 
the last 4 years. The comparison can be distorted by explaining a fall as the result 
of making a nonstop a 1 stop (which does not influence the capacity of the originating 
and terminating airports, except an implied timing difference, but may influence the 
capacity of the intermediate airport). However, the magnitude of the difference be
tween the 2 time periods is too large to be explained on such grounds. The drop in 
flights is 29.5 percent from New York to Los Angeles, 43.2 percent from New York to 
San Francisco, 6.1 percent from Chicago to San Francisco (the stability is due to 
United' s significant addition of conventional flights that counterbalances the removal 
of wide-bodied flights), and 27 .2 percent from Washington to Los Angeles. Clearly 
then, the capacity limitation agreements have had a strong effect. 

The grounding and rearranging implications of wide-bodied jets are also quite dra
matic. Although the number of wide-bodied flights fell by only 7 .1 percent from 



Table 1. Activity at major capacity-limitation airports. 

Airport 

New York 
K~1u1~lly 
La Guardia 
Newark 

Chicago 
O'Hare 

Washington 
National 
Baltimore-Washington 
Dulles 

Los Angeles 
111lt::111aliu11al 

San Francisco 
l.nternational 

Fi~cal Year 1972 

Departures 

330,300 
289,678 
172,381 

581, 137 

224,321 
91,821 
61,298 

366,445 

279,474 

Ratio of 
Busy Hour to 
Avct'ate Hour 

2.431 
2.424 
2.550 

2.303 

1.654 
2.700 
2.857 

3. 100 

2.250 

Table 2. Average daily airline departures. 

Airline 

American 
J:;astern 
TWA 
United 
Bran HI 
Continental 
Delta 
National 
Northwest 
Western 
Pan Am 
Allegheny 
Frontier 
North Central 

Big Four 

Domestic Ten 

Total 

October 1973 

1,098 
l 1 4:iU 

920 
1,520 

502 
392 

1,540 
400 
528 -· 
430 

1,105 
586 
639 

4,968 

8,330 

11,090 

January 1974 

861 
1,J!U 

690 
1,322 

508 
364 

1,29~. 

483 -· 
325 
725 
478 
606 

4,183 

6,833 

8,967 

Change 
(percent) 

-21.6 
-tL':l 

-25.0 
-13.0 
+1.2 
-7.1 

-15.9 

-8.5 

-24.4 
-34.4 
-18.4 
-5.2 

-15.8 

Fiscal Year 1913 

Departures 

331.635 
295.298 
175.121 

586,285 

221,925 
84,352 
63, 120 

383,138 

297,462 

Ratio of 
Busy Hou1 to 
Average Hour 

~-~87 
2. 471 
2.700 

2.239 

1.840 
2.500 
3.429 

3.182 

2.176 

Table 3. Equivalent 1-way nonstop flights scheduled in transcontinental city pairs in June 1971 and March 1975. 

City Pair 

New York-
LOS 

1971 Flights 

Weekly 

Airline EB WB 

American 70 75 
TWA 63 63 
United ~ 49 

Daily 

Num
Total ber 

155 HO 
126 126 
98 ..!!! 

Total 182 187 369 364 

New York- American 41 48 89 77 
San T\V A 49 49 9M 91;1 
Francisco United 49 49 98 ~ 

Total 139 146 285 273 

Chlca~o- Amt!l'lca.11 49 49 98 98 
San TWA 49 49 98 98 
Franch;co United 49 49 98 J!!! 

Total 147 147 294 294 

Washi.n(!,ton - American 28 21 49 49 
Los TWA 21 21 42 42 
An~·eLes United 26 ~ 56 56 

Total 17 70 147 147 

·~Equivdlenl to 2 narrow bodied fl1ghls_ 

1975 Flights 

Wide-Bodied• Weekly 

Per- Num-
cent ber 

96.6 84 
100 84 
100 ~ 

98.6 196 

86,5 56 
!00 56 
100 ~ 

95.8 140 

100 20 
100 56 
100 ~ 

100 112 

100 28 
100 0 
100 0 

100 28 

Per
cent 

57.9 
66.7 
28.6 

EB 

48 
44 

~ 

WB Total 

48 96 
44 BS 
41 76 

53.1 127 133 260 

62.9 27 28 55 
!)7 t ?,!) 2fl !'ii 
28.6 ~ 28 56 

49 , l 80 82 162 

20.6 35 34 60 
57.1 41 48 89 
28.6 62 56 118 

38.1 138 138 276 

57 .1 19 18 37 
0 14 14 28 
0 21 21 42 

19.0 54 53 107 

Daily 

Num
ber 

77 
70 
70 

217 

49 
42 
56 

147 

62 
77 

112 

251 

7 
28 
42 

77 

Wide-Bodied" 

Per
cent 

80.2 
79.5 
92 , l 

Num
ber 

56 
56 
56 

83.5 168 

89.l 28 
82.4 28 

100 ~ 

90 , 7 84 

01.2 11 
86.5 14 
94.9 .Ji. 
80,9 42 

18 ,9 12 
100 0 
100 14 

72.0 26 

Pe1·
cent 

58, 3 
63.6 
73.7 

64.6 

50.9 
54.9 
50.0 

51.9 

20.3 
15.7 
11.9 

15.2 

32.4 
0 

33.3 

24.3 

1975 Flights as a Per
centage of 1971 

Weekly 

66,2 
69 ,B 
77, 6 

70, 5 

61.8 
52.0 
57.1 

56,8 

70 .4 
90 ,8 

120.4 

93.9 

75,5 
66.7 
75,0 

72.8 

Daily 

55.0 
55 .6 
71.4 

Wicte
Bodicct• 

66.7 
06.7 

200.0 

59.6 85.7 

63.6 50.0 
42.9 50.0 
57.1 100 

53 8 60 ,0 

63.3 50.0 
78.6 25 0 

114. 3 50.0 

85.4 37 y5 

14.3 42.9 
66_7 0 
75.0 

52.4 92.9 
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Washington to Los Angeles, the fall was 14.3 percent from New York to Los Angeles, 
40 percent from New York to San Francisco, and 62.5 percent from Chicago to San 
Francisco. 

However, the timing of the flights is one of the crucial variables impacting on land
side capacity. For instance, in March 1975 all 3 carriers had a 747 going from New 
York (Kennedy) to Los Angeles at noon and all 3 had wide-bodied jets going from Los 
Angeles to New York (Kennedy) at 8:45 a.m. These occurences are likely to press on 
capacity. 

The CAB control over merger has an impact on capacity. To the extent that the 
merger decreases competition on a route, the more likely it is that flight frequency 
is reduced as the carriers attempt to exploit their monopoly power. In fact, Douglas 
and Miller (4) show that, in the 25 percent of the markets in this country that are effec
tively monopolistic, the flight frequency is lower than in comparable markets where 
competition exists. On the other hand, to the extent that merger creates a viable car
rier (usually mergers are of the strong-weak partner variety), more business and 
hence more taxation of capacity may ensue. 

A crucial element in the capacity analysis is the existence of bottlenecks. The sys
tem will basically perform as well as the performance of the weakest link. If an ade
quate number of berths exist but an inadequate baggage facility exists, the limiting fac
tor will be the baggage facility. This bottleneck may, in turn, cause other bottlenecks 
(or alleviate potential bottlenecks at other facilities). For instance, a steady (normal) 
flow of passengers from an adequate baggage facility might be handled adequately by 
the ground service facilities. However, a bunched release of passengers from an in
adequate baggage facility may strain an otherwise normally adequate ground transpor
tation system. 

Significant pressure for deregulation is likely to occur in future years. To dampen 
such pressures, the regulatory agencies will probably use their discretionary powers 
and relax regulation. The allowance of peak load pricing can only help the long-run 
capacity situation. Free entry could initially strain capacity levels, for such entry 
is likely to be in high-density markets that already have large numbers of flights. 
Entry is also likely to be high on monopoly routes where excess profits are currently 
being made. Such entry could strain terminal capacity depending on its timing. 

User fees and air ticket taxes could influence the overall level of air demand and 
hence the demand for capacity. 

FAA, Other Federal, and Local Regulations 

The second type of regulation that influences capacity is the safety, security, and ADAP 
activities of the FAA. Perhaps the chief FAA impact on landside capacity is through 
air traffic control. The control procedures determine how many planes can take off 
and land during a given period of time. As a rule, this would put an upper limit on 
landside capacity, although for cost reasons this level of capacity might not be pro
vided. 

The security regulations require that each passenger and his or her carry-on lug
gage be searched. This has caused queues at certain airports at certain times and, 
in general, has taken up some lobby and hallway capacity. 

The ADAP provisions require that free space be given to the 2 FAA activities and 
the National Weather Service as mentioned previously. Presumably this space would 
not have been built or would have been used differently were it not for this requirement. 

Outside of the environmental legislation, virtually no regulations have been explic
itly devised to deal with airport landside capacity. The ADAP legislation requires 
free space be provided to FAA traffic controllers and flight service personnel and also 
to the Weather Service. Local ordinances may dictate levels of capacity for restaurants 
and parking lots. These latter regulations are quite idiosyncratic. Thus, very little 
experience exists with respect to direct regulation. 

Local noise limitations do affect landside capacity as previously noted. Since many 
airports involve local government ownership, such restrictions on the use of the 
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capacity can work against the peaking and troughing arguments that were advanced 
above. 

Thus, the potential ali-or-nothing effects of the environmental legislation are the 
only regulations that can be construed to be explicitly related to landside capacity. 
The security and international processing regulations do require that space be devoted, 
but are not explicit as to the amount of space or its precise location. 

As in virtually all situations, there are trade-offs to be made among the various 
participants, and, of course, some of these involve the government and its regulations. 

Whether the local airport is interested in weather forecasting or not, the ADAP Act 
of 1970 and the Airport Development Act of 1946 force the airport to pay the price for 
government aid by dedicating rent-free space to the Weather Service. Whether a mu
nicipality is security conscious or not, the antihijack provisions of FAA may require a 
greater degree of security than that municipality would have were it not for the regula
tion. 

No explicit statement could be found to indicate that any regulator was conscious of 
effects of other regulation on landside capacity. Through forums such as this confer
ence, through adversary proceedings before the regulatory agencies, through Congress, 
and through personal contact, the regulators can be informed of the interdependence of 
their regulations and airport landside capacity. This interchange should be facilitated 
by DOT in its role as the general government policy maker in transportation. 

However, 2 separate issues exist. One is the issue in general. The other is the 
extremely idiosyncratic issue of a particular airport. :rv!ariy of these latter situations 
are not likely subjects for generalization. 

For the most part landside capacity is free from regulation. The carriers and the 
airport management usually negotiate consumption of capacity on long-term agreements. 
The level of capacity provided in a new airport is related to what the carriers and man
agement foresee the increase (or decrease) in traffic to be. Once the airport is built, 
the deciding factor in the use of its capacity is new airlines certificated for a city pair 
involving the airport at issue and the scheduling done by the carrier. Although the first 
item is under control of CAB, the latter is not. The latter is also subject to frequent 
change. 

The measurement of the trade-offs involved in evaluating a regulation (or nonregula
tion) that is designed to handle situation X but that also impacts on landside capacity is 
difficult. In some cases it relates to a regulation involving safety, e.g., air traffic 
control. Allowing planes to land more frequently could tax airport capacity, but would 
also tax safety (given current technology). In the case of airport security, how is the 
probability of being hijacked traded off with the cost of queues in the airport and de
crease in lobby space? A situation exists in which a system is being maintained that 
has produced no hijackings since it went into effect. Is this the optimum situation? 
Or should less money be spent on airport security at the cost of an increased prob
ability of being hijacked? 

Clearly the American public has revealed by its behavior that the optimal incidence 
of other types of events is not zero. If automobile speed limits were reduced to 5 mph 
(8 km/h), passive restraint systems were made mandatory in every vehicle, and ve
hicles had rubber bumpers 15 in. (38 cm) thick in front and back, accidents on the high
ways would fall close to zero. However, impacts would include 20-hour trips by car 
from Philadelphia to Baltimore (much to the advantage of air and rail) and declines in 
automobile sales. The American public would not tolerate the ''price'' that would have 
to .be paid to get the automobile death rate to zero. Even today individuals will not 
wear seat belts despite Puerto Rican and Australian experience with mandatory seat
belt laws that have markedly reduced automobile accident deaths in both places. 
Despite a dramatic fall in the death rate, i.e., deaths per miles driven, many individ
uals complain about the new 55-mph (88.5-km/h) national speed limit. The public ap
pears to be saying that there is an optimal highway death rate. Optimal crime rates 
exist too; it is just too expensive to catch every criminal. Very likely an optimal hi
jack rate also exists. However, until the public's preference functions become known, 
the trade-offs will not be known. 
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CONCLUSION 

I have already suggested that a pricing mechanism be allowed to allocate (or ration) 
fixed capacity when excess demand exists. The market test will approximate what the 
benefits are to those who wish to use the service at the peak periods, but will under
state them since it does not measure the consumer's surplus. Presumably some people 
would be willing to pay even more than the amount required to travel at peak times. 

Clearly a benefit-cost analysis of the regulation is necessary. Since public conve
nience and necessity are many times involved in this, the task is not simple or unam
biguous. Since benefit-cost analysis is fully discussed in the literature, it will not be 
discussed in this paper. 

Part of the discussion is a question of distribution and not resource allocation. The 
question from the point of view of society is proper resource allocation. If an airport 
operator saves money while at the same time a carrier incurs increased cost, the op
erator is better off but society may not be. The resources may merely have been re
distributed among society's members. Of course, one might decide that individual i is 
more deserving than individual j. That decision, however, is a political decision and 
is not related to resource allocation. 

In general, the system effects of actions are not considered because in many cases 
the regulator is not a systems analyst nor has a jurisdiction that does not entail the 
impacted area and in other cases the impact is not perceived or sought after. 

The process of changing regulatory behavior is a slow one. Lobbying, finding advo
cacy in a department like DOT, testifying before Congress, and appearing in proceed
ings before the regulator are all potential ways to influence the regulators. In many 
cases the laws do not have to be changed because the regulatory agencies already have 
great interpretative latitude and a change in practice is all that is needed. 

The pertinent issues in landside capacity boil down to the efficient use of a given 
capacity at any given time and the optimal provision of long-run capacity. Since reg
ulation (as currently constituted) can only indirectly control the crucial scheduling 
variable and since more regulation to allocate the capacity by fiat is not advocated, 
the role of pricing of airport services looms large in the scheme of this paper. With 
this pricing, the short-run rationing will be accomplished and long-run expansion or 
contraction will be influenced by the consumers of the services. 
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INFLUENCE OF AIRSIDE AND 
OFF-AIRPORT FACTORS 
ON LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

Robert L. Paullin, Research and Development Resources Management Division, U.S. Department of Transportation 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Identify all airside and off-airport factors that influence landside requirements. 

2. Determine the relative importance of such factors with respect to airport landside 
capacity and level-of-service objectives. 

3. Recommend a research and development program that will promote coordination 
of airside, landside, and off-airport activities. 

PARTICIPANTS 

Robert Horonjeff, chairman, James Andersen, Robert W. Bentley, Gene Brymer, 
Jack E. Clark, Walter Hart, John C. Kai, William V. Megee, Arthur J. Negrette, J.C. 
Orman, Robert L. Paullin, Revin Poka, David Sheftel, Richard I. Strickland, and 
C. P. Sweet, Jr. 

For the purposes of this report, the airport airside is defined as 
a system of three components-runways, taxiways, and apron-gate 
areas-on which aircraft and aircraft support vehicles operate. 
The relations between aircraft and apron-gate areas dictate to a 
great extent the physical arrangement of the terminal complex and 
the processing of passenger and cargo. Air traffic contr ol proce
dures (including those reflecting the effect of wake vortexes) are 
major fac tor s that influence operations on the runway component; 
tl1erefore, the runway component is defined to encompass the ap
proach and departure paths to and from the runways. The land
side is defined as those areas that are within airport boundaries 
and used for the passenger and air freight processing and circula
tion functions. The environs outside of the airport boundary are 
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referred to as the off-airport area. 
In a geographical sense, the environs closer to the airport boundary have a more 

pronounced influence on landside capacity than does the geographical area farther from 
the airport boundary. In an institutional sense, however, the entire urban area around 
an airport has a major influence on the landside capacity of an airport. The airport 
boundary has been a barrier to total systems planning and should be deemphasized in 
future efforts. Multijurisdictional responsibilities for airports and their environs 
should be better coordinated. 

Airports are perhaps the first truly intermodal terminals in the transportation sys
tem. They provide an interface among air, highway, rail, and even waterway travel. 
They are an important part of the medium- and long-distance intercity transportation 
system. 

The influence of airside and off-airport factors on on-airport landside capacity has 
been and is being experienced to varying degrees at airports today. Concern has been 
expressed that the capacity of major airports will be constrained in the future by off
airport and on-airport landside factors. The accuracy and magnitude of this concern 
have yet to be quantified and analyzed. The fact that those who are close to airport 
operation and to the interface between air travel and land and waterway travel have ex
pressed concern is sufficient reason for researchers and planners to delve more 
deeply into the influence of the related parts of an airport on its capacity. This report 
identifies the significant airside and off-airport factors that do or can influence on
airport landside capacity. Recommendations are made regarding research, develop
ment, and demonstration programs dealing with airside and landside factors that in
fluence airport capacity. These recommendations are aimed at promoting balance and 
coordination between airside and landside activities. 

Airports are no longer merely runways and terminals for the interchange of pas
sengers and cargo between automobiles and airplanes. They tend to be cities within 
themselves and to have a large population of passengers, visitors, employees, and 
those serving the needs of the airport users. In the interest of efficiently and effec
tively supplying service, the influence of airside and off-airport factors on landside 
capacity must be better understood. The discussion in the following sections of this 
report is aimed at developing that understanding. 

The increase in congestion and the provision of additional capacity at major air
ports are different phenomena. Congestion growth is curvilinear, but capacity growth 
is a stairstep process. The 2 growth patterns are shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Congestion and capacity growth levels. 
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Capacity is increased by the addition of a new access road, for example. Such addi
tions provide a major increase-thus, the stairstep growth. Congestion on the other 
hand is increased by added demand on an access road. Such additions in demand amount 
to the curvilinear pattern for congestion. The discussion in this report is focused at 
that point at which the demand cannot be met with an acceptable level of service. 

The following discussion considers the national goal of most efficiently using the 
existing transportation system (e.g., in-place terminals, access roads, and ramps), 
energy, and financial resources; improving safety; and reducing environmental pollu
tion. Further, both technical and socioeconomic research subjects are addressed. 

AIRSIDE FACTORS INFLUENCING LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

Airside factors influencing landside capacity can be categorized as physical, opera
tional, financial, environmental, and social. They may act independently or jointly 
and be a function of a given airport size, type, and location. The major airside factors 
are 

1. Availability of land for expansion for runways; 
2. Availability of aids to navigation and air traffic control techniques that could 

result in reduction of separation between aircraft; 
3. Noise; 
4. Aircraft mix; 
5. Load factor; 
6. Exclusive use and mutual use of gates; 
7. Eligibility under ADAP of airside facilities; 
8. Availability of airspace; 
9. Aircraft operations to maximize use of airfields; 

10. Size, capacity, and location of gates; 
11. Staffing, equipment, and procedures required for processing passengers, 

baggage, and freight; 
12. Environmental regulation; and 
13. Community attitudes toward airside operations. 

The location of the apron-terminal complex and its overall configuration has a ma
jor effect on the landside capacity of an airport and a lesser effect on airside opera
tion. If the terminal functions are spread over a large geographic area, access and 
egress facilities have to be expanded to accommodate the spread-out configuration of 
the terminal. If terminal facilities are grouped together, the access-egress facilities 
can be congregated into a smaller geographical area. The capacity of the landside is 
a function of the terminal design, which has a major influence on the relation between 
airside and landside capacity. 

OFF-AIRPORT FACTORS INFLUENCING LANDSIDE CAPACITY 

In the early days of aviation, most airports had only one road connecting the airport 
with the nearby town. Today airports, however, are often surrounded by the urban 
and suburban environment. In these cases, the off-airport factors and functions can 
have a significant influence on the landside capacity of a large airport. The possible 
range of off-airport functions and activities influencing landside capacity are 

1. Off-airport access, 
2. Off-airport parking, 
3. Off-airport terminals, 
4. Urban development pattern, 
5. Multiple jurisdiction, and 
6. Financial resources. 
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The subfactors of the off-airport access functions are 

1. User and vehicle characteristics, e.g., occupants per vehicle; 
2. Separate and preferential guideway subsystems; 
3. Roadway traffic management; 
4. Access link to major transportation corridor, e.g., freeway or expressway; and 
5. Ground transportation connectors. 

Airport access is that portion of an air trip that is accomplished outside of the air
port boundary on the local and regional transportation system. As such, accessibility 
to the airport is predominantly a surface function; only a few major airports offer air 
access between the airport and its urban areas. 

Off-airport access can be a factor in the traveler's decision to travel by air or by 
surface transportation, particularly if the trip is of short distance. The more accessi
ble an airport is, the stronger will be its attraction to travelers. 

One of the most significant factors that passengers consider in selecting a mode is 
the total trip time. If the access time to the airport plus the air trip time is greater 
than the total trip time by surface transportation, the passenger will often select the 
surface mode. Because of the peaking nature of airport access, which coincides 
strongly with urban traffic peak-hour demand, inadequate airport access can have an 
adverse effect on both urban transportation and the performance of airlines. 

In anaiy:L.ing uff-airport access, one mu.st keep the proper perspective between air 
port trips and nonairport trips. Airport trips are only a small part of the traffic de
mand on the roadway system in the vicinity of major airports. Combined nonairport 
and airport trips can result in road system overloads. Off-airport access improvement 
must, therefore, be coordinated with general road system improvements or include 
means of by-passing congested road system segments. 

Off-airport access can be improved through roadway traffic management techniques, 
which can be applied to the major thoroughfares and corridors surrounding or near an 
airport and to the links between the airport and the major corridors. Ramp metering 
systems, incident clearing systems, and motorist information systems, which focus 
on surveying and controlling major urban traffic corridors, are being demonstrated 
in several areas throughout the country. They have not been applied to airports per 
se, but their influence on improving airport access could be great. 

Sometimes a short link that connects the airport and the major transportation corri
dor and is often owned neither by the airport owner nor the owner of the main transpor
tation corridor can significantly influence landside capacity. An example is a link 
that lies between a major urban airport and a freeway and is owned by a municipality 
whose residents are opposed to continued operation of the airport. The opposition 
stems from the environmental pollution considered to come from airport operations. 
Because of this attitude toward airports, the access link is given a low priority by the 
municipality in its overall urban transportation operation. 

A separate influence on ground transportation stems from the private limousine, 
taxi, and bus operators who furnish multioccupancy vehicles for ground transportation 
connections between the airport origins and terminations in the urban areas. Publicly 
owned vehicles and systems are now forcing this group out of business in some places. 
Their influence on the off-airport and landside c.:apacity balance should be reviewed 
from both an institutional and a capacity viewpoint. 

Off-airport downtown terminals (either full service or transfer terminals) have been 
used in the past, but the trend is toward fewer locations. In the past, they were con
sidered an asset to aviation in that they focused passenger choice to the air mode. To
day, however, their indirect costs have offset their benefits. In addition, the air trans
portation industry has matured to the point that focusing passenger choice to air has 
considerably less payoff. A third factor is that today trip origins and terminations 
are spread throughout the urban area and not concentrated in the central business dis
trict. Although the CBD is still the largest single generator of airport trips, it now 
accounts for only 25 to 30 percent of them. The experience and data concerning off
airport terminals should be reviewed and collected so as to provide a ready source as 



a means of positively influencing landside capacities. 

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION NEEDS 
AND OPPORTUNITIES 
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The research and development recommendations of Workshop 4 are discussed be
low; they are oriented toward socioeconomic research and compilations of the state 
of the art. 

1. Federal policy with respect to use of ADAP funds for balancing airport devel
opment. The current ADAP funding program favors airside elements of the airport 
more than landside elements. Consequently, the airside capacity may be larger 
than the on-airport landside capacity. It may be desirable for the FAA to study the 
implications of a policy that in effect would permit the FAA to withhold funds for air
side projects that would disproportionately increase the capacity of the airside over 
the capacity of the landside. The implementation of such a policy at the field office 
level should also be analyzed. 

2. Federal policy with respect to the use of ADAP funds for new and existing air
ports. A study should be made of the implications of an ADAP program that does not 
include the use of funds for acquiring land for (a) new airports to be developed in 
the future and (b) approach and departure paths for runways beyond that eligible 
today. The study should include the growth oT the air transportation system with and 
without new airports and the measures to evaluate the magnitude of the land purchased 
for other than safety purposes. For example, the alternative of purchasing buffer 
land for noise pollution requires that measures for evaluating the compatibility of 
noise with the community be established. Such specifications or standards would be 
needed by field office personnel who are assigned the administrative responsibility of 
responding to sponsors for requests for the purchase of land outside the airport 
facility. 

3. Aircraft mix. The impact of changing the size, combination of sizes, and 
number of aircraft on landside flow and performance should be investigated. Would 
adjustments in aircraft mix improve the flow and performance of the airport landside 
capacity? What are other impacts, e.g., economics? 

4. Environmental regulations. Federal, state, and local environmental regula
tions have an impact on airport airside and landside capacity. The degree of the im
pact varies among states and airports. If more severe environmental regulations are 
promulgated, increased demands and constraints may be placed on the future airport 
developments and operations. The impact of existing and planned environmental regu
lations on airport capacity should be investigated. Alternative trade-offs should be 
proposed between the current airport standards and design criteria and the foreseen 
changes required by environmental regulations. The cost factors related to environ
mental regulations should be included in this study. 

5. Community attitudes. Largely because of the impact of environmental pollu
tion, many communities have a negative attitude toward airports. In most localities, 
the community near the airport directly influences the size and operation of the air
port and, thus, governs in part the performance of the airport. An analysis of com
munity attitudes, including their causes and impacts, regarding airports, airlines, 
and the aviation community in general should be conducted. Study factors should in
clude environmental issues, labor disputes, socioeconomic concerns, and the airport 
influence on and benefit to the community. 

6. Mutual use of aircraft gates at airports. Space for airport gates at most air
ports is limited, and the cost of adding additional gates is high. Existing gates might 
be used more efficiently if they were available to all airlines serving the airport. Re
search should be conducted to determine the practicality of the use of gates by all air
lines during the periods of maximum operation. Airline operations with respect to 
aircraft servicing, enplanement of passengers and cargo, baggage claim, deplanement 
of cargo, and baggage transfer and the financial impact on the airport owner should 
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be included in this research. 
7. Maximize use of existing airside facilities. Changes in the air traffic control 

procedures and equipment are being considered by FAA. Research should be con
ducted to identify and investigate the influence of possible changes on landside demand 
and capacity. Hourly capacities and delays of instrument and visual flight rules and 
cite- specific applications and payoff should be included. 

B. Monitoring of off-airport user characteristics. Off-airport user characteris
tics include the types of vehicles, the number of occupants per vehicle, and the times 
the vehicles are in use. A general methodology should be developed to determine user 
characteristics at each location. The research should include methodologies to pre
dict the future vehicle conditions on the airport landside and the relation between land
side activity on and off the airport. 

9. Potential for encouraging use of existing ground transport systems and vehicles 
to provide airport access. Buses, limousines, and taxis owned and operated by pri
vate companies furnish ground transportation services to and from airports. Increased 
use of this service by those now using their private automobiles for airport trips would 
decrease the demand for roadways, parldng spaces, and terminal curb space. In addi
tion, through-ticketing from origin to destination could possibly be developed; the pri
vate companies could be used as links in the system. A study should be made of the 
potential advantages and disadvantages of encouraging the increased use of existing 
ground transport systems. 

10. Potential for using allemalive lram;puli. systems and vehicles to provide air
port access. Most airport access trips are made in private automobiles, taxis, and 
limousines. Alternative transport systems such as the demand-responsive vehicles 
and helicopters might supplement constrained landside and off-airport capacities. 
Particular groups of airport users such as employees might be more amenable to 
changing from the private automobile than would other types of users. A research 
study should evaluate existing alternative transport vehicles, identify conditions re
quired to sustain airport access, investigate the existence of political or financial 
barriers, and investigate the advisability and effectiveness of existing ground trans
portation that promotes multipassenger movement. 

11. Urban development patterns as factors in influencing airside and landside 
capacities and operations. Urban development patterns sometimes constrain airport 
expansion and at the same time impose greater demands on the services provided by 
airports. A study should be undertaken to analyze whether different land use patterns 
could determine the selection of access alternatives and hence air transportation ser
vice. A state-of-the-art document should be published to make the findings available 
to air transportation planners and the general public. 

12. Analysis of financial resources impacting airport landside capacity. Several 
alternatives have been suggested for off-airport transportation needed to balance air
port landside capacity. An analysis should be conducted of the financial aspects of 
the alternatives and include for each alternative or each set of alternatives total revenue 
and total costs presented in present worth terms. A methodology should be developed 
that is applicable to large airports and based on an existing large airport structure. 

13. Improvements to ground access by easily implemented and low-cost traffic 
management techniques. Several existing traffic management techniques, such as 
traffic surveillance and control, changeable-message signs, and ramp metedng, that 
might be used to improve airport ground access should be evaluated and perhaps demon
strated at an appropriate airport. 

14. Airport access links to major transportation corridors. Access links between 
the airport boundaries and a freeway, expressway, or other major transportation cor
ridor are often controlled by local entities that are not highly involved with airport 
operation. Processes should be developed to encourage interjurisdictional coordination 
and programming of interrelated projects. 

15. Off-airport terminals, passengers, and cargo. Off-airport terminals may 
involve public transportation, ticket processing, baggage processing, or a combination 
of these functions. Although there has been a great deal of experience with off-airport 
terminals, it has not been documented. A project should be undertaken to bring to-
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gether and publish all known facts concerning off-airport terminals for use by trans
portation planners and researchers. 

16. Off- airpo rt parking. The adva.r).tages and disadvantages of off- airport parking 
to airport lands ide capacity should be identified in studies of existing and planned off
airport parking operations. 

SUMMARY 

Airside and off-airport factors that influence airport landside capacity can be 
broadly categorized as technical or nontechnical, i.e., financial, institutional, and 
environmental. The recommendations in this report for research development and 
demonstration programs to relieve the constraints on balancing and expanding airport 
landside capacity pertain to the nontechnical factors. Knowledge and skills are needed 
in nontechnical areas, such as the management of transport systems, their financing, 
and the complexity of the environmental impact review process. 

The first research and development effort should focus on a compilation of infor
mation on airside and off-airport factors that would be useful for (a) the development 
of policy with respect to federal funding and (b) planne r s and planning agencies in 
their work on airport development. 



Workshop 4 Resource Paper 

AIRPORT AIRSIDE AND 
LANDSIDE INTERACTION 

Robert E. Hom and J. C. Orman, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company 

This paper e plores find examines some of 1he principal interactions between 2 le
rnents of the airport-the airside and the landside-and 11ow physical and ope ational 
improvements to each element are assessed in the context of the interaction. A briel 
description of the airside and land side elemen ts is presented, and the most Important 
facto rs affecting the in teraction between the elements are outlined. In add ition, recent 
advancements in the state of the art in determining airside capacity and delays are sum
marized. The principal influences of the landside on airside activities and development 
are llmited to the apron-gate area component of the airside and are cap able of being 
accommodated without serious conflic t with other airport developments. By corn· 
parison, the principal infil1enc.'0s of the ai rside on landside activities stern primari ly 
from the fixed-point seNicing requirement of airline aircraft. which occurs on the 
apron-gate area component of the airside. The ex.tent of these influences is largely 
dependent on the degree of separat ion of the 3 basic operational areas o'f the landside: 
the aircraft-pasrenger pror.essing area, the pessen er co llection point. and 1l1e access 
interface area At most airpons. these 3 operational areas are contiguous, and the in · 

flLJcnce o·r the airslde on tlie landside. therefore. is substant ial. Finally, the require
ment, desirabiiity, and practicalily uf balancing the airside and land side in various 
ways are addressed . 

Between 1960 and 1970, air transportation emerged as an integral 
part of the national life - style. Today, the aviation industry is ad
vancing toward full maturity and has prospects for a more stable, 
albeit less dynamic, future. A brief review of the more recent 
history of tl1e industry, and particularly tl1e maturing influences, 
pi·ovides a useful point of departure for the discussion of the in
teraction of 2 elements of aix· transpoi·tation: the airport airside 
and the airport landside. 

During the 1960s, air transportation was characterized by spec
tacular growth in air passenger traffic levels and generally a 
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sometimes w1constrai11ed optimism, largely as a result of nationwide economic expan
sion and the a.i.l'lines' conversion to jet aircraft fleets. In the transition into the 1970s, 
it became generally recognized that the period of dramatic growth was over and that 
future air passenger traffic would more closely parallel the growth rate of the total 
national economy. Most recently, the "stagflation" of the world economy, spurred 
by rising costs and petroleum fuel shortages, has further tempered this outlook and, 
at the same time, provided extra motivation for self-imposed efficiency within air 
transportation. 

A number of other maturing influences have also impacted air transportation. One 
of the most dramatic was the rapid inh·oduction of wide-bodied aiJ.·c1·aft (i.e., B-747, 
DC-10, L-1011) into scheduled service. With their sizable passenger and cargo ca
pacities, these large aircraft presented manifold and often conflicting problems to the 
airports accommodating them. Since the wide bodies could carry larger numbers of 
passengers per flight, they tended to reduce the level of aircraft operations both on the 
airfield and in the airspace. Thus, they seemed to defer the point in time when run
ways would be saturated by air traffic activity. But the wake turbulence problems of 
the wide bodies and other heavy aircraft caused increased air traffic control separation 
standards, and as a result runway capacity has actually decreased at airports handling 
significant volumes of these ai~·craft. In addition, their sheer size often required 
special accommodation and treatment on the taxiways and in the apron area. 

In the passenger terminal area, previously unknown volumes of passengers and 
baggage streamed from the wide bodies, often straining terminals to the extent that 
airport sponsors and airlines fell under tremendous pressure to expand their 
passenger-handling facilities. The rapid development of wide-bodied aircraft by 
manufacturers and their equally rapid acceptance and use by the airlines added to the 
pressure. With few exceptions, airports were forced to scramble to provide for the 
needs of these. aircraft. These and other experiences related to the wide bodies dic
tate that air transportation must carefully identify and weigh all impacts of any new 
aircraft requiring a similar commitment of resources in the future. 

In the midst of the airports' full reaction to the wide bodies, an emerging aware
ness of and sensitivity to the environment were evolving on the national scene. The 
maturing air transportation industry, as a consequence, found it necessary to explic
itly incorporate environmental considerations in any plans for future development. 

The provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 established the 
framework for study and evaluation of the environmental impacts of any proposed pub
lic facilities that could conceivably conflict with the environment. Specific require
ments and guidance with regard to airport improvements funded under the Airport and 
Airway Development Act of 1970 are further spelled out in the FAA 01·der 5050 .2A1 

ProcedU1·es and Policy for Processing Airport Development Actions Affecting the En
vironment. Among other things, this document requires not only a thorough and an 
objective evaluation of the environmental impacts of any proposed improvement but 
also a similar evaluation of all reasonable alternatives to the project that might avoid 
some or all of the adverse environmental effects. In addition, many states have adopted 
similar types of environmental assessment requirements. 

Another impelling force behind the evolution of air transportation from yesterday's 
"cap-and-goggle" infancy to today's maturity is the increasing sophistication of the 
nation's attitudes, concerns, and policies. Because of this expanding outlook, it is 
becoming more critical than ever to determine and maintain realistic priorities for 
the development of all elements of air transportation. Such priorities must somehow 
account for available trade-offs between the elements and must reflect real-world con
ditions and constraints. 

Along these lines, action by the 1973 House Appropriations Committee led to a short
fused Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) study (1) of capacity and delay at 8 major 
airports in the country and an assessment of FAA i·esearch and development programs 
that might produce more ah-side capacity at these ai1·ports. The ·study concentrated on 
the airports serving Atlanta, Chicago"(O'Hare), Denver, Los Angeles, Miami, New 
York (Kennedy), Philadelphia, and San Francisco· these airports consistently have 
been the scene of more than 60 percent of all aircraft delays reported to FAA. 
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The results of this study and other related efforts are currently the subject of con
siderable discussion, particularly with regard to assumptions concerning the disposi
tion of wake turbulence problems, anticipated reductions in aircraft separations, and 
corresponding changes in air traffic control (ATC) rules and procedures. Nonetheless, 
the FAA study pointed out that proposed system improvements (e.g., wake vortex avoid
ance system, aircraft metering and spacing, dual- lane runways, reduced late1·al sep
arations, and the like) will tend to offset ail'field and ATC saturation at the 8 ail·ports 
for about 10 years: 

Of equal importance in the FAA study however, is the observation that landside 
constraints (such as limited terminal facilitie s and airport access and parking as well 
as off-airport system considerations) will ultimately restrict any gains in ove1·all ail-
port capacity resulting from airside programs. The FAA study reemphasizes 2 points: 

1. Satisfying the aviation needs in these 8 communities can only be accomplished 
through balanced improvements in all elements of air transportation; and 

2. Determining which combination of airside and landside improvements best meets 
the needs for additional capacity requires a broader and more comprehensive frame of 
reference than that typically employed within the individual segments of air transpor
tation. 

Fi.nall._v, i,n ascertaining i·ealistic frade-offs and priorities for air transportation de
velopment, financial concerns inevitably are of critical importance. attous or!:{~uii
zations have compiled statistics to assist with pending congressional action on an ex
tension or replacement of the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970. These 
figures reveal some indication of the mammoth funds at stake in the economic and 
financial trade-offs just between the airside and the landside elements. 

In Mai·ch 1975, the Airport Operators Cow1cil International (AOC!) and the Ameri
can Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) published a joint survey that indicated 
that more than $10 . 6 billion in capital development will be needed to meet the requil·e
ments of airline and reliever ail·ports during the next 5 years (Figu1·e 1). Of the $10 .6 
billion, more than $5.7 billion or 53.4 pe1·ce11t is needed for airside development, in
cluding runways and taxiways. More than $3.6 billion or 34.4 percent is required for 
development of the landside, including passenger terminals, baggage-handling facilities, 
and access roads. Another $1.2 billion or 12.2 percent is needed for advance land ac
quisition for airport development beyond 19SIO or for noise buffer zones. The survey 
also showed that large hub ail·ports need more than $ 3. 6 billion in total capital develop
ment; the bulk (or 55. 7 percent) is required in the landside area. 

These and similar statistics support the position of the Ford Administration the 
U.S. Department of Transportation, AOCI, AAAE, and the National Association of State 
Aviation Officials of urging that eligibility under the Airport Development Aid Program 
(ADAP) be expanded to cover certain portions of terminal facilities. Eligibility under 
the cunent ADAP is limited to a:iriield improvements, certain on- airport access proj
ects, and land acquisition. The statistics also support the need to determine meaning
ful trade-offs between airport airside and landside so that future development is di
rected toward those areas with the highest return. 

It is against this background of the evolution and maturity of air transportation that 
this paper will explore and reexamine some of the principal interactions between 2 ele
ments of air transportation-airport airside and airport landside-and the assessment 
of p11ysical and operational improvements to each element in the context of the inter
action. A brief description of airport airside and landside elements is presented, and 
the most significant variables affecting the interaction between the elements are high
lighted. The state of the art in determining airside capacity and delays is summarized, 
including a brief review of an ongoing study for FAA. Typical influences of the land
side on the airside activities and development are discussed; by comparison, the in
fluence of the airside on landsicle activities and development is swnmarized. In the 
concluding portions of the paper, the requirement, desirability, and practicality of 
balancing the airside and land-side in vari ous ways are addressed. Conclusions on the 
interaction of airside and landside activities are presented. 
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DEFINITIONS OF AIRSIDE AND LANDSIDE 

For purposes of this paper, the airside is defined as a system of 3 components-rwi
ways, taxiways, and apron-gate areas-on which aircraft and aircraft support vehicles 
operate. Air traffic control procedures (including those reflecting the effects of wake 
vortexes) are major factors that influence operations on the rwiway component; there
fore, the rwiway component is defined to encompass the approach and departure paths 
to and from the runways. 

By comparison, the landside is defined as those areas and operations within airport 
boundaries, exclusive of the airside. Although it is recognized that the landside may 
accommodate a variety of aviation activities such as general aviation, air freight, 
maintenance and support, and military, this paper deals primarily with the landside 
as the area on the airport used for the passenger-processing ftmctions. The distinc
tion between airside and landside is shown in Figure 2. 

VARIABLES AFFECTING AIRSIDE-LANDSIDE INTERACTIONS 

A symbolic diagram of the interaction between the airside and the landside is shown 
in Figure 3. In effect, physical and operational characteristics of both the landside 
and the airside are considered to interact within a framework of diverse, complex, 
and often overriding factors referred to as interaction variables. Several examples 
of typical interaction variables are presented subsequently. 

For a particular airport, it is possible to identify flows and sequences of processes 
(e.g., baggage-handling subsystem) that exist between the airside and the landside. 
The fact that the interaction variables differ in importance from airport to airport 
complicates any attempt to draw broad conclusions and specific, tangible inferences 
concerning the physical and operational interaction between the airside and the land
side. In addition, in many instances the variables are interrelated with one another 
and may vary over time in response to exogenous conditions and constraints affecting 
air transportation as a whole. 

In addition, the following principal groups of users and providers of airside and 
landside facilities and services have a significant influence over the structure and ex
tent of the interaction variables. 

Air side Landside 

Group User Provider User Provider 

Passenger No No Yes No 
Airport sponsor No Yes No Yes 
Airline Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Federal government No Yes No No 

It should be noted that, in a sense, a passenger could be considered as an airside user 
"captured" by aircraft. The current involvement of the federal government as a land
side provider is minimal; a larger role in fwiding passenger terminal facilities cur
rently is being contemplated. 

The 4 principal groups widoubtedly share the common goal of realizing efficient 
and convenient air transportation. Obviously, each group has other goals that may 
be conflicting. Reconciling the differing objectives and interests of the groups can be 
difficult because of the vague, indirect relation between one of the principal users (the 
airline passenger) and the providers (the airlines, airport sponsor, and the federal 
government). Also, the ability to reconcile differences relative to any given issue at 
a particular airport depends largely on the flexibility of the groups to fwiction within 
existing constraints. In summary, the groups' diverse goals and objectives are 



Figure 1. Distribution of funds. Figure 2 . Distinction between airside and landside. 
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Figure 3. Interaction between airside and landside. 
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reflected in the interaction variables. 
An example of an interaction variable is the schedule of flights by an airline (by 

origin and destination, by equipment type, by time of day) at a particular airport. 
Modification of the schedule, by itself, could dramatically affect the interaction be
tween the landside and the airside. 
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Examination of a hypothetical situation illustrates how landside and airside interac
tion is affected. An airline may have 3 wide-bodied aircraft arrivals scheduled for a 
given airport during a peak hour of the day. Suppose the air line had the flexibility to 
shift its schedule so that one wide-bodied aircraft arrives in the hour before the peak, 
one during the peak hour, and the third in the hour after the peak. This new schedule 
would spread out the flow of passengers and baggage and thus relieve the strain that 
the landside experiences when all 3 wide-bodied aircraft arrive during the peak hour. 
The scheduling shift would probably result in a reapportionment of personnel and equip
ment during a 3-hour period rather than the previous peak-hour concentration. Such 
a scheduling change could affect operations all the way down to concessioners and taxi
cab drivers. Clearly, however, a number of external factors (e.g., systemwide equip
ment constraints, CAB approval on route awards) may alter the airline's desire and 
ability to implement schedule changes at a particular airport. 

In a more realistic case, an entire spectrum of interaction variables affect the in
terplay of the airside and landside . For example, any decision concerning future im
provements to either or both the landside and the airside could be affected by diverse, 
but common, influences such as 

1. Goal of financial self-sufficiency; 
2. Terms and conditions of the existing airport-airline use agreement; 
3. Availability of funds from ADAP and from other revenue-generating sources 

on the airport; 
4. Operating requirements of the airlines; 
5. Expected payoff in satisfying air passenger traffic demands at an appropriate 

level of service by increasing overall airport capacity or reducing delays; 
6. Cost, as reflected in anticipated rates and charges; 
7. Level of competition among airlines; 
8. Ability of individual improvement projects to survive the environmental review 

process, and the cost of undertaking the process; 
9. Belief in reliability of air traffic forecasts; 

10. Desire to preserve future development options; and 
11. Anticipated effect of new technology and related uncertainties. 

For a particular airport at a particular point in time, assessment of these diverse in
teraction variables will range from being relatively precise (e.g., terms and conditions 
of airport-airline use agreement, cost) to being quite subjective (e.g., level of compe
tition among airlines, ability to survive environmental review process). However, 
unless the interaction variables are identified and accounted for, comprehension of 
airside and landside interaction will be incomplete. 

EVALUATING AIRSIDE CAPACITY AND DELAYS 

To provide a basis for discussing the physical and operational interaction between air
side and landside, the state of the art in evaluating airside capacity and delay is high
lighted below. 

In 1960, a basic method for estimating runway capacity was developed for the FAA 
(2, 3, 4, 5). The 1969 handbook (5) was intended to reflect the progress made, up to 
that tlme, in improving the air traffic control system. Since the development of this 
basic method more than 10 years ago, certain changes have occurred to affect its 
validity. For example, wide-bodied aircraft have been placed in service and new air
craft separation rules have evolved because of the magnitude of the wake vortexes gen
erated by these aircraft (and other heavy aircraft), as noted previously. In addition, 
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the basic methodology did not permit analysis of the entire airside, but was confined 
mainly to the runways (even though the titles of the above reports included the words 
"airport capacity"). 

Therefore, in June 1972, FAA retained a study team to develop new techniques for 
determining airside capacity. The objectives of this study include 

1. To develop new, validated procedures for determining airfield capacity and air
craft delay to serve as the basis for an airside capacity and delay handbook [the new 
procedures should permit consideration of present and future air traffic control (ATC) 
equipment and practices and should include capacity and delay models and supporting 
computer software], and 

2. To prepare an airside capacity and delay handbook for purposes of airport plan
ning. 

Handbook User Interviews 

During the initial stage of the multifaceted study, the following questions were empha
sized: 

1. What kind of information concerning airside operations is desired for making 
decisions regarding planning and implementation ot capital 1mprovemento or oper·a
tional changes or both? 

2. What are the practical uses of this information? 

Therefore, one of the first steps in the study was to conduct a series of interviews 
with current handbook users. These interviews, conducted in the summer of 1972 
with airport sponsors, airlines, FAA, aviation associations, and airport consultants, 
revealed that 

1. Many users cannot visualize existing runway capacity definitions in relation to 
actual events in the field (various ideas were given for the definition of capacity); 

2. Both users of and uses for existing handbooks vary widely as given in Table 1 
(5), and thus for new handbooks or basic models to provide adequate information to 
satisfy the needs of all users and uses would be difficult; 

3. The handbooks (and models) should be responsive to a series of factors (weather, 
navigation aids, future ATC improvements) that affect airside capacity; and 

4. Most users want positive FAA planning and design criteria to evolve from this 
study. 

Airfield Performance Measures 

Even though there was no consensus on the meanings of "capacity" and delay," the 

Table 1. Uses of capacity and delay. 

Use 

Determine requh·ements and timing for new facilities (including 
demand and capnclly comparisons) 

Determine whether capacity problem can be expected 
Estimate benefits (including inputs for cost effectiveness and 

economic evaluations) 
Compare alternatives 
Balance capacity of airport components 
Establish priorities for airfield improvements 
Estimate impact of factors affecting capacity or delays 
Assist in administrative activities 
Identify locations and levels of congestion 

Capacity Delay 

x x 
x 

x x 
x x 
x 
x x 
x x 
x x 

x 
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interviews and other parallel research revealed that the most frequently required types 
of information are data on airside capacity and delay to aircraft. Handbook users de
sire accurate information on capacity and delay of the 3 components of the airside sys
tem (i.e., runway, taxiway, and apron-gate components) and of the airside as a whole. 
Users also indicated an occasional desire or need for other types of specific informa
tion on airfield performance, for example, queue lengths, locations of congestion 
points, and causes of congestion. Therefore, the conclusion was that as much capac
ity and delay information as practicable should be presented in the new handbook. Other 
performance measures can be provided from the basic capacity determination proce
dures (or models) that have been developed for FAA. For a number of reasons, as 
summarized in the 1973 procedures (6), the following definitions of hourly capacity 
and delay were adopted for purposes of the FAA study. 

Hourly Capacity 

The hourly capacity of the airfield (airside) or one of its components is defined as the 
maximum number of aircraft operations that can take place on the airfield (or compo
nent) in an hour. The maximum number of aircraft operations on the airfield or com
ponent depends on a number of conditions (e.g., runway use and aircraft mix) each of 
which must be specified to compute capacity. (Those conditions dependent on landside 
physical and operational characteristics are discussed in a subsequent portion of this 
paper.) 

Delay to Aircraft 

Delay to aircraft is defined as the difference between the actual time it takes an air
craft to operate on an airfield (or component) and the normal time it would take the 
aircraft to operate without interference from other aircraft on the airfield (or compo
nent) under specific operating conditions. Delay is expressed in minutes. 

Model Validation and Handbook 

Since the handbook user interviews were conducted, extensive technical analyses and 
data collection have been performed leading to the development of capacity and delay 
models encompassing the airside and its components. These models have been vali
dated (7) for operations at 3 high-activity airports, including Chicago (O'Hare). In 
addition, the preliminary format of an airfield capacity and delay handbook (8) has been 
prepared and coordinated with representatives of various segments of air transporta
tion. The final version of the models and handbook will be delivered to FAA in 1975. 
During the course of the study for FAA, the study team gained several significant in
sights on the influence of the landside on air side capacity and delay. These insights 
are described subsequently. 

IDENTIFICATION OF AIRSIDE AND LANDSIDE INTERACTION 

Two cases showing the effect of airport improvements on the interaction between the 
airside and the landside are described below. 

The first case concerns those airports that lack sufficient physical, financial, or 
environmental resources to permit the development of either the landside or the air
side in accordance with minimum technical and functional criteria. As an extreme ex
ample of the first case, a particular airport may be so limited in available land area 
resources that the only possible area for major expansion of passenger terminal build
ing facilities is within the runway clear zones. In this example, the evaluation of air
side and landside interaction relative to future development possibilities is so obvious 
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(either the landside or the airside uses the clear zone) or so complex (clear zone safety 
criteria are violated, and both the runways and terminal building share use of the clear 
zone) that few meaningful, general observations and conclusions can be made. 

In the second case of the effect of improvements, sufficient physical, financial, and 
environmental resources are assumed to be available, and minimum technical and func
tional criteria are satisfied. Therefore, it is possible to evaluate trade-offs among 
candidate improvements to the airside and landside. 

In addition, it is possible to draw certain general conclusions about the interrela
tions between the airside and landside for the second case. A distinction is made be
tween the influence of the landside on the airside and the influence of the airside on the 
landside. 

Influence of Landside on Airside 

Based primarily on investigations during the ongoing FAA air side capacity study, the 
following general conclusions apply to most typical airport situations. 

For purposes of determining capacity and delay, operations on the runway, taxiway, 
and apron-gate area components at most airports can be considered as independent of 
one another [Denver (Stapleton) Airport is a notable exception]. Therefore, each of 
these components can be analyzed separately. Stated another way, it is sufficiently 
ar.r.nratP to al'snme that the capacity of the nm.way component is not influenced by op
erations on either the taxiway component or the apron-gate area component. There
fore, because operations on one airside component generally do not affect the capacity 
of another component, the capacity of the entire airfield is governed by the capacity of 
1 of the 3 components (referred to as the constraint component). Because operations 
on one component have almost no influence on the delay to aircraft on another compo
nent, the total delay to aircraft on the entire airfield can be estimated by adding the 
delay to aircraft on each individual airside component. 

Importance of Terminal Location 

Because of the independence of airside components, it can be concluded that the loca
tion of the apron-gate component and, therefore, the location of the passenger terminal 
facilities have little effect on the capacity and delays on the airside. 

Landside Influence on Apron-Gate Component 

Another conclusion stemming from the independence of airside components is that the 
principal interaction of the airside with the landside occurs in the apron-gate area com
ponent of the air side. Research for the FAA revealed that certain operating conditions 
need to be specified to determine the capacity and delay of the apron-gate area. The 
following conditions have a significant effect on the capacities and delays of the apron
gate component: 

1. Gate mix (aircraft using the gates by airline and type of equipment), 
2. Number and types of gates (which gates serve which airlines and type of air

craft), 
3. Gate occupancy time (time an aircraft is considered to effectively occupy a gate), 

and 
4. Demand for the use of the gates (needed for determination of delay only). 

This listing shows that capacity and delay of the apron-gate component are primarily 
a function of airline aircraft physical and operational characteristics. In determining 
such capacity and delays, the major concern of the airport planner and decision maker 
should be the numbers and types of gates and the types of aircraft using the gates, not 
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the geometry of the apron (as long as minimum criteria, such as clearances, are sat
isfied). 

Whatever influences the landside exerts on the apron-gate area component would 
stem primarily from those landside features that affect the use of gates by specific 
types of aircraft and gate occupancy times. For example, landside features can affect 
the time required to board or debark passengers or service the aircraft. The size or 
arrangement of landside facilities (e.g., spacing of holdrooms along a pier finger) or 
the level of staffing and management of airline personnel may also indirectly influence 
component capacity and delays. 

Summary of Landside Influence 

In summary, the governing influence of the landside on the airside is typically limited 
to the apron-gate component, unless a major expansion program is contemplated that 
would require competition between the airside and the landside for available land area 
and financial resources. Based on observations at some 18 high-activity airports 
during the FAA capacity study as well as those by the authors at a number of other 
airports, it appears that variations in the interaction variables are likely to have a 
more significant and volatile influence on landside and airside interactions. 

Influence of Airside on Landside 

On the other hand, the physical and operational characteristics of the airside can exert 
a considerable influence on the landside. Possibly the clearest description of the fun
damentals of this influence (and probably the first treatment of the subject) is contained 
in a report (9) prepared for the Hillsborough County Aviation Authority in 1963. Ac
cording to the report, 

The design of any airport terminal area (complex) must reconcile the requirements of three basic 
operational areas: 

Airside-The area where aircraft loading and servicing takes place, including the passenger pro
cessing space dictated by any given design. 

Passenger Collection Point-The facility or facilities where passenger processing and service take 
place prior or subsequent to passenger transfer between airside and landside (conventionally it is 
the terminal building). 

Landside-The area where all ground transportation requirements (roadway systems and park
ing areas) are accommodated. 

In the planning of Tampa (International) Airport, the terms "airside" and "land
side" were coined. However, the Tampa study dealt with only the terminal area, and 
thus these definitions differ somewhat from the definitions previously presented in this 
paper. To avoid ambiguity, definitions in the Tampa studies will be referred to in this 
paper as follows: Airside will be the aircraft-passenger processing area, and landside 
will be the access interface area. 

Because airline aircraft must be serviced at a fixed point, the physical layout of 
the aircraft parking and servicing apron (part of the airside) is inseparably interrelated 
with passenger-handling procedures and facilities in the aircraft-passenger processing 
area. In addition, the physical size of aircraft governs passenger and baggage flows; 
thus, the airside generally influences the landside facilities adjacent to the apron much 
more than these landside facilities influence the airside. 

According to the Tampa studies, the interaction between the 3 operational areas of 
the terminal complex is largely a function of the degree of physical separation between 
the aircraft-passenger processing area on the one hand and the passenger collection 
point and access interface area on the other. 

In the typical (conventional) passenger terminal concept, aircraft-passenger 
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processing area requirements have almost always been contiguous to the passenger 
collection point, connected by some type of finger, tunnel, or concourse (Figure 4). 
In a conventional concept, the access interface area requirements have iikewise been 
contiguous to the terminal building and have usually been situated on the side opposite 
the aircraft-passenger processing area. Over the years, the requirements of aircraft
passenger processing area functions have expanded in direct relation to increases in 
aircraft size and related peak-period passenger volumes. As a result of the close 
physical interaction of the 3 operational areas, " ... it became obvious that the tre
mendous increases in the size of (conventional) U.S. airport terminals today to their 
present state of 'terminal sprawl' can be attributed almost completely to the rapid 
changes in Airside (Aircraft/Passenger Processing Area) requirements" (9). 

There are a few notable exceptions to the conventional terminal concept:- Tampa 
(International), Washington (Dulles), and to some extent other airports have signifi
cant separation (noncontiguousness) between the aircraft-passenger processing area 
and the remainder of the landside. In these exceptions, the interaction is substantially 
reduced. 

The planners at Tampa foresaw advantages to separation whenever possible, in
cluding the opportunity for more independence in planning optimum development in 
each of the 3 operational areas of the landside (Q). 

Basically, Landside (Access Interface Area) and Passenger Collection Point facilities are long-term 
parmanant use facilitia&. Thus, tha invostmant in cuch a facility \Nould not bo tiod to tho cpacial-
ized airport/airline (Aircraft Passenger Processing Area) function. 

On the other hand, the airside (Aircraft/Passenger Processing Area) is by definition and manda
tory requirement a short-term, impermanent use inexorably tied to the changing aircraft technol
ogy with a useful life of approximately 10 to 15 years. The only way to obtain a longer useful 
life for the airside activities is to stabilize aircraft design and operational procedures, and there 
is absolutely no reason to believe that aircraft technology will be stabilized. 

REQUIREMENT FOR BALANCED AIRSIDE-LANDSIDE 
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

The term "balance" frequently surfaces as a development goal with regard to inter
active elements in a system. For example, the FAA Advisory Circular states (10), 

Figure 4. Contiguous and noncontiguous terminal concepts. 
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"The maximum capacity of an airport may be realized only by obtaining a balance of 
the needs for runways, passenger and cargo facilities, and airplane storage and ser
vicing areas." Unfortunately, the definition of balance differs depending on the view
point of the individual analyst or decision maker and on the context in which the term 
is used. 

In a limited analysis, balance between the airside and the landside might be achieved 
when the 2 elements have equal capacity or when delays on the elements are at the 
same level. Even within this limited concept, the analyst would require specific 
tools to measure or estimate airside and landside capacities and delays as well as 
ground rules for the comparison of the capacity or delays. Neither a complete set 
of proper tools nor accepted ground rules for such a comparison truly exist today. 
Unless ground rules are set, objectivity and comparative validity suffer. The follow
ing typical questions might be faced in establishing the ground rules. 

1. Should a comparison be made between landside capacity and airside capacity in 
visual flight rule or in instrument flight rule conditions (usually, airside capacity varies 
as a function of weather conditions)? 

2. Should a comparison of landside delays and airside delays be made on a peak
hour basis (possibly most meaningful to a passenger or air traffic controller)? on a 
daily basis (possibly most meaningful to airline personnel relative to completing the 
daily use of the airline's aircraft)? on an annual basis (possibly most meaningful to 
an economist)? 

In the absence today of a complete set of tools and ground rules, planners and deci
sion makers are forced to make subjective judgments in deciding how individual com
ponents should be "appropriately" sized and configured to satisfy the demands placed 
on them and to balance proposed improvements. 

If the analyst seeks balance in the broader economic sense, he or she requires an 
assessment of both the value and cost of improvements, where the assessment of 
value usually involves the measurement of both costable and noncostable factors. The 
broader economic approach requires even more extensive tools and ground rules. 

If properly employed, the above concepts of balance (or one of numerous variations 
in between) can shed light on the appropriateness of candidate improvements to the air
side and landside. Certainly, these classical approaches are powerful and appealing 
for analyses when used by those with firsthand experience with the particular problem 
and the implications of the assumptions underlying the classical approaches. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The evolution and maturity of air transportation dictate that the interactions be
tween the airside and the landside be reexamined to gain further insight and under
standing on how best to improve the air transportation system as a whole. 

2. For a particular airport, the specific flows and sequences of processes (i.e., 
functional interrelationships) that exist between the airside and the landside can be 
identified. 

3. Broad conclusions are complicated by the fact that the interplay between the 
landside and the airside is a function of interaction variables, which vary from air
port to airport and with time. These variables largely govern the translation of func
tional interrelations into their effect on the physical and operational characteristics 
of the airside and the landside. However, for those airports with sufficient resources 
to satisfy minimum criteria, certain fundamental conclusions concerning typical air
side and landside interactions are apparent. 

a. The influence of the landside on the airside is limited to the apron-gate area 
component of the airside; this influence usually can be accommodated without serious 
conflict with other airport developments. 

b. The influence of the airside on the landside stems primarily from the fixed
point servicing requirement of airline aircraft that occurs on the apron-gate area 
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component of the airside. The extent of the interaction between the apron-gate area 
component and the landside is largely a function of the degree of separation between 
the aircraft-passenger processing area on the one hand and the passenger collection 
point and access interface area on the other. At most airports, these 3 operational 
areas are contiguous; therefore, the landside and the apron-gate area component of 
the airside are inseparable and are highly interactive. 

c. For the most part, the airside exerts a much larger governing influence on 
the landside than vice versa. 

d. For a large number of typical planning and development decisions on airport 
improvements, the interactions between the airside and the landside may be slight. In 
such cases, it is useful to evaluate airside and landside components separately. 

4. Today, application of the concept of balance typically reduces to a determination 
of how the individual components of the airside and landside should be appropriately 
sized and configured to satisfy demands placed on them. 

5. The crux of properly accoWlting for the interaction between the airside and the 
landside is in the identification and comprehension of the interaction variables. Pro
fessional airport planners and decision makers must make intuitive and subjective 
judgments to assist in the assessment of the landside and the airside within the milieu 
of interaction variables. Thus, the degree of success in assessing the trade-offs and 
priorities for improvements in the landside and the airside depends on the ability to 
judge these variables. 

Continued research and development are, of course, vital in the expanding outlook 
of air transportation. To determine and to maintain realistic priorities for the develop
ment of the airside and the landside are also becoming more critical than ever. Such 
priorities must somehow reflect the best choice of available alternatives within real
world conditions and constraints. 
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Workshop 4 Resource Paper 

AIRPORT LANDSIDE AND 
OFF-AIRPORT INTERACTION 

Arthur J. Negrette, Sacramento County Department of Airports 

Traditionally, airport planning efforts have been directed toward developing opera
tional and economic efficiency within the airport landside and airside. Recently, 
these efforts have recognized the importance of maintaining equilibrium between the 
airside and the landside. This paper expands the scope of airport planning by focus
ing attention on off-airport activities that interact with the airport landside. The ma
terial presented assesses the relations between landside functions and off-airport activ
ities. The activities relevant to the landside and off-airport interaction are identified, 
and the demand for and supply of off-airport activities are reviewed with emphasis on 
consumption and production. Findings and recommendations for alternative ap
proaches for balancing the airport landside and off-airport capabilities are presented. 

OFF-AIRPORT ACTIVITIES 

Off-airport activities that influence airport landside functions are 
airport access, remote vehicle parking, and off-airport passenger 
processing. 

Airport Access 

The term "airport access" refers to that portion of the overall 
airport trip that is accomplished on the local and regional trans
portation system outside of the airport boWldary. This access is 
predominantly on surface transport facilities; few major airports 
offer access by air. 

Airport access is important for several reasons. All other 
things remaining the same, the level of accessibility measured by 
both time and distance is a critical determinant of how much an 
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airport is used. The higher the level of access offered by an airport is, the stronger 
will be its attracting power to travelers. Most airport operators try to improve access 
to their airport. Each incremental improvement in access facilities provides the air
port with a comparative advantage, which strengthens the basis for soliciting new pas
senger patronage, airline service, and airport-related industries. 

Another reason why access is important is its impact on the traveler's decision 
process in selecting a mode of travel for the main portion of the journey. Although 
access is not a major factor in selecting medium- and long-haul travel modes, it is a 
significant consideration in short-haul markets where substitute transportation is avail
able. In the short-haul market [less than 500 miles (805 km)], the traveler is acutely 
aware of total trip time and the time required for airport access and egress. Increases 
in access and egress travel times, due to either congestion or remoteness of distant 
airports, negate the speed benefit of air transportation and cause travelers to shift to 
surface transportation modes. 

Perhaps the most widely publicized reason for the importance of airport accessibil
ity is its effect on airline operations and passenger convenience. An example of the 
interdependence of off-airport and landside activities is the experience at San Francisco 
(International) Airport during the pre-Christmas days of 1974. The demand on access 
and parking facilities during this peak period exceeded the capacity to such an extent 
that freeway congestion and parking delays resulted in many 100 percent booked flights 
leaving the airport with near 50 percent loads. The situation was then further compli
caled 1Jy tile stranded passengers in a congested terminai faciiity. 

Remote Vehicle Parking 

The storage of private automobiles at metropolitan airports after capacity limitations 
have been reached is a problem to the operators. Those seeking a parking place are 
forced to recirculate or double park along airport terminal frontage. Recirculation 
reduces the roadway capacity and results in delay. 

Off-airport parking is one solution to such congestion, but usually has mixed re
sults. Drivers hesitate to use off-airport parking facilities in the hope of securing 
close-in parking. If they cannot find close-in parking, they will return to the off
airport facility and in the process consume valuable internal roadway capacity (both 
inbound and outbound). 

The parking capacity of airports has a direct effect on air quality in metropolitan 
areas. For example, vehicles entering and leaving Los Angeles (International) Airport 
emitted 11,280 tons (10 233 Mg) of air pollutants in 1970, an estimated 25 percent of 
the 44, 530 tons ( 40 397 Mg) emitted by all sources within the airport boundary, includ
ing aircraft (2). Repeated circling and searching for parking have a significant effect 
on automobile emission pollution levels. 

The interrelation between parking facilities and air quality may be further defined 
in the desire of the Environmental Protection Agency to establish parking control plans 
at large parking facilities. If current (1975) plans are implemented, further expansion 
of landside parking facilities by airport operators will be constrained, thus reducing 
the airport's overall landside capacity. 

Off-Airport Passenger Processing 

Off-airport passenger processing is the process in which ticketing and baggage check
ing are completed at a remote terminal and the passenger is delivered to an airport for 
direct boarding of the aircraft. The downtown terminal concept relies on the concen
tration of predominantly business air travelers in the central business district (CBD) 
to generate sufficient demand for this service. 

The issue of off-airport passenger processing was considered by the Aviation Advi
sory Committee in its 1973 report (3), but was not conclusively endorsed except for 
the recommendation that existing large multipurpose airports be evaluated ~o determine 
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the benefits resulting from remote terminal operations. The Regional Airport System 
Plan adopted by the Southern California Association of Governments ( 4) acknowledged 
2 forms of remote passenger processing as capable of partially alleviating ground ac
cess capacity problems. One form requires the establishment of remote terminals in 
peripheral parking lots that are served by a vehicular intra-airport circulation system. 
The second requires remote terminals at key points in the region where passenger 
origins and destinations are concentrated. An adopted policy of the plan is that ''phased 
development of remote terminals should be implemented throughout the region, coincid
ing with incremental increases in the number of passengers at major airline airports." 
Although this policy statement sets forth the nature of remote terminal development, 
the impact of such development on landside and airside activities and procedures re
mains to be fully understood. 

DEMAND AND SUPPLY OF OFF-AIRPORT SERVICES 

Airport Access 

The airport population may be categorized into 4 groups: 

1. Air passengers who make trips into and out of the airport; 
2. Visitors who are friends and relatives of air travelers and accompany them to 

and from the airport; 
3. Airport employees who commute daily to airport-related employment; and 
4. Casual visitors who come to the airport for business, trip information, shopping, 

or sightseeing. 

The proportion each group is of the total airport population on a typical weekday is 
significant because the demand for airport access and certain landside facilities (park
ing, curb space) is a function of these proportions. The relative mix of user groups 
for San Francisco (International), Oakland (International), and San Jose (Municipal) 
airports is given in Table 1; air passengers account for nearly 50 percent of the air
port population. 

The demand for airport accessibility can be evaluated by the number of trips each 
group makes, vehicle occupancy factors, peaking patterns, and other exogenous fac
tors. For example, many air passengers make only 1 person trip to or from the air
port for each flight, but air-passenger-related visitors make a minimum of 2 person 
trips. 

Table 1 also gives the distribution of person trips for the user groups for each air
port. Although air passengers account for almost 50 percent of the airport population, 
they generate only 25 percent of the person trips. Data given in Table 1 compare well 
with those from a 1969 survey of 13 domestic airports (5) wherein air passengers made 
26 percent of the daily person trips, all visitors made 45 percent, and employees made 
29 percent. 

Of the 4 user groups, airport employees and air-passenger-related visitors generate 

Table 1. Estimated airport population and daily person trips to and from 
airports by group. 

DaHy Person Trips to and 
Airport Population (percent) From Airports (percent) 

San San 
Group Francisco Oakland San Jose Francisco Oakland 

Air passenger 40 41 42 25 26 
Air·passenger-rela.ted visitor 24 45 46 31 58 
.Employee 26 ll 10 32 14 
Casual visitor 10 3 2 12 2 

San Jose 

26 
58 
13 

3 
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the greatest demand as measured by vehicle trips to and from the airport. Future 
efforts to improve airport access conditions should therefore focus on redirecting the 
demand by these user groups. 

The supply of off-airport access facilities is a "complex multi-jurisdictional ar
rangement with wide variations from airport to airport " (6). The institutional com
plexities are given in Table 2 (6). The complexity of federat participation in capital 
funding programs relating to airport and off-airport access facilities is shown in Fig
ure 1 and given in Table 3 (6). Capital improvement programs sponsored by FAA are 
limited to on-airport roadways, guideways, and walkways. Beyond the airport bound
ary, UMTA or FHW A or both assume responsibility for funding capital improvement 
projects designed to facilitate airport accessibility. 

Remote Vehicle Parking 

The demand for off-airport remote parking is sometimes thought of as a spillover de
mand resulting from insufficient landside capacity. This premise was verified during 
a study for the San Francisco (International) Airport (7), where the most frequently 
voiced criticism of existing parking facilities is the nonavailability of short-term, con
veniently located parking in the terminal area. 

The demand for remote off-airport parking by employees is a function of exhausted 
landside capacity. Employees, however, are more willing to accept remote parking 
facilities for several reasons: 

1. Uncertainty of shuttle bus schedules is less critical to most employees, 
2. Adaptation required to successfully use remote parking quickly becomes routine 

to employees, 
3. No feeling exists among employees of "second best" or lost opportunity due to 

nonavailability of close-in terminal area parking, and 
4. Employees are not frustrated by luggage handling in automobile-to-shuttle bus 

transfer. 

Vehicle storage is a third demander of off-airport parking facilities. Use of remote 
parking areas for this purpose differs from the previously described off-airport park
ing accommodations in that these facilities serve as a storage area or holding lot for 
rental cars that will subsequently be transferred to on-airport parking facilities. When 
these off-airport storage facilities are used as customer pickup and drop points, they 
are not normally perceived as remote off-airport parking. 

Table 2. Government entities involved in supplying airport access. 

Government 

Federal 
Congress 
Department of Transportation 

Federal Aviation Administration 
Urban Mass Transportation Administration 
Federal Highway Administration 
Federal Railroad Administration 

Environmental Protection Agency 

State 
Legislatures 
Departments of transportation 
Departments oI the environment 

Regional 
Regional transportation planning commissions 
Areawide planning commissions 
Trfillsit operators or districts 

Local 
Cities or CoWlties 
Airport operators 

Technical Policy and 
Studies and Project Capital 
I'lanni.ng Review Funding 

• x 

• • 
~ " • x 

x x 

• ? ? 

• • 
x x 

• • • • 
x . 

• • 



Figure 1. Federal capital funding of airport and related facilities. 
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Table 3. Federal capital funding of specific elements by sponsor and program. 
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CARGO 
TERMINAL 

Federal Highway Administration"' 
Urban Mass Transpor-

Federal Aviatim tation Administration"' 
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The supply of off-airport parking facilities evolves from policy decisions by airport 
managers and airport tenants who provide parking on leased or owned grounds. In
creases in the supply of off- airport parking by airport ma..'1.agers and tena..'1.ts represent 
an effort to substitute off-airport capacity for exhausted landside capacity. In addition, 
the supply of off-airport parking may be influenced by entrepreneurial decisions that 
originate in the private sector. 

Table 4 gives the results of a survey conducted to identify present levels of off
airport parking and plans for future development of off-airport parking facilities (1). 
Policies favorable to off-airport facilities do not dominate the airport industry. The 
la.ck of plans for implementing this option raises doubt as to its applicability for exist
ing or future landside capacity constraints. 

The interpretation of the data given in Table 4 is more revealing when analyzed in 
conjunction with Figure 2 (1), which shows equilibrium conditions for parking demand 
and supply by the dotted line (as recommended by FAA parking design criteria). Air
ports registering parking capacity deficiencies include Chicago, Atlanta, and New York 
(La Guardia). Those airports do not offer off-airport parking. 

Off-Airport Passenger Processing 

The demand for off-airport passenger processing remains weak and relatively unproven 
and is confined to the CBD of large metropolitan areas. Such processing accommodateR 
only a small percentage of air travelers, e.g., business travelers with origins or des
tinations in the CBD. Table 4 gives the findings of an inventory (1) of existing and 
planned off-airport terminals and suggests that off-airport termillals have not gained 
wide acceptance by airport operators even when landside capacity constraints exist. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BALANCING 
OFF-AIRPORT AND LANDSIDE CAPABILITIES 

Findings 

1. No common or accepted measure of subsystem service levels or capacities 
exists for evaluating off-airport activities and landside functions. 

2. The concept of balanced airport subsystems requires an understanding of what 
level of production is optimum for a given level of physical plant. 

3. Off-airport accessibility exhibits a powerful effect on landside capabilities. 
4. Improvements occurring from incremental changes in either landside functions 

or off-airport functions have not received careful analysis to determine how such 
changes affect total system performance. 

Recommendations 

1. Research should be carried out to develop methodologies capable of identifying 
airport landside and off-airport conflicts. Simplified procedures should be developed 
for use by field personnel. 

2. The impact of remote terminals should be evaluated to quantify the marginal 
utility of expanding existing facilities in this manner. 

3. Detailed technical studies should be done to determine the demand characteris
tics associated with off-airport parking. 

4. Airport access studies should be accomplished, oriented toward reducing the 
number of vehicle trips of employees and air-passenger-related visitors in and around 
the airport. 

5. Research should be done to examine the potential for substituting off-airport 
facilities for landside functions. Consideration should be given to airport size, location, 



Table 4. Supply of off-airport parking and airport terminals. 

Public Plans for Number oI Plans for 
1974 Annual Olf-Alrport Off-Airport OH-Airport Oil-Airport 

Airport Passengers Parking Parking Terminals Terminals 

Chicago (O'Hare) 38,000,000 None None 0 None 
Los Angeles 23,600,000 1,637. Yes• 0 ? 
New York (Kennedy) 20,200,000 None None 0 Under study 
Atlanta 25,500,000 None None 1• None 
San Francisco 17,400,000 Yes4 None 0 None 
New York (La Guardia) 13, 700,000 None None 0 Under study 
Dallas-Fort Worth 6,B00,000 None None 0 Nuu~ 
Miami 13,000,000 None None 0 None 
Washington (National) 11,800,000 None None l' None 
Boston (Logan) 10,700,000 None None 0 None 
Detroit (Wayne) 7, 700,000 Yes4 None 0 None 
Denver (Stapleton) 11,000,000 None None 0 None 
Philadelphia 8,000,000 None None 0 None 
Newark 6,500,000 None None 0 Under study 
St. Louis (Lambert) 6,300,000 None None 0 None 

•For Van Nuys Airport . cNat operated by airport department, 
bPriva1e ownership. 11Downtown terminal, used primarily for Dulles, 

Figure 2. Air passengers and airport parking spaces at various airports. 
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user characteristics, and access facilities. 
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Workshop 4 Resource Paper 

AIRSIDE AND OFF-AIRPORT 
FACTORS AND LANDSIDE 
CAPACITY 

C. P. Sweet, Jr., California Department of Transportation 

The California Department of Transportation is developing a multimodal transporta
tion plan that includes airports. The 3 basic air and ground interface components
airside, landside, and off-airport-incorporate different jurisdictional, operational, 
and financial constraints. An understanding of these is critical if they are to be co
ord inated into an overall transportation plan. This paper discusses some of the impli
cations of these and how California is working to address related issues. 

In July 1973 the California Department of Public Works and other 
state agencies with transportation responsibilities became the 
California Department of Transportation. This major reorgani
zation reflected changing attitudes on the part of t,he people of 
California toward the state's dominant form of transportation, the 
automobile, and a public demand for a balanced transportation 
system. 

The new department is now directing a multiagency planning 
effort to develop a multimodal California Transportation Plan 
(CTP) by January 1976. A primary tlu·ust of the CTP will be to 
unify 6 identified transportation elements into this plan. Airports 
are the obvious interface between ground and aviation elements in 
any such transportation plan. This paper discusses some of the 
system planning factors that must be considered if the aviation 
element is to be an effective component of a total transportation 
system. Emphasis is given to the separation of system planning 
from project planning, for markedly different jurisdictional, 
technical, and political factors influence each. 

Early returns from CTP efforts indicate 4 significant areas 
that bear on airport access. 
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1. Greater coordination is needed among the modal elements that make up trans
portation systems. Airports are a multimodal linkage between air and ground subsys
tems. 

2. Funding for major addition to existing ground transportations systems is and 
will be extremely limited. Indications are that this may not now obtain in airside and 
landside elements at the aviation subsystem, but is a critical constraint in the off
airport element. 

3. Ground systems that provide access to airports must also serve a variety of 
other functions. Many of these facilities are or soon will be inadequate to provide de
sirable levels of service for all these functions. 

4. Better techniques could significantly improve capabilities of existing subsystems 
at modest capital cost. 

For the purpose of this paper, airport planning is concerned with 3 separate compo
nents: landside, airside, and off-airport. These defined separations can become sig
nificant primarily because they are frequently the dividing lines between jurisdicational, 
financial, and operational responsibilities. The following specifics are fairly consis
tent among California airports and are believed compatible with airports in general. 
They are one of the basic assumptions of this paper. 

The landside is that portion of an airport between its boundary and boarding gates. 
Major elements of the landside are terminal facilities, curbside on the landside ofter
minal buildings, roadway circulation, and parking facilities . Primary jur isdictional 
responsibility for these is shared by airport operators and airlines. Construction and 
maintenance of landside facilities are the responsibilities of the operator. Airlines 
lease terminal space and employee parking and directly finance installation of facilities 
required by their specific operations. Constraints on landside capacity are generally 
congested circulation roadways, curbside congestion as passengers are being dropped 
off or picked up, inadequate baggage-handling facilities, and lack of parking spaces. 
These constraints are often imposed through a combination of human and mechanical 
or technical restrictive factors. 

The airside is that portion of an airport between the boarding gates and the airspace. 
Major elements of the airside are runways, taxiways, and navigational systems. Pri
mary jurisdiction over the airside lies with the Feder al Aviation Administration (FAA), 
which funds, maintains, and operates control towers and navigational systems. Al
though the airport operator is responsible for construction and maintenance of runways 
and taxiways, these are also financially supported by FAA. Capacity of the air side is 
largely determined by the number and length of runways, aircraft mix, availability of 
airspace, and other largely technical aspects of air travel. Airspace is at a premium 
in California's 4 major urban areas: Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, and 
Sacramento. 

Off-airport elements are located outside an airport boundary but are related to and 
impact the airport user. These may include location of the airport relative to central 
business districts; origins and destinations of air travelers, airport employees, and 
visitors; mix of traffic on access facilities and their location and type; and surrounding 
land uses. Primary jurisdictional responsibility for off-airport facilities rests with 
local and state governments. Their interests are often divergent from those of the 
airport owners, particularly in the immediate area of an airport. Similar jurisdic
tional conflicts are apparent in operation of vehicles to and from airports. Individual 
owners, public carriers, and private enterprise all compete for a share of the access 
market. In some cases this seems to create monopolies; in others it results in counter
productive duplication of services. 

URBAN TRAVEL PATTERNS 

Service at airports must coosider 2 divergent categories of users, one mechanical and 
one human. Aircraft size, ground-handling characteristics, and other physical con
straints are primary determinants in planning airside elements. Human characteristics 
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and physical capabilities are among the major parameters for effective planning of 
landside and off-airport elements. This indicates the necessity to understand both 
general and unique characteristics of airline passengers before specific problems are 
addressed and includes urban travel patterns that relate to airport access. 

Most major airports are served either directly or indirectly by a major transporta
tion facility, usually a freeway. These facilities are also vital to a community because 
they serve not only airport-related traffic but heavy volumes of other urban trips as 
well. In most cases, nonairport users far exceed those making airport-related trips. 
The percentage of airport trips using these highways is particularly influenced by 2 
factors: the relation of the airport to concentrated destinations, frequently the central 
city, and the types of surrounding land uses. Since airport peak travel frequently co
incides with work-oriented peak travel, the 2 elements of congestion are often accu
mulative at the most critical times. 

Major arterial highways serve both Los Angeles (International) Airport (LAX) and 
San Francisco (International) Airport (SFO) and experience peak-period travel conges
tion but wider somewhat different conditions. A review of these and some of the les
sons learned as a result of detailed analysis may be typical of and assist in resolution 
of problems at similar airports. 

LAX is served by the San Diego Freeway, which lies several miles to the east. 
During peak demand periods much of the travel on this freeway is composed of intra
regional commuters traveling in both north and south directions. The freeway is op
erating at maximum capacity during these periods. 

Airport-bound traffic is also carried by the freeway at this same time and must 
compete with area commute traffic. Most of the airport traffic leaves the freeway as 
it approaches the vicinity of the airport and continues on either Century Boulevard or 
Sepulveda Boulevard. Each of these is a city street carrying about 60,000 vehicles per 
day of which about 45 percent is airport oriented. Terminal access is clearly re
stricted, and it was thought that relief might be gained through improvement of the 
connecting roadway, specifically by double-decking Century Boulevard. A study was 
undertaken with a specific charge to evaluate this design. However, the study estab
lished that such a proposal was not appropriate since it did not address the real prob
lem areas. These were that the San Diego Freeway, which was already operating at 
its practical capacity during critical times, could not supply additional airport-bound 
traffic to Century Boulevard. Furthermore, the airport landside circulation system 
was heavily congested and unable to accept the volumes already being fed to it. Under 
these constraining conditions the connecting link, Century Boulevard, was operating 
below its practical capacity. In short, the study defined location of the real access 
problems, which was the first step toward developing responsive solutions. This 
clearly illustrates the problem-definition, problem-solving sequence that must be fol
lowed in addressing perceived problems and the necessity to consider off-airport and 
landside as a single subsystem, although it is often operated by different responsible 
agencies. 

SFO, on the other hand, is directly served by the Bayshore Freeway, which carries 
an average daily traffic of about 280,000 vehicles . About 21 percent of this is airport 
related, 60 percent to or from the south and 40 percent to or from the north (1, p. B-
41). -

The Bayshore Freeway connects directly to airport landside facilities. This greatly 
simplifies both planning and implementation of access systems. As a result, needed 
facilities continue to be provided to meet existing or potential air travel demands and 
to significantly better levels of service for airport customers. 

In contrast to airports at Los Angeles and San Francisco, the airport that serves 
Sacramento has virtually no incompatible development around it. It is located about 
15 miles (24 km) north of the city and is surrounded by agricultural lands. Access is 
by Interstate 5, a 4-lane freeway, which is seldom congested and, in fact, generally 
operates well below its capacity. 

Despite these currently favorable conditions, airport owners are actively planning 
for the time when airport service, highway traffic, and land use demands significantly 
increase. Their interest is to provide for orderly and cooperative comprehensive 
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planning while options may still be exercised. Despite these purposes and the sparse 
adjoining development, their planning efforts are meeting considerable vocal opposition. 
Airport planners are experiencing difficulty in obtaining necessary political acceptance. 

This emphasizes the impact of jurisdictional relations on airport planning and de
velopment. These relations become particularly critical when nonairport agencies 
must support and assign priorities to airport-oriented facilities. Resolution of the 
resulting and often divergent objectives may well be the major step toward needed im
plementation programs. 

Specific user characteristics must also be considered in analyzing capacities of air
ports and their related features. Considerable study has already been devoted to this 
area, and some broad generalities can be stated although airport specific data or a 
usable process for developing such data appears to be lacking. 

A commonly stated and rational assumption is that each air passenger represents 
on the average an additional 1 to 11/2 visitors. Major airports also have a significant 
number of employees; for example, LAX has about 37,000 workers and SFO has about 
20,000. These supportive trips aggregate to about two-thirds of all airport-oriented 
trips. More thorough understanding of their unique characteristics, particularly those 
that can be manipulated, may provide significant potential for relieving existing or po
tential congestion. 

LANDSIDE FACTORS 

Parking is often a critical element of the airport landside. Number of spaces varies 
widely at each airport and is not always consistent with passenger volumes. A number 
of factors influence this ratio although there are instances when parking appears to 
have been almost an afterthought. 

Parking facilities must be recognized as significant financial elements at many air
ports. As examples of this, 1971 gross parking revenues were about $7.4 million at 
LAX and $4.0 million at SFO. This does not imply that parking revenue is the sole 
reason for providing this important service, but it may well influence how and for 
whom parking is provided. The significant issue is that parking and its characteris
tics must be recognized in planning access systems. 

Short-term (under 3 hours) parkers result in repeated use of the same spaces, and 
they tend to be more receptive to higher time-rate charges. Net result is a higher 
rate of return on parking investments. On the other hand, long-term parkers appear 
willing to use less convenient spaces to avoid high charges and thus may be attracted 
to remote and off-airport sites. This, however, places demands on internal connectors 
between the lots and the terminal or boarding areas. Failure to accommodate parking 
needs results in repeated circulation of the same vehicle or violation of curbside park
ing limitation. 

Demand for parking spaces is offset by passengers who are dropped off or picked 
up at curb locations. This in turn creates its own problems since insufficient curb 
space and resulting vehicle queuing can cause congestion extending to central terminal 
roadways. 

Internal circulation roadways are particularly critical factors in the overall land
side capacity of an airport. The ability of internal roadways to function adequately is 
affected by many factors, including capacity of the roadway related to the number of 
vehicles entering the airport from external sources, 1 'side friction 11 or conflicts with 
curbside or other nonmoving uses, and terminal configuration. 

Each of these is an important component of a circulation system. Excessive friction 
between any two or more of them will effectively reduce ability of the whole. There
fore, an effective circulation system should be designed that supports the aviation pur
pose of the airport complex. This concept has been applied to new airports and is 
being adapted to modernization of some older facilities. 

Cargo revenue is a significant element of air carrier aviation and may often provide 
the margin of profit needed to sustain passenger service. Despite this importance, 
some basic conflicts between cargo loading and passenger loading make maximum 
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separation desirable. This has been effectively carried out at some airports through 
provision of separate access roadways and staging areas for each. Final combination 
into a multipurpose payload is deferred until the boarding area. It would seem that 
adaptation of older airports to this maximum separation concept could significantly 
improve handling of both components and simplify the planning of access systems. 

AIRSIDE FACTORS 

Airside innovations have a direct impact on the operation of the landside, as the advent 
of wide-bodied jets has dramatically illustrated. These aircraft deliver a significantly 
greater number of passengers without increasing the number of aircraft operations. 
In other words, capacity of the airside may not be taxed by additional numbers of air
craft, but terminal facilities and landside facilities must provide service for a signif
icantly increased number of passengers. A traffic study at LAX revealed the following 
(~, pp. 24-25): 

An estimated 77,360 passengers were recorded arriving or departing LAX during a peak Friday in 
1972. Of these 17,460 passengers, or 22.6 percent of the total, arrived or departed aboard wide
bodied aircraft. Of 1,038 operations (landings and takeoffs) that day, 117 or 11 .2 percent of the 
total were wide-bodied aircraft . In other words, 22.6 percent of the passengers arrived or departed 
aboard 11.2 percent of the aircraft operating that day. 

This condition is further complicated by peaking of airline schedules, competition 
among the airlines, and underuse of some metropolitan airports. 

Airline scheduling must be recognized as largely controlled by marketing demands. 
It is, however, a major contributing factor to airport congestion since specific studies 
indicate that enplaning and deplaning activities are closely correlated with resultant 
traffic flow (2, pp. 21-23). This correlation is evident from a sample breakdown of 
entering andexiting vehicles at LAX. In this example the peak-hour entering traffic 
flow (3,205 vehicles) occurred at 7 p.m., 1 hour before the peak passenger hours; and 
the peak departing hour (3,470 vehicles) occurred at 9 p.m., 1 hour after the peak pas
senger period. Similar analyses have indicated variances in "lead time" for departing 
aircraft, particularly those with habitually or potentially severely congested access 
systems. This may be from attempts to avoid this congestion, thereby ensuring pas
sengers of on-time check-in at departure gates. Early arrival does create several 
secondary benefits to both airport owners and airline operators. 

The correlation of air-passenger activity and vehicular traffic illustrates the impact 
that the airside operation has on the landside of major airports. Since peak airline 
schedules frequently coincide with peak periods of urban vehicular traffic, this impact 
is also felt on off-airport roadways. 

The effect of market competition among airlines, another element impacting access 
systems, can be illustrated by considering one of the most heavily traveled intercon
tinental air routes: between LAX-SFO and New York City. Three airlines have ex
clusive rights to these routes: United, American, and Trans World Airlines. Each 
of these airlines flies the same number of flights between these cities, at approximately 
the same time, in direct competition with each other. According to the Official Airline 
Guide, each flies approximately 12 round trips daily between LAX and New York and 
between SFO and New York. This results in a significant excess in seat miles over 
passenger miles between these termini, heavy demands on the airside capacity of the 
airports, and apparent unnecessary operating costs to the airlines. This scheduling 
is partially a response to perceived market demands and partially an expression of 
national policy regarding service levels. At the same time, other emergency con
straints in areas such as fiscal capability or energy conservation may indicate a need 
to review past decisions. 

In the discussion above, the California airports (LAX and SFO) were referred to by 
name, but no reference was made to the airports that serve New York. This illustrates 
another problem affecting the airside of California's 2 busiest airports: underuse of 
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airport facilities at Ontal'io International (ONT) in the Los Angeles basin and at Metro
politan Oakland International (OAK) in the San Francisco Bay area. All flights between 
the San Francisco Bay area and New York City arrive and depart from SFO. This in
cludes those with origins or destinations in the East Bay area despite a relatively idle, 
high-standard airport at Oakland. This condition is duplicated in the Los Angeles-San 
Bernardino area with regard to nonstop transcontinental flights that leave only from 
LAX. Although this scheduling is largely responsive to specific market demands and 
perceptions of its potentialities, the significance of the imbalance it creates must 
eventually become a factor in system planning for air travel. In 1974 passenger vol
umes were 23.6 million at LAX and 1.3 million at ONT; they were 16.2 million at SFO 
and 2.3 million at OAK. Future system planning must carefully consider effective use 
of all existing facilities that can respond to inevitable service demands. 

OFF-AIRPORT FACTORS 

Off-airport transportation facilities must serve a number of purposes, few of which 
are primarily for airport access. Frequently, airport uses are not perceived as high
priority uses of off-airport facilities. The off-airport segment of airport access, how
ever, must be of considerable concern to transportation system planners. 

Roadway congestion is already apparent at 15 of the major airports that serve 56 
percent of all enplaned passengers (i, p. 28). Inevitable increases i.u the uema.nd fo1 
air travel and the probable preferences for the automobile as a primary transportation 
vehicle can only worsen ground congestion unless positive steps are taken to mitigate 
the situation. 

Automobiles now carry about 70 percent of the total airline passengers at most 
major airports; buses or limousines carry a large share of the remaining 30 percent. 
This extensive reliance on the automobile reflects a number of factors, including an 
ingrained preference compounded by widely dispersed origins and destinations and by 
a general lack of incentives for airport owners to seek to influence a shift to other 
types of vehicles. 

Much of the urban planning today proposes increased reliance on public transit for 
moving large numbers of people, including those going to airports. These proposals 
have yet to be fully tested in the public market since only Cleveland (Hopkins Interna
tional) Airport has an operating direct rail transit connector. Such systems will un
doubtedly be proposed as population centers develop and as other systems become con
gested. Some existing rail systems may be modified to accept a share of the airport
oriented market. 

Rail transit service may be extended to serve the needs of at least 2 California 
airports, OAK and SFO. Key to this expectation is the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) 
System. BART passes close to OAK on the east shore of the bay although there is no 
direct connection to the airport. Air passengers who wish to use BART must rely on 
shuttle-bus service between the airport and BART's Coliseum Station. 

Direct connection to the BART main line could simplify system access. The most 
desirable connection, from the airport user's standpoint, would be through diversion 
of the main line to the airport terminal. This concept, however, raises the issue of 
relative priority of airport passengers in competition with that of daily commuters 
whom BART is designed to carry. It seems unrealistic to predict that these commuters 
will be penalized by detouring them through the airport terminal. These and other ben
efits and disadvantages of BART service to OAK are now under analysis, but no spe
cific proposal has yet been advanced. 

On the west side of the bay, BART service now terminates at Daly City, 10 miles 
(16 km) north of SFO. BART extension to SFO was reported on in 1972 (3, p . 21). 
This i·eport considered routing financial and patronage estimates and recommended 
how much such a project might be implemented and funded. A critical recommenda
tion was the start of negotiation to extend BART into San Mateo County, which would 
require voter approval. Implementation of this recommendation is at best question
able in today's political c_limate. 
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Similar rail systems have been proposed in the Los Angeles area. Voters have to 
date refused to accept them as a part of total system development. These have gener
ally included elements to serve LAX, but the key factor in each referendum seemed to 
be separate and apart from issues of airport access. Neither proponents nor opponents 
to transit proposals appeared to relate these to solving airport access problems. 

In summary, California experiences would seem to raise serious doubts as to the 
acceptability of rail transit as a common response to access problems. There do 
seem to be rather widespread opportunities for application of less exotic and expensive 
concepts to resolution of immediate airport access problems. This would adapt tech
niques of traffic engineering and highway operational management to the specific prob
lems of airport access roads and needs of airport-oriented travelers. Early emphasis 
should be placed on proper adaptation of available knowledge and skills since it can be 
anticipated that these problems may have unique characteristics. 

California has recently completed a demonstration management of freeways in the 
Los Angeles area. The demonstration was highly successful, and some of the tech
niques are now being applied as fully operational tools. These can be classified into 
4 categories: 

1. Traffic-responsive ramp control with electronic surveillance, 
2. Early detection and rapid removal of unusual incidents, 
3. Service for stranded motorists, and 
4. An effective warning and information system for motorists. 

Development and implementation of these require coordination of traffic engineering 
and traffic policing skills of the transportation department and the California Highway 
Patrol. 

The demonstration project was oriented toward operation of a freeway system. 
Modification of its features to address airport access problems is necessary to re
flect more intricate jurisdictional relations and specific characteristics of an airport
oriented transfer. This presents an opportunity to make significant low-cost improve
ments to maximize efficiency of present access facilities. 

This discussion has largely centered on technical planning and other professional 
skills that might be brought to bear on existing or future physical problem areas. 
Consideration of these parts of the total picture must recognize importance of the 
critical policy areas within which facility planners must operate. Policy planning is 
as critical to success as is any other element in the development of a total transporta
tion system. This is a separate area well worth detailed analysis but far beyond the 
scope of this effort. It is mentioned, however, to recognize the critical need to com
bine both facility and policy planning in any effective total planning effort. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion it can be stated that the aviation element must be considered a part of 
the overall transportation system and not as a separate entity. Landside, airside, 
and off-airport components of that subsystem not only must be balanced within the 
aviation element, but also must be coordinated with other modal elements. 

Financial, technical, and jurisdictional constraints point up the necessity of adopt
ing short-term and perhaps interim solutions to the most pressing problems. This 
will require coordination of both system and project planners in early conceptual 
phases and traffic engineering and traffic policing expertise in implementation phases. 

Supporting our best efforts to make most effective use of existing facilities must be 
careful attention to long-range demands on aviation. Short-range planning must not 
foreclose acceptance of desirable long-range options. This paper has pointed out some 
of the areas in which further analysis is needed to achieve these objectives. 
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ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR 
PROVIDING LANDSIDE CAPACITY 
AT EXISTING SITES 

Hanan A. Kivett, Transport Facilities Planner/Architect 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Identify and describe the functional types of airports and their capacity problem 
characteristics. 

2. Identify methods for increasing landside capacity through physical, technological, 
and operational means and describe known and potential effectiveness of each. 

3. Develop tentative priorities for which methods of increasing landside capacity are 
most worthwhile for specific functional types of airports. 

4. Recommend research and development that includes program priorities for increas
ing landside capacity for the following categories: (a) resolution of areas of un
certainty regarding suitability, performance, quality of service and cost of available 
physical, technological, and operational methods to facilitate their implementation 
(i.e., analyses, demonstrations); and (b) development of new technology and man
agerial techniques applicable to specific capacity problem characteristics. 

PARTICIPANTS 

Hanan A. Kivett, chairman, Joseph P. Bart. Richard Cleveland, Richard de Neufville, 
Robert G. Frye, Roland Guintini, John R. Goodwin, Leonard G. Klingen, Johannes 
Kurz, Salvatore Lardiere, Duncan MacKinnon, James T. Murphy, G. Y. Sebastyan, 
K. H. Schaeffer, Lawrence L. Smith, Daniel J. Spigai, Walter Stuart, and Kenneth R. 
Whitehead . 

Workshop 5 had as its primary focus the determination of available 
and potential technological, operational-procedural, and 
institutional-regulatory methods for providing additional land-
side capacity at existing airports in the United States. The work
shop developed approximately 20 research and development state-
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ments elaborating on specific areas of concern within the landside where it was ap
parent that there was a void in existing documentation of the nature and extent of the 
pr oblems, previous su ccesses and failures in solving those problems, and methodolo
gies , specific actions , events, or devices that might be used to overcome the identi
fiable capacity constraints at existing airport facilities. The workshop dealt only with 
passenger-related facilities on the airport landside; no attempt was made to address 
landside problems associated with cargo, service, or other air-related public use 
facilities. 

AIRPORT TYPES AND LANDSIDE FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS 

The following listings and terminologies were developed as a framework for conducting 
the discussions and preparing the resultant research and development statements. 

Airport Types 

This listing of airport types was generated to provide a measure of the degree of sig
nificance of a capacity problem on diversified types and sizes of airports in terms of 
function, activity levels, and user characteristics. 

Scale and activity level 
Large airport (>3 million enplaned 

passengers per year) 
Medium airport ( 1 to 3 million pas -

sengers per year) 
Sm all airport (500,000 to 1 million 

passengers per year) 

Passenger characteristic 
Originating 
Terminating 
Transit 
Transfer 

Landside Functional Components 

Purpose of travel 
Business 
Recreation 
Family 

Type of operation 
Scheduled domesti r. 
Scheduled international 
Charter 
Nonscheduled 

Airline characteristic 
International carrier 
Major carrier 
Supplemental carrier 
Second-level carrier 
Third-level carrier 

This listing of landside functional components was generated to establish the primary 
functional components of the landside system and provide the basis for identifying ca
pacity problems and their potential solutions. 

Off-airport access and egress 
On-airport access and egress 
Curbside loading and unloading 
Parking 
Internal circulation 
Ticketing 
Baggage check-in 
Baggage handling and distribution 
Baggage claim 

Hold rooms 
Aircraft loading devices 
Circulation corridors 
Circulation devices 
Public services 
Concessions 
Security 
Federal inspection 
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INCREASING LANDSIDE CAPACITY: 
METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES 

The workshop developed 3 basic categories of improvements that have been used of 
have the potential for providing or overcoming capacity problems at existing landside 
facilities. 

1. Technological-Physical facilities, devices, or equipment that are currently 
available, under research and development, or only conceptual and that would require 
capital-intensive investments for demonstration and subsequent implementation. 

2. Operational and procedural-Methods and sequences of operations, controls, and 
prescribed procedures that are currently in wide practice, under experimentation, or 
yet to be implemented and that tend to be noncapital types of improvements. 

3. Institutional and regulatory-Policies established by law or regulation that affect 
procedures, operations, and sources of funds for implementation of technological im
provements. 

The workshop was in general agreement that the air carriers, airport authorities, and 
federal government through the Department of Transportation, the Federal Aviation 
Administration, and the Civil Aeronautics Board were the participants primarily re
sponsible for implementing programs to increase landside capacity in all 3 categories 
of improvements. 

It also determined that the relative benefits and costs of implementing any of these 
improvements would be primarily economic from the point of view of both capital and 
maintenance and operations. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CAPACITY PROBLEMS 

The workshop developed a series of existing and anticipated landside capacity problems 
in terms of major issues, vehicular-related components, pedestrian-related compo
nents, and planning-design methodologies. Participants discussed at length the extent 
and severity of many of these problems as well as alternative methods that have been 
used or considered for alleviating or avoiding such problems. The research and de
velopment statements that resulted from this workshop elaborate on the nature of these 
problems and their potential solutions through application of existing technologies or 
development of new technologies, changes or revisions in operational and procedural 
methods, or reform of institutional-regulatory policies. 

Major Issues 

The following were considered to be major issues associated with increasing the ca
pacity of existing landside facilities or accommodating new developments. Their pri
ority in terms of resolution was considered to be considerably greater than any issue 
associated only with a particular component of the landside system. 

1. Surface transportation-The problems associated with both off-airport and on
airport vehicular access and egress circulation, curbside loading and unloading, and 
parking as related to the passenger terminal facilities. 

2. Automation-The problems that are associated with the extent and reliability of 
automation in general on the airport landside and that deal with the software program 
inputs as well as the hardware elements of the system for ticketing, reservations, 
baggage handling, and intraairport transit systems. 

3. Off-airport and remote-processing terminals-The problems and potentials for 
reducing the need for on-airport processing facilities as the result of implementation 
of off-airport processing facilities and appropriate collective ground access and egress 
systems. 
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4. Passenger terminal concepts-Methodologies and effective use of centralized, 
decentralized, or transporter passenger-handling systems in providing landside ca
pacity related to activity levels, land availability, passenger characteristics, and joint 
and preferential use facilities. 

5. High-density movements-The anticipated problems and potential solutions as
sociated with an influx of charter and nonscheduled air carrier operations on existing 
landside facilities. 

6. Wide-bodied aircraft and high peak-hour operations-The problems and alterna
tive solutions for accommodating wide-bodied, high-capacity aircraft using small and 
medium airports during concentrated hours of operation. 

Vehicular-Related Landside Components 

The following subjects were considered to be worthy of specific research and develop
ment efforts based on the widespread occurrence of capacity problems at the vast ma
jority of the large and many medium and small airports. 

7. Employee access and egress-The problems associated with simultaneous 
peaking of vehicular access and egress demands for air travelers and airport employees. 

8. Highway access information systems-The orientation problems associated 
with locating an airport facility in an unfamiliar environment because of inadequate 
signing and graphics along the arterial, county, state, and federal road systems. 

9. Curbside capacity constraints-The problems and potential solutions for pro
viding additional curbside drop-off and pick-up facilities where present capacity is 
physically limited. 

10. Intraairport transit (people movers)-The present state of the art of intraairport 
transit, its limitations, and potential use for providing additional capacity at major 
landside airport facilities. 

11. Transporter vehicle development-The investigation and subsequent prototype 
development of an over-the-road passenger and baggage-carrying device that would 
provide collective ground access and egress from aircraft gate positions to off-airport 
and remote passenger terminals. 

Pedestrian-Related Landside Components 

The following subjects were considered to be significant in terms of potential research 
and development efforts associated with pedestrian movement and passenger processing 
within the passenger terminal complex. 

12. Baggage handling-The problems and potential technological solutions associated 
with baggage check-in, sorting and distribution, and claim facilities. 

13. Passenger information systems-The problems and potential solutions for pro
viding passengers with adequate information and orientation within the passenger ter
minal in terms of processing procedures and location of major functional components. 

14. Intermodal ticketing-The potential for providing a single ticket for the traveler's 
use in completing his or her total trip from specific origin and destination using ground 
as well as air transportation. 

15. Concessions and consumer services-The extent to which revenue-producing 
concessionaires constrain landside capacity in terms of space use and passenger-flow 
characteristics. 

16. Security procedures-The impact of unexpected security-related procedural 
requirements on the capacity and passenger-flow characteristics of landside processing 
facilities. 

17. Federal inspection services-The problems and potential solutions associated 
with processing international passengers arriving at U.S. airports in terms of passenger 
flows and inspection procedures. 



Planning and Design Methodologies 

The following items were considered to be applicable to the entire landside capacity 
problem and not applicable to any one functional component. These issues were of 
varying priorities with regard to implementation potential. 
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18. Low-cost alternatives for increasing landside capacity-The potential solutions 
for increasing landside capacity with a relative nominal investment in terms of capital 
and labor use. 

19. Forecasting methodologies-The deficiencies in determining an appropriate 
statistical base for identifying capacity problems and implementing appropriate tech
nical, operational, or policy-related solutions. 

20. Level-of-service characteristics-The deficiencies in defining acceptable levels 
of service in terms of physical, social, and economic characteristics associated with 
landside facilities. 

The latter 2 subjects are topics that were undertaken in Workshop 1. Because these 
topics will be fully documented in that workshop report, they are not discussed here. 

LANDSIDE CAPACITY PROBLEMS: IMPACTS AND PRIORITIES 

To effectively document the impacts and priorities for conducting research and de
velopment associated with providing additional landside capacity at existing airports, 
a series of matrixes were prepared and are given in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4. The exist
ing and potential capacity problems correlated with the diversified scale, types, and 
users of airport landside facilities are given in Tables 1 and 2. Tables 3 and 4 give 
the landside capacity problems correlated with the primary landside functional com
ponents to identify their relative impacts on the landside system. Table 5 gives the 
landside capacity problems correlated with categories of improvements including an 
indication of their relative priority in undertaking research and development studies. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The research and development statements generated by this workshop suggest that the 
vast majority of the present and anticipated landside capacity problems have potential 
solutions in terms of the operational-procedural and institutional-regulatory medium 
rather than in purely technological developments. In addition, the workshop agreed 
that those capacity problems that have been identified as major issues are of the first 
priority. This is particularly true for those statements that call for documenting in 
an objective manner the various methods that have been used at a single airport or by 
a single carrier in dealing with particular landside constraints. Formalized documen
tation should be collected, organized, and disseminated by the appropriate federal 
agency to the planning and design professionals as well as to other air carriers and 
airport authorities encountering or anticipating landside capacity problems. Such an 
endeavor would be most beneficial in preventing each airport from having to "reinvent 
the wheel" to solve what appears to be a problem unique to a particular situation. 

The general tone of discussions in this workshop, particularly that from the air 
carriers, indicates that many of the suggested methods of providing additional landside 
capacity have indeed been implemented at certain airports for a special set of circum
stances. Examples of these improvements include joint and preferential use of certain 
facilities such as hold rooms, aircraft gate positions, and ground handling equipment; 
automation of baggage handling and distribution systems where peak-hour loadings 
justify such installations; specialized facilities with appropriate level-of-service dif
ferentials for processing charter and nonscheduled flights; and use of hybrid or com
bined terminal concepts within the same basic terminal complex or on the same airport 
such as Atlanta and St. Louis, where transporters are used in combination with fixed 
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Table 1. Landside capacity problems and impact on airport type in terms of activity level, passenger 
characteristics and travel purpose. 

Activity Level Passenger Characteristic Travel Purpose 

Origi- Termi- Busi- Recrea-
Landside Capacity Problems Large Medium Small nating nating Transit Transfer ness ti on Family 

Major issues 
Surface transportation x 0 x 0 x 
Automation x 0 0 x 0 x 
OU-airport and remote processing 

terminals x x 0 x 
Passenger terminal concepts x x x x x 0 x x 
High-density movements (charter) x x 0 x x x 0 
Wide-bodied aircraft and high peak-

hour operation x x x x x 0 x 0 0 

Vehicular-related landside components 
Employee access and egress x 0 x 0 
Highway access information systems x x n x x x 0 
Curbside capacity constraints x x x x x x 0 0 
Intra.aJ.rport transit (people movers) x 0 0 0 x x 
Transporter vehicle development 0 x x 0 0 0 

Pedes trian-related landside components 
Passenger information systems 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 
lntermodal ticketing 0 0 0 x 0 0 
Concessions and consumer services x x 0 x x 0 0 x 0 
Security procedures x x x x 0 0 x x x x 
Federal inspection services x x x 0 0 0 0 

General issues 
Low-cost alternatives for increasing 

landside capacity x x x 0 0 0 0 
Forecasting methodologies 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 
Level-or-service characteristics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Notot X•punurv•noQ•~ 

Table 2. Landside capacity problems and impact on airport type in terms of operation, and airline 
characteristics. 

Operation Type 

Scheduled Carrier Type 

Domes- Inter- Nonsched- Inter- Supple- Second Third 
Landside Capacity Problems tic national Charter uled national Major mental Level Level 

Major issues 
Surface transportation 0 0 0 0 
Automation x 0 0 0 
OH-airport and remote processing 

terminals x x 
Passenger terminal concepts x 0 0 0 x x 0 0 0 
High-density movements (charter) x x 0 0 x 
Wide-bodied aircraft and high peak-

hour operation x 0 0 0 0 x 0 

Vehicular-related landside components 
Employee access and egress 0 0 
Highway access information systems 0 0 
Curbside capacity constraints x 0 0 x 
lntcaairport transit (people movers) x 0 0 x 
Transporter vehicle development 0 0 

Pedestrian-related landside components 
Passenger information systems x x x x 
IntermodaJ ticketi ng 0 0 0 0 
Concessions and consumer services x 0 0 0 x 0 0 
Security procedures x x 0 0 x x 0 0 0 
Federal inspection services x x 0 x x 

General issues 
Low-cost alternatives for increasing 

landside capacity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Forecasting methodologies 0 0 0 0 
Level-of-service characteristics 0 0 

Note: )( • p1im1rv and O • ~ndMv. 



Table 3. Landside capacity problems and impact on functional components of access and egress 
systems and baggage handling in terminal system. 

~andside Capacity Problems 

Major issues 
Surface transportation 
Automation 
Off-airport and remote processing 

terminals 
Passenger terminal concepts 
High-density movements (charter) 
Wide-bodied aircrait and high peak-

hour operation 

Vehicular-related tands1de components 
Employee access and egress 
Highway access information systems 
Curbside capacity constraints 
Transporter vehicle development 

Pedestrian-related landside components 
Passenger information systems 
Intermodal ticketing 
Security procedures 
Federal inspection services 

General issues 
Low-cost alternatives Cor increasing 

landside capacity 
Forecasting methodologies 
Level-of-service characteristics 

Note: X •primary and 0 = U!COndary. 

OU-Airport 
Access and 
Egress 

x 

0 

0 

0 

x 
x 

x 

x 

On-Airport 
Access a.nd 
Egress 

x 

0 
0 
0 

0 

x 

x 

0 

Curbside 
Loading and 
Unloading 

x 

0 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

Baggage 
Handling 

Baggage and Dis-
Parking Check-in tribution 

x 
0 x 

0 x x 
0 0 0 
0 x x 

0 0 x 

x 
x 

0 

x 

0 
x 

0 

Baggage 
Claim 

0 

x 
0 
x 

0 

x 

0 
x 

x 

Table4. Landside capacity problems and impact on other functional components of terminal system. 

Circu-
Internal Aircraft la ti on Circu-
Circu- Hold Loading Corri- talion Public Conces-

Landside Capacity Problems lation Ticketing Rooms Devices dors Devices Services Security 

Major issues 
Surface transportation x 
Automation x x 0 
OU-airport and remote processing 

terminals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 
Passenger terminal concepts 0 0 x x x x 0 0 x 
High-density movements (charter) 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 
Wide-bodied aircraft and high peak-

hour operation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Vehicular-related landside components 
Employee access and egress 0 
Curbside capacity constrajnts 0 
Intraairport transit (people movers) x x 
Transporter vehicle development x 0 x 0 

Pedestrian-1·elated tandside components 
Passenger information systems 0 x x 0 0 
Intermodal ticketing x 
Concessions and consumer services 0 0 x 
Security procedures x x x 
Federal inspection services 0 

General issues 
Low-cost alternatives for increasing 

landside capacity x 0 0 0 
Forecasting methodologies x 
Level-of-service characteristics x 0 0 0 0 x 

Note: X • l)linuiry and Q • 11«~ 

Table 5. Landside capacity Operational Institutional 
and Pro- and Regu-

Federal 
Inspection 

x 

0 
0 
0 

x 

x 

problems and research and 
Landside Capacity Problems Technological cedural latory Priorities 

development categories and 
Major issues 

priorities. Surface transportation x x 
Automation x 0 
OH-airport and remote processing 

terminals 0 x 
Passenger terminal concepts 0 
High-density movernenls (charter) 0 x 
Wide-bodied aircraft as1d high peak-

hour operations x 0 

Vehicular-related landside components 
Employee access and egress x 
Highway access information systems 0 x 
Curbside capacity constt'aints x 
Intra.airport transit (people movers) x 0 
Transporter vehicle development x 0 

Pedestrian-related landside components 
Passenger information systems x 0 ? 
Intermodal ticketing 0 x 0 , 
Concessions and consumer services x i 
Security procedures 0 x x J 
Federal inspection services 0 x x 1 

Cene1·aJ issues 
Low-cost alternatives !or increasing 

landside capacity 0 x 
Forecasting methodologies 0 
Level-of-service characteristics 0 

Nole: X"'primaryM\IJO•~v 
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gates and centralized check-in facilities. 
The tone of the discussions also indicated that many present and impending ca

pacity problems could be readily solved through low-capital development such as stan
dardization of processing methods between air carriers providing compatible types of 
service, uniform systems for pedestrian information, policing of curbside roadways, 
and more rigorous pricing policies for short- and intermediate-term parking facilities 
immediately adjacent to the terminal facilities. 

The major capacity questions related to off-airport access and egress facilities 
suggest that the primary issues revolve around who is responsible for providing the 
improvements and what is the basis for sharing the cost of implementing the improve
ments. The air carriers and airport authorities are particularly sensitive to this ques
tion. Lack of coordination between multijurisdictional bodies on priorities for airport
oriented access and egress improvements is one of the major hurdles to overcome in 
solving this problem in the large metropolitan areas. 

Participants discussed at length the past failures of remote off-airport or downtown 
processing terminals and their future potential for providing additional landside ca
pacity, particularly at the largest airports. The problem of diversified geographic 
origins and destinations of the air travelers in almost any given metropolitan area in 
this country was constantly emphasized as an obstacle. In addition, the high cost per 
passenger processed in relation to the potential benefits is now difficult to justify ac
cording to the air carriers. The question of who provides and pays for the collective 
ground access and egress interface is also an important one requiring further docu
mentation and analysis. The problems of loss of income and revenue to the airport 
authorities as more facilities are located off the airport also affect the financial as
pect of providing additional landside capacity by building facilities elsewhere in the 
metropolitan area. 

The workshop agreed that research and development activities oriented toward docu
mentation of past and current experiences are of the first order of priority. Such docu
mentation will provide analysis and evaluation of relative successes and failures in 
providing additional landside capacity and guidelines for planning future landside fa
cilities to accommodate the anticipated growth in air travel. Participants generally 
recognized that there are serious concerns as to when procedural changes should be 
implemented or automated-ticketing, baggage-handling, and people-mover devices in
stalled; how these improvements should be financed; and what should be the extent and 
nature of the federal government's involvement in providing answers to these funda
mental questions. 

Participants in this workshop are convinced that the federal government through the 
Department of Transportation and the Federal Aviation Administration has a vital role 
to play in assuring travelers that there is an appropriate balance of capacity at our 
nation's airports in terms of airside and landside facilities. The system must continue 
to provide a level of service commensurate with the sophistication, passenger capacity, 
and cost of the aircraft now in commercial service and projected to be in service be
fore the end of this decade. 



Workshop 5 Resource Paper 

DESIGNING THE AIRPORT 
TERMINAL 

Richard de Neufville, Center for Transportation Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

The purpose of this paper is to provide the conceptual and analytical framework for 
determining the best alternatives for providing landside capacity at airports. The basic 
premise is that many current problems at airports are due to the unfortunate tendency 
of airport planners to impose a single design concept on the entire terminal area. Cen· 
tralized terminals are easier for transferring passengers, gate-arrival terminals are better 
for short-haul commuters, transporter designs are more economical for peaks of traffic, 
and so on. To determine the best design, we must examine the variations in the traffic. 
Since the major differences among the alternative design concepts lie in their ability 
to handle transfers and to deal with peaks of traffic, we should concentrate on deter
mining the percentage of transfers and the variations in the level of traffic. Based on 
this point of view, the paper summarizes the major distinctions in airport traffic in 
the United States and around the world. The paper next examines the major questions 
concerning the fundamental nature of the terminal facilities at an airport. Should the 
facilities be centralized in a single major complex or decentralized into separate ter
minals or gates as with the gate-arrival concept? Should transporters be used almost 
exclusively, partially, or not at all7 To what extent should the facilities be shared by 
different airlines? For each question, we develop a simple analytic model to explore 
the principal issues and trade-offs and to indicate the general circumstances for which 
each of the major alternative design concepts is most appropriate. The results of these 
analyses generally indicate which combinations of design concepts should be chosen 
for airports with different mixes of traffic. The results also suggest an analytical pro
cedure we can use to determine in detail the kind of design that is preferable for a 
particular site. 

The airport terminal is the facility that provides the connection 
between the aircraft and the vehicles providing ground transport. 
This function is difficult to perform well: The different size and 
length of stay in the air and ground vehicles imply quite dissimilar 
amounts of space on the airside and landside of the terminal. 
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Typically, the stands for stationing the aircraft must occupy a much longer distance 
than the curb needed to provide for the loading and unloading of cars, buses, or other 
landside vehicles. How to bala..11ce these conflicting requirements, on opposite sides 
of the same set of facilities, is the essential question of terminal design. Until re
cently, this may not have been either a major or an important problem. But now things 
are different. 

It used to be that terminals and related facilities for serving passengers accowited 
for only one-fourth or less of the cost of an airport. Until about 1965, most of the 
money had to be spent on making rwiways and taxiways longer, wider, and stronger 
to accommodate new generations of aircraft, especially the jets. This has changed. 
Aircraft manufacturers now recognize that airport designers find it nearly impossible 
to extend their rwiways farther or to obtain space near cities for airports with rwiways 
more than 2 miles (3 km) long. They have consequently designed the latest generation 
of aircraft-the 747 jumbo jets, the wide-bodied aircraft, and the airbuses-to operate 
on existing runways. But these new aircraft, serving hwidreds of passengers at a time, 
require much larger terminal facilities than were needed before. Most of the money 
for airports, about three-fourths in the United States, will now be spent on terminals. 

Individual terminals can also be extraordinarily expensive. The new American Air
lines building in Boston will finally cost close to $60 million or, including the value of 
the money invested, amortization, and maintenance, between $ 5 and $10 per passenger 
for the life of the structure. The new Pan American Terminal at New York (Kennedy) 
Airport reputedly cost more than $140 million. An airline could go broke on terminals 
alone! We should, therefore, give careful consideration to the kind of terminal we 
build. 

Unfortwiately, airport planners have tended to think simplistically about the design 
of terminals. We have a long way to go before we will really know (rather than think 
we know) what solutions are best for particular problems, and we should recognize the 
limitations on our ability to define the best solutions. Meanwhile, we can hope to 
widerstand the forces that will shape this decision and to decide which concepts of de
sign are most effective for different situations. 

Terminals simultaneously facilitate a wide range of services for many users: ar
riving passengers, transfers, commuters without bags, travelers with many, visitors, 
and so on. There is no clear way to decide what is the cost of each service, let alone 
to determine how greater expense will improve a particular service by itself. On log
ical growids, any kind of cost-effectiveness argument concerning different levels of 
service that might be obtained is likely to be dubious. We may thus never have clear 
guidelines for specifying in detail what levels of service a terminal ought to provide. 

AVAILABLE CONCEPTS 

Although the words used to describe types of terminal designs differ, they can be placed 
into 3 categories that represent fWldamentally different views of how a terminal should 
fWlction and whom it should serve: 

1. Centralized with either finger piers or satellite subterminals, 
2. Linear or gate arrival, and 
3. Open apron or transporter. 

[This typology is described in detail by Horonjeff (13, chapter 9) and is also analyzed in 
a joint report of the R. M. Parsons Company and the Air Transport Association of 
America (17). Since the ATA is the representative of the major U.S. airlines, its re
port reflects their particular interests. These cannot be presumed to be appropriate 
either for other cowitries or even for different elements of the commwiity within the 
United States. Its report must be viewed accordingly, and its findings recognized as 
being quite controversial.] 
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Centralized Terminals 

The characteristic feature of a centralized terminal is a common hall through which 
passengers must pass. The hall contains facilities for checking passengers and for 
handling their bags and also houses auxiliary services such as restaurants and stores. 
Passengers connect with the aircraft along corridors. In the finger pier design, the 
aircraft are located along the corridors. In the satellite design, the aircraft are placed 
at the end of the corridors. Examples are shown in Figure 1. Both designs provide 
essentially the same services, but satellites may allow somewhat more room for air
craft to maneuver, depending on their location. If the airport is large, the terminal 
area may include several centralized terminals. This occurs at Paris (Orly), London 
(Heathrow), Chicago (O'Hare), and San Francisco airports, for example. 

Centralized terminals have many advantages. Airlines and airport operators like 
them because they promote intensive use of facilities and equipment and, thus, reduce 
the average costs of providing check-in and baggage-handling services. Passengers 
who have to transfer between flights also like centralized terminals because they are 
relatively compact. Conversely, the essential disadvantage of centralized terminals 
is that-at large airports-all passengers must go through a congested place and must 
travel a considerable distance between the vehicles that bring them to the airport and 
the aircraft. Although this distance may be covered on foot or via some form of moving 
sidewalk or automatic device like the skybus in use at Tampa or Seattle-Tacoma air
ports, it is an inconvenience, especially to commuters and others who may be in a 
great hurry. 

Linear Terminals 

The linear or gate-arrival concept was devised to eliminate long distances between the 
place of arrival and the aircraft. It allows a passenger to be driven right up to the gate 
to the aircraft. The airport is linear and has roads on one side and aircraft on the other 
(Figure 1). The gate-arrival design became fashionable in the late 1960s, possibly be
cause few people had experienced, or thought about, the disadvantage of this approach. 

A gate-arrival terminal naturally requires separate baggage-handling and check-in 
facilities at or near each aircraft position, significantly increasing the equipment and 
personnel needed to serve passengers. The maximum distance from one end to the 
other is much longer in a linear terminal than in a centralized terminal, especially if 
the former has aircraft on only one side of the building. The gate-arrival terminal 
can thus be quite unattractive both for transferring passengers and for returning trav
elers who wish to pick up cars they may have parked in front of some distant gate. 

Open-Apron Terminal 

The third concept substitutes vehicles for most of the terminal structures. These ve
hicles, generically called transporters, carry passengers between a central terminal 
and the aircraft parked on the apron. (These transporters are also called apron pas
senger vehicles in England and mobile lounges in North America. The term mobile 
lounge is really inappropriate since it is inefficient to use vehicles as lounges; they 
and their drivers should be in use, moving passengers to and from aircraft, as much 
as possible.) The prototype for this arrangement is Washington (Dulles) Airport, which 
serves essentially all passengers with transporters (a few walk to small aircraft 
through a miniscule finger pier). 

The transporter reduces the amount of walking a passenger must do, but requires 
a large labor force of drivers and attendants and is potentially expensive. It is also 
potentially economical, since transporters can be parked and operated only when 
needed so that drivers can be hired for a fraction of the time, either for a specified 
shift or season. The transporter concept thus has a distinct economical advantage for 
handling peaks of traffic. 
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SIMPLISTIC CURRENT PRACTICE 

Each of the available concepts of terminal design functions efficiently for some kinds 
of traffic: Centralized terminals are easier for transferring passengers; gate-arrival 
terminals are better for commuters; and open-gate terminals handle traffic peaks 
more economically. Any airport is likely to have a significant proportion of more than 
one of these types of traffic, and we should therefore expect that effective designs for 
terminals would combine the appropriate features of all the concepts. 

Airport designers, however, typically develop master plans for terminals around 
only 1 of the 3 concepts and argue about which concept is best for all purposes. This 
debate is remarkably dogmatic. Recent controversies over new airports have demon
strated a singular unwillingness to compromise or to combine design concepts. The 
protracted arguments over the new Montreal (Mirabel) Airport are an example. The 
architects and planners in charge decided early on that a transporter design should be 
built and resisted compromise when airlines and others subsequently showed that this 
plan had several drawbacks. Finally, some sort of combination of concepts was agreed 
upon, but only after various airlines applied strenuous pressure. Elsewhere, for ex
ample at Frankfurt (Main), Dallas-Fort Worth, and Washington (Dulles) airports, the 
situation has been similar: Politically powerful institutions or persons have imposed 
their favorite design on the users. 

This kind of fight is unnecessary, for a diversity of needs can best be served by a 
mixture of the elements that best serve each need. We should start with the premise 
that the best design for an airport terminal is likely to be some hybrid of a pure con
cept (Figure 2) , A rational combLnation of elements; however, is difficult to achieve 
for several reasons. In the United States, architects usually design airport terminals, 
and they naturally think of form and external beauty. In France and Germany, airport 
designers are engineers, who tend to like mathematically clever and geometric designs. 
The designs for practically all new airport terminals, therefore, are remarkable for 
their symmetry, elegance, and even beauty. 

The users and operators of an airport terminal want it to function smoothly and ef
ficently. They want a variety of significantly different kinds of services, such as easy 
access to all aircraft and easy transfers. The diversity and complexity of their de
sires inherently conflict with aesthetic preferences of the designers for simplicity of 
concept and form; this conflict is now dominated by the designers. 

Better terminals for the airlines and the travelers can be designed if we concentrate 
on the functions to be served, not on the form. We may need to restrain the architec
tural considerations to the extent they disordinately dominate the design process. [The 
current dominance of architects in the design of terminals is suggested by their respon
sibility for the available textbook treatments of the subject (7, 13, 19).J Instead, we 
need to emphasize pragmatic considerations in the selection -oITheconcept for the ter
minal. These are largely missing. Our problem will be to determine what combina
tion of concepts provides the most suitable design for the particular mix of traffic at 
any airport. To do this, we need to understand the different kinds of traffic using air
port terminals and their implications for the choice of design. 

NATURE OF TRAFFIC 

To understand a problem, we have to measure its important characteristics. Here is 
where we often fail because we assume that the kind of statistics that are available are 
suitable for our purposes. This is not so. The appropriate description of a situation 
depends on our point of view. A professor looking at a classroom will count the num
ber of seats, for example, while the junkman will estimate the pounds of scrap. 

Various organizations collect extensive data about air travelers: Customs officials 
count the number of international passengers; air traffic controllers count the number 
of aircraft movements; airline companies count the number of passengers and their 
destinations, and so on. These groups do not gather statistics for the benefit ofter
minal designers, however. They collect the data for their own administrative purposes 



Figure 1. Examples of use of pure concepts for terminal design. 
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and may be quite willing to accept peculiarities that are inappropriate for designers. 
Air traffic controllers, for example, count training flights together with actual airline 
arrivals. This practice makes sense in terms of keeping track of their work load, but 
is confusing to the designer interested in the number of aircraft that need to be accom
modated at the terminal. (Data are also often subject to systematic biases. At smaller 
airports it is not uncommon, for instance, for the statistics on aircraft operations to 
be distorted upward because flight controllers get higher pay when their work load in
creases.) In designing terminals, we must therefore be careful in interpreting data 
about airport traffic. 

Current practice focuses on the problem of identifying the daily and hourly volumes 
of future passengers and aircraft that the facilities should accommodate. The object 
is to obtain reasonable approximations to the peak flows so that each of the elements 
of the terminal can be sized correctly. The process develops traffic estimates, for 
example, of the peak hour of the average day of the peak month. These figures are 
useful for calculating the capacity of the system for handling bags, the width of the 
corridors, and other dimensions. But they provide no clue about what kind of facili
ties might prove most effective or economical, and that is the more fundamental ques
tion. Before sizing a. faeility we need to know what it looks like. Unfortunately, cur
rent practice does not develop the kind of information needed to address this issue. 

What kind of data are most useful for choosing the right mix of concepts for a ter
minal? Which aspects of the traffic have the most important consequences for its per
formance ? The answer is that we should focus on the aspects that will help us decide 
what kinds of terminals we want. Since the major functional differences between the 
alternative design concepts lie in their ability to handle transfers and to deal with peaks 
of traffic, we should concentrate on examining the variations in the level of traffic and 
the percentage of transfers. Conversely, the conventional categories of traffic used 
in terminal design (for example, the number of passengers on business or pleasure or 
on domestic or international flights) do not tell us very much about what combination 
of concepts are right to use for a terminal. At best, they provide an indirect guide. 
Data on international traffic might be -most helpful for our purposes in Boston since 
they would define highly peaked daily and seasonal traffic across the Atlantic, but they 
would not give us much indication of what terminals might be best for London, where 
much of the international traffic is steady, year-round business travel within Europe. 

The relative importance of transfers at an airport is a significant factor for helping 
decide among concepts for terminal design. It is also most difficult to determine. 
First of all, data on the number of passengers transferring between flights are not 
regularly collected by any agency. These statistics must be pieced together indirectly 
or measured by sample survey; some typical results are given below for domestic, in
terstate travelers transferring between flights in 1971. 

Airport 

Atlanta 
Dallas 
Chicago 
Philadelphia 
Denver 
New Orleans 
Kansas City 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
Miami 
Minneapolis-St. Paul 
Detroit 
Boston 
New York 

Percent 

72 
53 
49 
39 
36 
32 
32 
31 
30 
29 
27 
19 
15 
15 
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[Although the number of transferring passengers has important implications for the 
design of airport terminals and for the demand for airport access and should, there
fore, be readily available to airport planners, this figure is often unknown. This is 
because the number of transferring passengers, as opposed to the number of passen
gers, is usually not generated in the ordinary course of events as a by-product of some 
other necessary activity, such as financial accounting. The number of transfers gen
erally has to be deduced from the results of special surveys. The numbers above were 
obtained by comparing the total number of passengers boarding aircraft in the United 
States (23) with the number of originating passengers as estimated by a sample sur
vey (22)." The results are only accurate for the domestic, interstate operations under 
the supervision of the Civil Aeronautics Board. The estimates for San Francisco, Los 
Angeles, and Dallas are thus tentative because many passengers use airlines that fly 
only within the states of California and Texas. The point is that considerable subtlety 
and care have to be used to obtain good estimates of transfers.] 

The percentage of transfers varies greatly. Some airports, such as Chicago 
(O'Hare), Atlanta, and Dallas-Fort Worth function as major interchanges. It, there
fore, stands to reason that their terminals should emphasize convenient accessibility 
among all sections. (From this perspective, the gate-arrival terminals built at the 
new Dallas-Fort Worth Airport would seem to be just the wrong kind of solution for 
this location, since they impede transfers. It would be interesting, but not too sur
prising, to find that Dallas-Fort Worth had lost its importance as a transfer point 
after a few years). 

The importance of transfers is also difficult to determine because the persons going 
from one flight to another represent only a fraction of the people effectively transfer
ring through the terminal. This is especially true at decentralized terminals. Indeed, 
many passengers may park their cars near one section of the terminal, from which 
they depart, and then return, on a different airline or from a different city, to another 
section. To get back to their cars, they must go through the terminal area just as if 
they were transferring. We may call these people cryptotransfers. Their problems 
may actually be worse than those of the passengers transferring between flights: They 
have to handle their own bags, while a passenger connecting between flights can rely 
on the airlines to do this. 

These additional transfers may be important at some airports. Although no direct 
measure exists for these cryptotransfers, circumstantial evidence suggests that they 
can be numerous. After the opening of the gate-arrival terminal at Kansas City, for 
example, it was noticed that many passengers avoided the parking lots near the gates 
and used the more distant-but centrally located-spaces. This effect was certainly re
inforced by the fact that the central parking was cheaper. Nonetheless, the same effect 
occurs at Boston and Dallas-Fort Worth. Cryptotransfers may account for as much as 
10 percent of the traffic. 

The variability of the flows of traffic is the other major determinant of the choice 
of terminal concepts. When the traffic fluctuates widely, we can expect that many of 
the facilities needed to provide services during peak periods will be idle most of the 
time. Under these circumstances, it becomes economical to turn off the cost of the 
facilities when they are not required. This cannot be done with buildings, where most 
of the cost is fixed in the structure. But it can be done with transporters, for which 
most of the cost lies in the operating expenses of the drivers, fuel, and maintenance. 
Transporters can be parked when not needed, and drivers can be hired only for a spec
ified shift or season. The transporter concept is most economical for handling peaks 
of traffic. 

Figure 3 shows the number of months for which the passenger traffic exceeds any 
given percentage of the month with the least traffic. The steeper the slope is, the 
greater the peaks in the traffic. (These figures can be derived from annual reports 
from agencies such as the British Airports Authority, Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey, and Aeroport de Paris, and Flughafen Zurich. All airports can be ex
pected to maintain records of this sort even if, as for Los Angeles, they are not pub
lished.) Typically, smaller airports serving vacation resorts, like Grand Junction, 
Colorado, or Ibiza, Spain, have the greatest seasonal variations. Larger tourist 
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attractions, like Mexico City or Miami, may have substantial peaks around the week
ends, when holidays usually begin and end. 

For New York, the strongest peaks occur in the international traffic. For a brief 
2 months (the July and AUgust vacation period), about half again as many passengers 
require service as at any other time during the year. Similar variations occur around 
London. But in London the major international airport, Heathrow, has the most even 
pattern of traffic. This emphasizes that the conventional categories of traffic do not 
really give us much information about the nature of the traffic that we can use in choos
ing the right concept for a terminal. What happens is that the holiday traffic, which 
gets routed through New York (Kennedy) Airport, goes through London (Gatwick) or 
Luton Airport via charters (or "nonscheduled" carriers as they are often called in 
the United States). The wide variation in holiday traffic is emphasized by Zurich fig
ures, which are published separately, for scheduled airline service and charters (Fig
ure 4). 

Daily fluctuations can also be important. Some airports, such as Cleveland (Hop
kins), are steadily busy through most of the day, while others, like Miami, evidence 
sharp peaks, as shown by Figure 5 (24). Some airports are also sensitive to particu
lar travel patterns or to time zones.-New York (Kennedy) Airport, for example, is 
particularly busy from 2 p.m., when the morning flights arrive from Europe, until 
9 p.m., when these aircraft return. At other times the airport is virtually deserted. 
The pattern of international traffic through Montreal has a similar peak, and this pro
vides a strong justification for the use of transporters at the new Montreal (Mirabel) 
Airport. (Conversely, such peaks argue against the trend to construct large terminals 
dedicated to international traffic at most North American cities. This, however, runs 
counter to most civic pride.) 

Lack of punctuality of the arrivals of aircraft is another factor that influences the 
use of facilities and, thus, the desirability of transporters. We know that a large pro
portion of the flights will routinely fail to arrive on time, through any of a variety of 
meteorological, mechanical, and other problems. We consequently have to have equip
ment and personnel available for serving the aircraft much longer than is needed to 
perform the operations. The resulting relatively low levels of use of fixed facilities 
favor the use of transporters. 

Arrivals are not particularly punctual. If being on-time is defined as operating 
within 15 minutes of schedule, which is the generous definition used by the United 
States airlines, then more than one-third of all flights are not on-time (Figure 6). To 
a certain extent, punctuality depends on the climate and deteriorates during the winter, 
when bad weather causes delays, rerouting, and cancellations. But it is also a matter 
of airline policy. Some airlines will deliberately hold back flights so that connections 
can be conveniently made from other flights. This is especially true of Delta, for ex
ample, which consistently has a lower percentage of its flights on time. In detail, the 
arrivals and departures of aircraft typically deviate considerably from their schedules. 
As shown in Figure 7 (11), flights are easily 20 minutes later on the average, and ar
rivals spread out over more time than departures. [Data on the punctuality of U.S. air
lines are reported by the Aviation Week and Space Technology Magazine. Edwards and 
Newell (11), Baron (4, 5), McKenzie et al. (15), and Steuart (21) report on detailed 
analysesof airline arrIVa1s and departuresT n should be emphasized that the patterns 
of transfers and peaks vary over time. As air traffic develops in a region and more 
direct flights become available, the number of transfers at some airports may decrease 
significantly, or they may increase. The introduction of aircraft with transcontinental 
ranges eliminated many of the stops and transfers that used to occur in Denver, but 
they also created Copenhagen's position as a gateway to transpolar flights from Europe 
to western United States. 

The intensity of peaks in traffic can also change noticeably. They can increase for 
airports that develop greater vacation traffic and can decrease strongly for airports, 
like Los Angeles, that become destinations for more routine or business trips (Figure 
8). Punctuality of aircraft may also improve as the facilities for air navigation and 
maintenance improve and may deteriorate as an airport becomes congested and delays 
build up. No firm rules on these trends can be established. We simply need to remain 



Figure 3. Variations in 1973 monthly 
passenger traffic at New York and 
London airports. 
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flexible and to design our terminals so that they can accommodate different kinds of 
traffic. 

NATURE OF TERMINAL FACILITIES 

With these data in mind, we can now examine the major questions concerning the fun
damental nature of terminal facilities at an airport. 

1. Should the facilities be centralized in a single major complex or decentralized 
into separate terminals or gates as with the gate-arrival concept? 

2. Should transporters be used exclusively, as at Washington (Dulles) Airport, 
partially as at most European airports, or not at all? 

3. Should the facilities be shared by different airlines, as they are in Europe and 
generally are not in the United States, and to what extent should they be shared? 

Centralized or Decentralized 

A centralized terminal facilitates transfers. It generally implies smaller distances 
for persons connecting between flights. This is not to say, of course, that the dis
tances are necessarily short: From one end to the other end at Chicago (O'Hare) Air
port is more than 1 mile (1.6 km). Large as this is, it is less than the comparable 
figure for a gate-arrival terminal: The greatest distance between gates at Dallas-Fort 
Worth, an airport with far less traffic, is more like 3 miles (5 km). Use of a central 
terminal also makes it possible to keep transfer passengers within a single building 
and thus reduce the number of security inspections that must be made. A central ter
minal can also provide an easy connection to a public transit system. The railroad 
station for the Frankfurt (Main) Airport is right below the central terminal building 
and curb, for example. But for an airport with decentralized terminals, such as New 
York (Kennedy), it is essentially impossible to locate stations that would be convenient 
to each unit. 

A central terminal also creates congestion. This is both good and bad. It is good 
because traffic is heavy enough to support restaurants, shops, and other passenger 
conveniences. At gate-arrival terminals, where this density does not exist, passen
gers can hardly get anything to eat, for operators cannot afford to maintain the equip
ment and staff required to provide food service for the few persons who pass by a few 
gates. Conversely, however, the congestion at centralized terminals can delay and 
confuse traffic and is exactly the kind of inconvenience gate-arrival terminals are de
signed to overcome. Qualitatively, gate-arrival terminals are most convenient for 
commuting passengers who are going directly to some destination and who have little 
concern for transfers or for special shops and services; they probably want to proceed 
as quickly as possible to their flight. 

From an economic point of view, the better configuration depends on the trade-off 
between the extra costs of providing more facilities with more personnel at decentral
ized terminals and the savings that occur by avoiding the costs of congestion in a cen
tralized terminal. The extra costs of operating a gate-arrival facility can be quite 
high. This design requires separate check-in counters for every few gates and pre
vents staff from being used for many flights at once. Braniff and TWA each estimated, 
for example, that they needed 15 percent more staff to serve their new gate-arrival 
facilities at Kansas City. The special costs of a central terminal can be higher, how
ever. 

The complexity and the cost of the equipment required to sort bags and cargo in a 
large terminal are the most powerful economic incentives for decentralization. Com
plicated mechanisms may have to be provided to sort this traffic through the confusion 
of a central hall serving dozens of destinations. Strong diseconomies of scale exist in 
this process: Costs increase exponentially faster than the size of the terminal. Spe
cifically, a recent study estimated that, for cargo facilities, 
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Total costs = constant x (size)1
•
16 

This disadvantage of large size exists even in the presence of significant economies of 
scale in the construction of buildings, thus emphasizing the tremendous cost of sorting 
packages. [Diseconomies of scale exist whenever costs increase faster than size, that 
is, when the exponent on the size factor is greater than 1.0 (9).] Figure 9 (8) illus
trates this. Trading off the extra costs of gate-arrival terminals and the dfSeconomies 
of sorting processes in a central facility, one finds that gate-arrival terminals are 
marginally less expensive for many large cargo operations. 

The situation is less clear for passenger terminals. Whether or when diseconomies 
of scale exist for these facilities is not known. But because we can rely on passengers 
to try to find their own way, minimal equipment will be needed to help them, and it is 
almost certain that the diseconomies of scale will be less for passenger facilities than 
for cargo terminals. This means that gate-arrival terminals probably lose their mar
ginal economic advantage and that central terminals may be less expensive for passen
gers. 

A hybrid terminal may be best for many situations. To meet the conflicting desires 
of different passengers for ease of access and of transfer and to keep costs within 
bounds may be most effectively done by including both the centralized and gate-arrival 
concepts in an overall design for a terminal. The gate-arrival section can serve heavy 
commuter traffic to a few destinations, and the finger piers can serve the remainder 
of the passengers. In practice, this is the formula that has successfully evolved at 
New York (La Guardia) Airport, where the shuttle passengers to Boston and Washington 
have their own gates. A similar design is planned for the new terminal at Calgary: 
There, the gate-arrival facilities will serve the commuter traffic to the provincial 
capital at Edmonton (Figure 2). 

Transporters 

Transporters become better than constructed gates when the rate of use for the facili
ties becomes relatively low. When equipment is used for only a few hours a day or a 
few months a year, it becomes relatively expensive per passenger, for the same fixed 
costs get prorated over fewer people. Constructed facilities are especially sensitive 
to this effect since almost all of their costs consist of the fixed amortization of the 
capital invested. The cost per passenger served does not increase so rapidly, how
ever, when one uses transporters. Some of their costs can be avoided when use is 
low: Fuel and maintenance costs drop, and drivers need not be hired. 

A schematic comparison of the relative costs of transporters and of constructed 
gates appears in Figure 10. Whatever the relative cost may be at full utilization, the 
exponentially rising cost per passenger of constructed gates makes it practically inevi
table that transporters provide the cheaper alternative at the lowest rates of utilization. 

Detailed analyses in the United States and England indicate that it is economically 
efficient to use transporters for a sizable fraction of the gates at a major airport. 
[The major public reference on this is the study by de Neufville et al. (10). Its con
clusions are supported by numerous private studies, including those of the British 
Airports Authority.] Although the results depend both on local costs and variability 
of'the traffic, serving about one-third of the aircraft positions with transporters typ
ically appears to be best. Because these should be the gates with the lowest rates of 
utilization, they will only serve a small fraction-about 10 percent or less-of the total 
number of passengers through the terminal. Relatively few would thus have to face the 
delays of using transporters. 

With regard to costs, the desirability of transporters depends on anything that in
fluences the relative costs of capital. High interest rates make transporters more at
tractive, for example. But high inflation, which increases the cost of salaries and fuel 
and reduces the real cost of construction, favors constructed facilities. 

Transporters are particularly useful as an addition to existing facilities in special 
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Figure 7. Typicai variations in punctuality 
for arrivals and departures of aircraft. 
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circumstances that make constructed facilities particularly expensive or impossible 
to obtain. United Airlines currently estimates, for example, that transporters are 
desirable whenever the costs of constructed facilities exceed $3 million per gate. 
Because transporters can be acquired rapidly, they can also provide service to growth 
in traffic that occurs before constructed facilities are ready, as they have done at 
Toronto and New York (Kennedy). 

Traffic patterns that lead to low rates of equipment use also favor transporters. 
They are thus especially advantageous for situations where there are significant peaks 
in traffic, either daily or seasonal. Likewise, they are relatively economical for air
ports at which arrivals typically deviate substantially from schedule. This frequently 
happens at facilities serving long-haul traffic, where small percentage changes in 
flight time translate into long delays. 

Overall, a hybrid design including transporters is particularly appropriate when 
there are marked fluctuations in traffic or when expansion of constructed facilities is 
difficult. Some examples of this are given in Table 1. The transporters have proved 
to be effective in accommodating summer peaks of traffic, and are deliberately part of 
the plan at London (Heathrow) Airport and the prospective Air France terminal at Paris 
(de Gaulle) Airport. They also economically provide for rush-hour traffic on a daily 
basis and are used for this purpose at Paris (Orly-West) Airport, which is principally 
a domestic terminal, and at Montreal (Mirabel) Airport. The original plan at Montreal 
(Mirabel), incidentally, was to use transporters exclusively, but the domestic airlines 
appear to have persuaded the authorities to permit some use of transporters to meet 
immediate needs that cannot be filled by construction. 

Shared Facilities 

The size and cost of the facilities required can be reduced by arrangements to share 
their use among several airlines. This practice is commonplace in Europe and essen
tially everywhere else except in the United States. An airport authority typically op
erates the gates and other ground services for the benefit of everyone. Similar pro
cedures for the nonexclusive use of gates by airlines exist in the United States at 
Honolulu and for various international terminals, such as the International Arrivals 
Building at New York (Kennedy) Airport. Many airlines in the United States also con
tract with other airlines to share the use of gates otherwise used exclusively by a 
single airline. 

The advantage of shared use is that it allows more flights to be squeezed into any 
given number of gates. Essentially, the larger the number of operations to be served, 
the greater is the opportunity to manipulate the operations so that we can achieve 
higher use. This advantage is counterbalanced to some extent, however, by the dif
ficulty of maintaining coordination among airlines, the expense of making equipment 
competitive, and the airlines' possible loss of image in competitive markets. 

As indicated previously, the deviations from schedule that inevitably occur force 
us to provide .more facilities than we would need if all went well. When a flight does 
not leave on time, an extra position may have to be provided to accommodate an ar
rival. Overall, this phenomenon may force us to install easily half again as many 
gates as would be needed if aircraft actually were able to perform on schedule. In 
practice, this number is estimated through a detailed examination of the activities 
anticipated at an airport. The essential features of the phenomenon are captured in 
the following approximate formula: 

Gates required = (gates needed by schedule) + 2(gates needed by schedule)% 

This is crude, but does emphasize that the extra slack that must be made available de
creases, as a fraction of the total, for larger airlines or operating \mits. This is il
lustrated by operations at San Francisco. Figure 11 (~) shows that the largest airline 
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Figure 11. Scheduled use rate for gates at 
San Francisco. 
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felt it could plan its activities around a 
70 percent utilization at peak periods; 
the next largest apparently only dared 
go as far as a 60 percent rate. [Tech
nically this formula presumes that de
viations from schedule are distributed 
exponentially, such that the standard 
deviation equals the square root of the 
mean. The formula then defines the 
number of positions required to meet 
all demands 19 times out of 20. This 
formula is presented by Steuart (21). 
Others, by the Airborne Instruments 
Laboratory (2), Mogligevsky (16), and 
Stafford ru1d Stafford (20) , are discussed 
by McKenzie et al. ( 15). The study of 
Sru1 F rancisco was done by Belshe (6) .J 

This behavior means that we can -
achieve considerable savings by combining several small operations into one common 
service shared by all. For example, if 4 airlines have a scheduled need for 5 gates 
each, they would require about 80 percent extra if acting separately, but only about 
45 percent if acting together. A total saving of 35 percent would theoretically be 
possible for that case. Only relatively small savings might exist if we combine 
large operations. Joint use between 2 airlines requiring 40 gates each would lead to 
only a 10 percent reduction in facilities, an advantage that could easily be eliminated 
by other factors. 

Further savings can be achieved through shared use when the airlines serve mar
kets whose traffic peaks at different times. The effect depends on the degree of over
lap between their needs. Figure 11 shows how demands of 2 major airlines can com
plement each other: At San Francisco the airline serving the eastern United States fea
tures many early departures to make for reasonable times of arrival in New York and 
elsewhere, but the airline going north-south needs the most gates after noon. To give 
some idea of what can be done, about a 15 percent reduction in gates at Paris (Orly
West) Airport was attained by effective sharing for airlines with different traffic pat
terns. 

The major argument against some amount of joint use of facilities is not one of fact, 
since it is generally agreed that this approach can be economical, but one of principle. 
Airlines that compete against each other feel that they must be visible if they are to be 
successful. This implies that they want their own facilities. In Europe and many other 
places, this argument has little force because the airlines rarely compete. Quite the 
contrary, they are generally tied together by the so-called pooling agreements, accord-

Figure 12. Passengers processed in 1974 by each 
airline at Atlanta. 
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ing to which they pool their revenues 
and share them according to predeter
mined formulas. Outside of the United 
States, consequently, terminals are 
usually designed for shared use. 

Since airlines compete vigorously 
in the United States, they are unlikely 
to agree willingly to share gates and 
other major facilities. But there may 
be exceptions. A number of locations 
feature many small operations which, 
in fact, are hardly in competition. Such 
appears to be the case in Atlanta, for 
example, as shown by Figure 12. This 
is the kind of situation for which shared 
use ought to be considered, even in the 
United States. 
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PROCEDURE FOR CHOICE 

The overall conclusion of this discussion is that we should plan to design terminals 
around combinations of centralized, decentralized, and transporter concepts. Argu
ments about which of these concepts is best-or should be adopted-are sterile if not 
vacuous. It is almost inevitable that a hybrid terminal of some degree is most suit
able. 

As a first step in determining what kind of combination makes sense for a particular 
site, we should Lr·y tu gather the kind uf data that will be helpful in deciding this issue. 
We should particularly attempt to define, especially since it is often not readily avail
able, the pattern of variations in the traffic and the intensity of transfers, both between 
flights and for picking up cars and similar purposes. 

Next, we should try to identify the approximate degree of hybridization that is most 
suitable for this location. To do this, we can apply the simple analytic models sug
gested in the preceding sections. We can first estimate the diseconomies of scale of 
central terminals, if any, and compare them with the costs of decentralization. Next, 
we can compare the local costs of transporters and fixed facilities and, by associating 
these data with information about the variability of the traffic, determine the proportion 
of transporters that appears reasonable. We can also use the formula provided to es
timate whether the savings obtained through joint use of facilities are worthwhile. 
These analyses will certainly be crude, but they can be helpful in screening out the 
most desirable configurations. 

Finally, we can use detailed analyses to investigate specific variations of the gen
eral configuration that appears best. At this point we can use the many factors that 
have been developed for sizing the specific dimensions that are necessary to service 
the kind of traffic that is expected. This is the level at which most terminal design 
has been carried out and is described in detail in standard references. 
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Workshop 5 Resource Paper 

METHODS TO INCREASE 
LANDS/DE CAPACITY AT 
EXISTING AIRPORTS 

Leonard G. Klingen, Eastern Air Lines, Inc. 

Significant increases in terminal use can be obtained by avoiding sharp peaks during 
certain hours of the day and by adopting various changes in operating procedure. 
Among the solutions mentioned are changing aircraft parking from parallel to nose 
in, using remote aircraft parking, using transporters, combining hold rooms, and auto
mating ticketing and baggage handling . It should be recognized, however, that an air
port fulfills a complex series of functions and that we cannot increase the capacity of 
one system without taking into account ·its effects on other subsystems farther along 
the line. Therefore, an accurate knowledge of a station's ability to handle present-day 
traffic at acceptable levels of service is a prerequisite for any successful expansion 
program. 

In preparing this resource paper, I have drawn fairly extensively 
from our experience gained in the preparation of the Station Ca
pacity Handbook for Eastern Air Lines. This handbook was pre
pared in 1974 to provide management with an up-to-date survey of 
the top 15 stations in the system and the requirements for the next 
5 years measured against the current forecast. The anticipated 
growth during the next 5 years was estimated to require millions 
of dollars in investment. When such large amounts are at stake, 
one cannot rely on experience and intuition alone, and ways must 
be found to quantify requirements. Without these improvements, 
we have to resort to vague generalizations such as, "We need 
another gate by 1975" or "Our baggage-handling system is inade
quate 11 or ''There are not enough ticket counters at this station. 11 

The questions are, How inadequate is our present system in 
terms of aircraft delays so that construction of a new gate can be 
justified? How inefficient is our baggage-handling system? Where 
are the bottlenecks? How often did the equipment break down? 
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What percentage oi time were standards not met ? 
In the case of the ticket coWlters, we are interested in the waiting time of passen

gers, queue length in front of the coWlters, and congestion in order to determine the 
number of coWlters required. We are interested in the cost effectiveness of our im
provements and increasing customer satisfaction with the facilities. There is, there
fore, an urgent need to express the demand-capacity relation at an airport in an objec
tive and quantitative manner. 

Previous attempts to provide this information have failed because services at an 
airpor t do not suddenly become inadequate; rather, a slow deterioration of service sets 
in. The problem is compoW1ded by the fact that some fWlctional areas become inade
quate more rapidly than others. Changes in the method of operation such as the intro
duction of automatic passenger-processing system, automated baggage handling, and 
changes in aircraft parking arrangements all complicate the issue. 

The present study has overcome these problems by introducing the concept of levels 
of service. This concept expresses the demand versus capacity relation in levels of 
service that range from excellent to poor and Wlacceptable. The range of service is 
based on predetermined standards that have been accepted throughout the company . 
Fox· example, the minimum area for a person standing is still 6.25 ft2 (0 .6 m2

). This 
area increases to 10 ft2 (0.9 m2

) when allowances ar e made for s ome additional room 
and baggage . When a pers on walks at an average rate of 4.5 it/sec (0.4 m/s), he or 
she r equires 20 it2 (1. 9 m2

) to maintain speed and overtal<e s low Walker s; thus , a den
s ity ratio of 10 ft2 / per s on, which would be minimally acceptable in a baggage claim 
room where people crowd aroWld a device, is Wlacceptable for a public circulation 
area in which a large number of people move about in different directions and at dif
ferent speeds. 

We can and have derived similar measures for cars at the curbside and for aircraft 
on the ramp requiring gates. 

The parameters that govern the airport system we have foWld change little over 
time. Taxi-in speeds for category B aircraft range from 15 to 20 mph (24 to 32 km/ h) 
on t he open taxiway and from 5 to 10 mph (8 to 16 km/h) on the ramp. Push-out times 
r ange from 21/z to 3 minutes for category B aircraft and from 4 to 8 minutes for an 
L-1011 or a DC-10. Other parameters such as the ratio of bags per passenger at a 
given station also show a remarkable consistency over time even though there are daily 
and hourly fluctuations. 

It is therefore possible to express the present and future requirements at the air
port for elements such as curbside, automobile parking, ticket coWlter, bag makeup 
and claim hold rooms, gates, and ramp space in absolute terms and compare those to 
anticipated traffic flows. In this manner, one can make an objective evaluation of the 
ability of the station to handle the present and future traffic and determine when the 
service becomes inadequate. Effects of changes in the schedule and resulting increases 
or decreases in traffic can also be interpreted by moving up or down the time scale pro
vided for each functional category. The level-of-service standards as applied to 
Eastern's facilities regarding passenger density ratios are given in Tables 1 and 2. 

DATA BANK 

The need for accurate data Wlderlies all planning efforts at an airport. Collecting, 
maintaining, and updating this information is a tedious and laborious task; yet without 
this knowledge our planning efforts become mere guesswork. We should, therefore, 
always pay particular attention to the quality and quantity of the data used to justify a 
new terminal design. At Eastern, airport data are monitored continually. Information 
regarding aircraft arrivals and departures, gate occupancy times, passenger move
ments, baggage ratios, and many other statistics are checked by half hourly intervals 
for the top 40 stations in the system. A sample of the computer report is shown in 
Figure 1. 

From these reports we learn that each airport has its own characteristics. For 
this reason, development of general standards based on cross-sectional data of stations 



Table 1. Passenger circulation areas-level walkways. 

Level o( 
Service 

A 
B 
c 
D 
£ 
F 

Space per 
Pedestrian 
(ft') 

20 to 25 
15 to 19 
10 to 14 
7 to 9 
4 to 6 
<6 

Note : 1 ft2 = 0 ,09 m2 • 

Public 
Circulation 
Area 

Excellent 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 
Unacceptable 

Corridor 
Intersection 

Excellent 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 
Unacceptable 

Table 2. Passenger circulation areas-stairways. 

Level or 
Service 

A 
B 
c 
D 
£ 
F 

Space per 
Pedestrian 
(ft' ) 

26 to 30 
21 to 25 
16 to 20 
11 to 15 
6 to 10 
<6 

Note: 1 ft 2 = 0 .09 m2 • 

Public 
Circulation 
Area 

Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 

Corridor 
Intersection 

Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 

Corridors Near 
Hold Rooms 

Excellent 
Fair 
Poor 
Poor 
Unacceptable 
Unacceptable 

Corridors 
Bordered by 
Hold Rooms 

Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 

Baggage 
Claim Area 

Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 

Corridor s With 
No Cross Traffic Hold Rooms 

Excellent Excellent 
Good Good 
Fair Fair 
Poor Poor 
Unacceptable Unacceptable 

Tick.et Counters 

Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 

Baggage 
Claim Area 

Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 

Figure 1. Computer report of information on departures from top 40 stations for August 1974. 
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throughout the country will only have limited value, and such standards should never 
be used for any detailed planning of airport facilities. 

FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES 

That it is fairly simple to distinguish the various functional areas at a station is proved 
by the fact that there is general agreement in the literature on this subject. We have 
followed the same trend here and divided the termLll.al into the following functional cat
egories: 

1. Access and egress roads, 
2. Automobile parking, 
3. Enplaning and deplaning curb, 
4. Ticket counters, 
5. Circulation area, 
6. Concourses, 
7. Hold rooms and gates, 
8. Baggage makeup and claim area, 
9. Ramp area, 

10. Taxiways, and 
11. Runways. 

In a properly functioning terminal, each of these subsystems should balance with the 
rest. This, however, seldom happens, and we notice that some areas are overbuilt 
and others have too little room to function properly. The resulting congestion and de
lays affect the use of all the subsystems farther along the chain. Therefore, we can
not improve the capacity of the curbside without investigating its effect on the ticket 
counter and the baggage makeup area. Similarly, introducing more aircraft or sub
stituting wide-bodied aircraft for 727s and DC-9s will strain the entire system. 

Many simulation models that have been run in the past attempted to express the en
tire airport function in one general model. These attempts have met with little success 
because of the complexity of the entire system. For this reason, we at Eastern have 
followed a piecemeal approach by running models for each of the functional categories 
mentioned before. If due regard is paid to the effects of changes in one system on the 
next and so on, good results can be obtained. 

METHODS TO INCREASE CAPACITY 

The purpose of increasing capacity of an airport is to enable it to handle a larger vol
ume of traffic. These increases in capacity are achieved by changes in the method of 
operation or the addition of new facilities or both. We should, however, not lose sight 
of the fact that one of the most obvious and simple ways to increase traffic at a station 
is to avoid the sharp peaking of operations during certain hours of the day. At some of 
the major U.S. airports, some peak operations are well over 30 to 40 percent above the 
daily average. 

The larger these fluctuations are, the more severe is the penalty paid in terms of 
wasted resources, for expensive facilities remain idle in the off-peak hours. If the 
airport is saturated or approaching saturation, e.g., Washington (National) and Chicago 
(O'Hare), "depeaking" will not be applicable, and here the solution is to either provide 
the new facilities or switch part of the activity to neighboring airports (Dulles, Midway). 

The impact of wide-bodied jets has had a mixed effect on airport facilities. Although 
it has certainly reduced congestion on the runways, the bulk unloading of large numbers 
of passengers has strained most air terminal subsystems such as corridors, baggage
claim facilities, and curbside and customs facilities. 

Apart from these considerations, there are specific courses of action that can be 
taken at relatively little expense to increase capacity at an airport. A summary of 
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these methods is given below. 

Runways 

The general trend with regard to runways has been to decrease the separation between 
aircraft, but there are FAA-described limits below which it is not advisable to go. 
High-speed turnoffs and additional taxiways have also provided some relief. A large 
portion of movements at all the major airports is performed by general aviation air
craft; by limiting these movements, it is possible to increase the capacity of the air
port considerably. 

Ramp Area 

Provision of dual taxiways eliminates most of the congestion due to queuing on the 
ramp. However, few airports have been equipped in this manner and, once a single 
taxiway system has been installed, it is there forever. Nothing short of demolishing 
the concourses would provide the necessary space for a dual taxiway, and this may 
prove too costly. The feasibility to add additional aircraft parking positions depends 
on the terminal configuration. The easiest solution is remote parking. 

Concourses 

At airports where aircraft are parked parallel, a 30 to 50 percent increase in terminal 
frontage can be obtained by nose-in parking. Due regard should be paid to aircraft 
wing span and collision clearances, but the resultant increase in parking spaces can 
be significant. Also apron requirements are minimized by this approach. The dis
advantage, however, is that the aircraft must be pushed out, and that requires addi
tional personnel and equipment, which often almost eliminates the cost advantage. 

Hold Rooms 

One way to increase capacity at terminals is by combining hold rooms into a common 
area. This has allowed acceptance of wide-bodied jets in areas previously exclusively 
equipped to handle category B aircraft. After several years of operation, Eastern has 
not experienced any adverse passenger reaction. In many cases, there has also been 
a savings in personnel since a doubling of the number of flights does not necessarily 
mean a doubling of the number of agents. Especially in Miami, the experience has 
been encouraging. Some separation may be obtained by using different colored seating 
arrangements. The need for hold rooms does still exist, as Eastern's experience at 
New York (Kennedy) Airport has indicated. Because concourses at that terminal could 
net be expanded except at great cost, passengers were held in the large terminal area 
until the last moment. This practice has led to some confusion among some passen
gers, and now a minimal amount of seating is provided in the concourses. The prac
tice of making boarding announcements as late as possible has tended to keep passen
gers away from the hold-room area, thereby reducing personnel and facilities needed. 

Corridors 

The number of well-wishers filling the corridors and the crowds of passengers moving 
back and forth have been eliminated by the security check. Inasmuch as we can assume 
security to be a permanent function at the airport, the problem of saturated corridors 
can be regarded as solved for the present. Double-decking with one level each of op
posing flows of traffic has been successfully applied in many stations. 
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Baggage Claim 

In the early days, the carrousel was a frequently used device. The problem, however, 
was that it offers the minimum frontage while taking up the maximum area. For a 
claim unit, maximum exposure on a minimum area is required. The transi-tread or 
ribbon-shaped device fulfilled this need. By the loops provided, maximum use of the 
claim area can be obtained without any major construction. Care should be taken that 
the baggage-off load area is increased accordingly. The increasing trend toward posi
tive claim procedures has complicated passenger flows, and, therefore, made higher 
demands on the claim area. 

Baggage Makeup 

The baggage makeup loop in the form of a transi-tread or VIP type of carrousel has 
tremendously increased throughput capability. Angle parking carts has also optimized 
the use of the area, but more personnel is required. The baggage makeup function is 
still la1·gely labu1· 01·ienled aml ha::; w1lil now defied adequate automation. Tlri::; i::; con
firmed by several failures of automated systems in the industry. Despite this, our 
experience with automated equipment in Miami has generally been favorable. It has 
not been possible to obtain adequate figures on labor savings, although it is fairly cer
tain that there have been some. The major problem is the printers that produce the 
identifying binary circular code (bull's-eye). This has been and still is a costly and 
time-consuming part of the operation. Our experience is that, in order to cater to peak 
loads, automated systems must have a much larger capacity since they are less flexi
ble than manual systems. Redundancy is imperative with any automated system. 

Transporters 

By far the best results in extending the life of a terminal have been achieved by the 
use of transporters or mobile lounges. Several studies indicate that a transporter 
operated in a hybrid system is the cheaper alternative to building a gate. This is es
pecially so if push-out operations are required. Of course, there should be room to 
park the aircraft remotely, and facilities should be provided for their servicing. Gen
erally, about 3 to 4 transporters can be parked in the area occupied by a 727. A com
mon hold room should be provided for the passengers, but 3 transporters can easily 
service 2 B-727s remotely parked so that almost a doubling of gate capacity can be 
achieved. Eastern' s operation in Atlanta using 3 transporters to service 5 to 6 re
motely parked category B aircraft has been successful for the past 3 years. Detailed 
analyses carried out by Boothe Airside Company, which markets the transporter, and 
Eastern's experience in Atlanta indicate that there is no appreciable difference in pas
senger acceptance. There is some increase in published aircraft departure times 
when transporters are operating with scheduled services departing from gates, but 
this has not been a problem. At Washington (Dulles) Airport, the published time is 
when the transporter leaves the gate. 

Ticket Counters 

Increasing passenger throughput at the ticket counters has been achieved with the auto
mated passenger processing system (APPS). The present average system rate per 
agent is between 13 to 20 passengers/1/z hour. If the ticket procedure is simplified, 
the by-pass ratio can be increased so that in some stations it may run as high as 20 
percent. A procedure that was successfully implemented at one of our stations was 
to have one ticket agent directing passengers in the queuing area to the various ticket 
counter positions so that the load is spread evenly. Also the designation of express 
ticket counters has been helpful. APPS has also enabled us to direct passengers to 
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the gate area since they can obtain the same service at the gate check-in desk. This 
has allowed the manager a great amount of flexibility in directing flows. It has also 
led to labor savings. 

Of the 3 major types of ticket coWlter arrangements that we have investigated, lin
ear counter takes up the least area. Since airlines have to pay for the ticket counter 
space they occupy, the linear cowiter concept should be used wherever possible. A 
flow-through type of arrangement with 10 ticket coWlters occupies 1,643 ft2 (153 m2

) 

including queuing space. It is also more expensive in construction, for each pair of 
counters would require a separate baggage belt. By contrast, a linear COWlter occupies 
only 1,325 ft2 (123 m 2

) including a queuing area of 10 ft (3 m). Baggage throughput is 
simplified by the use of a long belt running behind the counters. Any circular ar range
ment of counters requires almost double the ar ea of a l inear concept, 2,462 ft2 (229 m2

). 

A circular area for counters should, therefore, be avoided (see earlier remarks on the 
baggage-claim carrousel). 

Placement of the ticket counters should be as close as possible to the curbside with 
no interference from concessions or seating. These functions should be placed at the 
rear of the ticket counter positions. This arrangement can be studied at Chicago 
(O'Hare), Newark, Washington (Dulles), and Miami airports. 

Curbside 

One of the most difficult functional areas to increase at a station is the enplaning or 
deplaning curbside, for it is intimately connected with the design of the building. The 
most inexpensive method to increase curbside capacity has been a policing of cars dur
ing the peak hours to ensure that their curbside occupancy was reduced to a minimum. 
For example, a 20 percent reduction in vehicle dwell time could lead to an approximate 
30 percent increase in servicing rate. Provision of parking islands will also increase 
the capacity, but then passengers and skycaps must cross the busy roadway, thus im
peding traffic. 

Parking and Access and Egress Roads 

It has not been possible to obtain any data on methods to increase capacity of automo
bile parking areas and roadways. At Eastern, we have not yet been much involved with 
these facilities. 



Research Statements 

AN INVENTORY OF 
RESEARCH NEEDS 

A primary goal of the Conference on Airport Landside Capacity 
was to identify research needs. The statements that were sub
mitted by conference participants have been reviewed, combined 
to eliminate overlap, and grouped under subject categories. The 
subject categories and titles of the 65 research statements that 
follow are given in Table 1. The categories are arranged alpha
betically, and the project statements are numbered sequentially. 

The numbers or the order of listing does not in any way indicate 
priority. The statements reflect the feeling that one or several 
participants had that research deficiencies existed and could be 
eliminated by the research recommended. Because there was not 
general agreement either within individual workshops or among 
them on many of these issues, resolving the conflicting views and 
assigning priorities within the time constraints of the conference 
were not feasible. The statements, then, represent an inventory 
of research needs from which a research program with appropri
ate priorities can be developed. 

AIRCRAFT 

1. Aircraft Mix 

The sizes of aircraft have only a small effect on airside capacity 
and service volume but can have a major effect on the landside 
facilities and, in turn, on airport access and egress. The num
bers and combinations of aircraft sizes have a measurable influ
ence on the numbers of passengers and amounts of baggage and 
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Table 1. Research statement titles by subject category. 

Subject Category 

Aircraft 

Airline activities 

Capacity and expansion 

Community attitudes 

Competitive modes 

Concessions 

Energy conservation 

Environment 

Financing and funding 

Forecasting and simulation 

Information 

Intergovernmental relations 

Levels of service 

Marketing 

Management 

Passenger and baggage 
processing 

Security 

Surface transportation 
and parking 

Terminal design 

Terminals, off-airport 

Traffic peaking 

User characteristics 

Research statement Title 

1. Aircraft mix 

2. Effect of airline operations on landside services 

3. Airport landside capacity analysis 
4. Landside expansion case studies 
5. Methodology for analysis of alternative concepts for expanding terminal 

capacity 
6. Benefit-cost analysis of capacity-increasing projects 
7. Low-cost alternatives for increasing airport landside capacity 
6. High-density movements and capacity enhancement 
9. Systemwide effect of capacity changes at one airport 

10. Expansion of low- and medium-density airports to accommodate wide
bodied aircraft and high peak hours 

11. Community attitudes 
12. Influence of increased social awareness on implementation of airport 

expansion programs 

13. Effect of intermodal competition on short-haul air traffic 

14. Impact of concessions and consumer services on landside capacity 

15. Constraining effects of policies to conserve energy 

16. Constraint of environmental statutes on landside capacity development 

1 7. Evaluation of financial needs and capabilities of air carrier airports 
16. Crl!ecia for economic and financial performance of airport landside capacity 
19. AJri>ort cash-llow model 
20. Uniform code of accounts for airports 
21. Fnctors affecting efficiency of resource use in airport landside capacity 
22. Alr"port service pricing options 
23. Cost-benefit analysis of airport landside research 
24. Federal landside participation policy 
25. Use of ADAP funds to balance airport development 
26. Development of measures for cost of capital 

2 7. Forecasting methodology and monltorlng system fo1· airport landSide capacity 
28. Effect of forecast variability in iandside development 
29 . Conversion of forecast demand factors to daily peaking 
30. Sensitivity analysis of demand factors on level of service 
31. Development of airport landside simulation capability 
32. Application of econometric techniques to demand forecast 
33. Calibration of airport planning models 

34. Survey and data collection requirements 
35. Existing airline data 
36 . Airport management information support 

37. Jurisdictional cooperation in intermodal and multimodal planning 
38. Influence of urban development patterns on airside and landside capacities 

and operations 

39. Criteria for airport landside level of service 
40. Policy studies of level-of-service implementation alternatives 
41. Establishment of level-of-service values 
42. Attitudinal surveys regarding airport landside services 
43. Composite measures of walk , serve, and delay time 

44. Impact of airline marketing practices on airport capacity requirements 

45. Management training 

46. Common, nonrestrictive, and automated passenger and baggage- processing 
lnc!Utlcs 

47. International passenger and baggage processing 
48. Passenger information systems for airport terminals 
49 . Potential and limitations of automation for airport baggage processing 

50. Present and future impact of airport security regulations on airport 
landside capacity 

51. lm[>roving grnund transpormtlon service by Jaw-cost techniques 
52. Alternat.lve trnnspo1•t systems for airp01·t access 
53. Automated guidcwa.y transit systems in airport landside capacity improvement 
54. Busways for afr1>ort accessibility 
55. Intermodal ticketing 
56. Curbside use at airports 
57. Manual for uniform traffic control devices for the airport landside 
58. Ground transportation information 
59. Off-airport parking 
60. Airport access links to major transportation corridors 

61. Terminal design to increase service reliability 
62 . Methodologies for forecasting passenger volumes for designing airport 

terminals 

63 . Off-airport terminals for passengers and cargo 

64. Methodologies for assessing and evaluating economic, legal, and political 
implications of peaking of domestic and international air traffic a t airports 

65. Characteristics of airport population 
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cargo that must flow through the terminals and the rates at which they must be pro
cessed. The limits of the changes should also be investigated to establish the most ef
ficient mixes and the point of imbalance between airside and landside capacities. The 
proposed research should investigate the sensitivity of landside movements to changes 
in aircraft sizes and numbers, develop a rational basis for adjustments in aircraft mix 
for changing demand patterns, develop methods to measure changes in landside require
ments resulting from aircraft mix changes; and investigate techniques to ascertain im
balances early. 

AIRLINE ACTIVITIES 

2. Effect of Airline Operations on Landside Services 

Changes in airline activities have a major influence on landside capacity. The cause 
and effect relations need to be evaluated by the nature and cost of the impact. Research 
is needed to identify the elements of landside service that are affected by airline activ
ities, characterize the airline activities that require changes in landside capacity (e.g., 
schedules, equipment changes, bWlched operations), analyze the sensitivity of each 
landside element to each determining airline activity, and relate the effect to system 
characteristics such as level of service, productivity, and cost. 

CAPACITY AND EXPANSION 

3. Airport Landside Capacity Analysis 

Proposed expenditures on airport airside improvements have been questioned because 
of the uncertainty that the airport landside facilities can accommodate increased pas
senger rates. Is there a balance in capacity at the major airports? Research is 
needed to establish definitions and methodologies for estimating landside and airside 
capacities at major airports. 

4. Landside Expansion Case Studies 

Although criteria exist for determining whether new landside capacity is required, the 
relation between specific criteria and actions taken on them has not been widely dis
seminated. Therefore, the case studies of landside problems should be collected, ana
lyzed, and disseminated. The proposed research should select approximately 6 rep
resentative airports; determine measures of expansion activity; chronicle functional 
details, such as alternatives, time schedules, size, cost, and performance; and chron
icle process details such as federal, state, and local institutional requirements, re
direction sources, and perceived success by incident group. 

5. Methodology for Analysis of Alternative Concepts for 
Expanding Terminal Capacity 

There is no systematic, comprehensive, and practical analytical procedure for evalu
ating alternative concepts for terminal expansion at existing sites. Many of the factors 
that affect expansion at existing airports are not associated with or are of little impor
tance at new sites. The research proposed should identify known expansion concepts 
and factors affecting choice of concept; outline current procedures used for analyses; 
explore and test sensitivity of factors to cost, time, flexibility, and ultimate capacity 
of site; develop or propose guidelines for analyzing each factor, a means of quantifying 
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all possible factors on various cost bases such as least cost or present worth, a ma
trbc of expansion concepts and factors, and a method of ranking; test and compare ac
tual cases; provide suggested levels or ranges of investigation relative to size of proj
ect; and recommend a methodology. 

6. Benefit-Cost Analysis of Capacity-Increasing Projects 

Many financially feasible projects for increasing the capacity of landside facilities are 
not undertaken because of opposition from the community or from the principal opera
tors , or because the sponsor cannot determine whether the project will yield a satis
factory return on the investment. In one situation, attractive opportunities may be 
foregone; in another, liabilities may be contracted. Methods whereby all significant 
benefits and costs can be assessed in a rational and defensible way are clearly needed. 

Two major avenues of research are proposed: (a) identification and quantification 
of all significant real benefits and costs, i.e., those having a net effect at the regional 
level without regard for who gains or who loses; and (b) identification and quantification 
of all significant pecuniary benefits and costs, i.e., who gains (motel owners, for ex
ample) and who loses (nearby residents) and by how much? Among the more difficult 
questions to be addressed are those that relate to differentiation between factors that 
can be quantified and those that should (at least for the near future) be considered non
quantifiable; selection of an opportunity cost of capital (which could vary for federal, 
state, and local shares) to be used during the analysis period; and quantification of con
sumer's surplus. 

The principal purpose for identifying and quantifying real benefits and costs is to 
demonstrate to the community and to the sponsor that the project is economically war
ranted. The analysis may also serve to put into perspective the priority of the airport 
project versus the priority of projects requiring other local financial support. The re
search should result in straightforward techniques for the benefit-cost analysis of real 
economic impacts on the public, air travelers, air carriers, and airport sponsors. 
Procedures for identifying and avoiding potential double-counting situations should be 
developed. 

The principal purpose for identifying and quantifying significant pecuniary benefits 
and costs is to enable the sponsor to deal effectively with local opposition to the project. 
Since most opposition is bred of uncertainty about an outcome and since support cannot 
be mustered without a convincing case, the development of a believable projection of 
results is essential. This aspect of the research should be oriented toward case his
tories of experiences at Houston, Kansas City, Dallas, and similar airports. 

7. Low-Cost Alternatives for Increasing Airport Landside 
Capacity 

Many large, medium, and small commercial airports face or are predicted to face 
capacity constraints in the components of the landside ai.rport system. The purpose 
of the proposed research is to identify operational, procedural, and policy measures 
that will increase airport landside capacity without requiring major capital investments 
or considerable increases in operation and maintenance costs. The research should 
identify by airport type and by functional area of the landside system those actions that 
can alleviate existing or predicted limitations in the landside capacity of existing air
ports. The research should analyze past experience and should include a discussion 
of the effects that the proposed action may have on the components of the airport land
side system and on the air side capacity. 

8. High-Density Movements and Capacity Enhancement 

High-density passenger movements by charters and nonreservation shuttle services 
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have characteristics that should be studied for the purpose of enhancing airport land
side capacity. Charter service, for example, accommodates large groups of passen
gers for long-haul trips usually during off-peak hours. Nonreservation, shuttle ser
vice is continual for short-haul trips during peak periods. Common to these differing 
forms of high-density demand is their ability to be accommodated in an extra system 
sense. That is, the landside system elements need not be fixed in the landside system 
but can be isolated and separated from the balance of the landside system if desired. 
These characteristics are particularly important in the selection of a basic terminal 
process concept to reconfigure an existing terminal or to plan a new one. A ''hybrid'' 
concept will evolve if the high-density features are significant. Equally important is 
the effect of such a demand on the ability to add incremental capacity to terminals al
ready experiencing saturation. 

The proposed research should be conducted in the following 3 areas: (a) policy
document current policy, articulate ideal policy framework relative to capacity en
hancement and consumer desire, and postulate likely policy framework for implement
ing potential regulatory reform; (b) potential demand based on policy framework for 
national, region, and city pairs; and (c) capacity considerations-inventory current 
locations of substantial high-density demand and method.::; fol' accuuuuodating the de
mand, formulate alternatives for accommodating various levels of high-density demand, 
apply alternatives to existing terminals as appropriate, and evaluate concepts for po
tential application to future terminals. 

9. Systemwide Effect of Capacity Changes at One Airport 

Landside capacity restraint at one airport will affect other airports in the system. 
Where will the effect occur? How big will it be? Can it be offset by changes in opera
ting procedures? The proposed research should quantify the effect of landside con
straints on the actual demand at large airports; predict the quantitative effect of a con
straint at one airport on other airports in the system; quantify the cost of the constraint 
relative to the system and the cost of removing the constraint; and identify adjustments 
that might be made to the system to offset the effect of a constraint at one airport in 
the system. 

10. Expansion of Low- and Mediwn-Density Airports to Accom
modate Wide-Bodied Aircraft and High Peak Hours 

Low- and medium-density airports need assistance in efforts to expand existing ter
minals and facilities to meet the needs of wide-bodied aircraft and high peak-hour op
erations that exceed the original design capabilities of terminals and landside facilities. 
The research proposed should establish through the collection of data the number and 
types of airports in this category and develop and provide operators having similar ter
minal designs modification data and methods that are best suited for wide-bodied air
craft and high peak-hour operations and that directly affect terminal design, curbside 
activity, baggage claim operation, parking facilities, and traffic flow. 

COMMUNITY ATTITUDES 

11. Community Attitudes 

Community attitudes directly and indirectly affect airports and thus airside, landside, 
and off-airport characteristics and operations. Today, this attitude appears negative 
in many localities. The proposed research should survey community attitudes toward 
airports, airlines, and direct or indirect community-related services affected by the 
airport system. The survey should seek attitudes about the following but not necessarily 
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be limited to them: noise; air and water quality; solid wastes; levels of service; ac
cessibility and traffic considerations; terminal function and comfort levels; amenities 
such as hotels, restaurants, shops; airport-airline labor disputes; management, oper
ations, and legislative policies as they affect the general public; transportation alter
natives; socioeconomic concerns; and methods for improving community and airport 
relations and for maintaining community support of aviation. 

12. Influence of Increased Social Awareness on Implementation 
of Afrpol't Expansion Programs 

In recent years, communities have become increasingly apprehensive regarding major 
public works that affect the community and its environment. As a result, special in
terest groups have formed to oppose public works through public opinion campaigns, 
lawsuits, or other delaying tactics. New airports or additions to existing airports have 
particularly been the target of such opposition resulting either in considerable delay or 
in cancellation of airport expansions. The proposed research should recognize the 
need for airport planners to be more responsive to community goals and attitudes but 
should seek to understand why certain projects are accepted by the communities and 
why others, which appear well planned and worthy of support, meet with extreme oppo
sition. A review of a number of recent public work projects should be made to deter
mine whether social awareness is a long-term and increasing trend. At the same time, 
through case studies, an endeavor should be made to establish general guidelines to 
airport planners on the method of presenting and explaining their projects and on the 
consultation mechanisms to be set up to ensure, on the one hand, a better compliance 
with community goals and objectives and, on the other hand, better acceptance of the 
project by the community. 

COMPETITIVE MODES 

13. Effect of Intermodal Competition on Short-Haul Air Traffic 

Short-haul air travel has a tendency to peak and to cause severe constraints on airport 
landside facilities. A trend has developed in the last few years, accentuated by the 
energy crisis, to improve public intercity ground transportation to discourage the use 
of private automobiles. Such a trend could have serious effects on airports by cutting 
down short-haul air traffic, thereby relieving airport landside capacity. A study should 
be made of the development or rehabilitation of effective rail links between city pairs 
and the effect that such intermodal competition could have on the growth of short-haul 
air traffic. The need for flexibility in airport landside facility design to adapt to 
changing traffic patterns should also be studied, especially in regard to road access 
and parking. 

CONCESSIONS 

14. Impact of Concessions and Consumer Services on Landside 
Capacity 

Concession and consumer services are provided to serve the needs and desires of pas
sengers and to develop revenues. Concessions are frequently located to force passen
gers through concession areas so that impulse purchases are increased. What impact 
do concessions have on landside capacity? The proposed research should answer the 
following questions: What type of concessions and consumer services are needed to 
serve the requirements and convenience of passengers? Do speciality concessions 
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that rely on impulse buying produce significant net revenues? Can added capacity be 
achieved by eliminating them? To what extent do kiosks and island displays impede 
traffic flow? Do concession signing and displays interfere with necessary graphics? 
To what extent does this cause confusion? Is there an ideal location for necessary 
concessions where they can be easily recognized without interfering with traffic flow? 
Can the size of concession areas be reduced by improved operating procedures (fast 
food service versus dining rooms)? 

ENERGY CONSERVATION 

15. Constraining Effects of Policies to Conserve Energy 

If national policies for conservation of energy are to be effective, all major fuel users 
must examine areas of potential energy savings. From 30 to 60 percent of all energy 
expended at an airport is expended on the landside. Nevertheless, in the development 
of alternatives for the improvement of landside capacity, little or no thought is given 
to the energy requirements implicit in the choice of construction materials and methods, 
in the manner in which the facilities will be operated and maintained, and in the way in 
which the operating users, concessionaires, and the public will consume energy in the 
expanded or improved facilities. Because of the complexity of the relations among the 
many factors involved, airport sponsors and planners need a standardized and practical 
approach to the analyses of consumption of energy at airport landside facilities. 

The proposed research program covers all airport landside facilities from the ter
minal apron to the ultimate connection with the nearest major link in the surface trans
portation network. The research would investigate the energy required to accomplish 
a project, the average annual rate of consumption required if the sponsor is to operate 
and maintain the facilities adequately, and the forecast consumption of energy by the 
permanent and transient elements of the landside population. First-, second-, and 
third-order effects of various choices would be investigated (e.g., x-gallons of jet avi
ation fuel burned in aircraft apron maneuvering require the consumption of y-units of 
energy for transporting the fuel to the airport and of z-units of energy in the manufac
turing of the jet fuel and the transportation fuel). 

The product of the research should be a procedure that can be readily and inexpen
sively applied through the use of computer programs. The theoretical framework would 
likely take the form of an input-output analysis. Architects, engineers, and planners 
experienced and competent in their own disciplines should not need to master a great 
body of new knowledge to use the procedure. The results of applying the procedures 
should include the following for each alternative under consideration for at least a 20-
year period: net impacts on national energy resources of various kinds; net impacts 
on atmospheric pollution, both locally and nationally; and specific impacts of the major 
elements of total consumption. 

ENVIRONMENT 

16. Constraint of Environmental Statutes on Landside Capacity 
Development 

If landside capacity at many airports, especially the large hubs, soon limits the full 
maturing of the airside capacity or operationally constrains the airside capacity where 
it has essentially matured, what impact will compliance with environmental statutes 
have on developing landside capacity to meet the desired level of airside capacity? 
The environmental analysis process is becoming more sophisticated and quantitative. 
Increased interest is being paid to impacts of those components associated with land
side capacity, such as automobile access, parking facilities, and garages. Future 
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regulations, such as indirect pollution source review and parking management pro
grams, may seriously impact the traditional approach of building more access roads 
and parking structures to solve landside capacity problems. 

The proposed research should focus on the application of the environmental statutes 
to specific airports anticipating major landside development in the future. Such an 
analysis could provide an early warning system in terms of both particular expansion 
projects and overall development of the air transport system. This research would 
assist in the development of alternative solutions to solve landside capacity problems 
within the context of the environmental statutes. In addition, this research may en
courage greater flexibility in the administration of the environmental statutes as applied 
to landside development. 

Other questions to be answered include the following: What are the implications for 
airside capacity if landside development is constrained by environmental factors? Are 
airport sponsors or their consultants adequately prepared to foresee potential con
straints? Is there sufficient opportunity for aviation interests to provide input to the 
environmental decision-making process? Are existing federal, state, and local insti
tutional arrangements appropriate if federal funds are used in landside development? 
What methods or design approaches are needed to mitigate any adverse effects? How 
should costs of environmental constraints be allocated, especially those associated 
with off-airport systems? Should airside and landside development projects be sep
arated to forestall backlash to landside projects? 

FINANCING AND FUNDING 

17. Evaluation of Financial Needs and Capabilities of Air 
Carrier Airports 

Recent analyses have shown marked similarities in airport revenue and expense char
acteristics and airport passenger enplanement levels. For example, airports are 
typically unable to support operating expenses, debt service, and new capital improve
ment projects with self-generated funds unless they enplane more than 2 million pas
sengers annually. Airports enplaning fewer than 100,000 passengers per year are gen
erally unable to generate sufficient revenues to meet even their operating expenses. 
There are similar patterns in income source and airport size; larger airports rely 
most heavily on concession revenues, and smaller airports derive a larger relative 
proportion of income from airside activities. The economic capabilities of their re
spective sponsors may have implications for future development of adequate airport 
landside capacity. 

The proposed research would survey 150 large, medium, small, and nonhub facili
ties to determine the capability of each to meet present and future revenue require
ments. Airports will be categorized by passenger enplanement levels or other suitable 
measures of similarity; and revenue and expense, debt service, and new capital im
provement requirements of each category will be identified. The financial posture of 
each airport sponsor will be examined and categorized by airport class. Once the rev
enue potential and financial requirements of airports and sponsors are identified, al
ternative federal, state, and local policy option will be developed to provide the most 
efficient levels of landside capacity consistent with the national goals. 

18. Criteria for Economic and Financial Performance of Airport 
Landside Capacity 

The rapidly rising costs of landside investment and the uncertain outlook for air trans
port demand make it increasingly important that the resources used to provide landside 
capacity be minimized. Obvious biases toward establishing more capacity than needed 
must be countered by the development of performance criteria. This problem will be 
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accentuated if federal funds become available for the terminal area or if airport head 
taxes are imposed. This study will develop criteria necessary to measure airport 
landside economic and financial performance. Each of the revenue areas on the land
side will be examined from the standpoint of costs, revenues, and return on investment, 
taking into account the appropriate allocation of the non-revenue-producing portions of 
the landside. The approach will be to examine a sufficient number of airports in each 
category to permit the development of sound criteria. The study will examine alterna
tive economic and financial objectives. 

19. Airport Cash-Flow Model 

Analytic tools are required to support more effective and efficient use of resources 
devoted to meeting landside capacity needs. One of these tools is an airport cash-flow 
model to permit the financial effects of any policy, investment, or operating decision 
to be analyzed in advance of the decisions being implemented. The proposed research 
will develop such a model in sufficient detail to permit timely analysis of the financial 
effects of any policy, investment, or operating decision. 

20. Uniform Code of Accounts for Airports 

Current accounting methods and terms differ from one airport to another, and to mea
sure or compare their financial performance on a systematic basis is difficult if not 
impossible. Uniform accounting is important as a management tool but is particularly 
important to ensure efficient use of federal funds designated for expansion of improve
ment of landside capacity. This study will examine current codes of accounts used at 
airports and will develop a uniform system of accounts that will permit comparison of 
performance among airports and will provide management with consistent measures of 
performance. 

21. Factors Affecting Efficiency of Resource Use in Airport 
Landside Capacity 

Inflation, the uncertain outlook for air travel growth, and the traditional tendency of 
airport operators to build expensive monuments place burdens on resources to provide 
airport landside capacity. A study should be made of all significant input markets re
lated to airport landside development to determine the degree to which competition sets 
input prices and to ensure that such input prices are kept to a minimum through appro
priate purchasing practices on the part of airport operators. In addition, all barriers 
to the efficient allocation of resources to landside development should be identified, 
and the most effective means of dismantling or overcoming these barriers should be 
developed. This should be accomplished in such a way as not to impair unduly the 
ability of air carriers and concessionaires to compete effectively in their respective 
markets. A study should also be undertaken to quantify as precisely as possible the 
burden on interstate commerce imposed through the misallocation of resources to air
port landside development and operation. 

22. Airport Service Pricing Options 

Historically, the provision of adequate airport landside capacity has been accomplished 
with capital investment or increased levels of operating expense. The number of air
port employees, parking spaces, loading gates, and terminal floor space, for example, 
typically follows or precedes passenger demand. In addition to investment strategies, 
however, there are numerous noncapital, or pricing, options that may be used to 
more efficiently allocate scarce landside resources and more accurately signal the 
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requirement for expansion of existing facilities. The proposed research will survey 
50 large, medium, small, and nonhub facilities to identify present and future costs of 
airport landside services and the value of each to the consumer. Alternative airport 
service pricing options will then be developed. These pricing options will relate to 
alternative airport financial objectives (i.e., deficit operation, breakeven, profit cen
ter), landside pricing strategies, estimated service price elasticities of demand, value 
of service versus cost-based pricing strategies, and innovative pricing concepts (e.g., 
baggage charges and other direct pricing schedules). Finally, the revenue potential of 
each alternative pricing strategy will be estimated by using projected passenger en
planement levels. 

23. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Airport Landside Research 

The air transportation industry is a relatively healthy transportation industry serving 
predominantly the higher income passenger. What are the national benefits and to 
whom do they accrue of investing federal funds in additional landside research? What 
is the magnitude of national landside congestion? Who will benefit by research aimed 
at reducing landside congestion? What are the magnitudes of the possible improve
ments versus costs? 

24 . Federal Landside Participation Policy 

The U.S. Congress and the Federal Aviation Administration, through the Airport De
velopment Aid Program (ADAP) revenue collection process, have deprived the airport 
owner-operator of certain sources of local revenue production that could be used in the 
development of local operations and facilities improvement programs. It is now incum
bent on the Congress and the FAA to establish policies and procedures for the disburse
ment of these funds that will ensure maximum benefit to the airport owner-operator and 
to the national aviation industry. Application of ADAP funds to airport landside im
provements can improve airport landside capacity. Guidelines are required to assist 
in the preparation of new legislation and agency policies and procedures to direct ADAP 
funds to landside improvements. 

The proposed research will identify and categorize current and projected needs of 
each airport in the national system of airports and establish a system of needs priori
ties encompassing both airside and landside. It will review past, current, and pro
jected ADAP funds generation; fund application and collection ratio performance; cur
rent procedures for application of ADAP funds; and legislation, regulations, and orders 
governing application of ADAP funds. It will recommend formulas for fund applications 
responsive to individual airport need, project priority, and airport contribution to the 
national program; procedures for establishing project eligibility that will ensure that 
funds are based on maximum application-collection ratios; and new and revised legis
lation, regulations, and orders required to implement revised fiscal programs. 

25. Use of ADAP Funds to Balance Airport Development 

The Airport Development Aid Program favors the airside elements of the airport much 
more than the landside elements. Therefore, the FAA should study the implications of 
a policy that in effect would permit the FAA to withhold funds for airside projects if by 
not doing so the capacity of the airside would far exceed the capacity of the landside. 
In addition, the FAA proposes that ADAP funds not be used for acquiring land for new 
airports that will be developed in the future and for approach and departure paths of 
runways beyond those that are currently eligible. Studies are needed to determine 
whether these revisions are justified. Included in the studies should be a considera
tion of the priorities that FAA field offices assign to purchase of land for air side and 
landside facilities. 
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26. Development of Measures for Cost of Capital 

A basic decision faced by airport managers concerns the means to be employed in 
raising the capital necessary to provide the capacity called for in the airport plan. 
Historically airport landside capacity has been financed without the direct aid of the 
federal government. Therefore, the cost of capital must be minimized, and alterna
tive sources and costs must be identified. This study would identify and define all al
ternative sources of capital that can be employed for landside capacity developments, 
analyze costs and benefits of each alternative source, and develop precise measures 
for cost of capital. 

FORECASTING AND SIMULATION 

27. Forecasting Methodology and Monitoring System for Airport 
Landside Capacity 

In planning the establishment or expansion of airport landside capacity, better fore
casts are needed of the future demands that will be placed on the various elements of 
the airport landside system and of teclmological developments that will affect landside 
requirements. These forecasts must be regularly updated and continually monitored 
so that they provide early warning of any impending mismatch between airport airside 
and landside capacity. This study would list, identify, and define all measures that 
are relevant to a determination of the requirements for the various elements of airport 
landside capacity; develop relations or methodologies for forecasting these measures; 
recommend a feasible data collection system to provide a base for the required fore
casts; develop a system for monitoring and updating these forecasts to ensure early 
warning of airport landside capacity requirements or of any impending imbalance be
tween landside and airside capacity; ensure compatibility among data, definitions, and 
forecasts of airside activity; and concentrate on measures of the characteristics, peak
ing, and mix of demand that are important to determining landside needs and method
ological differences among airport types. 

28. Effect of Forecast Variability in Landside Development 

The level of airport activity at any future time is characterized by random variables 
that describe things such as peak passenger boardings, gate requirements, aircraft 
operation, and loads. The difference between requirements and the ability of a spe
cific landside complex to satisfy requirements implies a cost. These costs not only 
depend on initial facility design but also change over time as requirements change or 
as capacity is adjusted. This dependence of costs on initial design concept and time 
should be taken into account in the landside development decision-making process. The 
proposed research will develop a methodology to take into account the effect of forecast 
landside requirements or their determinants and the uncertainty associated with these 
forecasts on the present value of all costs assigned to a landside expansion alternative 
during the planning period. Requirement forecasts will be specified in probabilistic 
terms, and the expected present value of an alternative will be calculated with respect 
to these distributions for a specified development or expansion policy. 

29. Conversion of Forecast Demand Factors to Daily Peaking 

Level of service is dependent on magnitudes and duration of peaking. Therefore, peak
ing values are necessary to determine future estimates of level of service at a given 
airport. The present techniques derive these values from the forecast yearly enplane
ments, which are obtained through various analysis methods. The adequacy of the 
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present methods should be investigated, and conversion improved where possible. A 
combination of the demand factors may range from simplified rules of thumb to some 
form of modeling. The existing models should be identified, and present data should be 
used to determine how well the forecasting of peaking may be effected. If no model is 
reasonably accurate, a conversion model should be developed. Causal relations should 
be identified where possible. 

30. Sensitivity Analysis of Demand Factors on Level of Service 

To determine the amount of emphasis to be given to improvement of forecasting of de
mand factors, a sensitivity analysis should be conducted to determine how critical the 
various factors are in influencing level of service. Through the use of a validated 
model, changes in level of service may be determined, based on input values of the 
demand and service factors. The purpose would be to eliminate unnecessary refine
ments in forecasting techniques. The analysis should be performed before any inves
tigation of forecasting method improvements. 

31. Development of Airport Landside Simulation Capability 

The ability to estimate landside capacity and to properly allocate landside investments 
can be significantly improved by proper simulation (computer-based) tools suitably 
validated and suitably supplied with input data. Such tools should be further developed 
and made available to all. An attempt should also be made to develop an analysis tool 
for better understanding the flow of people, baggage, and vehicles. The goal should be 
to design a methodology that is adaptable to a wide variety of airport situations. Con
centrated development of a few tools should produce more results than limited effort 
on many different tools. 

32. Application of Econometric Techniques to Demand Forecast 

The uncertainties and errors of demand factor forecasting as exhibited in quantities 
such as yearly enplanements appear to be large. The reasons for this should be in
vestigated. A study should be conducted to determine the extent of application of 
present-day econometric techniques. These techniques include correlation methods 
or time series analysis. An indication of the applicability of such methods should be 
provided in order to determine the degree of flexibility. 

33. Calibration of Airport Planning Models 

Models are useful when they represent up-to-date and real-life experience; they are 
dangerous when their basis is not clearly traceable to relevant conditions. Research 
should be undertaken to collect the set of models that represent functions of the ele
ments of landside service (and their interdependence) and that have been found useful 
in planning expansions of or new airport facilities; process the data collected for air
port management tools in the daily accounting by function and cost of maintenance and 
repair activities such that the landside service activities are reported; and use the ser
vice activity data to update the empirical elements in the planning models and to cali
brate the models. 
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INFORMATION 

34. Survey and Data Collection Requirements 

Planning and providing for future airport capacity must begin with the adoption of a 
forecast or a workable range of forecasts. To develop such forecasts, airport and 
airline management require current information on many airport activities, including 
passenger, aircraft, ground vehicles, and cargo. These data are expensive to obtain 
and maintain. For example, a constant and critical need is an up-to-date profile of 
the air passenger and his or her trip to and from the airport, local origination and 
destination, mode of access and egress, trip purpose, baggage, use of curb space 
and parking lots, and use of airport facilities. These data can be used to calibrate 
and improve the forecast and facility planning models, which are now available. Col
lected over a period of time, they become increasingly more valuable as trends can be 
discerned and projected. ADAP planning funds for individual airports should provide 
sufficient money for periodic surveys and other data collection activities vital to the 
forecasting and planning process. These requirements should be outlined, and a study 
should be conducted to determine the form or forms in which these data should be com
piled to satisfy the needs of all the users. 

35. Existing Airline Data 

A variety of information collection and survey activity has been undertaken by the air
lines, but much of the information remains closely guarded, Ways of making this in
formation more available and of supplementing it should be investigated. The ability 
to simulate and analyze the operations on the airport landside operations is critically 
dependent on the availability of appropriate data such as detailed processing times, 
passenger profiles, and visitor and passenger ratios. Time series data on such fac
tors are also important for forecasting purposes. Provision should be made for col
lecting and supplementing available information. 

36. Airport Management Information Support 

A considerable body of experience has been developed by various airport sponsors, 
operators, and transportation planners with respect to the development and operation 
of landside capacity. This experience could benefit their counterparts in other com
munities were it readily accessible. However, existing channels of communication 
are inadequate. A preliminary survey of existing channels including trade journals, 
industry organizations, governmental mechanisms, training programs, and profes
sional societies should be undertaken to identify the scope and limitations of their util
ity as information sources. The results of such a survey, coupled with information on 
needs for information obtained via survey or derived from analysis of existing channels, 
would support recommendations on ways to improve or supplement information sources. 
Possible factors are budget constraints, travel constraints, internal circulation of in
formation, lack of immediacy, lack of forum, need for extensive computerized data 
base, need for brief format to highlight information availability, and storage consider
ations. Depending on findings and recommendations, materials, workshops, documents, 
videotapes, newsletters, computerized information retrieval systems, or other infor
mation support products could be developed as a separate task. 



INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 

37. Jurisdictional Cooperation in Intermodal and Multimodal 
Planning 
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Current revisions to ADAP; compounding constraints on airport operations and activ
ities; limiting factors concerning airport development, expansion, access, and land 
acquisition; changing role of state departments of transportation and airport managers; 
and the need for more effective intermodal planning have made it necessary (a) to en
sure that all decision makers (e.g., federal agencies, state departments of transporta
tion, local planning agencies, airport sponsors, consultants, and local elected officials) 
realize the impact of their interrelated roles and responsibilities in each facet of air
port planning; (b) to identify voids that exist in understanding the vital role intermodal 
planning can play in strengthening the interface between the different multimodal plan
ning agencies, the airport sponsor, and other decision makers from the local to federal 
levels; and (c) to seek ways and workable solutions for coping with the changing role of 
the state departments of transportation and responsibilities of the airport sponsors. 

The proposed research project should (a) seek ways to increase the understanding 
of decision makers and their application of the various intermodal cooperation and co
ordination techniques (including case histories); (b) strengthen the on-airport and off
airport interface by stressing the need for conducting intermodal planning in conjunc
tion with areawide land use planning, capital improvement programs, legislative regu
lations, and multimodal transportation planning in accordance with local, regional, 
state, and federal goals and objectives; (c) seek and recommend ways of resolving the 
questions around the current and future role of airport managers; (d) investigate the 
virtually untapped potential function of the airport manager as a vital link in coordinat
ing the efforts of the local, state, and federal planning agencies; and (e) address the 
problem of multijurisdictional planning by reporting what cooperation and coordination 
efforts could be or have been implemented by airport sponsors, regional transportation 
planning agencies, state departments of transportation, or other public or private con
cerns. 

38. Influence of Urban Development Patterns on Airside and 
Landside Capacities and Operations 

Urban development patterns constrain expansion of airport boundaries. At the same 
time, they tend to impose greater demands on the services provided within those 
boundaries. It is hypothesized that different land use patterns predetermine the se
lection of access alternatives and, hence, air transportation service. Research is 
proposed that tests this hypothesis and that makes the results available to transporta
tion planners and the public. 

LEVELS OF SERVICE 

39. Criteria for Airport Landside Level of Service 

The landside system is a complex network of processes and interconnecting flows. 
The kinds of passenger demand imposed on this system are highly variable and fluctu
ate widely. These complex, dynamic characteristics of an airport landside system are 
a major contributor to the difficulty of establishing unambiguous level-of-service cri
teria. For example, during airport planning, airport consultants, architectural and 
engineering firms, and airlines typically use their own proprietary criteria that are 
generally based on individual experience and are localized to the needs of a particular 
airport. Severe aviation system constraints and conflicting priorities have created the 
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need for more emphasis on the systematic treatment of level- of-service considerations. 
This need includes the requirement for a range of criteria that will permit a more dis
criminating trade-off of airport development options. The ability to reach general 
agreement on an acceptable range of criteria or standards is complicated by the over
lapping infrastructure of public and private decision makers. 

Because of the proprietary nature of this subject and the overlapping infrastructure 
of responsibilities, a multifirm study team under the auspices of the Transportation 
Research Board is recommended. The individuals assigned to the study team should 
interact on an anonymous basis, thus increasing the likelihood of objective results. 
The work environment would have to be intense and intimate to ensure full treatment 
of the complex relations and subjective judgments that accompany level-of-service con
siderations. Maximum support of the results could be ensured if the funding was shared 
by all interested parties. The Transportation Research Board would assume the re
sponsibility for selecting a study team, allocating the funds, and administering the 
project. Results would be published by the Transportation Research Board. 

40. Policy Studies of Level-of-Service Implementation 
Alternatives 

The implementation of airport landside levels of service is currently the management 
prerogative of a complex, localized infrastructure of decision makers in the public 
and private sectors. The problem of peak-hour level-of-service "balance" between 
adjoining landside segments is especially troublesome. Peak-hour imbalances be
tween airport airside and airport landside segments are forecast to become serious 
at many major hub airports in the next decade. These conditions raise a basic policy 
question: What is the best way to balance, improve, or maintain landside level of ser
vice in the future? This question is accentuated by the possibility of federally funded 
landside grants that will affect landside service. The major policy questions are, 
(a) Who should be responsible for providing and balancing airport landside level of ser
vice? (b) What are the problems in establishing and imposing level-of-service stan
dards? (c) What degree of authority is needed to achieve the desired standards? and 
(d) How should balanced level-of-service standards be implemented? 

The possible alternatives within and among the 4 stated policy issues are numerous. 
They form a large matrix of policy alternatives that must all be evaluated in terms of 
their advantages and disadvantages. As a minimum, the following policy alternatives, 
grouped according to the 4 major policy issues noted above, should be treated both 
singularly and in combination: (a) airport sponsor, airport operator, airlines, con
cessionaires, ground transport operators, local government, state government, fed
eral government, or joint responsibility; (b) potential conflict between level of service 
and other desirable airport system performance goals (safety, efficiency, environment); 
differentiation of aviation system jurisdiction (local, intrastate, and national), the 
question of whether a level-of-service standard should be established for the entire 
landside or for major landside segmenb;, legal implications, and financial implications; 
(c) do nothing, suggest, encourage, induce, regulate, or impose through statutory 
authority; and (d) provide data and analysis models by means of user handbooks, hold 
educational conferences, distribute FAA advisory circulars, provide federal grants 
for_ level-of-service improvement, undertake pilot projects, impose federal grant pen
alties, certify airport, or impose legal penalties and fines. 

41. Establishment of Level-of-Service Values 

Numerical values should be established for the level of service of various landside seg
ments. In addition, a performance target should be set for each segment. Research 
is proposed to (a) accumulate data on each landside segment as defined in order to 
evaluate each segment; (b) weight each segment in order of importance in the overall 
landside movement; (c) review candidate numerical values with airport operators, 
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airlines ground transportation operators, concessionaires, and others; and {d) distrib
ute final results to all airports and thereafter notify them of results of other research 
that specifically affects a landside segment. 

42. Attitudinal Surveys Regarding Airport Landside Services 

Attitudinal surveys on passenger preferences in the airport landside are rare. If valid 
level-of-service measures are to be developed, information is needed on what people 
want or value in the airport landside. The development of the appropriate survey ques
tions is crucial to the validity of the survey results. The proposed research would (a) 
determine the information professional planners and decision makers require and the 
form in which it should be prepared so as to be useful in the future planning of landside 
facilities and in determining the priorities for development of facilities; {b) develop an 
attitudinal survey form to be used in surveying airline passengers in the airport land
side (this part of the program should be accomplished by a multidisciplinary team, 
which should include specialists in human factors, sociology, psychology, airport plan
ning and operations, traffic engineering, urban design, and market research); (c) de
velop a specific program and procedures for conducting the passenger survey, includ
ing how the surveys are to be conducted, the sample required, and the airports in 
which surveys should be made; and (d) conduct surveys in selected airport landsides 
and analyze survey results. 

43. Composite Measures of Walk, Serve, and Delay Time 

Single-point measures of service level fail to capture the trade-offs inherent in airport 
layouts and the difference in passengers' perceived disutility for waiting, walking, or 
serving times. The disutilities are not linear with time duration, nor does the relative 
importance remain constant for different airports, times of day, seasons, or days of 
the week. Human factors research should be reviewed to identify existing utility mea
sures and models of aggregating different forms of disutility. Level-of-service cri
teria should be developed that express the human trade-offs under varying conditions 
and the expected reliability (variability) of such trade-offs or composite measures as 
a function of factors such as passenger characteristics, trip purpose, and peak and 
off-peak expectations. 

MARKETING 

44. Impact of Airline Marketing Practices on Airport Capacity 
Requirements 

Innovative marketing alternatives have been introduced by several airlines. These in
clude "no-frill" service, demand scheduling, off-peak pricing, and various tour op
tions. Additional alternatives have been proposed. In general, the objective of such 
strategies is to increase aircraft load factors and, consequently, airline revenues. 
Similarly, wide-bodied jet service has been increased in an attempt to meet high
density demand at lower unit costs, thereby increasing profits. These market inno
vations may alter airport passenger demand profiles and have a significant impact on 
landside capacity requirements. The proposed research will identify recent and pos
sible future airline market actions that may impact airport passenger demand. These 
will include no-frill service, use of wide-bodied jets, and charter-affinity tours. The 
impact of each of these on airline load factors , scheduling practices, and fleet mixes 
will be estimated, based on industry statistics and interviews with appropriate airline, 
government, and airport officials. Passenger demand profiles at a representative 
sample of large, medium, small, and nonhub airports will be developed, and potential 
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airport landside deficiencies will be identified. 

MANAGEMENT 

45. Management Training 

Formalized university programs are needed, comparable to those at Texas A&M and 
the University of California, Berkeley, in which airport managers may acquire or add 
to their knowledge of business and airport management. The proposed research would 
identify those elements common to airport and fundamental to business management; 
establish ongoing academic courses; review impediments to attendance and suggest 
methods for overcoming them; and evaluate advisability of establishing several courses 
at many universities or all courses at one university. 

PASSENGER AND BAGGAG.I!.: 1' HOC.l!.:881NG 

46. Common, Nonrestrictive, and Automated Passenger and 
Baggage-Processing Facilities 

At individual terminals, each airline furnishes the staff and equipment required to 
process passengers and baggage. These individual services are based on the innate 
competitive environment in which the carriers operate. As a result, there is a du
plication of service involving a large superfluous staff and individual facilities that are 
used only while the activity of the individual airline peaks. The European airports 
have found through the use of common and shared facilities that level of service and 
capacity can be improved and can be far more cost effective. A feasibility study should 
be made at several terminals in the United States to determine the increase in the level
of-service capacity and improvement in cost effectiveness through the use of shared 
services and facilities. The common and shared services and facilities have the fol
lowing functions: (a) automated passenger processing-common and standardized check
in (ticket, boarding pass, seat assignment, and baggage tags), security check, board
ing, and baggage claim; and (b) automated baggage handling-common and standardized 
procedure at origin, during transfer (interline, on-line), and at destination. 

The feasibility study would determine the following: (a) technical-the capability of 
offering common and standardized services that would be sufficiently automated to re
duce the labor intensity of the normal competitive passenger processing and baggage
handling activities; (b) institutional-the acceptability of a shared facility on the part of 
the carriers and the ability of the carriers to attain their own identity and to ensure 
that the design service level is realized; (c) social-the acceptability of shared service 
and facilities to the passengers and other users of the terminal; and (d) economic-the 
potential savings to the carriers, the airport operator, and the passenger. 

47. International Passenger and Baggage Processing 

The function of the federal inspection agencies as it relates to airport passengers is to 
collect duties on legally imported articles and to prevent the entry of certain undesir
able persons, diseases, plants, animals, and other goods. A system of inspection 
and passenger and import declarations and payments is employed to carry out these 
functions. The benefits to the public provided by these inspection agencies are not com
mensurate with the payments required of the public. These payments take many forms 
including direct taxation, inconvenience and costs of delays, cost of procedural require
ments, and creation of monopolistic enterprise through excessive regulations. Airport 
landside capacity can be increased by expediting the inspection processes by reducing 
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storage facilities and by introducing cost-effective procedures. The research proposed 
would (a) review legislation, regulations, and orders governing the activities of the in
spection agencies, define existing goals and objectives, and review in a similar manner 
the activities and composition of the various agencies in other nations performing like 
functions; (b) devise methodology and evaluate effectiveness of performance of inspec
tion agencies with respect to goals and objectives, cost, public benefit, and compara
tive performance of those agencies performing a like function in other nations; and (c) 
recommend improvements to the services provided by the inspection agencies including 
areas of administration, operation, law, budget, and further study and research iden
tified in the proposed study program. 

48. Passenger Information Systems for Airport Terminals 

Airport terminal capacity is increasingly affected by passenger confusion over pro
cessing routes through the airport terminal. This confusion has resulted from the fol
lowing factors: increasing air travel by the unsophisticated family and recreational 
segments of the market, differences in passenger processing systems at major air
ports among individual airlines, increasing size and complexity of major airport ter
minal complexes, and terminal concept variations. The research proposed would 
analyze current and proposed passenger processing systems to determine areas of 
commonality and procedures subject to increased standardization; survey public infor
mation systems in use at railroad and rapid transit terminals and large shopping com
plexes for applicability to airport terminals; develop recommendations for increasing 
the standardization of airline processing procedures in those areas that directly affect 
public circulation within the terminal complex; develop alternative systems and sub
systems for effectively communicating information to travelers as to the locations of 
processing stations and preferred route through the terminal complex; compile, de
scribe, and state applicability and cost in terms of passenger unit processed at exist
ing public information systems; recommend additional research that may be required 
for development and implementation of devices for simple and effective display of in
formation to users. 

49. Potential and Limitations of Automation for Airport Baggage 
Processing 

Automation has failed in airport-baggage, transit, and other systems for 2 reasons: 
(a) Automating a facility requires expert judgments about the types of loads, and these 
estimates are often wrong; and (b) the degradation of performance under extreme loads 
is not understood. The potential of automation for landside airport facilities should be 
explored. The proposed research would review current failures, develop a procedure 
to analyze actual performance under loads, develop an analysis framework for tracing 
out propagation of delays due to likely extremes of traffic, explore means of using re
dundancy as a way to allow graceful degradation of performance when failure occurs, 
make cost estimates of discrepancies of scale due to complexity, develop a procedure 
for the analysis of a proposed system for particular situations, and prepare policy rec
ommendations for particular situations. 

SECURITY 

50. Present and Future Impact of Airport Security Regulations 
on Airport Landside Capacity 

Present FAA security regulations are designed to eliminate all aircraft hijackings. 
The existence of such regulations requires that landside capacity be used to house 
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equipment, operating personnel, and support facilities for such personnel. It also re
quires that such facilities be planned for in new airports. A further impact is the po
tential queuing that may exist during certain peak times and its spillover effects into 
other airport facilities. The existence of the security regulations imposes certain costs 
on the operators of airports. To what extent do enplaning passengers arrive earlier 
because of security provisions? What facilities must be used to provide the service? 
What are the benefits of the security system relative to the costs? 

The institution of the security regulations has nearly eliminated hijacking. The 
costs imposed, however, should be exa..T.ined to determine whether the objective should 
be zero incidence or some higher level of incidence. 

The proposed research would document, by major airport, the space used by secu
rity equipment and personnel, the space used by support facilities for such personnel, 
the impact of the security system on passenger queuing (by time period), the impact of 
the security system on the consumption of other airport landside capacity (e.g., lines 
extending into the lobby), the extent that the arrival pattern of passengers is influenced 
by the knowledge that a security system must be negotiated, and the impact on the uti
lization of baggage facilities. 

Based on the findings of such case studies, conclusions can be drawn as to whether 
such systems are a bottleneck on landside capacity. The system costs can be identi
fied and compared to system benefits. The fact that the 30,000 employees nationwide 
are unionized should be accounted for. 

The output of the research not only would show the extent that security impacts ca
pacity but also would suggest alternative methods (more capacity efficiency) of proces
sing passengers and suggest alternative security levels and show their capacity effects. 
A further output would be the investigation of security technology and the demand for 
security in the future. 

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING 

51. Improving Ground Transportation Service by Low-Cost 
Techniques 

The supply of ground transportation services for transporting 3 segments of the airport 
population-passengers, visitors, and employees-between the airport and their local 
origins or destinations varies widely among airports. Although the feasibility of cer
tain high-capital ground systems, such as fixed-rail, has been extensively analyzed, 
the less glamorous, low-capital systems or approaches have received less attention. 
Recent developments in urban transportation services generally suggest that there is 
considerable potential for increased utilization and productivity of existing airport ac
cess capacity. At the same time improved ground transportation can be responsive to 
environmental and energy concerns. 

The following program is proposed to evaluate opportunities for and constraints on 
the development and implementation of improved ground transportation other than the 
automobile or high-capital systems and to document and disseminate information on 
both technical and managerial issues: (a) investigation of the applicability of recently 
developed techniques giving priority to high-occupancy vehicles on existing roadways 
and giving consideration to factors such as institutional and regulatory barriers at the 
state and local levels, the estimated potential increase in off- and on-airport capacity 
associated with various mixes of ground transportation services, and secondary im
pacts; (b) evaluation of the current role of the airport sponsor with respect to the pro
vision of ground transportation services to passengers and to employees to determine 
whether changes are needed in existing industry practices, including an examination of 
revenue structure, contracted levels of service, operational aspects (e.g., signing, 
curb location), and consumer preferences; (c) exploration of the potential benefits of 
a more fully integrated intermodal service for the air traveler and use of carrier com
puter capability to provide information on and ticketing for ground transportation 
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services at either end of an air trip, including scheduling of ground service vehicles; 
(d) analysis of the long-run implications for ground transportation service requirements 
of the trend toward mass air travel at relatively lower fares; and (e) development of 
model contracts, legislation, or other legal materials to assist in the implementation 
of improved ground transportation services, including ownership, funding, insurance 
and liability issues, impact on bondholders, and labor relations. 

52. Alternative Transport Systems for Airport Access 

The feasibility and potential benefits should be examined of using alternative transport 
systems as vehicular connectors to supplement constrained landside and off-airport 
capacities. The research proposed would (a) evaluate existing alternative transport 
vehicles and systems as they relate to serving airport access needs, including demand 
analysis, level of service, technical feasibility, modal-split behavior, economic con
siderations, and resultant impact on existing surface accessibility; (b) identify condi
tions required to sustain airport access service by alternative connector vehicles and 
analyze various large airports to determine the applicability of these concepts; (c) in
vestigate the existence of political or financial barriers to alternative access concepts 
and recommend government policies or procedures that will enhance the use of these 
concepts; and (d) investigate the advisability and effectiveness of making more available 
the cost- and energy-efficient methods and modes of ground transportation that promote 
multipassenger movement to more segments of the airport use, both urban a'ld subur
ban, passenger and employee (more and better use of such low-cost service would re
duce demand on existing and future parking and highway facilities now used by single
passenger vehicles). 

53. Automated Guideway Transit Systems in Airport Landside 
Capacity Imp1·ovement 

During the last 15 years, many new transportation concepts have emerged based on the 
application of automation to ground transportation. These concepts may be generally 
characterized by the use of unmanned electrically propelled vehicles that operate under 
automatic control on separate protected roadways or guideways. Although the initial 
impetus for the development of automated guideway transit (AGT) technology was pro
vided by the desire to develop less labor-intensive solutions to urban transit problems, 
the major application of automated transit has developed in airport applications. This 
phenomenon is probably the result of a number of factors: intraairport transportation 
problems are relatively self-contained, capital cost of an automated transit system is 
a relatively low percentage of total facility cost, airport authorities are generally more 
comfortable with high-technology systems, airport operations demand a high level of 
transit service over long periods of operation, the airport fabric may more easily in
tegrate AGT than conventional solutions, AGT permits increased flexibility in develop
ing airport terminal configurations, and a more cost-effective solution may be pro
vided by AGT than by more conventional transit modes. 

AGT systems are currently in operation at Dallas-Fort Worth, Seattle, Tampa, and 
Houston airports, two are under construction at Miami and Hartford airports, and one 
is decommissioned at Love Field. Further research is needed to determine ways for 
reducing the risk involved in the deployment of AGT systems at airports, develop the 
analytical tools required to establish the cost and service characteristics of AGT sys
tems, and perform cost-benefit studies to establish whether AGT is a feasible intra
airport transit solution. 

The following items identify possible research projects: evaluate performance of 
systems integrated with existing facilities and identify economic and operational char
acteristics, develop innovative methods of using AGT in airport complexes, develop 
analytical methods required to accurately project performance of systems in new ap
plications affecting reliability and other hardware limitations, develop network 
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configurations required to provide fleet size management and fail-safe operational per
formance, evaluate existing system hardware and identify major strengths and weak
nesses and areas where further development is required, and evaluate traffic flow pat
terns in a number of areas and perform airport deployability studies for a number of 
AGT systems. 

54. Busways for Airport Accessibility 

Busways are under consideration as a primary means of airport access. However, the 
dispersed origins and destinations of originating and terminating passengers and the 
relatively high cost of implementation of exclusive rights-of-way will impede the use 
of this concept as a means of airport access for all but a few of the high demand areas. 
Nevertheless, many communities are examining busways as part of their regional trans
portation planning. In such planning, airport access represents only one of a large 
group of transportation objectives. From an airport planning viewpoint, it would be 
useful to examine these busway plans to determine the priority placed on airport ac
cess by reeional plannine authorities, to identify the modifications to the planR that 
would improve access, to estimate the cost of these modifications and their impact on 
the regional system, and to generalize to the extent possible the results to other com
munities. Such a study would provide a framework for future planning of-airport access. 

55. Intermodal Ticketing 

Considerable confusion exists at most major airports with regard to the availability of 
alternative collective ground transport to major activity centers within the metropoli
tan area. Because of energy and pollution constraints, a greater effort should be 
undertaken to promote and encourage the use of collective ground transport services. 
One solution to this problem may be in the development and implementation of an inter
modal ticket that would not only inform the traveler that such ground transport ser
vices exist but also simplify the ticketing procedures and fleet requirements for the 
ground transport carriers. The resultant impact on ground access-egress and curb
side facilities in terms of providing additional capacity would be substantial at many 
major airports in this country. The research proposed would (a) document the exist
ing and proposed opportunities for implementation of intermodal ticketing for the air 
to major activity center trip utilizing collective ground transport services; (b) analyze 
and evaluate the consequences to landside capacity if such a system were implemented 
at a selected number of airports currently experiencing capacity problems in the ground 
access-egress area; (c) evaluate the potential benefits and obstacles to implementation 
of such a system from the standpoint of the air carriers and the ground transport oper
ators; and (d) identify the procedures that would be required to initiate such an inter
modal ticketing system and analyze the relative costs and benefits to be derived from 
fleet utilization and availability, reduction in ground access congestion, and simplifi
cation or complication of selling, collecting, and monitoring tickets. 

56. Curbside Use at Airports 

One of the traffic bottlenecks at airports is at the curbside where people and baggage 
enter and leave the terminal. The complexity of merging people and vehicles and the 
randomness of their arrival partially explain this problem. Control of curbside is 
generally under the airport manager's jurisdiction, but economic incentives for high 
service are less direct than for airlines because of their visibility at ticketing or bag
gage areas. 

An analysis of vehicle behavior in diverging and merging, at curbside lanes, and in 
maneuvering lanes is needed to more accurately characterize levels of service and 
throughput rate as functions of demand level. This should be studied at several airports 
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wider several load conditions to explicitly define vehicle movement and timing of move
ments. A detailed simulative model should be developed of curbside vehicle movements. 
A demonstration should be carried out at airports contemplating curbside modifications 
to evaluate effect of such modifications. Improved ideal designs of curbside should be 
developed and evaluated by a panel of experts and also by simulation. 

Requirements should be developed for curbside wider the following types of policies: 
free curbside use; exclusive curbside use by taxis, limousines, buses, and intrater
minal shuttle; paid public curbside use; and mixed curbside use. 

57. Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices for the Airport 
Landside 

A manual is needed that would standardize the signals, signing, and pavement markings 
at all airports. This would increase the level of service throughout the landside sys
tem by minimizing confusion and delay time. The manual would be used by designers 
in specifying traffic control device location, function, size, shape, color, legend, and 
warrant. It would be similar to the Federal Highway Administration's Manual for Uni
form Traffic Control Devices. The research proposed includes a survey of present 
airport traffic control devices and an evaluation of their adequacy in maintaining free 
flow throughout the landside system, including access-egress between airport boundary 
and terminal area, intraairport circulation system, and intraterminal pedestrian ac
tivities; demonstration projects to measure delay and level of service at various air
ports before and after introduction of alternative traffic control devices; data collection 
activities, including traffic counts, time-lapse photography, personal observations, 
travel time studies, and attitudinal surveys; investigation of state of the art in traffic 
control devices, including the Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices and IOTA's 
recent signing recommendations; specific and detailed definition of requirements for 
traffic control devices for various elements of the airport landside system; develop
ment of a uniform manual to be used nationwide that would standardize the design, se
lection, and use of traffic control devices; and a study of human-factor effects of al
ternative signing elements. 

58. Ground Transportation Information 

The number of ground transportation options at major airports is often large, far ex
ceeding the air traveler's knowledge. Consequently, many travelers either opt for the 
simplest (but most expensive) solution of taxi or rental car or else try out public trans
portation systems, with mixed success. An information guide is needed that identifies 
all connecting travel modes and their locations, departure-arrival times, destinations, 
routes, schedules, and fares. The research proposed would review present intermodal 
information guides (e.g., the Swiss National Time Table) to determine state of the art; 
identify the various connecting modes of transportation at a given airport and their re
lated information parameters that would assist a traveler in selecting a connecting 
mode (e.g., departure time, routes, location, departure-arrival at airport, destina
tions, schedules, and fares); develop media alternatives for information distribution 
(e.g., handbook, brochure, cathode-ray tube with passenger input and with or without 
hard copy output, maps); investigate alternative signing or marking schemes to direct 
a passenger to a connecting mode (e.g., special trailblazer signs or painted color, 
letter-coded or number-coded lines); study human-factors effect of the various infor
mation guide and system alternatives; include a demonstration project at one airport 
where alternative guides and systems would be developed and tested and time and delay 
studies, attitudinal surveys, and personal observations would be conducted to evaluate 
the effectiveness and user acceptance of the alternatives; analyze benefits and costs of 
the alternative guides and systems. 
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59. Off-Airport Parking 

The value of off-airport parking to landside transportation capacity is not known. Sev
eral advantages appear possible: reduced on-airport parking demand, reduced trips 
onto airport, and reduced patron parking charges. Apparent disadvantages are loss 
of airport revenue and probable inconvenience to parkers. Long-term public parking 
and employee parking appear to be suitable types for off-airport parking served by 
shuttle transportation. Suitable studies should be made of existing and planned off
airport parking operations to determine demand characteristics. transoortation shuttle 
needs, and the- fu;:ancial requirements for construction and operation .• The studies 
should include a variety of off-airport schemes, such as those at the Cleveland and 
Los Angeles airports. 

60. Airport Access Links to Major Transportation Corridors 

On-airport transportation systems should be coordinated with major regional systems. 
The research proposed would inventory factorR that infhrnnce effective interjnrisc'lic
tional coordination of airport-oriented transportation facilities (the inventory would in
clude physical, political, and financial elements, and emphasis would be given to areas 
where effective coordination is critical); inventory existing or potential sources of funds 
to support such systems; and develop processes or propose federal policies to encour
age interjurisdictional coordination, including coordinated scheduling of interrelated 
projects. 

TERMINAL DESIGN 

61. Terminal Design to Increase Service Reliability 

Complex systems are composed of a series of elements with differing degrees or 
ranges of service variability. At times these elements combine to produce wide vari
ations in service. Good service systems are usually characterized by their consistency 
and limited service time variability; poor service systems tend to exhibit wide service 
time variability. The research proposed would identify the elements in the typical ter
minal system and establish their degrees of variability and service sensitivity under 
differing demand conditions; show how combined system variability tends to produce 
inconsistent service; and recommend terminal planning, design, and operations pro
cedures to reduce individual element and combined system variability to improve ser
vice consistency. 

62. Methodologies for Forecasting Passenger Volumes for 
Designing Airport Terminals 

There is a significant deficiency in the documentation of applicable methodologies for 
determining passenger volumes for the sizing and design of airport terminal facilities. 
The purpose of the proposed research is to document alternative strategies that can be 
applied in developing design passenger volumes and related baggage quantities from 
standard forecasts of passenger enplanement and the total number of passengers that 
use the terminal. The research would identify essential planning base data, their 
sources, and method of collection; document methods for collecting information on 
subjects such as passenger profile (originations, transfers, charter, trip purpose); 
describe methods for the calculation of parameters such as average number of seats 
per departure, board factors, fleet composition, design peak period; explore the ques
tion of forecasting a range of volumes and the selection of a design level from these 
ranges through public policy input; list quantitative and qualitative factors that will 
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meaningful strategy for monitoring and updating the selected design demand level. 

TERMINALS, OFF-AIRPORT 

63. Off-Airport Terminals for Passengers and Cargo 
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Off-airport terminals are facilities for the processing of passengers and visitors ar
riving and departing by ground transportation in both directions between their local 
originations and the airport. The link between the off-airport and on-airport terminal 
is served by public transportation. Off-airport processing may include one or all of 
the following: ground transportation, passenger ticketing, and baggage handling. The 
facility may include private automobile parking, curb frontage for arriving and depart
ing vehicles, platforms for vehicular fixed guideway, and station stops. The technol
ogy to design and construct the facility exists. Program development will follow known 
methodology applied for the development of similar facilities on the airport and at other 
locations. A study is needed to identify and illustrate with actual examples the main 
facility components and combinations. 

The volumes of historical and forecast demand need to be identified. The financial 
aspects need to be identified and expressed in cost per user and cost per air passen
ger. The political aspects, which are multitudinal and may include federal, state, 
local, city, and county governments, should be assessed. 

TRAFFIC PEAKING 

64. Methodologies for Assessing and Evaluating Economic, Legal, 
and Political Implications of Peaking of Domestic and 
International Air Traffic at Airports 

Peaking refers to the highest concentration of traffic (aircraft, passenger, vehicles, 
cargo, baggage) that the airport has to handle or process within a particular period of 
time. Peaking of traffic at airports affects airlines, airport authorities, designers, 
operators, inspection services, common services, contractors, concessionaires, 
travelers, greeters, well-wishers, and the general public. Peaking of traffic flows 
is, in part, a national and international problem. The problem cannot be eliminated 
in its entirety by unilateral action of one level of government; therefore, studies of 
peaking problems must be undertaken in a national and international context. To study 
the problems of peaking at airports requires that the nature and extent of the peaking 
be identified and that the economic penalties due to peaking and the legal and political 
implications be estimated. 

This proposed research project requires several in-depth studies in the following 
areas: (a) statistical analysis and collection of data-comprehensive review of existing 
traffic data system, feasibility study of a common traffic data book, assessment of a 
method to forecast peaks, systematic analysis of traffic data to understand nature and 
cause of peaks, and analysis of socioeconomic forces that motivate the behavior of air
traveler preferences according to time of day, day of week, month, or season of year; 
(b) development of a relationship between use of airports and economic penalties-esti
mate of overall economic impacts of peaking to all interests at airports, methodology 
for assessing the adverse operational effects of peaking at a given airport, and meth
odology for assessing the interaction of traffic among major airports to develop rela
tions among uses of major airports on the same network; and (c) development of 
methods for actively managing traffic flows-formulation of objectives, consideration 
of alternative approaches, development of evaluation procedures, examination of 
the legal and political implications, and development of governmental organization and 
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legislative authority to implement selected approach. 

USER CHARACTERISTICS 

65. Characteristics of Airport Population 

The characteristics and behavior patterns of an airport population significantly affect 
landside capacity requirements. Nationwide standards or norms regarding airport 
population characteristics and behavior are seldom applicable to a specific airport be
cause of the influence of local conditions, e.g., resident characteristics, types of 
visitors attracted to the area, type of airline service offered, and physical and opera
tional characteristics of the airport itself. The characteristics of airport populations 
need to be related to local conditions in a manner that will permit local planners to 
understand their own specific capacity demands and how best to provide for it. 

A study of the characteristics of an airport population is proposed. Characteristics 
are defined to include 2 general categories: type of individual and behavior patterns. 
The characteristics included in each category should be limited to those specifically af
fecting the individual's use of the capacity of one or more functional components of the 
airport. Individual characteristics could include items such as purpose of being at the 
airport, size of party, access mode, frequency of airport usage, age, handicaps, and 
resident origin. Behavior patterns could include time of arrival, time of departure, 
services and facilities used, time spent in using each, and changes in behavior antic
ipated on next visit. The study of these characteristics should indicate future trends 
of change in these patterns because of either internal or external forces. 

A study of this type limited to one specific airport could produce meaningful results 
for that airport but with limited applicability to other airports. A multiairport survey 
should include a stratified sample of a wide variety of airport and community types. 
These results should be cross tabulated with the corresponding airport and community 
characteristics in an effort to provide cause and effect relations that will make the re
sults more universally applicable. 
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